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Abstract 

Rapid convergence of heterogeneous wireless communication technologies such as 

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), 4G: LTE/LTE-Advanced Mobile Broadband, 

5G and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), attract new 

opportunities for ubiquitous connectivity enabling collaborative usage. Hence, it is 

predicted that the ever-increasing use of wireless Internet demands a significant increase 

in wireless broadband throughput. However, to maintain reliable and seamless 

connectivity wireless devices entail simultaneous multi-gateway connections. Therefore, 

emerging technologies should be capable of performing secure roaming between the 

diverse wireless networks. Nevertheless, vertical handover (roaming) and seamless 

connectivity involve overcoming not only the incompatibility issues between the different 

wireless technologies but also the incompatibility issues amongst the authentication 

mechanisms used in the various wireless networks. 

For seamless connectivity, wireless devices need to authenticate in a timely 

fashion with the different types of wireless networks. However, the authentication 

mechanisms used in these wireless networks can be specific and fitting only to those 

wireless technologies. Hence, roaming becomes a major challenge due to the 

incompatible authentication mechanisms, parameters and credentials. Further, users 

demand a single but unique set of credentials to authenticate the wireless devices in the 

heterogeneous wireless environment. In other words, future heterogeneous networks 

demand a coordinated authentication mechanism for vertical handover with the ability to 

use a single but unique set of credentials enabling secure and fast roaming. 

A wireless device connected to its home network uses a security mechanism and 

credentials that are exclusive and reliable to that network. Hence, when the mobile device 

roams into a foreign wireless network, it becomes inevitable to overcome the 

compatibility issues between home and foreign authentication mechanisms while 

maintaining the same level of security as in the home network. In addition, the possibility 

of having incompatible wireless technologies in the different wireless medium is highly 

likely and reflected. Considering all of the above specifics, an EAP based medium 

independent Coordinate Robust Authentication mechanism is proposed in this study. The 

proposed protocol when encapsulated within Remote Authentication Dial-in User Service 

(RADIUS) protocol performs not only vertical handover but also offers fast re-

authentication. 
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In order to carefully analyse, compare and improve the proposal, first a functional 

analysis was carried out using Behavior Trees (BT) and Symbolic Analysis Laboratory 

(SAL) to refine the requirements of the proposal. Next, the soundness and completeness 

properties of the protocol were verified using LTL theorems in the SAL environment. 

Once the protocol proved functionally sound and complete, its security properties were 

analysed using Casper-FDR. During the security analysis, a complete and comprehensive 

study was made on the proposed protocol EAP-CRA. Next, the results were compared 

with similar vertical handover protocol EAP-ERP under the same conditions using 

Casper/FDR. The results indicate that, despite the initial perception, EAP-ERP lacks 

mutual authentication between agents while the integrity of the keying material is 

adequately protected. In regards to EAP-CRA, results highlighted shortcomings on both 

processes of vertical and horizontal handover, which was rectified in the modified 

version. Repeating the tests on the modified version confirmed enhanced security over 

EAP-ERP. 
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Chapter 1  

1 Introduction 

Future wireless networks should satisfy the ever-growing need for wireless data 

throughput at gigabit rates. The presence of wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi[1], 

Long-Term Evolution (LTE) [2] and High-Speed Downlink Packet Access(HSDPA)[3] 

on ordinary handheld devices empowers users to maintain simultaneous multi-gateway 

connectivity to the backbone network, thereby enabling aggregation of connections to 

reach the desired throughput. From the network service providers’ perspective, to reach 

the higher wireless data throughput, a number of proposals such as Femtocell [4], Wi-Fi 

hotspot [5] and the like have been put forward. As shown in Figure 1.1, users carrying 

handheld devices that support multiple wireless technologies can connect to multiple 

networks concurrently. 

Inevitably, by nature, the future wireless networks will be heterogeneous with 

appealing network characteristics. Such openings have convinced many enterprises to 

move towards Internet of Things (IoT) [6]. Regardless of the technical solutions, the 

common attribute of all solutions suggests that such mobile devices must be equipped 

with technologies capable of vertical handover in heterogeneous networks to facilitate 

roaming.
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Figure 1.1: Future heterogeneous network. 

Notwithstanding the technical interoperability challenges for vertical handover, 

security is a major concern in terms of privacy and authenticity. Authentication, 

authorization and accounting (AAA) were particularly significant in wireless networks as 

opposed to wired networks. This research focuses on authenticating mobile devices in 

wireless networks. In wired networks, clients are strongly associated with a network 

switch by a physical attachment. Lack of this physical attachment in wireless networks 

makes them vulnerable to various types of security threats. This problem further escalates 

when the wireless device roams between different types of known or unknown wireless 

networks. As a cautious and concerned user, one would like to have full confidence that 

he or she is adequately secured when using an unknown foreign wireless network. For 

example, when a person checks-in at a hotel, he / she is given a security key for wireless 

networks access. How secure is this key? What security mechanism is used to secure the 

network? What is the guarantee that this key has not been disclosed to others? Can the 

hotel employees be trusted? All such questions will arise. On the other hand, in cases such 

as in an airport or a Wi-Fi enabled train or any other public hotspot, what is the guarantee 

that the wireless presence is confidential? Can the integrity of the foreign network traffic 

be trusted? If one is to rely on the security options of the foreign wireless network alone, 

this cannot be assured. Under these circumstances, in the post-PC era with a record 

number of users depending on wireless handheld devices, the need for ubiquitous secure 

communication is inevitable for day-to-day activities. 
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Solutions to authenticating mobile nodes that roam from one network to another 

are mainly based on Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) framework. They can be 

categorised in two primary streams; technology dependent and technology-independent 

solutions. 

One option for technology-dependent vertical handover is a centralized approach 

supported by the service providers because they own significantly large WAN fabric and 

the associated user credentials. Some proposals for future network management regularity 

[7, 8] and implementations such as Telstra Air [5] have been rolled out enabling users to 

move freely from one location to another while maintaining network connectivity. 

However, having a centralized approach for authenticating users may not be viable 

because when it comes to co-operation and collaboration, leading service providers may 

be reluctant to share information.  

Further, in relation to technology-dependent solutions, the scope covers only 

roaming between two wireless technologies or two separate wireless authentication 

domains. Solutions such as Eduroam [9, 10] provides a vertical handover when a mobile 

user roams from Wi-Fi network of one registered educational enterprise to another 

organization. Perhaps one of the early works as a technology specific vertical handover 

was proposed by Iyer et al. [11] a technique with Wi-Fi/WiMAX mobility service agent 

for use across Wi-Fi and WiMAX systems. The authentication methods discussed here 

are also known as decentralized solutions as there is not one entity in charge of the whole 

network fabric. 

In relation to technology-independent solutions Narayanan et al. [12] proposed 

more flexible authentication mechanism to work between different types of authentication 

mechanisms in the home and foreign network. They offered an extension to EAP method 

to support re-authentication process. The proposal includes two phases; in the first phase 

the supplicant performs a vertical handover by going through a full authentication with 

the home authentication server using the foreign network as forwarders. The second phase 

is the process of re-authentication known as horizontal handover. The solution, however, 

introduces two new message types to the EAP architecture. 

1.1 Significance of the Research 

One may argue that the advances in Fourth Generation (4G) Long Term Evolution (LTE) 

[2, 4] networks may not warrant a coordinated authentication protocol since the 4G 

network itself can provide an effective coverage within the influence of a Wireless 
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Fidelity (Wi-Fi) network. However, how many users / people want to expose their 

handheld devices unnecessarily and connect to the expensive 4G network, when they have 

the option of connecting to an office or home or another trusted wireless network? In 

addition, using 4G may overload the mobile network preventing it from providing its 

primary services. As of now, 4G service providers are predicting a 20-fold increase in the 

Internet traffic. By 2020, approximately 1 billion individuals are estimated to access the 

Internet just through a mobile wireless device [13]. To deal with the increase in data 

traffic, service providers will have to look into more advanced LTE technology, adding 

new cell sites, modifying existing cell sites to handle traffic more efficiently and 

deploying advanced spectrums. Many service providers in the US promote Femtocell 

services [14, 15], which routes voice calls and data through home broadband for better 

reception. All these highlights the need for a coordinated authentication mechanism that 

could connect a wireless handheld device to a wireless network that is effective at the 

point of presence. 

On the other hand, in decentralized solutions, regardless of the technological 

limitations, there can be compatibility issues in the security mechanisms used between 

the different networks. For instance, consider a home network that uses EAP-Transport 

Layer Security (EAP-TLS) as the authentication mechanism, with a foreign network that 

uses Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP-PEAP). In such situations, the 

foreign network will not be able to interpret the protocol used by the home network and 

hence a coordinated authentication mechanism that is capable of interpreting different 

protocols becomes favourable. Wireless network service providers use different types of 

authentication schemes on their networks. For example, a Worldwide Interoperability for 

Microwave Access (WiMAX) [16, 17] service provider may use the EAP-Transport 

Layer Security (EAP-TLS) [18] authentication scheme on their custom AAA server, 

whereas corporate entities may want to use EAP-Tunnelled Transport Layer Security 

(EAP-TTLS) [19] authentication mechanism incorporating their existing AAA database 

such as Active Directory, Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [20, 21] and 

SQL. Thus, a coordinated authentication mechanism should be capable of unifying the 

different types of wireless networks and adapt to the varied types of authentication 

mechanisms used.  
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1.2 Aims of the research 

A number of new approaches have been proposed and investigated to overcome 

the problem of coordinated authentication in heterogenous network environments by 

many researchers. However, these new methods are in conceptual stages or incompatible 

with the varied types of authentication mechanisms that are in use. Narayanan and 

Dondeti [12] proposed an EAP re-authentication Protocol; an extension to EAP 

framework and EAP key hierarchy to support re-authentication. However, the 

introduction of the two new EAP codes makes this approach incompatible with existing 

EAP authentication mechanisms. In addition, the need for full authentication (during 

initial EAP stage) in a foreign network undermines the efficiency of the protocol, because 

authentication has to be carried out over the Internet. 

The significance of coordinated authentication in future wireless networks and the 

lack of suitable solutions to this problem have motivated this research project. Wireless 

network users may wish to access different types of the network either independently or 

cooperatively. In either case, adequate security provision is critical to the successful 

operation of the networks. Therefore, the challenge is to develop an authentication 

mechanism that will enable a wireless device to attach securely to a wireless network 

other than its associated home network. When a wireless device moves to an unknown 

wireless network, the user should have full confidence in the trustworthiness of the 

connection. The decision whether or not to use a wireless network should come from a 

trusted server rather than from the server in the foreign wireless network. Further, the 

foreign network should have the confidence that it is giving access to a legitimate wireless 

device whose identity could be established reliably. From this perspective, the proposed 

novel mechanism leverages the advantages of the proven Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 

[22] to establish the necessary key material for secure communication. The approach 

makes use of the PKI certificates authorized by the Certificate Authority (CA) to establish 

trust between the participating AAA servers and to establish the session keys. The success 

of CA-signed PKI certificates in secure web services (https, SFTP, SSH) and smart cards 

(ATM cards, mobile phone SIM) is enough evidence for the success of this approach. 

 

The major aims of this study can be outlined as follows: 

1. Propose a coordinated authentication mechanism to fill in the gap in future 

heterogeneous wireless networks enabling vertical and horizontal handover. 
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2.a Confirm that the proposed authentication mechanism is functionally sound and 

complete.  

2.b Investigate and compare the performance of the proposed protocol with similar 

authentication protocols. 

3. Identify security flaws in the proposed protocol and enhance it to be more secure 

and reliable. Analyse and compare the security features of the proposal with similar 

authentication protocols EAP Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP-ERP). 

1.3 Structure of the Report 

The rest of this report is organized into five chapters. The second chapter gives an 

overview of the background work in wireless authentication such as EAP framework and 

Robust Security Network (RSN). This chapter also covers a critical literature review on 

roaming enabled solutions to highlight the gaps and limitations in view of the 

requirements for future heterogeneous wireless networks.  

The third chapter introduces the initial proposal of EAP Coordinated Robust 

Authentication (EAP-CRA) in the form of a book chapter and a conference paper. Both 

papers outline the assumptions, terminology, agents and messages exchanged in CRA. 

These studies also include a basic performance comparison in terms of authentication 

timings between EAP-CRA and Eduroam.  

The fourth chapter verifies the soundness and completeness properties of the 

proposed protocol by covering the functionality analysis of EAP-CRA using Behavior 

Tree (BT) and Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) environment. Behavior Tree is used 

to identify the individual requirements and generate the SAL model for CRA. Several 

LTL theorems are composed and examined against the SAL model in the SAL 

environment to verify the functionality of the proposed protocol. The conference paper 

included in this chapter focuses on vertical handover, while the book chapter presents a 

detailed analysis including vertical and horizontal handover. 

The fifth Chapter is a comprehensive analysis of EAP-CRA and EAP-ERP using 

Casper/FDR. Three papers are included in this chapter. Modelling EAP-ERP would not 

be authentic without considering the underlying home authentication method; therefore, 

EAP-ERP has been modelled using EAP-TLS during vertical handover in the foreign 

network. Consequently, the first paper reveals the results of EAP-TLS analysis using 

Casper/FDR. The second paper is a comprehensive security analysis on EAP-ERP for 

vertical and horizontal handover. This paper highlights the strength and weaknesses of 
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EAP-ERP. The third paper is a comparative and detailed analysis of EAP-CRA for 

vertical and horizontal handover. The outcome of the first part of the study highlighted 

some security vulnerabilities in the proposed protocol. The identified vulnerabilities were 

rectified and a modified version of the proposal was developed and analysed. This paper 

also presents a comparison of results obtained from Casper for EAP-ERP with those of 

the proposed protocol. The sixth chapter concludes this thesis and suggests future 

direction. 
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Chapter 2 

2 Literature review 

This chapter presents a critical review of related work in wireless networks. It will provide 

details of various authentication mechanisms in wireless networks, the roaming-enabled 

wireless authentication and discuss the limitations and shortcomings of these methods. 

However, before the discussion on various authentication solutions, this chapter attempts 

to give an overview of future heterogeneous networks and the process of vertical 

handover as a necessary capability of such networks to introduce the challenges such as 

security. Therefore, this chapter is organized into five major sections: 

 In section 2.1 an overview of the future heterogeneous networks highlighting the 

necessity of vertical handover is presented. 

 Section 2.2 presents background information about wireless mechanisms 

including RSN security architecture. 

 Section 2.3 presents an overview of EAP framework and its application in 

wireless networks. 

 Section 2.4 presents a review of roaming enabled proposals under two 

assumptions: technology dependent and technology independent authentication. 

 In section 2.5 an overall summary of limitations and shortcomings is presented. 

 Section 2.6 presents the motivation for this research work.
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In heterogeneous networks, when mobile nodes move from a network locality by 

changing the point of attachment from one technology to another, or from one network 

administration domain to another, is called vertical handover. In this paper, the native 

network that a mobile node is associated with is referred to as the home network, while 

the visiting network is referred to as the foreign network. If the mobile node is 

disconnected for any reason, and requests a re-authentication to a previously connected 

network, then it is called a horizontal handover or, alternatively, re-authentication.  

2.1 Network evolution 

Ubiquitous connectivity and seamless roaming are two essential features expected from 

the Next generation network (NGN) [23]. Mobile users will be able to reach higher 

bandwidths by maintaining seamless connectivity while moving from one network to 

another such as WLAN, 4G, WiMAX and Ultra-wideband. Existing architecture of the 

backbone networks are incapable of delivering seamless vertical handover. To respond to 

these shortcomings future networks need to define clearly the functions, the interlocking 

and necessary relationship to support NGN. Therefore, this section attempts to give an 

overview of recent efforts to structure the ideas and proposals for enabling future 

networks to perform a vertical handover to highlight the significance and challenges 

associated with the security mechanism for the identified technologies. 

2.1.1 Overview of future heterogeneous networks 

The ownership of the structure of future networks will be shared among different services 

providers and operators while the possibility of joining new operators to the core network 

is open. However, the conflict of interest by sharing some of the business-critical 

information in the open platform of heterogeneous networks is the ultimate challenge for 

the operators. A central management by ITU-T was recommended [8] to control different 

service providers participating in collaboration in future networks. This regulatory 

authority controls and manages the participating services providers by defining the 

policies and applying them. Y-Comm group [7, 24] and Daidalos II [25] in their study 

proposed a central management entity (CEP) as an administrative entity to control 

different wireless networks in regional areas as shown in Figure 2.1. To elaborate the 

structure of CEP Figure 2.2  shows the hierarchal architecture with several APs and access 

routers communicating with wireless interfaces in mobile terminals. 
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Figure 2.1: The future network architecture of interconnecting peripheral network via 

the internet. 

The middle level highlights some technologies for specific domains. To 

incorporate the domains, CEP at the top level dictates the policies to control the 

underlying inter-domain functions. The structure shown in Figure 2.2 is not only for 

future network models; it also can be used to map to the existing system such as the 

resemblance of middle layer to circuit switching and packet switched core network in 

Global System for Mobile (GSM), General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) or Universal 

Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). The major difference is the fact that future 

networks will follow an open architecture by joining the new operator or service providers 

to the network. 
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Figure 2.2 The network structure of the future network proposed by Y-Comm group 

Further, to manage the process of joining an operator to the existing network, CEP 

manages all resources in all various domains to meet the desired QOS and security 
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requirements in this architecture. A number of supporting operational entities were 

identified to provide such services as: 

 The Central A3C server (CA3C): A3c service in CEP takes the responsibility of 

authentication, authorization, accounting and cost. Network level agreement 

NLAs and SLAs are also located in CA3C. 

 The Central QoS Broker (CQoSB): negotiating QOS for cross-CEP handover is 

handled by COsSB. 

 The Domain A3C Server (DA3C) is responsible for handling user services, by 

extracting users’ profiles for the CA3C. 

 The Domain QoS Broker (DQoSB): handling side networks attached to the core 

according to user preferences and network availability is the responsibility of 

DQosB. 

 The Access Router (AR) provides the link between the domain and peripheral 

network and enforces administrative control decision dictated by DQoSB. AR is 

also referred to as authenticator because it plays the role of a relay between the 

mobile terminal and peripheral network. 

Despite the facts discussed above, services provide Security and QoS. QoS 

provisioning under various circumstances remains a challenge. The three QoS signalling 

models presented below are obtained from [7]. 

 The registration model: this model explains how MT attaches to the peripheral 

network while authenticating MT to use the network and enforce Access Control 

List (ACL) policies based on tailored service level agreements SLA for that MT.  

 The connection initiation model: this model covers establishing a connection to a 

server SP by expressing the process of authoring the connection request in both 

source and destination network. Consequently, layer two connection will be 

prepared for the connection. 

 The handover model: this model highlights the QoS provisioning for inter-domain 

handover, AKA key agreement is deployed in this step to reach pre-authentication 

and gathering security materials in the destination network. 
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2.1.2 Vertical handover mechanisms in heterogeneous environments 

To support inter-domain operability between both 802 and non-802 networks, IEEE 

802.21 tries to provide a media independent handover for both requests provided by the 

mobile device or network initiated handover request. 

The IEEE 802.21 working group [26, 27] utilizes an intelligent method to perform a 

handover in a heterogeneous network and suggests an interface between layer two data-

link layer and layer 3 of OSI model. In this way, the system can support all functions that 

MIH needs to perform a media independent handover referred as MIHF. For vertical 

handover, there are three types of services provided by MIHF: 

 Media Independent Command Service (MICS) plays a role of a directory 

service including topology, location and link layer parameters, throughput and 

data rate for neighbouring networks.  

 MIH Event Services (MIES) is responsible for detecting and reporting 

changes in Link layer [28]. A potential handover can be identified by such 

reports. 

 Media Independent Information Service (MIIS) is responsible for supplying 

some information such as topology, location and link layer parameters 

obtained from different networks in the neighbourhood. It is evident that 

existence of this information can facilitate an accurate handover. 

Importantly, IEEE 802.21 includes additional functions and libraries for vertical handover 

in future heterogeneous models such as ambient networks [29] and Y-Comm [24]. 

2.1.3  Secure vertical handover in heterogeneous environment 

This section discusses some related studies that have been trying to provide secure vertical 

and horizontal handover mechanisms in future networks. The majority of the work in this 

field relies on EAP framework [30] methods such as EAP-ERP [12, 31], EAP-AKA [32-

34], EAP-SIM [35], EAP-PEAP [36], EAP-TLS [37] EAP-CRA[38, 39]. Therefore, this 

section will include an analytical overview of the EAP framework. The RSN security 

mechanism and the associated protocols will also be explained. Since the first available 

technology to apply this proposal is Wi-Fi, this section includes an overview of RSN and 

elaborates upon 802.1x [40], EAP, RADIUS [41] and upper-layer EAP authentication 

protocols. 
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2.2 Background of wireless authentication  

Wireless communication takes place in an open and shared medium and this characteristic 

gives everyone the ability to monitor all traffic on the network. Therefore, security is 

considered one of the major concerns[42-44]. The default security mechanism in 802.11, 

Wired Equivalence Privacy (WEP) [45-47] provides privacy through 40 bytes or 108-

byte pre-shared keys and RC4 stream cipher. This was not strong enough to resist brute 

force attacks [45, 48]. WEP did not support mutual authentication, a pre-shared key was 

used for encryption and authentication. These drawbacks made WEP an insecure method, 

unsuitable for satisfying wireless network requirements [43, 49]. To resolve the security 

issues in WEP, IEEE 802.11i [50] was introduced. IEEE 802.11i defines the Robust 

Security Network (RSN) [51] using Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) [52, 53] and 

Counter with CBC-MCAC Protocol (CCMP) [54], a broad and comprehensive security 

mechanism. The standardisation demanded new modifications to existing wireless 

hardware. However, Wi-Fi alliance designed WPA[55] [43] to meet RSN requirements 

without hardware modification[56, 57].  

2.2.1 RSN authentication mechanism 

RSN is comprised of three layers: the Wireless LAN, access control and authentication 

layers, which together make up its security mechanism[43, 58]. The wireless LAN layer 

is responsible for encryption while access control manages the network’s access to nodes 

and the security context. The authentication layer allows different authentication methods 

to be implemented, such as EAP-TLS[18, 59, 60], EAP-TTLS[19, 61], EAP-PEAP [36] 

and other EAP methods[62, 63]. IEEE 802.1x [64, 65] serves as the protocol for RSN, 

controlling the network port access in the access layer. Extensible Authentication 

Protocol (EAP) is used as the authentication protocol for IEEE 802.1x. Therefore, the 

EAP protocol acts indirectly as one of the mandatory protocols in RSN[66]. 

Figure 2.3 shows the RSN security protocols implemented in different Open 

Systems Interconnection (OSI) layers [67], starting with the lowest layer in this diagram, 

802.11, and finishing with an upper-layer EAP method such as EAP-TLS. The layout and 

interaction of these protocols will be explained in detail in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 2.3: The participating protocols in RSN based on TLS. 

2.2.2 The specifications of IEEE 802.1x  

Access control and "network port authentication" for IEEE 802 [IEEE802] media is 

provided by 802.1x [43, 66]. This protocol defines the Supplicant, authenticator, and 

authentication server as its network elements. However, a backend authentication server 

does not necessarily need to be separate from the authenticator. In case there is a need for 

an independent node to act as the authentication server, the RADIUS server is 

recommended by 802.1x [66]. The protocol was originally designed for wired LAN 

networks to give valid users authorisation and access to LAN ports. For WLAN, each 

Supplicant connection is treated as a logical port [43]. IEEE 802.1x protocol requires EAP 

as authentication protocol to carry the upper layer EAP messages [66]. 

By default, an IEEE 802.1x client cannot gain access to the network but may 

communicate with the authenticator and transmit EAP messages until the server has 

confirmed authentication. A Supplicant is granted access to the network upon 

authentication by an upper layer EAP method. When authentication is complete, the 

WLAN client is assigned an IP address and other network-required parameters. To 

consider the process from a layered perspective, in the second layer of the OSI model [68] 

RSDIUS802.3 TCP/IP

EAP over RADIUS

EAP RFC 2284

TLS over EAP

TLS-RFC2246

802.1x

802.11
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the authenticator and Supplicant are communicating by Ethernet protocol, which carries 

the EAP messages [43, 66]. 

2.3 Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) 

The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) is an authentication framework providing 

the transport and usage of keying material with parameters generated by EAP methods. 

Extensible Authentication Protocol was originally designed for point-to-point 

communication [69, 70]. EAP provides a flexible framework by which various 

authentication methods can be mapped inside EAP messages. EAP consists of four basic 

messages to be transmitted between the Supplicant and the authentication server. These 

messages include the EAP request, EAP response, EAP success and EAP failure. A client 

simply responds to the server using EAP response and all three messages are sent by the 

authentication server to authenticate the client [43, 62, 70]. 

The EAP authentication protocol is straightforward. Each request must have a 

response. After the link establishment, the authenticator sends an authentication request 

to a peer and the peer responds to each request. A significant advantage of EAP is that 

EAP is not limited to any particular authentication method; however, because it was 

originally developed for Point to Point (PPP) communication, it needs some modification 

with regards to Link Control Protocol (LCP) implementation to be applicable for other 

technologies such as Wi-Fi and WiMAX [43, 69]. 

At the end of every EAP method, it is essential that the upper layer authentication 

deliver two key types with two important attributes. The first key is Master Session Key 

(MSK) to be used for future key hierarchy as the root key. Next is Extended Master 

Session Key (EMSK) for future use. The application of this key is not elaborated, but 

some methods such as EAP-CRA take advantage of this key. Two unique attributes for 

the keys, MSKname and Time to Live (TTL), will be produced and delivered to both 

Supplicant and Authentication Server. 

2.3.1 EAP over LAN  

As previously mentioned, the first implementation of EAP and 802.1x was designed for 

point-to-point connections. In point-to-point communication, two ends are connected 

directly, then the EAP messages are encapsulated in the data field of Link Control 

Protocol (LCP) frames[70]. However, LAN or WLAN is, by nature, a shared medium in 

which EAP messages must somehow be encapsulated inside the Ethernet frames. The 
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encapsulation of the EAP-messages inside the Ethernet frame could have been achieved 

simply by adding the Ethernet Media Access Control (MAC) header to the EAP-Message. 

Consequently, the medium and nodes of LAN would be able to process the message [43]. 

Standard additional fields were appended to MAC header by 802.1x in order to enhance 

the functionality of the 802.1x. This protocol is known as EAP over LAN(EAPOL) [43, 

66]. Figure 2.4 shows an EAPOL packet on LAN. Based on the LAN type, the MAC 

header can be varied. Therefore, if it is on WLAN, the address fields must be 6 bytes. The 

Port Access Entity Ethernet type codes, protocol versions, are set to fixed values as shown 

in Figure 2.4. The packet type field identifies the six types of packets. These types and 

their functionalities are explained in more detail in the next paragraph. The length and 

packet body are another two fields contained inside an EAPOL packet. The packet body 

contains the data, which can be an EAP message. 

Destination 

MAC  

6Bytes 

Source 

MAC  

6Bytes 

Ether Type 

Code 

2Byte 

Protocol 

version 

1Byte 

Packet 

Type 

1Byte 

Body 

Length 

2Bytes 

Packet Body 

Figure 2.4: EAPOL packet. 

EAPOL-start, EAPOL-key, EAPOL-packet, EAPOL-logoff and EAPOL-

Encapsulation-Alert are five (5) types of EAPOL message. EAPOL-start is a multicast to 

the pre-defined multicast addresses of IEEE 802.1x authenticators. This packet enables 

clients to identify whether there is any IEEE 802.1x authenticator in the network. The 

EAP packets are encapsulated in EAPOL–packet. To finish an authentication process, 

EAPOL-logoff is sent by the authenticator to the Supplicant. The whole process is 

depicted in Figure 2.4.5. The EAPOL-key messages are used to handover key material 

from server to authenticator and Supplicant. 
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Figure 2.5: EAPOL message exchange. 

2.3.2 Upper-Layer authentication methods 

EAP methods can be divided into three main categories; the password-based, certificate-

based, and Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards categories[62]. Password-based 

methods such as EAP-MD5 [71] employ user names and passwords to authenticate users. 

In these methods, the protocol uses the MD5 hashing method to hash the username and 

password of a client before sending it to the RADIUS server. These methods have a 

problem in common with WEP [44], regarding the use of a constant password in both 

authentication and encryption processes. These methods are susceptible to ‘man-in-the-

middle’ attacks because there is no server authentication by the client, and the server 

cannot identify a valid node because the protocol provides only user authentication and 

not mutual authentication between client and server. Therefore, the attacker can 

potentially masquerade as a valid server for a user. Furthermore, these protocols do not 

provide the capacity for mutual authentication [62]. 
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2.3.3 Certificate based EAP methods 

2.3.3.1 EAP Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) 

The EAP-TLS uses Transport layer security that was developed to secure web 

authentication and communication. The RSN only makes use of the authentication 

mechanism of TLS, and not all of the TLS services such as encryption and compression 

[18, 43]. TLS is implemented in two layers: the TLS record protocol and TLS handshake 

protocol. The TLS record layer is responsible for delivering data between two ends of a 

link, according to the parameters agreed upon within the handshake protocol. The record 

protocol uses the default configuration, which it names connection state, to send the 

information. By default, there is no encryption or compression parameter to be applied to 

the data transmitted during the initial phase of communication. As the communication 

continues, security parameters are agreed upon between two nodes by handshake protocol 

and the current state is replaced by the pending state [43]. 

2.3.3.2 EAP-TLS packet format 

EAP-TLS adds a flag and a length field to the normal EAP message as shown in 

Figure 2.6. The type 13 is reserved for EAP-TLS. The second length field refers to the 

length of an EAP-TLS message while the first length field refers to the current packet 

size. The flag is used to determine control of the fragmentation process [18]. 

Code 

 

Identifier Length Type=13 Flags Length EAP-TLS Data 

Figure 2.6: The EAP-TLS packet. 

2.3.3.3 Handshake process in TLS 

The TLS handshake process begins as the client sends its hello message containing a list 

of supported cipher suite, compression methods and nonce (clientHello.random) to the 

server. The server then sends the server hello message, which contains cipher suite, 

compression method, nonce (serverHello.random) and session ID. After this, the server 

sends the certificate, which is signed by a trusted CA. In response, the client sends its 

certificate. If the server accepts the client’s certificate, the server sends a “server hello 

done” message. The client sends the key exchange, which is a 48-byte dynamic random 

number, to the server. One way to create the dynamic value is for the client to combine 

the random numbers, then create a 48-byte pre-master key encrypted by the server public 
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key, and then send it to the server. Following that, both server and client combine the 

three random values that were previously exchanged to create a master key. The master 

key will be used by RSN or Wireless Protected Access (WPA) to create transient keys for 

use in their encryption methods. 

The clients hash all messages, encrypting them using the client certificate, and 

then send them to the server. Upon receipt, the server checks both methods to ensure the 

validity of the client. The process of TLS handshake is described in Figure 2.7. 

ServerSupplicant

Client Cert

Client key Exchange

Cert Verification

Chang Cipher

Finished

Server Hello

TLS cert

ClientCert Request

Server Done

Change Cipher

Finished

 

Figure 2.7: The EAP-TLS handshake process. 

The focus of this research will be on the certificate–based method, which is the 

most secure EAP method. EAP-TLS, EAP-PEAP and EAP-TTLS are the most frequently 

cited and implemented methods.  

TLS [72] is not specifically designed for use with wireless networks. It is based 

on Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [73], a security method used at the application level. 

However, the invention of a method to support TLS over EAP, combined with changes 

to the RADIUS protocol to support EAP over RADIUS [41], has opened a path whereby 

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA)[74] and RSN can build on the substantial existing support 

for the protocol. SSL is very widely deployed in Web browsers and servers and is well-
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proven. Certificate authorities are well established and provide the infrastructure needed 

for SSL operation. Now the adoption of TLS for WPA will take advantage of SSL's 

success [43]. 

2.3.3.4 EAP-TTLS: tunnelled TLS 

Figure 2.8 shows the participating elements in TTLS. The TTLS server is the server that 

handles the TTLS process and communicates with the authentication server. 

Client Access Point TTLS AAA Server AAA/H Server

Secure Data Tunnel

 
Figure 2.8: The EAP-TTLS components. 

TLS is used to authenticate the TTLS server to the client during the first phase. It 

may also be used to authenticate the client to the TTLS server. The outcome of the phase 

one is the activation of a cipher suite that, in turn, allows the second phase to proceed 

securely. Phase 2 makes use of the TLS record layer. It should be noted that the 

negotiation of a cipher suite in the first phase will determine the type and degree of 

security in phase two. Security will not be possible should phase one result in a null cipher 

suite [37, 43]. 

During phase two, information is channelled between the client and the TLS 

server via the TLS record layer. This information can be used for such purposes as user 

authentication and verification of client integrity, communicating data for accounting, 

determining the extent of security required for data communication or for distributing 

keys [37]. EAP-TTLS describes the methods that can be applied for user authentication 

during phase 2. User authentication may, in fact, consist of EAP, or it may be old protocol 

such as CHAP, MS-CHAP [75], MS-CHAP-V2 [76] or Password Authentication 

Protocol (PAP) [77]. The second phase of user authentication is not necessarily required, 

since it is possible that, during the TLS handshake, the user may already have been 

authenticated by the selection of the mutual authentication option [43]. 

EAP-TLS has been thoroughly investigated regarding security features using 

SPIN [78, 79] and using Murpⱷ [80]. Due to reliable security features such as mutual 

authentication offered by this protocol, EAP-TLS has been extensively implemented by 
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many organizations to achieve cloud security by combining EAP-TLS and Smart Cards 

[81], and to create a safe experience for users connecting to public Wi-Fi using a Public 

Wireless LAN (PWLAN) environment [82]. It also has been incorporated to deliver a 

novel symmetric-key based certificate distribution scheme based on Universal Subscriber 

Identity Module (USIM) cards in a cellular network [83]. 

2.3.3.5 Protected EAP 

The initial EAP Identity Request/Response exchange is sent in a clear text format. 

Therefore, it is possible that an adversary can intercept user identities shared via the 

exchange, and retain this information for use in subsequent attacks. The preliminary 

negotiation of a secure TLS channel allows PEAP to support identity defence [36]. 

In the first phase of this process, the server authenticates to the client and a TLS 

session is thereby established. In addition to this, a client may also authenticate to the 

server; however, this is not a necessary element. Using the negotiation key, an encryption 

is applied to the rest of the conversation. The second phase of the TLS session would 

consist of an entire EAP conversation unless part 1 provided client authentication. 

To ensure that the operations are mutually effective, it is necessary that PEAP 

peers and Authenticators are capable of negotiating a specific set of TLS cipher suites 

like MD5 [84], RSA[85] and SHA1 [86], including TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_MD5 

and TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA. Since in the first phase a secure tunnel has been 

established, the authentication in the second phase can be done by a less secure and legacy 

password-based mechanism such EAP-MS-CHAPv2 [76] or EAP-TLS. EAP-PEAP in 

WLAN environment is reported susceptible to MITM attacks due to not enforcing 

mandatory authentication of the client to the server [87] 

2.4 Literature review 

Generally, large wireless networks belong to enterprise level service providers. These 

networks incorporate high speed wired backbone networks and wireless technologies 

such as LTE, Femtocell and Wi-Fi. Moving away from such a core fabric may implicate 

a variety of network technologies. This may require a secure handover mechanism that 

may involve different technologies and providers. Some proposals like AKA [33] for 3rd 

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)-WLAN [32] and 3GPP-WiMAX internetworking 

[88] deal with such interoperability depending on the fact Universal Mobile 

Telecommunication System (UMTS) is the core network. However, due to the shared-
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medium nature of future networks, such proposals will be ineffective and not fulfil the 

aspirations of the end users. Nevertheless there are some studies such as the application 

of EAP-ERP by HOKEY WG [12] addressing these issues. EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA 

[39] offer a flexible and secure solution for seamless connectivity regardless of the 

underlying technology and hence are capable of supporting future networks. This study 

reviews such methods in regards to their flexibility. Under this condition, there are two 

main streams: Technology specific solutions and Technology independent solutions.  

2.4.1 Technology specific solutions 

This section covers some authentication solutions for vertical handover between only two 

types of wireless technology in the home and the foreign network. 

2.4.1.1 Kerberos-Based EAP methods 

Shrestha et al [89] in their work address two issues in inter-domain authentication in 

heterogeneous wireless networks: the number of pre-agreements among the participating 

servers and providing users with roaming in new networks. Their proposal is based on 

Kerberos [90] infrastructure. The first concern is the number of agreements between 

networks to enable roaming for mobile users. For instance, in order to have a complete 

inter-domain authentication among N domains, there must be N*(N-1)/2 roaming 

agreements. Instead of having full-mesh topology, they suggest having a trust relation 

between some of the servers. For instance, Home Network shares a key with Visiting 

Network 1 (VN1). On the other hand, VN2 shares a key with VN1, not HN. In this way, 

if a Mobile Station (MS) moves to VN2, there is no need to have server agreement with 

Home Network (HN). However, as an initial assumption both MS and the Visiting 

Network are sharing a 128-bit key that, ipso facto contradicts the claim of spontaneous 

agreements. If MS is in its home network when joining to the domain, it will obtain a 

128-bit shared key (Km). 
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Figure 2.9: Initial authentication in VN1. 

The proposal consists of two steps: Full Authentication and re-authentication. Full 

Authentication begins with an EAP-Request (Message 1 in Figure 2.9) when a Mobile 

Station (MS) is discovered by a Visiting Network (VN). In the second step, MS sends its 

home ID that is 72 byte Network Address Identifier (NAI) and Home Network Identifier 

like IP address of HN in clear text format (Message 2). VN1 forwards the request 

(Message3) to the HN, after identifying the address from the received message. If the user 

is valid, then the home server generates a Session Key, identity for Visiting Network, a 

Ticket, and lifetime for the ticket. All these will be enveloped by encrypting with key 

Km, which is a 128 bit shared key between MS and HN as it can be seen in Message 4 in 

Figure 2.9. The ticket is an encrypted message with Kv (Key Shared between VN1 and 

HN) containing a Session Key (SK), network identity address of the network VN1 and 

MS identity. Upon receiving this message, VN1 will redirect the message (Message 5) to 

the MS since the message can only be decrypted by the MS. Now, MS can verify the 

identity of VN1 by comparing the value inside message from HN and the value it has 

obtained by communicating with VN1. After restoring the TKT, VN1ID and SK1 it 

generates Auth=Esk[31] and sends it with TKT to the VN1 (Message 6). The Visiting 

Network can decrypt the Ticket first with Kv to reveal the session key. Accordingly, it 

will decrypt the Auth to verify that MS identity matches the value inside the ticket. Last 
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message (Message 7) will be encrypted with the session key that VN1 and MS are sharing. 

This message also includes a token and incremented value of Nonce by one. MS will 

verify the Nonce and store the token. After this point, both ends will securely 

communicate by issuing proper session key. It should be mentioned that the token entails 

the issued network detail, Destination network, lifetime and Proof of credentials that are 

the user pseudonym encrypted with Kr, which is shared between VN1 and VN2. 

The process of re-authentication occurs when MS roams to another Visiting 

Network (VN2). VN2 will request the identity of the MS (Message 1 in Figure 2.10). In 

response, it will send the token from VN1 (Message 2). With Kr, VN2 will decrypt the 

proof of ID, which has been distributed between authentication servers. Logically VN2 

should be able to identify HN to send a message to VN1 (message 3). This message is 

user pseudonym assigned to the MS by the VN1. In this way, VN1 will not refer to the 

home network anymore. If the user is valid, then the home server generates a Session 

Key, identity for Visiting Network, a Ticket, and lifetime for the ticket. All these will be 

encrypted by a 128 bytes key Kmv=PRF{SK1 |||nonce||niAddr} where PRF is a 

pseudorandom function. MS is able to generate the same key before the beginning of the 

process. Message 4 in Figure 2.10 shows the elements of the message. The ticket is an 

encrypted message, which contains SK1, ID for, MS network identity address and MS 

identity is encrypted with Kv. Upon receiving this message, VN2 will redirect the 

message (Message 5) to the MS since the message can only be decrypted by MS. Hence, 

MS is able to verify the identity of VN2 by comparing the value inside message from 

VN1 and the value it has obtained by communication with VN2. After restoring the TKT, 

VN1ID and SK, MS generates Auth=Esk{ID|| niAddress||Nonce} and sends it with TKT 

to the VN2 (Message 6). Visiting Network is able to decrypt the Ticket first with KV to 

reveal the session key. Accordingly, it will decrypt the Auth to verify that the value of 

MS identity matches the value in the ticket. The final message (Message 7) is an 

encrypted value of the incremented value of the Nonce and the token. MS will verify the 

Nonce, store the token. After this point, both ends will communicate by issuing a proper 

session key. 
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Figure 2.10: re-authentication in VN2. 

This approach may seem to provide a spontaneous server connection without any 

pre-agreement, but it obviously fails when the servers assume there is some partnership 

or, in other words, pre-agreement arrangements. It should be mentioned that it hides user 

identity partially, but it fails to provide mutual authentication between servers. 

Martin et al [91] in their work propose a ticket-base mechanism to fill the gap of 

fast re-authentication among access points that are participating in Open Broadband 

Access Network (OBAN). This proposal seeks a way to utilise the excess capacity of 

home residential users. Their proposal suggests using pre-shared keys between the access 

points and the synchronized time-server. The proposal has not been verified or 

implemented and is limited between the WLAN and UMTS network. 

Komarova et al. [92] propose a lightweight re-authentication mechanism for inter-

domain roaming. Their protocol facilitates symmetric key shared between authentication 

servers as a pre-agreement condition. The detail of how this will be achieved has not been 

provided. The proposed method is independent of a particular technology and can be 

implemented over 80.11, 802.16 or 3GPP [88]. It assumes there has been a secure full 

authentication by any method when a client enters a foreign network for the first time. 

This process is called ticket acquisition. Therefore, the Foreign Authentication server 
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holds Kr (the pre-shared key with client’s home network of which the client is not aware). 

FAP facilitates the re-authentication process by eliminating the need to contact home 

AAA server. To create a ticket FAPs uses shared key obtained in full authentication and 

combines it with a random key and its Media Access Control (MAC) address (auth _ res 

,PRF (method _ res, user _ pseudonym || cMAC)).This key will be sent to FAS server as 

ticket request and the ticket will be sent to the valid client encrypted with KR. 

Fast re-authentication can be handled by submitting the ticket from the first phase 

and the server decides on the authentication based on this ticket and does not relate to its 

partner in Home network. 

Another Kerberos-based method is EAP-FAMOS authentication method 

developed by Almus et al [93]. It allows secure and genuine session mobility, but requires 

the use of another EAP method for a complete authentication process, although only for 

the initial authentication. It uses the keying material delivered by the other EAP methods 

during the initial authentication for its Kerberos-based solution for fast re-authentication. 

Mobility is based on Mobile IPv4 and a sophisticated handover supported by a so-called 

Residential Gateway together with a Mobility Broker located in the ISP’s backend 

network. Their performance studies show that Wi-Fi technology can be used in mobile 

scenarios where moving objects are limited to speeds below 15kmh. Further, they state 

that applications are requiring very low delay and allowing only very short service 

interruptions to be supported by their technique. 

OSNP is an one-time key EAP authentication method proposed by Huang et al 

[94] to fulfil intra-domain and inter-domain authentication. Their proposal includes three 

types of authentications: initial, subsequent and handover. During the process of 

handover, it has been claimed that there is no need for third party involvement. Even 

though the authors claim the servers do not need any pre-agreement, it is contradictory 

by the assumption that the server and KDC share a secret key and a valid user of this 

domain has obtained his username and password.  

Initial authentication is handled by exchanging five messages that start with 

client’s request (M1 in 

Figure 2.11) including user identity, Nonce, and encrypted message of these two 

U, Nu,{U, Nu}ku. Ku is a hashed value of {user id, Nonce, user password}. When the 

server receives this message (the server is a service server that can be an AP) in a similar 

manner like client request, it generates its authentication request S, Ns, {S, Ns}Ks and 

concatenates two messages and sends it to the associated KDC. In step 3, if the request is 
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valid, the server then creates a session ID and a session Key(Kss). KDC then prepare a 

message (M3) containing the SID|User authentication ack|server authentication ack. The 

acknowledgement for user request AuthAK={Nu, S, Kss,Ktu}Ku includes a temporary 

key (Ktu) for future subsequent authentication. Similar to UserACK the server 

acknowledgement is ServerAck={Ns, U, Kss}Ks. Both messages for user and server hold 

session key encrypted with the same manner they send a message to the KDC. Upon 

receiving the message from KDC, the server decrypts its part and generates a challenge 

{S,N’}Kss for client encrypted with the session key. The server also creates a ticket for 

future authentications. TKT=session ID| user ID, validation time for this user, session 

key. Finally, when the user receives the challenge, ticket and authentication ACK from 

the server (M4) then Session Key (Kss) can be obtained from KDC acknowledgement 

that enables the user to decrypt the challenge. In response, User generates a Message (M5) 

including user ID and nonce value in the challenge from the server {U, N’}. In this way, 

both server and the peer are mutually authenticated. 

EAP Peer EAP server KDC

EAP-Request/Identity

Authentication

M2

Association Response

EAP-Request/OSNP M4

EAP-Success

EAP-Response/Identity

M3

 

Figure 2.11: Full authentications for intra-domain scenario. 

Subsequent authentication is when a Supplicant requires authentication in the 

same domain. It can result from periodical authentication or disconnection from the 

network. To start, a user sends the ticket and a Nonce to associated server. After checking 
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the validation time, the server sends a challenge and a new session key encrypted with 

old session key. The client responds to the challenge for successful authentication. 

Therefore, the whole process is delivered in three messages, as it is obvious it does not 

require a connection to Key Distribution Centre (KDC). 

Handover authentication is when a client is trying to access a different service in 

the same domain. In this process, the user sends a request to the new Server. The server 

sends a challenge and its request to the old server and encrypts this message with the 

group shared key between all servers in that domain. The old server, in addition to the 

response to the challenge, also sends the old session key and user ID to the new server. 

The server creates a new session key and sends it to the client encrypted with an old 

session key. There is also a challenge besides this message and in the final step the client 

should respond to finalize a successful authentication process. 

When a client enters a new network, it composes a request and sends it to the 

reachable server in the network. The message will be forwarded to the local KDC that 

consequently can send a request to the KDC of the home or last visited network through 

a root KDC. For the rest of the process, new and old KDC communicate directly. 

2.4.1.2 WLAN and 2G/3G integration  

The ever-increasing number of mobile users and the rapid growth in Wi-Fi demand has 

attracted many corporates to develop some mechanisms to integrate these two services. 

Due to the prevalent and popularity of cellular networks and WLAN network, the 

majority of work for vertical handover is limited to these two networks. Most of the 

solutions in this category are challenge-response methods. One of the pioneering methods 

is EAP-SIM [95], which was developed to enable network usage accounting for mobile 

phones using Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) mobile networks [43, 

95]. A mobile subscriber is connected to the network via a GSM base station. Internet 

connectivity in mobile phones is accessible through the GSM network. However, the new 

improvements in mobile phones allowing the installation of computer software mean that 

mobile phones increasingly resemble portable computers. Many mobile phones are 

capable of Wi-Fi that enables access to the Internet through a wireless access point. 

EAP-SIM allows a mobile user to connect to the Internet via an access point, the 

access point can communicate with the GSM authentication server to check the user rights 

and accounting information [43, 95]. 
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A cellular phone within the range of a GSM base station sends the identification 

number stored in the SIM card to the network. The base station sends the identification 

to the authentication centre and, if the identification is valid, the centre then sends the 

triple (RAND, SERES, Kc) to the network. This referral method allows phones to roam 

to different networks and still be authenticated by their home network provider. The 

network sends the RAND to the subscriber then the SIM card calculates the Kc and 

SERES [35, 43]. 

The explanation of the three security values applied in the GSM authentication 

method is as follows: 

 Random challenge: RAND 

 64-bit session key, which is used to encrypt the wireless communications: Kc 

 Response value called SRES that is computed by combining the secret key and 

the RAND value 

Together, these three numbers are referred to as a triplet (RAND, SRES, Kc).This 

solution to network connection takes advantage of both GSM and Wi-Fi availability. 

When the device is within the coverage of a wireless network, the access point 

communicates with the central authentication server. In the absence of the wireless 

network, the process of access and authentication is handled by the GSM base station 

[35]. Both methods use the same authentication server.  

Figure 2.12 shows the handover process between GSM and wireless 

network.Before implementing the EAP-SIM, there are three problems regarding the GSM 

method that must be addressed. The master key produced by the SIM card is only 64 bits. 

This does not satisfy the criteria of 128 bits key for RSN. To solve this issue, a SIM card 

must produce two or three “triples” and join them together [35]. 

The second security concern in GSM method is that the identity of the subscriber 

is visible in each authentication. EAP-SIM recommends the use of a pseudonym during 

the authentication, a value that is sent between the subscriber and the wireless access 

point. Thus, at each authentication, the user and server know the identity of the client 

[35]. 
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Figure 2.12: Authentication handover between WLAN and GSM. 

GSM is a 2G mobile standard which uses EAP-SIM [95].In other words, it is not 

well suited for 3G network, which demands more secure procedure for authentication. To 

respond to such need Arkko et al. [33, 34] used a combination of 3G authentication with 

Key Agreement mechanism specified in Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 

(UMTS). In their work, which is called EAP-Authentication and Key Agreement (EAP-

AKA), they use longer key than EAP-SIM. AKA is a challenge-response method and 

applies symmetric cryptography. In this method, both identity module and Home server 

have an agreement on a secret key. Home server, which is the 3G authentication server 

hosted by a telecommunication provider, creates an authentication vector based on the 

secret key and a sequence number. Components of the vector are RAND, AUTN, XRES, 

128-bit IK and one encryption key CK. The server passes the RAND and AUTM to the 

identity module of the Supplicant. If identity module verifies AUTN then sends RES, 

result of authentication to the server, then the server can check the user identity, and, 

provided that RES is valid, the user will then be authenticated successfully. If the process 

is successful, then both ends use IK and CK to secure the communication. 
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Table 2.1: Terms used for EAP-AKA. 

The process of full authentication is shown in Figure 2.13. Like other EAP 

solutions, EAP-AKA starts by an EAP-request (M1) from Authenticator to the Peer. In 

response, the peer sends its identity that can be International Mobile Subscriber Identity 

(IMSI). Along with the identity, Network Address Identifier (NAI) specifies the routing 

address of Home Network. The authenticator passes the response (M3) to the server and 

the server runs AKA algorithm to generate the authentication vector (RAND 128, 

AUTN128, RES128, CK128, IK128). To obtain this vector, the EAP server may contact 

the Authentication Centre (AuC) in case the information is not retrievable by the Home 

Server. Then the server sends the EAP-Request/AKA-Challenge (M4) including a 

random number (RAND), a network authentication token (AUTN) and a Message 

Authentication Code (MAC), which is a hash value to provide integrity to EAP message. 

The authenticator relays the message to the peer to verify the MAC and AUTN by running 

exact process of AKA as the Home Server has done. The Peer also generates RES and a 

Session key and composes a message (M6) including the values of RES and MAC. The 

server will verify the values for RES and MAC to verify the validity of the user. If the 

user is valid, EAP-Success and MSK will then be included in a message (M8) to be sent 

to the Authenticator. Upon receiving the message, the authenticator will take the MSK 

and forward the EAP-Success to the Supplicant.  

Message Component Description 

AuC Authentication Centre.in home that provides subscriber authentication. 

AUTN generated with AuC and with RAND provides server authentication to 

peer,128-bit 

AUTS Generated by a peer to manage failure sync 

Permanent identity  Identity of the peer composed of NAI realm and identity based on IMSI 

Pseudonym Identity A pseudonym identity 

RAND 128 bit Random number generated by AuC, 

RES Result of Authentication generated by the Supplicant the RAND 128 bit 
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Figure 2.13: EAP-AKA full authentication. 

Two types of identities are used for full authentication in AKA; the first one is 

permanent identity including NAI (realm and username) and IMSI. The second type is a 

pseudonym, which is a random value. International mobile subscriber Identify IMSI (not 

more than 15 digits)=3 digit Mobile Country Code(MCC), mobile network code 2 or 3 

digits useful to find AuC, mobile subscriber identification number not more than 10. If 

there is no realm available, then the peer derives the realm from MCC and MNC values 

of IMSI. The username is extracted from IMSI by adding a zero to the beginning of the 

IMSI string. The zero can be a hint to distinguish EAP-AKA from EAP-SIM. The server 

generates random and re-authentication identities and will then handover to the client. 

For Pseudonym usernames, there must be a mechanism between servers to update the 

table of identities in order to map random username with a correct permanent username 

and enable each server to map these with the permanent username. The server implants 

the fast re-authentication or pseudonym username inside the EAP request/AKA-challenge 

message in ENCR_DATA. If a peer finds a pseudonym number then it uses it for future 

full authentication (that means it uses real permanent username for the first time). If the 

user has been authenticated through a full authentication process, then during re-

authentication the users utilise the use temporary identity. In the absence of re-

authentication username, the peer should use permanent username even for fast re-

authentication. 
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The process of re-authentication, as depicted in Figure 2.14, is a simplified version 

of the Full EAP-AKA. A server and client are utilizing only fast-re-authentication Identity 

for re-authentication. The server can send the NEXT_REAUTH_ID in EAP –

request/AKA-challenge to the peer. The identity is on-time type identity. The process 

starts by sending EAP-Request /Identity from the server to the peer as message 1 in 

Figure 2.14 shows (M1). In response, the Peer sends the re-authentication ID received 

during the full authentication process. The server verifies the re-authentication ID and 

composes a message (M4) including a counter (to count the number of re-authentication 

process), Nonce, ENCR_data, IV, MAC and maybe include NEXT_REAUTH_ID. The 

peer, after verifying MAC and storing the authentication ID for the next login, in response 

sends a message (M6) with the following properties. 

EAP-Response/AKA-re-authentication (IV, ENCR_DATA, COUNTER with the 

same value, MAC). This message (M7) will be routed to the Home Sever via the 

Authenticator. The server verifies MAC for a valid user and checks the counter value. 

The counter value must be in the range of a maximum number of allowed re-

authentication processes. Then the server sends (M8) EAP-Success and MSK to the 

Authenticator. MSK will be kept by the Authenticator and the success message (M9) will 

be delivered to the Peer. 

It should be noted that this approach offers some security features that EAP 

framework mandates such as hiding the user’s identity during the re-authentication and 

Peer to Home server mutual authentication. However, it fails to provide mutual 

authentication between Home and Visiting server. Further, the communication between 

servers relies on the security of RADIUS. As Message 8 shows in Figure 2.14 MSK is 

not protected. The proposal also is limited to the Wi-Fi and Mobile Telecommunication 

Network. 
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Figure 2.14: EAP-AKA re-authentication. 

Many researchers have studied the security of EAP-AKA extensively. Mahdi [23] 

used Casper/FDR to model and verify the security features of AKA and identified some 

security breaches on mutual entity authentication property. The intruder can mask itself 

as EAP-Peer to the WAAA. In a similar way, the WAAA can masquerade as a legitimate 

agent to communicate with EAP-Peer. Another study by Peng et al [96] using Protocol 

Composition Logic(PCL) on EAP-AKA highlighted a possible attack by faking the 

WLAN server during the composition of EAP-AKA. 

Al Shidhani et al. [32] proposed a modification to EAP-AKA by authorizing the 

Visiting network authentication server to perform authentication of a user during re-

authentication process. This can be achieved by modifying key hierarchy of the original 

EAP-AKA. 

The proposal offers two types of authentication similar to EAP-AKA full 

authentication and re-authentication. Full authentication takes place almost the same as 

the EAP-AKA; however, further to Master Session Key (MSK) and Extended Master 

Session Key (EMSK), which are native keys from any EAP method, at the end of full 

authentication there will be a Domain Specified Key(DSRK) as a root key for re-

authentication. DSRK=RPF(MSK||Nonce|| Visiting Network id||MAC address of Peer) in 

this equation Nonce is a random number generated by the Peer and “||“ is the 
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concatenating operator. From this root key, there will be a Local-Level re-authentication 

Key (LRK) and a Secret Key Kwu to be shared between the Local server and the peer. 

For re-authentication, the HAAA does not interact with HAAA to get an AV, and 

to create a new session key while in original AKA, this communication would take longer 

by contacting Home Network for re-authentication. In this work, the goal is to make the 

EAP-AKA re-authentication process even quicker by authorizing Visiting Network AAA 

server to authenticate MN (Mobile Node) and create a new session key. 

Since the process is very similar to the other EAP methods, the initial messaging 

for re-authentication was disregarded. When Visiting AS receives the re-authentication 

ID, the peer verifies the ID, lifetime of the key, counter values and finally retrieves the 

associated DSRK. The server will compose a message including {Next re-authentication 

ID, counter} encrypted with Kwu, MAC. Upon receiving this message, the peer can verify 

the MAC and decrypts the encrypted message by Kwu. In response, the peer composes a 

message including MAC and {counter} encrypted by Kwu. If the user message is valid, 

the server then sends EAP success along with LRK. LRK will be stored by the AP and 

EAP success will be forwarded to the peer. 

Even though this proposal improves the performance of AKA protocol by 

reducing the re-authentication time, the proposal suffers from the same drawbacks as 

EAP-AKA in regards to servers’ mutual authentication, the limited scope of application 

and not having proper encryption for EMSK. EAP-AKA suffers from a lack of mutual 

authentication between the Mobile node and the server through adding the shared key[97]. 

2.4.1.3 Other Related solutions 

Iyer et al.[11] explain that Wi-Fi and WiMAX are particularly interesting in their 

ability concerning mobile data oriented networking. They confirm that a scheme enabling 

mobility across these two would provide several advantages to end-users, wireless 

operators as well as to wireless Internet service Providers (WISPs). Further, they propose 

a technique with a common Wi-Fi/WiMAX mobility service agent for use across Wi-Fi 

and WiMAX systems. By incorporating an acceptable mapping mechanism between Wi-

Fi and WiMAX, they interface a Wi-Fi Access Point with the WiMAX Access Service 

Network (ASN) gateway. Thus, in their architecture, the problem of handling mobility 

across Wi-Fi and WiMAX boils down to the problem of handling mobility across 

WiMAX base stations that already have concrete solutions. Further, their proposed 
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architecture enables the same IP address to be used across both the Wi-Fi and the WiMAX 

network interfaces and keeps it seamless from an application perspective. 

The authors use the Access Service Network (ASN) gateway that provides 

mobility for WiMAX to interact with normal Wi-Fi access point. They propose using the 

access point as WiMAX Base Station (BS). This task can be handled by a mapping 

function inside the access point mapping all 802.11 events as R6 events. For example, the 

event association request will be mapped to WiMAX pre-attachment request. 

This idea puts the authentication load on a remote AAA server of the WiMAX 

network. Logically, it creates problems for local users in connecting to the network when 

the WiMAX connectivity is down and Iver et al.[95] do not propose any backup 

mechanism. 

Another practical approach is Eduroam that has been designed and implemented 

by European educational institutes[9, 10]. This service provides users secure Internet 

access when they roam between participating academic institutions. To authenticate a 

user, education roaming uses a series of hierarchical authentication servers. Each 

institution has a RADIUS server as its authentication server, which is connected to the 

federation level RADIUS server. The Federation level authentication servers are also 

connected to the global RADIUS server. When a user comes to a foreign network, the 

user credentials are checked by the RADIUS server of the visited network. If the user 

does not belong to the network, it asks the federation level RADIUS server. This server 

is a directory of all RADIUS servers under its control and has connections to the ROOT 

RADIUS server. If the federation server cannot find the Home RADIUS server for the 

Supplicant, it will then forward the authentication request to the Root RADIUS server. 

The root server will then find the proper federation level RADIUS. Consequently, the 

authentication request will be redirected to the Home Authentication server. The route for 

response to the Supplicant is the exact reverse of the direction from Foreign to Home 

network [10, 98].Error! Reference source not found. shows the architecture of 

duroam and the message exchange between authentication servers in different layers. 

Since Eduroam is proprietary, there are not enough references or information to 

investigate the detail of the authentication process. 
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Figure 2.15:Eduroam architecture. 

Machiraju et al.[99] describe two main disadvantages of centralized 

authentication methods. Firstly, a server must be available. Without a server, the 

authentication process cannot be completed. Additionally, there must be a highly reliable 

backhaul. The latter is due to the authentication process creating a large volume of traffic, 

usually of a higher priority than normal traffic. In their paper, the authors introduce a 

distributed authentication mechanism that clients can log on to. When they move from 

one location to another, the access points are able to communicate, and credentials can, 

therefore, be sent to the access point of the new location.  

This model assumes that all the base points are trusted by each other. The protocol 

proposed by Machiraju et al. uses the concept of tokens. Tokens are the user’s credential 

information, which will be sent to another Base Station if needed. When the sending 

process is complete, the source BS will delete the user’s credential information. 

Each Base Station will be in one of four modes; either without token, with token 

(the station in possession of a token belong to a particular user), sending or receiving. 

The process is illustrated in Figure 2.16. 

1. The client sends a userRequestToken to a new base station (Receiver 

Station) 

2. The new station sends a requestToken to the old base station that has 

the credential information for the user. 

3. The old BS sends the sendToken message to the new BS. 

4. The New BS sends the receiverAck 

5. In the final step, the old BS sends the senderAck. 
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Figure 2.16: Protocol for token transfer under reliable message delivery. 

In this mechanism, the protocol is not reliable for message delivery because the 

BS stations can be only in one mode. The paper does not clarify how these base stations 

will initiate contact with each other. Moreover, the security approach to establishing a 

secure connection between the BSs is not determined. Furthermore, the capabilities 

required to perform the expected functionality of a BS are not addressed. 

For occasions of failure in the Base Station, which has the token for a user, the 

authors suggest the user keep a cache of his credentials. Temporarily, the BS can 

authenticate the client but will flag it as a dirty token. Then later, when the new BS has 

made successful contact with the old BS, it removes the dirty flag. 

2.4.2 Technology dependent solutions 

Usually, large wireless networks belong to enterprise level service providers. These 

networks incorporate high speed wired backbone networks and wireless technologies 

such as LTE, Femtocell [14] and Wi-Fi. Moving away from such a core fabric may 

implicate a variety of network technologies. This may require a handover mechanism that 

may involve different technologies and providers. Some proposals like AKA [33] for 

3GPP-WLAN [32, 100] and 3GPP-WiMAX internetworking [88, 101, 102] deal with 

such interoperability depending on the fact Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 

(UMTS) is the core network. However, due to the open nature of future networks, such 

proposals will be ineffective and not fulfil the aspirations of the end users. Yet, there are 
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some studies such as the application of EAP-ERP by HOKEY WG [12] addressing these 

issues. EAP-GPSK [103], EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA [39] offer a flexible and secure 

solution for seamless connectivity regardless of the underlying technology and hence are 

capable of supporting future networks. 

2.4.2.1 Generalized Pre-shared key (GPSK) 

IETF EAP Method Update (EMU) group have developed EAP-GPSK to provide light 

authentication method suitable for handheld devices to use symmetric authentication 

between a Supplicant and a server [103]. The proposal is claimed to provide mutual 

authentication, simplicity, flexibility and extensibility. For these reasons, it has been used 

in proposing methods such as EAP-SENS [104] for wireless sensor networks. 

The process of authentication is performed in eight messages starting with EAP 

server sending an EAP request, to which the peer replies with an EAP-response. The 

actual process begins when the Server sends GPSK-1 including {server random, server 

id, cipher-suits}. Corresponding to this message, the peer composes GPSK-2 {peer id, 

peer random, GPSK-1, message authentication code (MAC)} for the server. If the 

received message is verified by checking MAC value from GPSK-2, the server then 

dispatches GPSK-3, which is an encrypted version of GPSK-2 and a new MAC. In case 

of successful verification, the peer sends GPSK-4, after verifying this message the server 

sends an EAP success message to the Supplicant. 

This protocol has been modelled using finite-state model checker Murφ[80] and 

Protocol Composition Logic. In the study carried out by Mitchell et al. [105], it is shown 

the protocol is susceptible to Denial-of-Service attacks against the peer by using all the 

memory for blocking the protocol. The second issue related to the proposal is the key 

derivation function by using non-standard methods. 

Even though this method is claimed to be flexible, the limitation of using strong 

key generation functions for mobile users and more sophisticated devices and methods 

such as EAP-ERP has gained more attention regarding proposals for future secure 

handover. 

2.4.2.2 EAP Extensions for EAP re-authentication Protocol  

Narayanan et al. [12] proposed an extension to EAP method to support re-authentication 

process. The proposal introduces two new messages to the EAP-Messages, which are 

EAP-Initiate, EAP-Finish, both of which are used in the process of re-authentication. 
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Based on the location of EAP Authentication server, there are two scenarios, 

which shape the protocol to address these situations. The first scenario is when a peer is 

performing a re-authentication or handover in its home domain. In addition, the second 

scenario comes in to play when a peer is trying to get authenticated in a Visited domain; 

in other words, Foreign Network. 

When a Supplicant moves to a new network, it first performs a full authentication 

with its associated home server through the Foreign Network. This process is also called 

bootstrap in the proposal. In this circumstance, the visited network almost plays a role of 

an intermediate medium to redirect all the requests to the home network. Like other EAP 

methods, the process begins with EAP-Request/Identity, to which the Supplicant sends 

EAP-Response, including its identity and the identity of the home domain as well. These 

two messages are shown as M1 and M2 in Figure 2.17. Upon receiving the message, EAP 

server forwards the EAP-Response beside its realm and Domain Specified Root Key 

(DSRK) request, which is a request for the root key for future re-authentication (M4). The 

identity value inside the response (M3) shows the EA server the location of the destination 

Home Network. At this stage, the Supplicant and Home Authentication server perform a 

Full EAP authentication method based on home authentication policy to generate fresh 

Key materials and, more importantly, Master Session Key (MSK), Extended Master 

Session Key (EMSK). Upon successful authentication, Home server composes M5, 

which contains MSK, DSRK, EMSKName and EAP-Success. This message will be sent 

to The EAP Server in the Foreign Network. The server stores the DSRK and MSKName 

and sends EAP-Success and MSK to the Access Point. Accordingly, AP stores the MSK 

to provide privacy for the rest of the communication. When the Supplicant receives the 

EAP-Success, the initial authentication is completed. 
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Figure 2.17: The process of initial authentication. 

After initial authentication, the Supplicant and the EAP server can generate keying 

materials for re-authentication process. Possessing DSRK and Realm enables the EAP 

server to generate re-authentication Root (rRK) Key from which re-authentication 

Integrity Key (rIK) will be driven. The Supplicant is able to calculate rRK and rIK from 

EMSK as well. Table 2.2 below demonstrates the definition of keying materials used in 

this protocol. 

Table 2.2: Definition of Keys in EAP-ERP. 

The re-authentication process, shown in Figure 2.18 is not only quick but also very secure. 

It enables both Supplicant and the Network to authenticate each other. When the 

Supplicant requests authentication after full authentication, the server in the visiting 

network is capable of generating new keying materials without referring to the home 

network to which the Supplicant originally belongs. 

Key component Description 

rRK   re-authentication Root Key derived from the EMSK or DSRK. 

rIK   re-authentication Integrity Key derived from the rRK. 

rMSK   re-authentication MSK. This is a per-Authenticator key, derived from 

the rRK. 
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Figure 2.18: The process of Re-Authentication EAP-ERP. 

Figure 2.18 shows the process of re-authentication. After receiving EAP Initiate/re-

authentication (M1) from an Access Point in Foreign Network, the Supplicant composes 

an EAP-Initiate /Re-auth identity containing KeyNam-NAI, a Sequence number and 

Message Authentication Check by use of rIK. This message (M2) will be simply 

encapsulated in RADIUS packet by the AP and will be forwarded as a new message (M4) 

to the EA server. The server verifies the MAC, and the user identity. Also, the server 

generates rMSK by using the sequence number in the message. The EAP-Finish Message, 

along with rMSK, Sequence number +1 and MAC (M4) will be sent to the associated AP. 

After storing the rMSK value, the AP will send the rest of the message to the Supplicant. 

The Supplicant will generate the Keying material in the same way by using the sequence 

number as the input to the key generation process. The authentication is successful when 

the Supplicant verifies the MAC value of the received message. In this way, the 

Supplicant also authenticates the server. 

Considering the case that EAP-ERP enhances the functionality of EAP protocol 

by enabling users to perform re-authentication, it also should be noted that the extension 

incurs some drawbacks as well. First, it demands modification to the original EAP 

protocol. The scope of this modification results in a way that the current version of EAP 

not being compatible with the modified version proposed by EAP-ERP. Moreover, the 

purpose of EAP framework was to deploy upper layer authentication protocols for 

authenticating users, but by employing this method, other protocols need adjustment to 

Supplicant AP EA server

EAP-Initiate /re-auth start (M1)

EAP-Initiate/re-auth [Bootstrap](M2)

AAA[rMSK,EAP-Finish/re-auth[Bootsrap]](M4)

EAP-Request/identity 

AAA[EAP-Initiate/re-auth [Bootstrap]](M3)

EAP-Finish/re-auth[Bootsrap](M6)

Store rMSK, forward EAP-Finish to the 

supplicant

Verifies User ID
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be compatible with the new proposal. The second issue with this approach is a bootstrap 

process. When the peer, for any reason, has not been able to get the realm of the Foreign 

Network, the peer undergoes a process like full authentication to obtain this value. The 

third problem during full authentication is that MSK inside message 5 is only 

encapsulated inside RADIUS packet. Since this key is the main source of identity for the 

rest of the communication, it is expected that they develop a more secure way for 

transmitting such an entity. Finally, the full authentication process would take a 

significant amount of time depending on HN authentication method. On the surface, it 

may seem convincing, but in cases such as when Home Network native authentication 

method is EAP-TLS, there will be a considerable number of messages and time that be 

needed just to acquire Keying Material. 

In terms of security analysis, not many studies have scrutinized the security 

features of EAP-ERP. Some studies [23] do describe the overall process of EAP-ERP and 

provide a brief theoretical analysis. However, there have been no studies in regards to 

formal security analysis of the EAP-ERP in the literature. 

2.5 Gaps in the literature 

Based on the literature, it is evident that one set of solutions is designed to operate in 

particular circumstances limited to wireless technology mainly. In this category, a number 

of studies focus on Kerberos-based methods. The most noticeable issue here is that the 

Kerberos infrastructure must be in place and some modifications must be applied 

alongside concurrent authentication methods. Kerberos utilizes KDC and AS so, this 

solution can be helpful for those who have the Kerberos infrastructure in their network. 

However, not all organizations deploy Kerberos as their authentication mechanism. These 

types of solutions suffer from the lack of scalability in regards to sharing keys between 

the authentications servers. If the number of collaborative organizations grows, then the 

issue will be more tangible. 

For those methods which rely on EAP-SIM or any method based on mobile phone 

networks including GSM and UTSM, the problem is that they are dependent on the 

technologies, which firstly are proprietary to different providers and secondly demand 

reliance on a network. However, one may not be interested in using a third party 

establishment to facilitate their business. 

In regards to more flexible approaches that satisfy the need for distributed 

authentication, most solutions mainly target specific wireless networks and authentication 
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mechanisms. Ideally, wireless service providers use different authentication schemes on 

their diverse types of wireless networks. For example, a WiMAX service provider may 

use the EAP-TLS authentication scheme on their custom AAA server whereas corporate 

entities may want to use EAP-TTLS authentication mechanism enabling the use of their 

authentication databases such as Active Directory, LDAP, and SQL. Furthermore, a WSN 

may use a computationally less heavy authentication protocol to integrate its sensor 

nodes. Hence, considering the convergence of networks, it is critical to develop an 

authentication mechanism that is versatile and simple so that it can be effectively used on 

any type of network. Hence, a reliable solution should not only integrate different types 

of wireless networks but should also link networks that use different types of 

authentication mechanisms such as EAP-TLS, EAP-TTLS, EAP-PEAP, and EAP-SIM. 

EAP-ERP is one of the noteworthy methods in this sphere, and it does not impose 

any third party involvement. More importantly, it is not limited to a particular technology. 

However, there are two main concerns in this approach. First, it demands modification to 

EAP messaging and second when the foreign network is not aware of the home network 

domain, all parties have to undergo a full authentication process to obtain the realm of the 

home network. This process is called bootstrap, which as a result, enables the Foreign AS 

to be aware of Home domain. However, currently there is no detailed study on the security 

analysis of EAP-ERP. 

2.6 Motivations 

Lack of flexible and technology independent authentication mechanism for wireless 

networks makes roaming in the existing wireless infrastructure difficult. This problem 

will become more critical for future wireless network users as the predicted ever-

increasing trends in using wireless nodes/devices in close future demand constant vertical 

handover/roaming from one technology to another to maintain the connectivity to the 

internet and reaching a higher throughput by combining multi-gateway connectivity to 

the backbone network. In existing infrastructure, a mobile user has to disconnect from a 

wireless network first then assuming it is capable of the wireless technology in the foreign 

network it performs an authentication unique to the foreign network. 

Further, the lack of interoperability between the mobile nodes' native 

authentication mechanism aka the home authentication mechanism and the visiting 

network aka the foreign network’s authentication mechanism makes seamless 

authentication even more challenging. In most existing solutions, the mobile node has to 
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authenticate itself to the foreign network with their native authentication mechanism. This 

means the mobile node first should be capable of working with that protocol and secondly 

somehow needs to obtain the credentials or tokens from the visiting network. This 

approach is not desirable when the mobile node is demanding a fast seamless 

authentication. 

The next motivation behind my research stems from the previous stimulus and 

revolves around having the minimum interaction between the user and the process of 

authentication in the foreign network and to use one set of credentials. Most of the 

research in the field of seamless authentication for wireless networks suggests that a 

mobile node is responsible for obtaining the credentials from the foreign network before 

initiating the authentication request in order to get connected to the visiting network. This 

issue may seem insignificant when there are only two or three networks involved. 

However, future networks may involve a number of wireless networks with diverse 

capabilities and features. For instance, a mobile node with high-speed and seamless 

connectivity to the internet can move from the house femtocell in a regional area to the 

4G network and then move to a shopping center with some Wi-Fi network or perhaps to 

the WiMax network at the airport. It is apparent that not all of the network service 

providers are ready to share the credentials, as there will be security concerns besides 

how the user is going to obtain those credentials and where it will be stored.
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Chapter 3 

3 Coordinated robust authentication  

This chapter introduces the proposed authentication method EAP-CRA in the form of two 

papers to fill the gaps identified from the previous chapter. The first paper outlines the 

structure of CRA as a flexible EAP framework providing vertical handover. In this paper, 

the different authentication mechanisms that are available for wireless networks are 

presented and analysed and their advantages and limitations evaluated. A Coordinated 

Robust Authentication (CRA) mechanism that can be encapsulated within the RADIUS 

protocol utilizing the advantages of public key infrastructure is subsequently proposed. 

An overall theoretical security and cost evaluation of the proposed enhanced protocol is 

included. This paper covers mainly the first objective of this research and partially fulfils 

its second objective. 

The second paper is a book chapter published in 2013, which includes a critical 

literature review on the roaming enabled authentication mechanisms for wireless 

networks. The paper also elaborates EAP-CRA components highlighting the messages 

involved, modification to RADIUS, the process of authenticating the client to the server. 

A performance comparison between EAP-CRA and Eduroam in a simulated environment 

is also addressed in this paper. Further, it includes a cost analysis between EAP-ERP and 

EAP-CRA in relation to the number of messages and the cryptographic analysis. 

Preliminary analysis suggests promising results. Hence, the need for further analysis of 
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the proposal is crucial. This paper covers mainly the first objective of this research and 

partially fulfils the second objective. 

Since this chapter introduces and presents the proposed protocol in the form of 

two papers, in the next section, we provide a detailed explanation of the proposed protocol 

together with details of message components. 

3.1 Proposed EAP-CRA 

The Enhanced CRA protocol provides authentication in two modes: Full Authentication 

and Re-Authentication. With regard to mutual authentication, CRA uses RADIUS servers 

as suggested in IEEE 802.1x. RADIUS protocol exhibits better performance compared to 

other mutual authentication protocols. CRA suggests direct communication between 

radius servers by pre-arranged agreement or the servers could find each other 

dynamically. In case the RADIUS servers do not have a pre-arranged agreement, they 

can use their CA-signed PKI certificates to ascertain trust between servers. 

All authentication servers that participate in the CRA must possess a CA-signed 

PKI certificate and be capable of obtaining the CA-signed PKI certificates of other 

participating aithentication servers. Assuming that all AAA Servers that participate in the 

CRA are in possession of their CA-signed PKI certificates, the CRA protocol can 

communicate between the FOREIGN and the HOME AAA servers securely. 

1.1.1. Full EAP-CRA authentication: 

Initial assumption of the CRA protocol is that each mobile Node is primarily associated 

with a Network, which, in this context, is referred to as the home network. The security 

of the home network and the authentication mechanism used must be robust. We assume 

that an EAP method such as EAP-TLS, EAP-PEAP or EAP-TTLS is used in the home 

network. Therefore, the values for MSKName EMSKName, MSK, EMSK and the Time-

To-Live (TTL) for these keys are available for the peer and the server. These elements 

are explained inTable 3.1 since some of the EAP methods utilize CA-signed PKI 

certificates to authenticate and secure the communication, CRA extends it to add more 

flexibility to certificate based authentication. 
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Table 3.1: Message components in EAP-CRA. 

Element Process/ stage 

associated 

Description 

MSKName, 

EMSKname 

During Home EAP 

authentication 

String Values are known to the supplicant and 

authentication server to differentiate between Master 

Session Key and Extended Master Session Key after a 

successful authentication. 

MSK, 

EMSK 

During Home EAP 

authentication 

Master Session Key is the key that will be used for the 

privacy of communication in the home network after 

authentication phase. 

EMSK During Home EAP 

authentication 

EMSK is a key that EAP framework has not specified any 

particular use for that, but it can be used in future 

implementations. We have used the name associated with 

this key as user identity. 

Time-To-Live 

(TTL) 

During Home EAP 

authentication 

Time to live is the time that MSK an EMSK are valid. 

  

In this research, WLAN has been chosen as the medium to illustrate the 

components and messaging of EAP-CRA. Firstly, both the peer and the foreign Access 

Point (FAP) discover their capabilities and decide on a suitable protocol to authenticate 

each other. If both parties are capable of EAP-CRA, the FAP will then compose an EAP 

request message to solicit the identity of the Peer. It should be mentioned that the key for 

hashing function is generated from the EMSK. 

 

1. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: {𝐼𝐷 𝑟𝑒𝑞} 

2. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 {𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 , PKℎ(EMSK𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 , Seq#), MAC} 

3. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: {𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 , PKℎ(EMSK𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 , Seq#), MAC} 

4. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝐻𝐴𝑆: {𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚, 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐹(𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒), PK𝐹(EMSK𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 , Seq#), 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

5. 𝐻𝐴𝑆 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: {𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻(𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒), PK𝐹(𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑀𝑆𝐾, 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝐸𝑀𝑆𝐾), EAP𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠, Seq#} 

6. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: {𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑀𝑆𝐾, 𝐸𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑞, 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚, 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

7. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: {𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚, 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

8. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 {𝐴𝐶𝐾, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, MAC} 

9. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃 − 𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 

Figure 3.1:CRA Full Authentication Protocol. 

In an unknown network, the peer will first check if the TTL of MSK is still valid. 

Expired MSK will lead to a failed authentication and the peer will be responsible for 
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doing a full authentication with its home Network to obtain a fresh MSK. If the MSK is 

valid, the peer generates a HostName in the form of a realm 

(EMSKname@home.network) then the peer generates a random sequence number and 

by the public Key of its associated HAS (PKH) encrypts the MSKname of the home 

network and the sequence number. As the last item, the supplicant generates a hash value 

of the message (MAC) with a hash key generated from the EMSK. The composed EAP-

Response message will be sent to the FAP (message 3 in Figure 3.1). The FAP will 

encapsulate this EAP-Response message inside a RADIUS packet and forward it to the 

foreign authentication server (FAS). The FAS is able to identify the home Network by 

checking the realm of the supplicant found in the received message. The FAS will also 

utilize RADIUS for server-to-server communication. However, before sending the 

received message, the FAS will add its domain name (ForeingRealm) and encrypt the 

MSKname with its Private Key(PKF). The composed message then will be dispatched to 

the Home server (message 3 in Figure 3.1). Using PKF enables the HAS to authenticate 

the FAS. 

Upon receiving the message from a foreign network, HAS is able to check if the 

FAS is authorized based on the domain name of the FAS. The HAS can authenticate the 

FAS by verifying the contents of the signed message. Peer authentication will be managed 

by matching the MSKname with MSK, EMSK, validation of the key timer and the 

number of Re-Authentication of the peer. If the MSK is valid, HAS will verify the MAC 

value inside the message by MAC value of the entire message generated by the HAS. 

Provided that the MAC value is verified, the HAS can combine the foreign domain name, 

sequence number and the previous EMSK to generate new CRA-MSK and CRA-

EMSK.CRA-MSK will be the Master session key for the portion communication after 

authentication process to provide privacy for instance. CRA-EMSK will be used for re-

authentication process. After updating the timer and counter values of the MSKname, the 

HAS creates a RADIUS packet, which holds Access-Accept, encrypted values of CRA-

MSK and CRA-EMSK with FAS’s Public Key(PKF), MAC and privately signed message 

of domain name – MSKname (: {𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻(𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒) message 5 in Figure 3.1). 

FAS first checks the signed MSKname to validate the HAS, and then stores the 

MSKname and CRA keys. In addition to these, it calculates a new timer, counter and 

random Re-Authentication ID for local Re-Authentication in case the peer stays for a 

longer time in the foreign network. These values are CRA_timer, CRA_counter, and 

CRA_RND. The value of the CRA_timer must be less than the validity time of the initial 

mailto:EMSKname@home.network
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MSK. Next, the FAS sends CRA_counter, re_id, EMSKname signed with HAS’s private 

key, foreign realm and CRA-MSK inside a RADIUS packet to FAP (message 6 in 

Figure 3.1). The CRA-MSK will be utilised for future communication to provide privacy. 

The rest of the message is sent to the peer (message 7 in Figure 3.1). The peer will be able 

to authenticate its home server by verifying the signature and can generate CRA-MSK 

and CRA-EMSK. It then creates an EAP-Response as an acknowledgement with 

MSKname. The FAS can then compose an EAP-Success message and send it back to the 

peer. 

The Enhanced CRA full authentication generates keys CRA-MSK and CRA-

EMSK for a secure communication. Possession of these keys by the supplicant and the 

FAS can quicken the process of Re-Authentication. The FAS, after the successful 

authentication of a supplicant, distributes the Re-Authentication identity and the 

CRA_Counter to the peer. The counter determines the number of Re-Authentications that 

can be accepted. 

1. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: {𝐼𝐷 𝑟𝑒𝑞} 

2. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 {𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 − 𝑁𝐴𝐼, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

3. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: {𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 − 𝑁𝐴𝐼, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

4. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: {𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑀𝑆𝐾, 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝐷, 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

5. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: {𝑅𝑒𝐼𝐷, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

6. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: {𝐴𝐶𝐾, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

7. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃 − 𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 

Figure 3.2: EAP-CRA Re-Authentication. 

The process of Re-Authentication will be initiated by the authenticator with EAP-

Request for supplicant ID. In response, the supplicant will check the time since the last 

logon to verify the validity of CRA-MSK. If the key has expired, a valid peer will fall 

back to request a full EAP-CRA authentication. On the other hand, the supplicant sends 

its Re-Authentication ID and realm inside Kname-NAI, a random sequence number with 

a hashed value of the message. The key for the hash can be generated from the CRA-

EMSK and sequence number. Here, the need for the sequence number arises to provide 

immunity against replay attacks. The authenticator will then forward the EAP-Response 

encapsulated as a RADIUS packet to the FAS (message 3 in Figure 3.2Figure). 

Upon receiving the message, the FAS checks the Kname-NAI with its stored 

authentication information. If there is a match, the server generates the hash value to 
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verify the validity of the message and updates the CRA_counter and CRA_timer values. 

The FAS will then send MSK, MAC, SEQ numbers to the authenticator. The 

authenticator retains the MSK and sends the rest to the peer. In the final step, the peer 

sends an EAP-Response as an acknowledgement. At this point, the client is able to 

calculate the keying material; however, to start secure communication, the peer waits until 

it has received the EAP-success from the authenticator. The server sets the expected 

sequence number to the received sequence number plus one on every successful Re-

Authentication request; that is, on the generation of DSRK. Similarly, the supplicant and 

the FAS maintain a sequence number with the generation of rMSK while the supplicant 

is in the FAS’s domain 

The above details about the proposed protocol are further discussed and 

elaborated in the following papers. The second paper also provides an overall security 

analysis and a performance analysis on the proposed protocol.  
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Muthukkumarasamy 
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Abstract–The “post-PC” era is longing for the convergence of heterogeneous wireless 

communication technologies to enable seamless data connectivity. Wireless Technologies such 

as Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

(WiMAX), Long Term Evolution (LTE) etc., attract new opportunities for collaborative and 

complementary usage. In the post-PC era more and more applications are emerging to benefit 

from the ubiquitous nature of the mobile devices. However, with the range of approaches that 

are used to validate the mobile devices in heterogeneous wireless networks, the need for a user 

friendly, flexible and reliable method to interconnect and utilize the different classes of wireless 

networks is becoming inevitable. In this paper, we present and analyze the different 

authentication mechanisms that are available for wireless networks and evaluate their 

advantages and limitations. We then propose an enhancement to the Coordinated Robust 

Authentication (CRA) protocol that can be encapsulated within the RADIUS protocol utilizing 

the advantages of public key infrastructure. We also present a security and cost evaluation on 

the proposed enhanced protocol.  

Keywords– Wireless Networks, Authentication, Access Control, Heterogeneous 

Networks. 

1. Introduction 

Today we are moving into a “post-PC” world! Not many people sit in front of custom 

built PCs to do their businesses any more. Handheld wireless devices such as iPod Touch, 

iPhone, Galaxy S3, iPad, Galaxy Tab, Airbook, Notepad etc. are bringing in a new 

paradigm as to how people use and communicate information. However, the mobility of 

these post-PC wireless devices is restricted to some extent due to the limitations in 

wireless data connectivity. A wireless device at home should preferably get its data 

connectivity through the wireless router, while on the move from the 3G or 4G network 

and while at work from the office wireless network. To achieve this interoperability the 
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wireless devices must be recognized by the various networks as it roams from one 

network to another.  

Due to the inherent nature of the wireless communications, wireless networks encounter 

numerous security problems compared to its wired counterpart. The most significant of 

these is the first time association. Whether it is a WLAN [1], WiMAX [2] or a 4G LTE [3], 

all wireless networks will have this setback. The lack of physical connectivity (anchor-

attachment) from the wireless device to the network makes the wireless network more 

vulnerable and hard to protect against authenticity, confidentiality, integrity and 

availability threats [4][5]. Hence, to overcome this first time association problem wireless 

devices adopt a range of different techniques. 

The Robust Security Network Association (RSNA) proposed in IEEE 802.11i [6] 

has emerged as the most popular method to counter the first time association problem. 

The RSNA technique is widely used in both WLANs and WiMAX. Although IEEE 

802.11i security architecture offers sufficient protection to the wireless environment, it is 

up to the implementer to guarantee that all issues are addressed and the appropriate 

security measures are implemented for secure operation. A single incorrectly configured 

station could lead the way for a cowardly attack and expose the entire organizational 

network [7][8].  

Notwithstanding the configuration issues, RSNA is the most preferred first time 

association method for wireless networks. The use of IEEE 802.1x port based access 

control [9] makes it more flexible for mutual authentication and key distribution. 

However, RSNA does not provide options for coordinated authentication in a 

heterogeneous network environment. This results in the wireless users having to use 

different credentials to authenticate in the different wireless networks. Therefore, a 

Coordinated Robust Authentication (CRA) Mechanism with the ability to use a single set 

of credentials with any network, wireless or wired would be of immense significance to 

both network users and administrators. 

In this paper we first examine the various authentication mechanisms proposed by other 

researchers for similar applications and then illustrate our proposed mechanism. In 

section four we present a security and cost evaluation and conclude the paper in section 

five. 

2. Integrating wireless networks 
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Iyer et al. [10] assert that WLAN and WiMAX are particularly interesting in their ability 

towards mobile data oriented networking. They confirm that a scheme enabling mobility 

across these two would provide several advantages to end-users, wireless operators as 

well as wireless internet service Providers. Distributed authentication scheme proposed 

by Machiraju et al. [11] relies on Base Stations (BS) to collectively store authentication 

information. However, the study does not clarify how the base stations will initiate contact 

with each other. The security approach to establish a secure connection between the BS 

is not provided. The paper falls short to provide enough details for elimination of 

traditional backend authentication servers. 

EAP-FAMOS [12] and OSNP [13] both use the Kerberos based authentication 

within existing EAP framework. Apart from the high administrative costs in Kerberos 

based methods; their solution is mainly targeted at specific wireless networks and 

authentication mechanisms. 

Narayanan et al. [14] propose ERP, an extension to the EAP framework and an 

EAP key hierarchy to support re-authentication. As specified in RSNA, MSK is generated 

on successful completion of the authentication phase (phase 2 of RSNA). Subsequently 

MSK is passed to the authenticator to generate the TSK (phase 3 of RSNA). The TSK is 

then used for data encryption between the supplicant and the authenticator. However, the 

EAP framework proposed by Narayanan et al. suggests two additional keys to be derived 

by all EAP methods: the Master Session Key (MSK) and the Extended MSK (EMSK) 

which forms the EAP key hierarchy. They make use of the EMSK for re-authentication 

and successive key derivations. 

ERP defines two new EAP messages EAP-Initiate and EAP-Finish to facilitate re-

authentication in two round trip messages. At the time of the initial EAP exchange, the 

peer and the server derive an EMSK along with the MSK. EMSK is used to derive a re-

authentication Root Key (rRK). The rRK can also be derived from Domain-Specific Root 

Key (DSRK), which itself is derived from the EMSK. Further, a re-authentication 

Integrity Key (rIK) is derived from the rRK; the supplicant and the authentication server 

use the rIK to provide proof of possession while performing an ERP exchange. After 

verifying proof of possession and successful authentication, re-authentication MSK 

(rMSK) is derived from the rRK. rMSk is treated similar to MSK obtained during normal 

EAP authentication i.e. to generate TSK [15]. 

Apart from the few modifications to the EAP protocol due to the introduction of 

two new EAP codes, ERP integrates with the existing EAP framework very well. 
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However, EAP-ERP requires a full EAP authentication at first when a user enters a 

foreign network. Further, if one supplicant for any reason has not been able to extract 

domain name of the foreign network then it should solicit it from its home server, this can 

result in long authentication delays. In the next section we briefly describe the CRA 

protocol and present our proposed enhancements to it. 

3. Enhanced CRA protocol 

The principal notion behind the CRA authentication mechanism is that every wireless 

device will primarily be associated with one wireless network, which can be referred to 

as its HOME network. The credentials used by a wireless device to associate with its 

HOME network are assumed to be robust and specific to that network. Therefore, a 

wireless device must be able to use its authority in the HOME network to reliably 

associate with any other FOREIGN network. In this context, the AAA server that 

authorizes the wireless device in its home network is called as the HOME AAA Server 

(HAS) and the AAA server in a foreign network is called as the FOREIGN AAA Server 

(FAS). Hence, our authentication mechanism will require only one set of credentials that 

it uses in the home network to access any foreign network. We are considering both 

different types networks and different authentication mechanisms that may be specific 

and effective to that type of network. Further details of our CRA protocol can be found 

in [16]. 

The Enhanced CRA protocol provides authentication in two modes; Full 

Authentication and re-authentication. With regard to mutual authentication CRA uses 

RADIUS servers as suggested in IEEE 802.1x [17]. RADIUS protocol exhibits better 

performance compared to other mutual authentication protocols [18]. CRA suggests 

direct communication between radius servers by pre-arranged agreement or the servers 

could find each other dynamically. In case the RADIUS servers do not have a pre-

arranged agreement they can use their CA-signed PKI certificates to ascertain trust 

between servers. 

All AAA servers that participate in the CRA must possess a CA-signed PKI 

certificate and be capable of obtaining the CA-signed PKI certificates of other 

participating AAA servers. Assuming that all AAA Servers that participate in the CRA 

are in possession of their CA-signed PKI certificates, the CRA protocol can communicate 

between FAS and HAS securely. 
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3.1. Full EAP-CRA authentication: 

Initial assumption of the CRA protocol is that each mobile Node is primarily associated 

with one Network, which in this context is referred to as the Home network. The security 

of the Home network and the authentication mechanism used must be robust. We 

anticipate that an EAP method such as EAP-TLS, EAP-PEAP or EAP-TTLS is used in 

the Home network. Therefore the values for MSKName, MSK, EMSK and the Time To 

Live (TTL) for these keys are available for the Peer. Since some of the EAP methods 

utilize CA-signed PKI certificates to authenticate and secure the communication, CRA 

extends it to add more flexibility to certificate based authentication. In this paper WLAN 

has been chosen as the medium to illustrate the components and messaging of EAP-CRA. 

Firstly, both the peer and the Foreign Access Point (FAP) discover their capabilities and 

decide on a suitable protocol to authenticate each other. If both parties are capable of 

EAP-CRA then the FAP will compose an EAP request message to solicit the identity of 

the Peer. It should be mentioned that the key for hashing function is generated from the 

EMSK. 

In an unknown network, the peer will first check if the TTL of MSK is still valid. 

Expired MSK will lead to a failed authentication and will prompt a full authentication. 

The peer will be responsible to do a full authentication with its Home Network to obtain 

a fresh MSK. On the other hand, if the MSK is valid, the peer generates a random 

sequence number and encrypts the MSKname of the home network and the sequence 

number by the public Key of HAS. The composed EAP-Response message will be sent 

to the FAP, which contains the encrypted message, Message Authentication Code, the 

realm of the home network and the random identity of the peer (message 2 in Figure 1). 

FAP will encapsulate this EAP-Response message inside a RADIUS Packet and forward 

it to the foreign authentication server. The FAS will also utilize RADIUS for server-to-

server communication. However before sending the received message, the FAS will add 

its domain name and encrypt the MSKname with its Private Key (message 3 in Figure 1). 

This enables the HAS to authenticate the FAS. 
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Figure 1: Coordinated Robust Authentication (CRA) Full Authentication Protocol. 

Upon receiving the message from a foreign network, HAS is able to check if the 

FAS is authorized based on the domain name of the FAS. The HAS can authenticate the 

FAS by verifying the contents of the signed message. Peer authentication will be managed 

by matching the MSKname with MSK, EMSK, Validation of key timer and the number 

of re-authentication of the peer. If the MSK is valid, the HAS can combine the foreign 

domain name, sequence number and the previous EMSK to generate new domain specific 

CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK. 

After updating the timer and counter values of the MSKname the HAS creates a 

RADIUS message which holds Access Accept, encrypted values of CRA-MSK and CRA-

EMSK (with FAS’s Public Key), MAC and privately signed message of domain name – 

MSKname (message 4 in Figure 1). 

FAS first checks the signed MSKname to validate the HAS, and then stores the 

MSKname and CRA keys. In addition to these it calculates a new timer, counter and 

random re-authentication ID for local re-authentication in case the peer stays for longer 

time in the foreign network. These values are CRA_timer, CRA_counter, and 

CRA_RND. The value of the CRA_timer must be less than the validity time of the initial 

MSK. Next, the FAS sends CRA_counter, re_id, EMSKname signed with HAS’s private 

key, Foreign realm and CRA-MSK inside a RADIUS packet to FAP (message 5 in Figure 

1). The CRA-MSK will be utilized for future communication to provide privacy. The rest 

of the message is sent to the peer (message 6 in Figure 1). The peer will be able to 
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authenticate its home server by verifying the signature and can generate CRA-MSK and 

CRA-EMSK. It then creates a EAP-Response as an acknowledgment with MSKname. 

The FAS can then compose a EAP-Success message and send it back to the peer. On 

receiving the EAP success message, the peer generates rMSK independently leading to 

the key distribution phase. The key distribution phase will be similar to that of the RSNA 

where the supplicant and the authenticator will use the MSK to derive the Temporal 

Session Key (TSK). Once the TSKs are derived normal data communication can 

commence.  

3.2.  EAP-CRA re-authentication: 

In the previous section we described a roaming-enabled authentication mechanism for 

users who wish to get connected to a new network, using the security credentials they use 

in their home network. Although we anticipate relatively faster CRA authentication, in 

situations where the user continues to work on a foreign network the need for re-

authentication is anticipated. 

This section will explain the re-authentication process that can occur due to 

handover within the same network, i.e. when a user moves from one access point to 

another. The Enhanced CRA full authentication generates CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK 

for a secure communication. Possession of these keys by the supplicant and the FAS can 

quicken the process of re-authentication. The FAS, after the successful authentication of 

a supplicant distributes the re-authentication identity and the CRA_Counter to the peer. 

The counter determines the number of re-authentications which can be acceptable. 

The process of re-authentication will be initiated by the authenticator with EAP-

Request for supplicant ID. In response, the supplicant will check the time since last logon 

to verify the validity of CRA-MSK. In case the key is expired, a valid peer will fall back 

to request a full EAP-CRA authentication. On the other hand, the supplicant sends its re-

authentication ID and realm inside Kname-NAI, a random sequence number with a 

hashed value of the message. The key for the hash can be generated from the CRA-EMSK 

and sequence number. Here, the need for the sequence number arises to provide immunity 

against replay attacks. The authenticator will then forward the EAP-Response 

encapsulated as a RADIUS packet to the FAS (message 3 Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: EAP-CRA re-authentication. 

Upon receiving the message the FAS checks the Kname-NAI with its stored 

authentication information. If there is a match, the server generates the hash value to 

verify the validity of the message and update the CRA_counter and CRA_timer values. 

The FAS will then send MSK, MAC, SEQ number to the authenticator. The authenticator 

retains the MSK and sends the rest to the peer. In the final step, the peer sends an EAP-

Response as an acknowledgment. At this point the client is able to calculate the keying 

material, however to start secure communication the peer waits until it received the EAP-

success from the authenticator. 

Two sequence numbers, one with HAS and other with FAS are maintained for 

replay protection of EAP-CRA messages. The sequence number maintained by the 

supplicant and HAS is initialized to zero on generation of EMSK. The server sets the 

expected sequence number to the received sequence number plus one on every successful 

re-authentication request, i.e. on generation of DSRK. Similarly, the supplicant and the 

FAS maintain a sequence number with the generation of rMSK while the supplicant is in 

the FAS’s domain. 

4. Evaluation 

To substantiate the effectiveness our proposed protocol we first examine the key security 

features of Enhanced CRA and then compare the cost involved in communication and 

computing between Enhanced EAP-CRA and its close competitor EAP-ERP. 

4.1. Security Consideration 
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RFC-3748 [17] indicates mandatory properties and security constraints of an EAP 

method. These features can be used as a reference to analyze our proposed protocol in 

compliance with the EAP frame work. In this section we present our analysis of our 

protocol against this criterion. 

4.1.1.  Replay attacks: 

Generally replay attacks are initiated by re-using captured PDUs. The captured PDUs 

have authentic ingredients and can be replayed influencing legitimate nodes to respond. 

The CRA responds to this threat by the use of sequence numbers that enables both the 

sender and the receiver to have a record of the received datagram. If a packet is out of 

order it can be dropped. In case of re-authentication the sequence number is generated by 

the peer. For the rest of the session the peer and the foreign server will increment the 

value of this sequence number. In the process of full authentication the peer and HAS can 

benefit from the same procedure to protect against reply attacks. 

4.1.2. Man in the Middle (MitM) attacks: 

In this category of attacks a rogue node introduces itself as a legitimate member in the 

communication. If there is no security mechanism in place the malicious node can 

continue to remain in between two legitimate nodes and subsequently masquerade as a 

legitimate node. During the EAP-CRA re-authentication process, MitM attacks are 

shunned with a Message Authentication Code (MAC). The MAC is simply a hash of the 

entire message that is attached to the original message. In this situation an attacker needs 

to have the knowledge of the hash key to revise the message and to re-calculate the hash. 

In case of full authentication, the use PKI certificate provides immunization against 

modification of messages. 

4.1.3. Hiding User identification: 

The proposed method uses KeyName value as user’s id during the full CRA process. This 

prevents from the real identity being revealed to an outsider. During the full 

authentication process, just before the EAP-Success message the FAS pass a re-

authentication ID to the Peer in a secured message. Therefore when the peer requests for 

re-authentication there is a new random identifier for the peer.  

4.1.4. Mutual Authentication: 
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EAP-ERP may satisfy the condition of mutual authentication between Home server and 

the supplicant, but it is lacking of bilateral proof of identity between the supplicant and a 

foreign server. More importantly it relies on the security of RADIUS for server-to-server 

authentication. In contrast, EAP-CRA reaps the advantages of PKI to satisfy this need 

during the full authentication process. 

As both EAP-CRA and EAP-ERP extend the scope of authentication process, the 

mutual authentication issue can be explored in three areas; between peer and home server, 

peer and foreign server, and the foreign and home servers. During full EAP-CRA 

authentication, the proof of possession of MSK (or a key generated from MSK) from the 

prior EAP authentication process validates the mutual identity between the peer and the 

home server. The mutual identity between the peer and the foreign server is realized by 

the foreign server generating a MAC from a key derived from the EMSK which both the 

foreign server and the peer are in possession. In return, the peer also calculates a MAC 

value to place it inside the final message. This same model is valid for re-authentication 

phase as well. 

Mutual authentication between servers is realized by each server using its private 

key to encrypt their hostnames. In this view, both servers sign the MSKname to 

authenticate each other. 

4.2.  Cost Consideration 

In this section we compare the cost of communication and computation between 

Enhanced EAP-CRA and EAP-ERP. It should be noted that EAP-ERP performs a full 

authentication with the home server every time it enters a foreign network. For this 

purpose we use EAP-TLS as the home authentication method. 

EAP-CRA exchanges eight messages between the supplicant and the servers 

during full authentication. It also utilizes seven messages during the re-authentication 

process. In the case of ERP, a minimum of sixteen messages are exchanged between the 

supplicant and the servers. This is made up of seven messages that are specific to ERP 

and at least nine messages from EAP-TLS, since we consider EAP-TLS as the home 

authentication method. For simplicity, we are considering the size of the messages during 

these exchanges. Table 1 lists the number of messages used in each authentication 

methods. 
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Table1: Communication Cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

When entering a foreign network, a station that uses EAP-ERP performs a full 

authentication with its home server. This process will be very time consuming due to the 

fact that all message exchanges should take place over the internet. This is a significant 

weakness of EAP-ERP compared to EAP-CRA for two reasons; 1) the number of 

messages and 2) the size of the messages. With regards to re-authentication, ERP re-

authentication should take place much quicker as it uses only five messages. However, 

the actual time differences must be determined after the real setup of both protocols. 

Table 2: Computational Cost. 

To evaluate the computational cost of the protocols we investigate the number of 

Hashing, Encryption and Decryption operations performed. Table 2 presents these values 

for EAP-CRA and EAP-ERP. In case of EAP-CRA full authentication, there are four 

hashing operations and eight encryption operations. Initial EAP-ERP does not involve 

any encryption or decryption but it should be noticed that there will be at least 16 message 

exchanged while there are just 8 messages for full EAP-CRA authentication. Moreover, 

the encryption involved in the process will ensure the security of the supplicant while it 

is roaming to a foreign network. In case of re-authentication, cost of both protocols will 

be very similar as they both will perform four hash operations. 

From the above comparisons, we can say that EAP-ERP has high communication 

costs and Enhanced EAP-CRA has high computing costs. Therefore, we are expecting 

Authentication Method No. of Messages 

CRA Full Authentication 7 

CRA Re Authentication 8 

ERP Initial 16 

ERP Re Authentication 5 

 CRA Full-auth CRA Re-auth  ERP Initial EAP Re-auth 

Peer 

 

Hash(2) 

Encrypt(1) 

Decrypt(1) 

Hash(2) 

Encrypt(0) 

Decrypt(0) 

Hash(0) 

Encrypt(0) 

Decrypt(0) 

Hash(2) 

Encrypt(0) 

Decrypt(0) 

FAS 

 

Hash(2) 

Encrypt(1) 

Decrypt(1) 

Hash(2) 

Encrypt(0) 

Decrypt(0) 

Hash(0) 

Encrypt(0) 

Decrypt(0) 

Hash(2) 

Encrypt(0) 

Decrypt(0) 

HAS Hash(0) 

Encrypt(2) 

Decrypt(2) 

Hash(0) 

Encrypt(0) 

Decrypt(0) 

Hash(0) 

Encrypt(0) 

Decrypt(0) 

Hash(0) 

Encrypt(0) 

Decrypt(0) 
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reasonable performance for Enhanced EAP-CRA due to the fact that communication 

overheads are normally more costly compared to the computational overheads. 

5. Conclusion 

The influence of wireless handheld devices in the “post-PC” era demands persistent 

connectivity to the Internet for a number of good reasons. The handheld devices, as they 

roam from one wireless network to the other should be capable of both legitimately 

associating and uninterruptedly connecting to the new network. In this paper we have 

presented an improved version of the CRA protocol that can facilitate the association of 

a handheld device in a foreign wireless network. This is made possible with the 

credentials that it uses in its home wireless network and therefore does not warrant to 

acquire a new set of credentials in the foreign network. The smooth operation of the 

proposed protocol is sustained by the reliability and maturity of PKI certificates. 

At its conceptual level the proposed protocol appears to be promising and 

reasonable. As the next step, we intend to carry out a detailed security analysis. The 

success of the security analysis will guide us through to implementation. 
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4G LTE Interoperability 
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1. Introduction 

Today we are moving into a “post-PC” world! Not many people sit in front of custom 

built PCs to do their businesses any more. Handheld devices such as iPod Touch, iPhone, 

Galaxy S3, iPad, Galaxy Tab, Airbook, Notepad etc. are bringing in a new paradigm as 

to how people use and communicate information. These devices can be thought as a 

theoretical “black-box”. They are for people who want to use it without wanting to know 

how they work. Such devices have third generation user interfaces – multi touch, physics 

and gestures (MPG). They need updates, but the user is not worried of how and where the 

files are stored. When a new application is installed, the user sees the icon and starts using 

it. The user is not interested in, what files were installed or where it was installed – there 

is no file management. The post-PC approach to dealing with software is that it’s 

discovered on an app store, downloaded with a single touch and deleted with another 

touch. Updates all come at once from the app store and it all happens behind the scene 

with minimal user involvement. All this is happening and adopted rapidly because people 

are able to do a number of things without being restricted to one place. They can download 

apps, watch movies, listen to news, browse the web etc. while on the move. 

However, the mobility of these post-PC devices is restricted to some extent due 

to the limitations in wireless data connectivity. A wireless device at home should 

preferably get its data connectivity through the wireless router, while on the move from 

the 3G or 4G network and while at work from the office wireless network. To achieve 

this interoperability the wireless devices must be recognized by the various networks as 

it roams from one network to another. Integration of wireless networks has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. One type of network that is suitable for a particular 

application may not be appropriate for another. A security mechanism that is effective in 

one environment may not be effective in the other. There can be situations where different 

types of networks coexist in one geographical area. However, due to the inherent nature 
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of the wireless communications, wireless networks encounter numerous security 

problems compared to its wired counterpart. The most significant of these is the first time 

association. Whether it is a WLAN [1], WiMAX [2] or a 4G LTE [3], all wireless 

networks will have this setback. The lack of physical connectivity (anchor-attachment) 

from the wireless device to the network makes the wireless network more vulnerable and 

hard to protect against authenticity, confidentiality, integrity and availability 

threats [4][5]. Hence, to overcome this first time association problem wireless devices 

adopt a range of different techniques. 

The Robust Security Network Association (RSNA) proposed in IEEE 802.11i [6] 

has emerged as the most popular method to counter the first time association problem. 

The RSNA technique is widely used in both WLANs and WiMAX. Although IEEE 

802.11i security architecture offers sufficient protection to the wireless environment, it is 

up to the implementer to guarantee that all issues are addressed and the appropriate 

security measures are implemented for secure operation. A single incorrectly configured 

station could lead the way for a cowardly attack and expose the entire organizational 

network [7][8].  

Notwithstanding the configuration issues, RSNA is the most preferred first time 

association method for wireless networks. The use of IEEE 802.1x port based access 

control [9] makes it more flexible for mutual authentication and key distribution. 

However, RSNA does not provide options for coordinated authentication in a 

heterogeneous network environment. This results in the wireless users having to use 

different credentials to authenticate with different wireless networks. Hence, a wireless 

device will have to repeatedly authenticate itself as it roams from one network to another 

operators’ network, be it the same type of network or different. Therefore, a Coordinated 

Robust Authentication (CRA) Mechanism with the ability to use a single set of credentials 

with any network, wireless or wired would be of immense significance to both network 

users and administrators. In this chapter, we present technical details of CRA together 

with some experimental results. However, before illustrating the details of CRA, we first 

present an overview of RSNA. 

1.1. Robust Security Network Association 

The IEEE 802.11i standard defines two classes of security framework for IEEE 802.11 

WLANs: RSN and pre-RSN. A station is called RSN-capable equipment if it is capable 

of creating RSN associations (RSNA). Otherwise, it is a pre-RSN equipment. The 
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network that only allows RSNA with RSN-capable equipment is called an RSN security 

framework. The major difference between RSNA and pre-RSNA is the 4-way handshake. 

If the 4-way handshake is not included in the authentication / association procedures, 

stations are said to use pre-RSNA. The RSN, in addition to enhancing the security in pre-

RSN defines a number of key management procedures for IEEE 802.11 networks. It also 

enhances the authentication and encryption mechanisms from the pre-RSN. The enhanced 

features of RSN are as follows: 

Authentication Enhancement: IEEE 802.11i utilizes IEEE 802.1X for its authentication and key 

management services. The IEEE 802.1X incorporates two components namely, (a) IEEE 

802.1X Port and (b) Authentication Server (AS) into the IEEE 802.11 architecture. The 

IEEE 802.1X port represents the association between two peers as shown in Figure 1. 

There is a one-to-one mapping between IEEE 802.1X Port and association. 

 
Figure1: IEEE 802.1X EAP Authentication. 

Key Management and Establishment: Two ways to support key distribution are introduced in 

IEEE 802.11i manual key management and automatic key management. Manual key 

management requires the administrator to manually configure the key. The automatic key 

management is available only in RSNA. It relies on IEEE 802.1X to support key 

management services. More specifically, the 4-way handshake is used to establish each 

transient key for packet transmission as in Figure 2. 

Encryption Enhancement: In order to enhance confidentiality, two advanced cryptographic 

algorithms are developed: Counter-Mode/CBC-MAC Protocol (CCMP) and Temporal 

Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP). In RSN, CCMP is mandatory. TKIP is optional and is 

recommended only to patch any pre-RSN equipment. 

During the initial security association between a station (STA) and an access point 

(AP), the STA selects an authorized Extended Service Set (ESS) by selecting among APs 
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that advertise an appropriate Service Set ID (SSID). The STA then uses IEEE 802.11 

Open System authentication followed by association to the chosen AP. Negotiation of 

security parameters takes place during association. Next, the AP’s Authenticator or the 

STA’s Supplicant initiates IEEE 802.1X authentication. The Extensible Authentication 

Protocol (EAP) used by IEEE 802.1X will support mutual authentication, as the STA 

needs assurance that the AP is a legitimate Access Point. 

 

Figure 2: Establishing pairwise & group keys [6]. 

The last step is the key management. The authentication process creates 

cryptographic keys shared between the IEEE 802.1X AS and the STA. The AS transfers 

these keys to the AP, and the AP and STA use one key confirmation handshake, called 

the 4-Way Handshake, to complete security association establishment. The key 

confirmation handshake indicates when the link has been secured by the keys and is ready 

to allow normal data traffic. 

In the case of roaming, an STA requesting (re)association followed by IEEE 

802.1X or pre-shared key authentication, the STA repeats the same actions as for an initial 

contact association, but its Supplicant also deletes the PTK when it roams from the old 

AP. The STA’s Supplicant also deletes the PTKSA when it disassociates / de-

authenticates from all basic service set identifiers in the ESS. An STA already associated 

with the ESS can request its IEEE 802.1X Supplicant to authenticate with a new AP 
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before associating to that new AP. The normal operation of the DS via the old AP provides 

communication between the STA and the new AP.  

2. Existing Methods for Integrating Wireless Networks 

Iyer et al. [10] claim that WLAN and WiMAX are particularly interesting in their ability 

towards mobile data oriented networking. They confirm that a scheme enabling mobility 

across these two would provide several advantages to end-users, wireless operators as 

well as Wireless Internet Service Providers (WISP). Further, they propose a technique 

with a common WLAN/WiMAX mobility service agent for use across WLAN and 

WiMAX access. By incorporating an acceptable mapping mechanism between WLAN 

and WiMAX, they interface a WLAN Access Point with the WiMAX Access Service 

Network (ASN) gateway. The mapping function inside WLAN access point maps all 

802.11 events to the WiMAX events. For example the event association request will be 

mapped to WIMAX pre-attachment request. 

In their architecture the problem of handling mobility across WLAN and WiMAX 

boils down to the problem of handling mobility across WiMAX base stations that already 

have concrete solutions. Also, the mapping function consumes 1.82 seconds for EAP-

TLS authentication in comparison to few milliseconds in CRA. Further, their proposed 

architecture enables the same IP address to be used across both the WLAN and the 

WiMAX network interfaces, and keeps it seamless from an application perspective.  

Distributed authentication scheme proposed by Machiraju et al. [11] relies on 

Base Stations (BS) to collectively store authentication information. To achieve the goal 

of single point of access they introduce the notion of tokens. The token contains the 

identity and other information regarding the user. Each mobile user has exactly one token 

that is stored at the base station where the mobile user is receiving service. When the 

mobile user moves between base stations, its token moves along with the user, thus, 

eliminating the need to maintain costly infrastructure required by traditional centralized 

scheme. They assert two main disadvantages of centralized authentication methods. 

Firstly, a server must be available. Without a server the authentication process cannot be 

completed. Secondly, there must be a highly reliable backhaul. The latter is due to the 

authentication process creating a large volume of traffic, usually of a higher priority than 

normal traffic. They further emphasize that their scheme is optimized for mobility-

induced handover re-authentication and, thereby reducing the authentication overheads. 

This study however, does not clarify how the base stations will initiate contact with each 
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other. The security approach to establish a secure connection between the BS is not 

determined. Moreover the details to establish trust between base stations and actions 

taken in case of base stations being compromised are not provided. The capabilities 

required to perform the expected functionality of a BS are not addressed.  

The EAP-FAMOS authentication method developed by Almus et at. [12] use the 

Kerberos based authentication in the existing EAP framework. It allows secure and true 

session mobility and requires the use of another EAP method, only for the initial 

authentication. It uses the keying material delivered by the other EAP method during the 

initial authentication for its Kerberos-based solution for fast re-authentication. Mobility 

is based on Mobile IPv4 and a sophisticated handover supported by a so-called 

Residential Gateway together with a Mobility Broker located in the ISP’s backend 

network. Their performance studies show that Wi-Fi technology can be used in mobile 

scenarios where moving objects are limited to speeds below 15kmh. Further, they state 

that applications requiring very low delay and allowing only very short service 

interruptions can be supported by their technique.  

OSNP is another EAP method based on Kerberos proposed by Huang et al. [13]. 

The protocol provides intra-domain and inter-domain authentication to a peer that already 

has its security association with the home network. The authors have proposed a 

hierarchal design for KDC servers with the Root KDC responsible for providing directory 

service to other KDC servers. In case of a request to a particular network other than the 

peer’s Home network, the authentication server in the new network will obtain the 

authenticity of the peer from the home KDC. Although the authors suggest a quick 

password based authentication and roaming mechanism, they fail to provide details of the 

hierarchical design of KDC servers and the agreement between them. Moreover, all 

servers share a group key and in case of a key compromise, access points can masquerade 

as legitimate authenticators. 

Apart from the high administrative costs in Kerberos based methods; their 

solution is mainly targeted at specific wireless networks and authentication mechanisms. 

Wireless service providers use different authentication schemes on their diverse types of 

wireless networks. For example, a WiMAX service provider may use the EAP-TLS 

authentication scheme on their custom Authentication Authorization and Accounting 

(AAA) server, whereas corporate entities may want to use EAP-TTLS authentication 

mechanism facilitating the use of their existing authentication databases such as Active 

Directory, LDAP, and SQL. Hence, for convergence of wireless networks it is significant 
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to develop an authentication mechanism that is versatile and simple so that it can be 

effectively used in any type of wireless network.  

Narayanan et al. [14] propose ERP, an extension to the EAP framework and an 

EAP key hierarchy to support re-authentication. As specified in RSNA, MSK is generated 

on successful completion of the authentication phase (phase 2 of RSNA). Subsequently 

MSK is passed to the authenticator to generate the TSK (phase 3 of RSNA). The TSK is 

then used for data encryption between the supplicant and the authenticator. However, the 

EAP framework proposed by Narayanan et al. suggests two additional keys to be derived 

by all EAP methods: the Master Session Key (MSK) and the Extended MSK (EMSK) 

which forms the EAP key hierarchy. They make use of the EMSK for re-authentication 

and successive key derivations.  

ERP defines two new EAP messages EAP-Initiate and EAP-Finish to facilitate re-

authentication in two round trip messages. At the time of the initial EAP exchange, the 

peer and the server derive an EMSK along with the MSK. EMSK is used to derive a re-

authentication Root Key (rRK). The rRK can also be derived from Domain-Specific Root 

Key (DSRK), which itself is derived from the EMSK. Further, a re-authentication 

Integrity Key (rIK) is derived from the rRK; the supplicant and the authentication server 

use the rIK to provide proof of possession while performing an ERP exchange. After 

verifying proof of possession and successful authentication, re-authentication MSK 

(rMSK) from the rRK is derived. rMSk is treated similar to MSK obtained during normal 

EAP authentication i.e. to generate TSK [15]. 

Apart from the few modifications to the EAP protocol due to the introduction of 

two new EAP codes, ERP integrates with the existing EAP framework very well. To 

demonstrate the possession, supplicant uses rIK to compute the integrity checksum over 

the EAP-Initiate message. The algorithm used to compute integrity checksum is selected 

by the peer and in case of server's policy does not allow the use of cipher suite selected 

by the peer; the server sends a list of acceptable cipher suites in the EAP-Finish / Re-auth 

message. In this case the peer has to re-start the ERP process by sending the EAP-Initiate 

message and the integrity checksum using the acceptable cipher suites. Furthermore ERP 

also recommends use of IPsec or TLS to protect the keying materials in transit. However, 

EAP-ERP requires a full EAP authentication at first when a user enters a foreign network. 

Further, if one supplicant for any reason has not been able to extract domain name of the 

foreign network then it should solicit it from its Home server, this can result in long 

authentication delays.  
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Increasing use of Mobile devices and new data capabilities on these devices 

suggest more attention for fast and secure handover. Authentication mechanisms such as 

EAP-AKA and EAP-SIM facilitate handover and re-authentication for 3GPP 

interworking.  

3. Coordinated Robust Authentication 

The principal notion behind the Coordinated Robust Authentication (CRA) [16] 

mechanism is that every wireless device will primarily be associated with one wireless 

network, which can be referred to as its HOME network. The credentials used by a 

wireless device to associate with its HOME network are assumed to be robust and specific 

to that network. Therefore, a wireless device must be able to use its authority in the 

HOME network to reliably associate with any other FOREIGN network. In this context, 

the AAA server that authorizes the wireless device in its home network is called as the 

HOME AAA Server and the AAA server in a foreign network is called as the FOREIGN 

AAA Server. Hence, in CRA, a wireless device will require only one set of credentials 

that it uses to access the home network to access any type of foreign networks. CRA 

considers both different types of networks and different authentication mechanisms that 

may be specific and effective to that type of network.  

Figure 3: Coordinated authentication message exchange. 
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Therefore, in this mechanism a wireless device will deal with one HOME network 

and a number of FOREIGN networks. It also assumes that the security mechanism used 

in the HOME network is the most effective that can be adapted to the type of wireless 

devices used in the network. Further, it is assumed that the HOME AAA server will have 

pre-arranged agreements with the FOREIGN AAA servers for secure communications by 

other means such as IPSec, SSL etc. 

Figure 3 outlines the messages exchanged in CRA. As in the RSNA, the CRA also 

includes a discovery phase that comprises of the six 802.11 open system association 

messages. During this phase a wireless device that is in the FOREIGN network will 

advertise that it is capable of EAP-CRA together with other allowed EAP methods. 

Hence, an authenticator in the FOREIGN network can initiate EAP-CRA if it is capable 

of managing it. Once they both agree on the EAP-CRA mechanism, the authenticator can 

initiate the EAP-CRA by sending the EAP Request / Identity message to the supplicant 

(message 7 in Figure 3). The supplicant in return will reply with the EAP Response / 

Identity message (message 8). The Response / Identity message is passed to the 

FOREIGN AAA server as a RADIUS Access Request message. At this stage unlike in 

the other EAP authentication methods the AAA server will pass the Access Request 

message to the relevant HOME AAA server for validation. If the HOME AAA server 

successfully validates the Identity information sent by the wireless device, it then 

responds with an Access Accept message with the necessary keying material to the 

FOREIGN AAA server. The keying material, in-turn, is passed to the authenticator with 

the RADIUS Access Accept message. The authenticator can then use the keying material 

to initiate the 4-way handshake process to generate the TSK. Further details of the CRA 

protocol are explained in the next section. 

3.1. The EAP-CRA Protocol 

With regard to mutual authentication EAP-CRA uses RADIUS servers as suggested in 

IEEE 802.1x [17]. RADIUS protocol exhibits better performance compared to other 

mutual authentication protocols [18]. EAP-CRA offers direct communication between 

radius servers by pre-arranged agreement or the servers could find each other 

dynamically. In case the RADIUS servers do not have a pre-arranged agreement then they 

can use their CA-signed PKI certificates to ascertain trust between servers. 

All AAA servers that participate in the EAP-CRA must have some pre-arranged 

agreement for secure communication. Assuming that all AAA Servers that participate in 
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the EAP-CRA are in possession of their CA-signed PKI certificates, the CRA protocol 

uses the CA-signed PKI certificates to communicate between the FOREIGN and the 

HOME AAA servers. However, other options for secure communications such as a virtual 

private network (VPN) or SSL can also be used. In the protocol details shown in Figure 

4, CRA uses the already available CA-signed PKI certificates of the FOREIGN and the 

HOME AAA servers for secure communication. Message 3 is encrypted using the private 

key of the FOREIGN AAA server (
EKPF [HostName,EKUH

[EMSKname,SeqNo.]] ) and message 4 is encrypted 

using the public key of the FOREIGN AAA server ( EKUF

[DSRK ] ). However, in Figure 4, we 

have left the issue of secure communication between the FOREIGN and the HOME AAA 

server open, to confirm that other options are possible. 

According to the EAP-CRA protocol, in response to the EAP-CRA Request 

Identity message (message 1 in Figure 4), the supplicant sends an EAP Response message 

with its Identity (EMSKname and Sequence number) encrypted with the public key of 

the HOME AAA server (message 2 in Figure 4) along with the unencrypted host name of 

the HOME AAA server. EMSKname is used to identify the corresponding EMSK and 

Sequence Number for Replay protection by the Home AAA server. The authenticator, 

having received the encrypted Identity will pass it to the FOREIGN AAA server as it is. 

The FOREIGN AAA server uses the fully qualified Host Name provided in EAP-CRA 

Response message to determine the Home AAA server. The FOREIGN AAA server will 

append its Domain name to the received message (EAP-CRA Response) and pass it to 

the HOME AAA server using the secure method described above (message 3). 

802.1X

Supplicant
802.1X

Authenticator

Foreign AAA 

Server

Home AAA 

Server

12. EAP Success

1. EAP-CRA Request/Identity

2. EAP-CRA Response/Identity

Host Name, EKUH(EMSKNAME, SEQ No.)

Domain Name, EKPF( Host Name, 

EKUH(EMSKNAME, SEQ No.)

3. RADIUS Access Request 

4. RADIUS Access Accept

EKUF(DSRK) 5. RADIUS Access Accept

(rMSK)

 
Figure 4: Coordinated Robust Authentication (CRA) Protocol. 

The HOME AAA server will then have to do a double decryption to find the 

identity of the HOME wireless device. If the wireless device is positively identified, the 
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HOME AAA server calculates DSRK (Domain Specific re-authentication key). DRSK is 

calculated using Domain Name as an optional data in the key derivation specified in [15]. 

HOME AAA server will then send the DSRK to the FOREIGN AAA server after 

encrypting the message using the public key of the FOREIGN AAA server (message 4). 

This process is illustrated in Figure 5. The FOREIGN AAA server can use its private key 

to decrypt the received message to discover the DSRK and generate rMSK (re-

authentication Master Session Key). rMSK is calculated using a sequence number as an 

optional data specified in [14]. The rMSK can then be transferred to the authenticator 

with the RADIUS Access Accept message (message 5 in Figure 5). Finally the 

authenticator sends the EAP success message to the wireless device indicating the 

completion of the CRA authentication and the beginning of the key distribution phase. 

Two sequence numbers, one with HOME AAA server and one with FOREIGN 

AAA server is maintained for replay protection of EAP-CRA messages. The sequence 

number maintained by the supplicant and HOME AAA server is initialized to zero on the 

generation of EMSK. The server sets the expected sequence number to the received 

sequence number plus one on every successful re-authentication request i.e. on generation 

of DSRK. Similarly the supplicant and the FOREIGN AAA server maintain a sequence 

number with the generation of rMSK until the supplicant is in the FOREIGN AAA 

server’s domain. 
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Figure 5: EAP-CRA on Home Server. 

On receiving the EAP success message, the peer generates rMSK independently 

leading to the key distribution phase. The key distribution phase will be similar to that of 

the RSNA where the supplicant and the authenticator will use the MSK to derive TSK. 

Once the Temporary Session keys (TSK) are derived normal data communication can 

commence. In the next section we discuss the server side communication of the CRA 

authentication mechanism. 

3.2. Extensions to RADIUS  

EAP-CRA uses RADIUS as the transportation protocol between the Home and Foreign 

servers. However the RADIUS protocol is a client-server protocol. The RADIUS server, 

when forwarding the authentication packet to another RADIUS server, designates the 

sender as client. Hence, the foreign server’s only responsibility is to fulfill the role of a 

proxy server and to forward the RADIUS packets to the Home server. EAP-CRA takes 

advantage of RADIUS communication and encapsulates the EAP-CRA messages inside 

the RADIUS packets. There are two viable approaches to designing the security methods 

that were discussed in the previous section.  
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The first approach is to implement the security features inside the attribute field 

of the RADIUS packet (Figure 6). The attribute field of each RADIUS Packet includes at 

least three fields that enable the RADIUS packet to carry EAP messages or other 

information for Dial in user. The attribute field can be used to encapsulate EAP-CRA 

messages inside the RADIUS packet. Extensions to RADIUS protocol so far proposed 

have been for the purpose of modifying or creating new attributes such as EAP or apple 

extensions for RADIUS, each of which has particular attributes. 
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Figure 6. Attributes in a RADIUS packet. 

Type 79 is for EAP messages and 92-191 are Unused. If the value is string or text 

type then the length can be from 1 to 253 octets. Therefore the type value can be between 

92 to 191 octets for the EAP method. The type of the value will be string and as with 

other EAP methods data is encapsulated inside the RADIUS packet. The foreign server 

can encapsulate the encrypted message inside the RADIUS packet, so that the home 

server must first decrypt the message and then respond by a proper RADIUS message to 

the foreign server. 

The second approach is to use a dependent VPN over a SSL connection between 

the two servers prior to RADIUS communication. The RADIUS packets can then be sent 

in a secure channel. However, EAP-CRA does not use this method because it entails extra 

network administration. It also creates a connection delay prior to the EAP-CRA message 

transmission. Also, the use of PKI actually provides a more secure channel by which the 

EAP-CRA message can be sent and received. 

3.2.1. EAP-CRA Message and Process Details 

The proposed EAP-CRA packet is depicted in Figure 7. The reasons for designing each 

of the fields are illustrated based on the associated requirements. The fields are 

transmitted from left to right. The first influencing factor of EAP-CRA is that it is based 

on the EAP protocol. Therefore, the fields, code, identifier and length are inherited from 

an EAP structure. The explanation of each field is listed below. 
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Figure 7: CRA Packet. 

The Code field is one octet and identifies the type of EAP packet. EAP Codes are 

assigned as 1 for Request, 2 for Response, 3 for Success and 4 for Failure. The Identifier 

field is one octet and aids in matching responses with requests. The Length field is two 

octets and indicates the length of the EAP packet including the Code, Identifier, Length 

and Data fields. Octets outside the range of the Length field should be treated as Data 

Link Layer padding and should be ignored on reception. The Flags field includes the 

following fields. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

L M S T R R R R 

 

L = Length included M = More fragments  S = EAP-CRA start   

R = Reserved  T = Source Type 

 

3.2.2. Two Kinds of RADIUS Packets in EAP-CRA 

In EAP-CRA, RADIUS packets are divided into two categories, based on their content. 

The first category includes those messages sent from an access point to the foreign server 

and the second type is those exchanged between a Home and Foreign server. In the first 

scenario, the supplicant encrypts the EAP-CRA message using the Home server public 

key and sends it to the foreign server. Between the home server and the client, the 

authenticator encapsulates the message inside a RADIUS packet and sends it to the 

foreign server. On the other hand, when the two servers are in communication with each 

other they sign the EAP-CRA message first using their own private key and then by 

encrypting the message using the other server’s public key. Therefore, the content of the 

RADIUS packets differ depending on whether they are received from an authenticator or 

from an authentication server. The field T in the fragmentation field is for source type of 

the packet. If the packet is from or is sent to an authenticator then the value will be set to 

0. Otherwise, if the source is a server, then the value will be set to 1. 

Retry behaviour: It is possible during peer communication that a response will not occur 

within the expected time. In which case, there must be a way to specify how many 

messages will be sent to make sure that another peer is not present. The time to resend 

the message is another parameter which needs to be determined. The exact number for 
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the time and trials will be decided in the actual implementation and depends on the 

protocol process time, line traffic and other unforeseen factors. One of the issues present 

in retry is the duplicate packets which must be handled by the receiving peer. Three retries 

will be performed, forming the base configuration for the EAP-CRA. 

Fragmentation: EAP-CRA message may span multiple EAP-packets due to the multiple 

public and private key encryptions; hence, there must be a method, to be engineered in 

the servers, for handling the fragmentation. As a base for work on the fragmentation, the 

length of the TLS record can be up to 16384 octets, while the TLS message may be 16 

MB if it carries the PKI certificate of a server. However, to protect against denial of 

service attacks and reassembly lockup there must be maximum size set for the group of 

the fragmented messages. An example can be seen in what was implemented for EAP-

TLS[19]. The exact numbers will be determined during implementation of the protocol, 

and will reveal the average length of long EAP-CRA messages. For the purposes of initial 

configuration, this number can be borrowed from EAP-TLS which is 64 KB. 

Since EAP is an uncomplicated ACK-NAK protocol, fragmentation support can 

be provided according to a relatively simple process. Damage or loss of fragments during 

transit is an inevitable risk for any communication. In EAP, these fragments will be 

retransmitted, and because sequencing information is included in EAP’s identifier field, 

a fragment offset field like that of IPv4 is not necessary.  

EAP-CRA fragmentation support will be provided by adding flag fields to the 

EAP-CRA packets inside the EAP-Response and EAP-Request. Flags include the Length 

(L), more fragments (M), and Start (S) bits. The L flag indicates the presence of the four 

octet Message Length field. It must be set in the first piece of a fragmented EAP-CRA 

message or set of messages. The M flag will be set in all except the last fragment showing 

that there are more frames to follow. The S flag will only be for the EAP-CRA start 

message sent from the EAP server to the peer. The T flag refers to the source type of the 

EAP-CRA message; whether it is coming from an 802.1x authenticator or from an 

authentication server. If there is a fragmented message, both server and the other peer 

must acknowledge the receipt of a packet with the flag set to M. The response can be an 

empty message to the other peer showing that the message has not been received.  

3.3. Experiments 

For our experiments we setup three different scenarios to compare the time taken to 

authenticate a user. Edu-roaming, EAP-CRA and direct authentication with a single 
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RADIUS authentication server were considered. RADIUS servers were installed on 

Windows 2003 Server standard edition and all platforms had 2 GB RAM and 2GHz dual 

core CPU. 

Microsoft Internet Authentication Service (IAS) with Microsoft EAP-PEAP was 

used in these experiments. IAS is the Microsoft implementation of a Remote 

Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) server and proxy in Windows Server 

2003. As a RADIUS server, IAS performs centralized connection authentication, 

authorization and accounting for many types of network access including wireless and 

VPN connections. As a proxy, the IAS forwards authentication and accounting messages 

to other RADIUS servers. 

 

Figure 8: Experimental Edu-roam Setup on LAN. 

To start with fair baselines both EAP-CRA and Edu-roaming were implemented 

in LAN but in different IP subnets. Moreover to magnify the delay of authentication for 

Edu-roaming another setup on Internet was also implemented. The first topology is the 

Edu-roaming model. Since this is a proprietary model it was implemented on five 

Microsoft IAS that was installed on the Java virtual box. Because the Edu-roaming has 

federation level RADIUS servers and one root RADIUS server, we implemented five 

RADIUS servers in all. Two of the RADIUS servers were for the home and the foreign 

networks, two as the federation level RADIUS servers and the last one as the Root 

authentication server. Figure 8 shows the topology for Edu-roaming that was 

implemented by us. 

The second scenario was an implementation of Edu-roaming and EAP-CRA 

servers on the Internet. Five servers were installed at various remote sites in Brisbane 
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Australia. In all scenarios, the time difference between the first RADIUS request message 

and the last RADIUS accept message was used for comparing the time taken for 

authentication. Tables 1 and 2 lists the average times obtained on the LAN and Internet 

implementations over forty different trials. 

 

Table 1: Average Authentication Time on LAN. 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Average Authentication Time on Internet. 

According to Table 1 there is a 111 milliseconds time difference in the 

authentication times between Edu-roaming and the EAP-CRA. As explained earlier the 

EAP-CRA directly communicates with the foreign RADIUS server. Moreover, the 

difference in authentication times between the CRA approach and direct authentication 

with the RADIUS server is 29 milliseconds. Table 2 shows the authentication times over 

the Internet. Here, the RADIUS servers are located at different locations and are 

connected over the Internet. In this case there is a significant difference in authentication 

times between Edu-roaming and EAP-CRA approaches. The Edu-roaming approach is 

almost three times slower than the EAP-CRA approach in this case. 

3.4. Discussion 

 

Figure 9: Comparison of Authentication Times. 

Topology Edu-roam EAP-CRA Direct 

Average Time (ms) 259 148 119 

Topology Edu-roam EAP-CRA 

Average Time (ms) 
4176 750 
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Figure 9 confirms the potential of the EAP-CRA approach compared to the other 

methods. The main advantage of the EAP-CRA authentication mechanism is the use of 

only two messages to authenticate a wireless device in a FOREIGN network. Although 

the time taken between the FOREIGN AAA server and the HOME AAA server may vary 

depending on the traffic and/or capacity of the wired network, the use of only two 

messages in a FOREIGN network makes CRA authentication mechanism very much 

reliable compared to other available techniques. Further, even if the foreign network uses 

a less secure authentication mechanism, it still will not affect the EAP-CRA supplicants 

since their PMKs are supplied by the HOME AAA servers not-withstanding the 

limitations of the foreign network. 

Another significant advantage of the EAP-CRA is its reliance on the HOME 

security credentials to secure its clients in the foreign network. Hence, it can be assured 

that the EAP-CRA clients will have the same security guarantee as in their home network 

in the foreign network. Further, in the case of EAP-TLS authentication with CA-signed 

PKI certificates, clients will need only a single set of certificates signed by the CA 

accepted by the HOME AAA server. There will be no need for clients to carry a number 

of different certificates to authenticate with different networks. Hence, in this context, the 

EAP-CRA facilitates EAP-TLS authentication and makes it more practical and viable. 

Although there are many other techniques proposed for distributed authentication, the 

advantages of the EAP-CRA technique is its simplicity, robustness and versatility. Unlike 

many other systems that require additional components such as a token management 

system or federation of RADIUS servers, the EAP-CRA system depends only on the 

existing infrastructure, hence, assuring simplicity. The use of existing CA-signed PKI 

certificates without necessitating other authentication mechanisms such as tokens or 

smart cards enables the EAP-CRA system to be confined. Further, EAP-CRA system is 

not limited to WLAN or WiMAX, it can be effectively used with any wireless network, 

harnessing the unique security features of that particular wireless network. Furthermore, 

the authentication mechanism (EAP-TLS, EAP-TTLS, EAP-PEAP etc.) used by the 

wireless network does not influence the EAP-CRA system because it does use any form 

of mappings between these protocols and the EAP-CRA protocol. 

The above discussions illustrate the significance of the CRA approach and 

emphasize the need for a fast authentication mechanism as opposed to a hierarchical 

mechanism like the Edu-roam. Although Microsoft IAS provides a similar infrastructure 

to that of EAP-CRA, it is restricted to Microsoft EAP-PEAP authentications. In contrast 
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EAP-CRA does not rely on any particular authentication protocol. It is designed to reap 

the maximum leverage of the authentication mechanism that is best for the particular 

home environment. Hence, when a hand-held device roams in a foreign network it will 

have the same security guarantee as in the home network. 

EAP-CRA is differentiated by other EAP methods in the aspects of 

communication scope by covering both the foreign and the home authentication servers. 

Other EAP methods such as EAP-TLS or EAP-TTLS do not consider server to server 

communication. EAP-CRA provides authentication and communication privacy between 

the foreign and the home authentication servers based on public key infrastructure. The 

home and foreign servers have got the public certificates of each other. EAP-CRA 

encrypts the authentication message twice and then sends it to the other foreign server 

ensuring privacy and authenticity of the message. Any message from home server will 

first be signed by the home server’s private key and then by the foreign servers public 

key. Same process happens if the foreign server sends a message to the home server. The 

signature of a server by the private key authenticates the server to the other server and the 

public key encryption ensures privacy of the transmitted message. To implement the 

transmitting of the messages between two authentication servers EAP-CRA suggests 

using of RADIUS protocol by creating a new attribute field which encapsulates the EAP-

CRA message. The EAP-CRA message is the double encrypted message which will be 

located in the value filed of the RADIUS attribute. 

On the negative aspect, the effectiveness of EAP-ERP will depend on the mutual 

trust established between the participating AAA servers. If the AAA servers do not have 

any form of prior agreement, it will be up to the discretion of a FOREIGN AAA server 

whether to accept or deny an EAP-CRA request.  

4.  Enhancements to EAP-CRA 

The Enhanced CRA protocol provides authentication in two modes; Full Authentication 

and re-authentication. With regard to mutual authentication CRA uses RADIUS servers 

as suggested in IEEE 802.1x. CRA suggests direct communication between radius servers 

by pre-arranged agreement or the servers could find each other dynamically. In case the 

RADIUS servers do not have a pre-arranged agreement they can use their CA-signed PKI 

certificates to ascertain trust between servers. 

All AAA servers that participate in the CRA must possess a CA-signed PKI 

certificate and be capable of obtaining the CA-signed PKI certificates of other 
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participating AAA servers. Assuming that all AAA Servers that participate in the CRA 

are in possession of their CA-signed PKI certificates, the CRA protocol can communicate 

between the FOREIGN and the HOME AAA servers securely. 

4.1. Full EAP-CRA Authentication 

Initial assumption of the CRA protocol is that each mobile Node is primarily associated 

with a Network, which in this context is referred to as the Home network. The security of 

the Home network and the authentication mechanism used must be robust. It is assumed 

that an EAP method such as EAP-TLS, EAP-PEAP or EAP-TTLS is used in the Home 

network. Therefore the values for MSKName, MSK, EMSK and the Time to Live (TTL) 

for these keys are available for the Peer. Since some of the EAP methods utilize CA-

signed PKI certificates to authenticate and secure the communication CRA extends it to 

add more flexibility to certificate based authentication. We have chosen WLAN as the 

medium to illustrate the components and messaging of EAP-CRA. Firstly, both the peer 

and the Foreign Access Point (FAP) discover their capabilities and decide on a suitable 

protocol to authenticate each other. If both parties are capable of EAP-CRA then the FAP 

will compose an EAP request message to solicit the identity of the Peer. It should be 

mentioned that the key for hashing function is generated from the EMSK. 

In an unknown network, the peer will first check if the TTL of MSK is still valid. 

Expired MSK will lead to a failed authentication and will prompt a full authentication. 

The peer will be responsible to do a full authentication with its Home Network to obtain 

a fresh MSK. On the other hand, if the MSK is valid, the peer generates a random 

sequence number and encrypts the EMSKname of home network and the sequence 

number with the public Key of its HAS. The composed EAP-Response message will be 

sent to the FAP, which contains the encrypted message, Message Authentication Code, 

the realm of the home network and the random identity of the peer (message b in Listing 1). 

Listing 1: Messages Exchanged During CRA Full Authentication. 
1. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑞[𝐼𝐷] 

2. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠[𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚ℎ, {𝐸𝑀𝑆𝐾𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#}𝑈𝐾ℎ, 𝑀𝐴𝐶] 

3. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞[𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚ℎ, {𝐸𝑀𝑆𝐾𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#}𝑈𝐾ℎ, 𝑀𝐴𝐶] 

4. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝐻𝐴𝑆: 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞[𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑓, {𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}𝑃𝐾𝑓, {𝐸𝑀𝑆𝐾𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#}𝑈𝐾ℎ] 

5. 𝐻𝐴𝑆 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠[{𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}𝑃𝐾ℎ, {𝑀𝑆𝐾𝐶𝑅𝐴, 𝐸𝑀𝑆𝐾𝐶𝑅𝐴}𝑈𝐾𝑓, 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#] 

6. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠[𝑀𝑆𝐾𝐶𝑅𝐴, 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑓, 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝐷, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶] 

7. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑞[𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑓, 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝐷, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶] 

8. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠[𝐴𝐶𝐾, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, MAC] 

9. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑐 
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FAP will encapsulate this EAP-Response message inside a RADIUS Packet and 

forward it to the foreign authentication server. The FAS will also utilize RADIUS for 

server-to-server communication. However before sending the received message, the FAP 

will add its domain name and encrypt the MSKname with its Private Key (message “d” 

in List 1). This enables the HAS to authenticate the FAS. Upon receiving the message 

from a foreign network, HAS is able to check if the FAS is authorized based on the 

domain name of the FAS. The HAS can authenticate the FAS by verifying the contents 

of the signed message. Peer authentication will be managed by matching the MSKname 

with MSK, EMSK, Validation of key timer and the number of re-authentication of the 

peer. If the MSK is valid the HAS can combine the foreign domain name, sequence 

number and the previous EMSK to generate new CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK. 

After updating the timer and counter values of the MSKname the HAS creates a 

RADIUS message which holds Access Accept, encrypted values of CRA-MSK and CRA-

EMSK with FAS’s Public Key, MAC and privately signed message of domain name – 

MSKname (message e in Listing 1). 

FAS first checks the signed MSKname to validate the HAS, then stores the 

MSKname and CRA keys. In addition to these it calculates a new timer, counter and 

random re-authentication ID for local re-authentication in case the peer stays for longer 

time in the foreign network. These values are CRA_timer, CRA_counter, and 

CRA_RND. The value of the CRA_timer must be less than the validity time of the initial 

MSK. Next, the FAS sends CRA_counter, re_id, EMSKname signed with HAS’s private 

key, Foreign realm and CRA-MSK inside a RADIUS packet to FAP (message f in Listing 

1). The CRA-MSK will be utilized for future communication to provide privacy. The rest 

of the message is sent to the peer (message g in Listing 1). The peer will be able to 

authenticate its home server by verifying the signature and can generate CRA-MSK and 

CRA-EMSK. It then creates an EAP-Response as an acknowledgment with MSKname. 

The FAS can then compose an EAP-Success message and send it back to the peer. 

On receiving the EAP success message, the peer generates rMSK independently 

leading to the key distribution phase. The key distribution phase will be similar to that of 

the RSNA where the supplicant and the authenticator will use the MSK to derive the 

Temporal Session Key (TSK). Once the TSKs are derived normal data communication 

can commence.  

4.2. EAP-CRA re-authentication 
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In the previous section we described a roaming-enabled authentication mechanism for 

users who wish to get connected to a new network, using the security credentials that they 

use in their home network. Although we anticipate relatively faster CRA authentication, 

in situations where the user continues to work on a foreign network the need for re-

authentication is anticipated. 

This section will explain the re-authentication process that can occur due to 

handover within the same network, i.e. when a user moves from one access point to 

another. The Enhanced CRA full authentication generates CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK 

for a secure communication. Possession of these keys by the supplicant and the FAS can 

quicken the process of re-authentication. The FAS, after the successful authentication of 

a supplicant distributes the re-authentication identity and the CRA_Counter to the peer. 

The counter determines the number of re-authentications which can be acceptable. 

The process of re-authentication will be initiated by the authenticator with EAP-Request 

for supplicant ID. In response the supplicant will check the time since last logon to verify 

the validity of CRA-MSK. In case the key is expired then a valid peer will fall back to 

request a full EAP-CRA authentication. On the other hand the supplicant sends its re-

authentication ID and realm inside Keyname-NAI, a random sequence number with a 

hashed value of the message. The key for the hash can be generated from the CRA-EMSK 

and sequence number. Here, the need for the sequence number arises to provide immunity 

against replay attacks. The authenticator will then forward the EAP-Response 

encapsulated as a RADIUS packet to the FAS (message c in Listing 2). 

Listing 2: Messages Exchanged during CRA re-authentication. 
a) 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑞[𝐼𝐷] 

b) 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠[𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑁𝐴𝐼, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶] 

c) 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞[𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑁𝐴𝐼, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶] 

d) 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠[𝑀𝑆𝐾𝐶𝑅𝐴, 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝐷, 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠] 

e) 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑞[𝑅𝑒𝐼𝐷, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶] 

f) 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠[𝐴𝐶𝐾, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶] 

g) 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑐 

Upon receiving the message the FAS checks the Keyname-NAI with its stored 

authentication information. If there is a match, the server generates the hash value to 

verify the validity of the message and update the CRA_counter and CRA_timer values. 

The FAS will then send MSK, MAC, SEQ number to the authenticator. The authenticator 

retains the MSK and sends the rest to the peer. In the final step, the peer sends an EAP-

Response as an acknowledgment. At this point the client is able to calculate the keying 

material, however to start secure communication the peer waits until it received the EAP-
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success from the authenticator. Two sequence numbers, one with HAS and other with 

FAS are maintained for replay protection of EAP-CRA messages. The sequence number 

maintained by the supplicant and HAS is initialized to zero on generation of EMSK. The 

server sets the expected sequence number to the received sequence number plus one on 

every successful re-authentication request, i.e. on generation of DSRK. Similarly, the 

supplicant and the FAS maintain a sequence number with the generation of rMSK while 

the supplicant is in the FAS’s domain. 

4.3. Analysis  

To substantiate the effectiveness our protocol we first examine the key security features 

of Enhanced CRA and then compare the cost involved in communication and computing 

between Enhanced EAP-CRA and its close competitor EAP-ERP. 

4.3.1.  Security Consideration 

RFC-3748 [17] indicates mandatory properties and security constraints of an EAP method 

such as freshness of session key and resistance against replay, dictionary and Man in the 

Middle (MitM) attacks. These features can be used as a reference to analyze the protocol 

in compliance with the EAP frame work. In this section we present our analysis of our 

protocol against this criterion. 

Replay attacks: Generally replay attacks are initiated by re-using captured PDUs. The 

captured PDUs have authentic ingredients and can be replayed influencing legitimate 

nodes to respond. The CRA responds to this threat by the use of sequence numbers that 

enables both the sender and the receiver to have a record of the received datagram. If a 

packet is out of order it can be dropped. In case of re-authentication the sequence number 

is generated by the peer. For the rest of the session the peer and the foreign server will 

increment the value of this sequence number. In the process of full authentication the peer 

and HAS can benefit from the same procedure to protect against reply attacks. 

Man in the Middle (MitM) attacks: In this category of attacks a rogue node introduces 

itself as a legitimate member in the communication. If there is no security mechanism in 

place the malicious node can continue to remain in between two legitimate nodes and 

subsequently masquerade as a legitimate node. During the EAP-CRA re-authentication 

process, MitM attacks are shunned with a Message Authentication Code (MAC). The 

MAC is simply a hash of the entire message that is attached to the original message. In 
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this situation an attacker needs to have the knowledge of the hash key to revise the 

message and to re-calculate the hash. In case of full authentication, the use PKI certificate 

provides immunization against modification of messages. 

Hiding User identification: The proposed method uses KeyName value as user’s id during 

the full CRA process. This prevents from the real identity being revealed to an outsider. 

During the full authentication process, just before the EAP-Success message the FAS 

pass a re-authentication ID to the Peer in a secured message. Therefore when the peer 

requests for re-authentication there is a new random identifier for the peer.  

Mutual Authentication: One of the essential features of every EAP method is mutual 

authentication. However, at the time of publishing EAP framework, the scope of EAP 

authentication was limited to peer-to-server authentication and the roaming attribute had 

not been considered. EAP-ERP may satisfy the condition of mutual authentication 

between Home server and the supplicant, but it is lacking of bilateral proof of identity 

between the supplicant and a foreign server. More importantly it relies on the security of 

RADIUS for server-to-server authentication. In contrast, EAP-CRA reaps the advantages 

of PKI to satisfy this need during the full authentication process. 

As both EAP-CRA and EAP-ERP extend the scope of authentication process, the 

mutual authentication issue can be explored in three areas; between peer and home server, 

peer and foreign server, and the foreign and home servers. During full EAP-CRA 

authentication, the proof of possession of MSK (or a key generated from MSK) from the 

prior EAP authentication process validates the mutual identity between the peer and the 

home server. The mutual identity between the peer and the foreign server is realized by 

the foreign server generating a MAC from a key derived from the EMSK which both the 

foreign server and the peer are in possession. In return the peer also calculates a MAC 

value to place it inside the final message. This same model is valid for re-authentication 

phase as well. Mutual authentication between servers is realized by each server using its 

private key to encrypt their hostnames. In this view, both servers sign the MSKname to 

authenticate each other. 

4.4. Cost Consideration 

In this section we compare the cost of communication and computation between 

Enhanced EAP-CRA and EAP-ERP. It should be noted that EAP-ERP performs a full 
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authentication with the home server every time it enters a foreign network. For this 

purpose we use EAP-TLS as the home authentication method. 

EAP-CRA exchanges eight messages between the supplicant and the servers 

during full authentication. It also utilizes seven messages during the re-authentication 

process. In the case of ERP, a minimum of sixteen messages are exchanged between the 

supplicant and the servers. This is made up of seven messages that are specific to ERP 

and at least nine messages from EAP-TLS, since we consider EAP-TLS as the home 

authentication method. For simplicity we are considering the size of the messages during 

these exchanges. Table 3 lists the number of messages used in each authentication 

methods. 

When entering a foreign network, a station that uses EAP-ERP performs a full 

authentication with its home server. This process will be very time consuming due to the 

fact that all message exchanges should take place over the internet. This is a significant 

weakness of EAP-ERP compared to EAP-CRA for two reasons; 1) the number of 

messages and 2) the size of the messages. With regards to re-authentication, ERP re-

authentication should take place much quicker as it uses only five messages. However, 

the actual time differences must be determined after the real setup of both protocols. 

Table3: Communication Cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To evaluate the computational cost of the protocols we investigate the number of 

Hashing, Encryption and Decryption operations performed. Table 4 presents these values 

for EAP-CRA and EAP-ERP. In case of EAP-CRA full authentication there are four 

hashing operations and eight encryption operations. Initial EAP-ERP does not involve 

any encryption or decryption but it should be noticed that there will be at least 16 message 

exchanged while there are just 8 messages for full EAP-CRA authentication. Moreover 

the encryption involved in the process will ensure the security of the supplicant while it 

is roaming to a foreign network. In case of re-authentication, cost of both protocols will 

be very similar as they both will perform four hash operations. 

Authentication Method No. of Messages 

CRA Full Authentication 7 

CRA Re Authentication 8 

ERP Initial 16 

ERP Re Authentication 5 
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Table 4: Computational Cost. 

From the above comparisons we can say that EAP-ERP has high communication 

costs and Enhanced EAP-CRA has high computing costs. Therefore, we are expecting 

reasonable performance for Enhanced EAP-CRA due to the fact that communication 

overheads are normally more costly compared to the computational overheads. 

5. Conclusion 

The main advantage of the CRA mechanism is the use of only two messages to 

authenticate a wireless device in a FOREIGN network. Although the time taken between 

the FAS and the HAS may vary depending on the traffic and/or capacity of the wired 

network, the use of only two messages in a FOREIGN network makes the CRA 

mechanism very much reliable compared to other available techniques. Further, even if 

the foreign network uses a less secure authentication mechanism, it still will not affect 

the CRA clients since their MSKs are supplied by the HASs not-withstanding the 

limitations of the foreign network. 

Another significant advantage of the CRA is its reliance on the HOME security 

credentials to secure its clients in the foreign network. Hence, it can be assured that the 

CRA clients will have the same security guarantee as in their home network in a foreign 

network. Further, in the case of EAP-TLS authentication with CA-signed PKI certificates, 

clients will need only one certificate signed by the CA and accepted by the HAS. There 

will be no need for clients to carry a number of different certificates to authenticate with 

different networks. Hence, in this context, the CRA facilitates EAP-TLS authentication 

and makes it more practical and viable. 

 CRA Full-auth CRA Re-auth  ERP Initial EAP Re-auth 
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Although there are many other techniques proposed for coordinated 

authentication, the triumph of the CRA technique is its simplicity, robustness and 

versatility. Unlike many other systems that require additional components such as a token 

management system or the Kerberos servers, the CRA depends only on the existing 

infrastructure, hence, assuring simplicity. The use of existing CA-signed PKI certificates 

without necessitating other authentication mechanisms such as tokens or smart cards 

enables the CRA mechanism to be confined. Further, the CRA mechanism is not limited 

to WLAN, WiMAX or 4G LTE, it can be effectively used with any wireless network, 

harnessing the unique security features of that particular wireless network. Furthermore, 

the authentication mechanism (EAP-TLS, EAP-TTLS, EAP-PEAP etc.) used by the 

wireless network does not influence the CRA mechanism because it does use any form 

of mappings between these protocols. 

On the negative aspect, the effectiveness of the CRA mechanism will depend on 

the mutual trust established between the participating AAA servers. If the AAA servers 

do not have any form of prior agreement, it will be up to the discretion of FAS whether 

to accept or deny a CRA request.  
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3.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we introduced the initial proposal of our protocol EAP Coordinated 

Robust Authentication (EAP-CRA) in the form of a book chapter and a conference paper. 

Both papers outlined the assumptions, terminology, agents and messages exchanged in 

CRA. These studies also included an overall security analysis and a basic performance 

comparison in terms of authentication timings between EAP-CRA and Eduroam.  

However, at this stage the proposed protocol is introduced and structured at a 

higher level of abstraction. In the coming chapters, further analysis and tests are carried 

out at lower levels of abstraction to revise and improve the protocol.  Considering the fact 

that the protocol can be reflected as software model, the next chapter we have conducted 

a functional analysis of the protocol using Behaviour Trees, Symbolic Analysis 

Laboratory (SAL) and Temporal Linear Theorems (LTL)
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Chapter 4  

4 Functionality analysis 

Chapter 4 focuses on the second major research objective. In this view, functionality 

analysis of the proposed method is conducted in the early stages. Despite some studies on 

modelling EAP framework in simulation environments like OPNET [106, 107], there are 

no tools available to simulate EAP methods in trusted networks. Simulation packages 

such as OPNET [108, 109] and NS2[110] do not support EAP methods. Hence, it was 

decided to conduct a functionality verification of the model. Even though a theoretical 

analysis of the protocol in the aspects of security and performance had been completed 

[111], a formal verification with the aid of Behavior Tree (BT), LTL theorems[112] and 

SAL environment to further validate the proposal was carried out. The combination of 

BT and SAL enabled the analysis of the proposed mechanism in the form of individual 

requirements and as an integrated model. During BT modelling and integration of the BT, 

inconsistencies were identified and rectified accordingly. 

The first paper presents the result of functionality analysis for vertical handover 

while the second paper covers the verification process for CRA horizontal and vertical 

handover. Additionally, this study applies a combined approach to overcome the 

intricacy of generating SAL code for a complicated system by incorporating BT and 

Integrare [113, 114]. The SAL code was generated and the completeness and soundness 

of the proposed protocol were verified.  
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Due to space limitation, the individual BT’s and the Integrated BT (IBT) could not be 

included in the papers. Therefore, in this chapter before presenting the papers, the 

framework of the functionality analysis is discussed.  

4.1 Linear Temporal Logic  

Linear Temporal Logic was introduced by Pnueli [115, 116] in 1977 for the purpose of 

formal verification of computer Programs. Computer systems are dynamic by nature thus 

they embrace a notion of time in the concept. Rozier [117] considers propositional logic 

and English descriptions practically suitable to express a computational system. Like the 

sentence, “I said I would meet you on Thursday”. Pnueli introduced a new notation by 

applying temporal logics[115]. Temporal logics by itself was introduced by two 

philosophers  Burstall [118] and Kroger [119] to identify how time is used in language 

arguments. Temporal logic describes events in order without using a universal time, 

which simply expresses a system’s events order, and for this reason, it is effective for our 

proposal. 

The word linear in LTL means for an event there is only one future; it is also 

possible there will be multiple possible futures as shown in Figure 4.1. Consequently, a 

tree can be mapped to an event and its possible future branching to demonstrate a system, 

this is called branching Temporal Logic where CLT is used instead of LTL. CTL stands 

for Computation Tree Logic [116, 120]. 

 

Figure 4.1: Two vision of the structure of time. 

Branching Temporal Logic

Linear Temporal Logic
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There are many LTL operations, however for the scope of this work we mainly use 

three of them that are as follows. 

 G (a): a is globally true in other meaning it is always true. 
 F (p): states p will be eventually true. 
 X(a): means next a happens 

 

We used the above operations to verify the functionality of our proposed protocol EAP-

CRA. In this view, we first modeled the individual requirements of our protocol using 

Behaviour Tress (BTs) and integrated them. Thereafter, we converted the Integrated 

Behaviour Tree into SAL specifications. The functionality of the protocol is verified 

using LTL theorems on the SAL specifications. 

4.2 SAL environment 

In this section, components of the SAL environment are explained. SAL stands for 

Symbolic Analysis Laboratory and is a static analysis tool for model checking and 

theorem proving. It uses a descriptive language for an entity’s state transition. A detailed 

version of the translation of BT to SAL specification can be found in [121, 122]. 

SAL environment, originally developed by David Dill [121], has several tools 

such as SAL sim, SAL-env that provide an environment to verify, simulate and check the 

functionality of a program based on the provided SAL code.  

A SAL code consists of a container, which holds types, constants and modules. In 

this example, context short has a type (state) with two possibilities: Busy and Ready. The 

input variable is a Boolean, and the output (state) is a Boolean. This code relates that 

output will be busy if the system is currently busy; otherwise, the next value will be ready 

or busy [123]. 

short: CONTEXT = 1 

BEGIN 

State: TYPE = {ready, busy}; 

 

main: MODULE = 

    BEGIN 

    INPUT request: BOOLEAN 

      OUTPUT state: State 

    INITIALIZATION 

        state = ready 

                   TRANSITION 

state’ IN IF (state = ready) AND request THEN 

{busy} 

          ELSE 

{ready, busy} 
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 ENDIF 

END; 

END 

A partial list of the SAL code for the integrated BT (R1 and R2) is given below. 

In the SAL Specification, the program counter (PC1) has been initialized to 1. This 

program counter serves as guard to the first section, which starts at the root of the tree 

and includes all the states up until the node just before the first event. The Action A1 

indicates that now the program moves to new state by incrementing PC1 to 2. A3 is the 

action that Requirement 1ends. In other words, PC2 has been assigned to the value 2. 

:CONTEXT= 

BEGIN 

FAP: TYPE={fAP_disassociated}; 

STA: 

TYPE={sTA_Disassociated,sTA_CRAFull,sTA_NotCRAFull,sTA_Authentic

ating,sTA_TTLValid,sTA_NotTTLValid}; 

behavior:MODULE= 

BEGIN 

LOCAL 

fAP: FAP, 

sTA: STA, 

intInMsg_sTA_msg1:BOOLEAN, 

intInMsg_STA_Msg1:BOOLEAN, 

intInMsg_fAP_msg2:BOOLEAN, 

intInMsg_FAP_Msg2:BOOLEAN, 

pc1: [0..4], 

pc2: [0..3], 

pc3: [0..4], 

pc4: [0..3], 

pc5: [0..3] 

INITIALIZATION 

fAP=fAP_disassociated; 

intInMsg_sTA_msg1=false; 

intInMsg_STA_Msg1=false; 

intInMsg_fAP_msg2=false; 

intInMsg_FAP_Msg2=false; 

pc1=1; 

pc2=0; 

pc3=0; 

pc4=0; 

pc5=0; 

TRANSITION 

[ 

A1:pc1=1--> 

 sTA'=sTA_Disassociated; 

 pc1'=2; 

[] 

A2:pc1=2--> 

 intInMsg_sTA_msg1'=true; 

 pc1'=3; 

[] 

A3:pc1=3 AND intInMsg_STA_Msg1=true--> 

 intInMsg_STA_Msg1'=false; 
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 pc1'=4; 

 pc2'=1; 

 pc5'=1; 

[] 

A4:pc2=1 AND sTA=sTA_CRAFull--> 

 pc2'=2; 

[] 

 

………… 

A15:pc3=1 AND NOT (sTA=sTA_TTLValid)--> 

 pc2'=0; 

[] 

A16:pc4=1 AND NOT (sTA=sTA_NotTTLValid)--> 

 pc2'=0; 

[] 

A17: ELSE -->  

] 

END; % of MODULE 

END 

Given the details of the proposed protocol, a description of Behavior tree (BT) 

and the SAL environment, in this chapter, the system requirements are defined and the 

system properties verified. Firstly, Behavior trees are created for all requirements and the 

IBT is created. From the IBT, the SAL code for formal verification is generated. The 

general functionality of the proposed system is confirmed by proving LTL theorems 

derived to validate the normal and expected functions. In addition, a security analysis of 

the proposal is presented. 

4.3 Functionality Verification of the Proposed Protocol 

The verification process includes requirement analysis and formal verification with SAL 

environment. 

4.3.1 Requirement Analysis 

As mentioned earlier, this section reflects the result of the formal verification of the 

proposed authentication mechanism. This section is divided into two main parts. First, 

the requirements for the process of full authentication and re-authentication are described. 

In total, there are nine requirements for CRA vertical handover and seven for re-

authentication. After describing the requirements, the findings of our formal verification 

are discussed. 

4.3.2 Full authentication Requirements 

This section covers the requirements for the process of full authentication. There are 9 

requirements identified to cover this process. 
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Requirement one 

 When the Supplicant (STA) and Foreign Access Point (FAP) are ready to start the 

process of CRA vertical handover, logically they have completed the 802.11 open system 

association. In other words, they now know each other’s capabilities and the kind of 

authentication protocol they support. 

The FAP will compose an EAP-Request message asking for the user ID and 

credentials from associated STA. This message will be encapsulated with lower layer 

protocol. 

Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of Requirement 1. 

As in Figure 4.2, two states have been added as implied states to describe the 

Behavior further. These states are Associated for both STA and FAP and Initial (INIT)for 

FAP. The assumption is that both nodes have performed initial open association and are 

currently in the associated state. 
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This requirement describes how the STA will decide which type of EAP method to 

choose.  

  

Figure 4.3: Graphical representation of Requirement 2. 

Figure 4.3: Graphical representation of Requirement 2.Figure 4.3  illustrates what 

should be included in the EAP-Response message. So far, it has been assumed that EAP-

CRA will take precedence if STA and FAP are capable of handling multiple EAP 

methods. For instance, if the foreign network natively uses EAP-TLS and supporting 

EAP-CRA, then STA will use EAP-CRA preferably.  

Upon receiving EAP-Request message, the STA will check if the request is for 

CRA full authentication (vertical handover), then start the authentication process by 

checking the TTL time of the last successful EAP-Authentication with Home network. If 

the TTL is valid, then the Supplicant will compose a message with its identity. In any 

other circumstances, the Supplicant will switch to disassociated mode and will notify the 

FAP. 

The response message includes keyNAI, and SEQ#, where KeyNAI, contains 

MSKname and home realm. The message will be sent as EAP-Response to FAP. 
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Requirement Three  

This requirement relates to the process of forwarding the received EAP-Response. The 

Access point will encapsulate the received message in a RADIUS packet as shown in 

Figure 4.4.  

Figure 4.4: Graphical representation of Requirement 3. 

Requirement Four 

This requirement describes the processing of EAP-response by the Foreign 

Authentication Server (FAS); the first condition that will be checked is whether the 

received request is for CRA. If it is from a native client (a client in FN), it will then 

proceed with the default authentication mechanism. The next condition that must be 

examined is to determine whether it is for full authentication or re-authentication. The 

FAS then identifies the Home Network from the realm of the KeyNAI. Provided that the 

FAS trusts the Home Network, it will compose a message for the HAS including its realm, 

a signed keyNAI (with its private key) and the received message from the Supplicant. 

Otherwise, the connection will be discarded and an EAP-Failure will be sent to the 

Supplicant which, in turn, will switch the Supplicant to disassociated state. Figure 4.5 

illustrates this Behavior. 
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Figure 4.5: Graphical representation of Requirement 4. 
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Requirement Five 

This requirement describes the actual validation of user identity and security credentials 

by the Home network as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Upon receiving the message from a 

foreign network, Home Authentication Server (HAS) is able to check if the FAS is 

authorized based on the domain name of the FAS. The HAS can authenticate the FAS by 

verifying the contents of the signed message. 

The next step will be to compare the MAC value of the received message and the 

calculation based on the Key information of the associated peer. Peer authentication will 

be managed by matching the MSKname with Master Session Key (MSK), Extended 

Master Session Key (EMSK), Validation of the key timer and the number of re-

authentication of the peer. If the MSK is valid, the HAS can combine the foreign domain 

name, sequence number and the previous EMSK to generate new CRA-MSK and CRA-

EMSK. If any one of the conditions is not satisfied, the HAS server will send a failure 

message to the peer and discard the authentication request and the state of the peer will 

be returned to disassociated state. 

If all authentication conditions are successfully passed, HAS will sign the 

HostName and all keys such as MSK, EMSK with its private key. The process involves 

generation of a message including MSK, EMSK, MAC generated based on the new MSK. 

The signed message will be sent to the FAS inside a RADIUS packet. 
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Figure 4.6: Graphical representation of Requirement 5. 
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Requirement six 

Upon receiving message 5 described in the previous requirement, the FAS will check the 

signature of the Home server to confirm the authenticity of the server. On a successful 

mutual authentication, the FAS stores the information in regards to the keys and the peer 

identity and will generate the re-authentication ID, timer and counter. Next, FAS will 

compose a message including MSK for the FAP, foreign realm, MAC, counter, timer and 

ID for re-authentication. This message will be enveloped in RADIUS packet and 

delivered to FAP. Under any other circumstance, it will send a failure message to the peer 

discarding the authentication request and the peer will be returned to disassociated state. 

This Behavior is described in Figure 4.7. 

Figure 4.7:Graphical representation of Requirement 6. 

Requirement Seven 

This requirement describes the process of storing the MSK by the FAP inside the message 
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Figure 4.8: Graphical representation of Requirement 7. 

Requirement Eight 

This requirement describes how the peer will verify the Home server and will process the 

key. Receiving the EAP-Request, the peer will check if the MAC is valid and will then 
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of any mismatch, it will discard the packet and transit to disassociated state of 802.11. 
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illustrated in Figure 4.9. 

Figure 4.9:.Graphical representation of Requirement 8. 
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Requirement Nine 

This requirement illustrates the final step in authenticating the peer as described in 

Figure 4.10. Simply, the FAS will verify the value of MAC in the acknowledgement 

message. If it is correct, the server replies with an EAP-Success message. If there is any 

mismatch, the server sends an EAP-Fail message. 

Figure 4.10: Graphical representation of Requirement 9. 
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Figure 4.11: Graphical representation of Requirement 1. 

Requirement two 
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Figure 4.12: Graphical representation of Requirement 2. 

Requirement three 

Upon receiving the EAP-Response from STA, the AP will forward it to the associated 

FAS, in RADIUS package via IP network as shown in Figure 4.13. 

Figure 4.13: Graphical representation of Requirement 3. 
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in the scope of valid values, FAS will then send an EAP-fail message to the Supplicant. 

If the MAC value is not valid, it can be/ signal a malicious attempt and the FAS will 

discard the request and send an EAP-Fail to the Supplicant. 

On the other hand, if the MAC is valid, the FAS will update the values for the 

timer, re-authentication-ID and counter, and generate the new set of keys for the rest of 

the communication. Finally, FAS encapsulates a message destined for the Supplicant 

through the access point as shown in Figure 4.14. 

 Figure 4.14: Graphical representation of Requirement 4. 
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 Figure 4.14: Graphical representation of Requirement 4. 
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Requirement five 

Foreign Access point (FAP) that is waiting for the response from the Authentication server 

receives the message and stores MSK to use for further communications. It will then forward 

the rest of the received message to the Supplicant as shown in Figure 4.15. 

Figure 4.15: Graphical representation of Requirement 5. 
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Figure 4.16: Graphical representation of Requirement 6. 
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Figure 4.17: Graphical representation of Requirement 7. 
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Abstract— Today we are moving towards a Post-PC era where people prefer to use hand 

held devices such as tablets or smart phones to maintain their presence in the E-communication 

world. Most of this communication is possible because of technologies such as Wireless Local Area 

Network (WLAN), WiMAX or LTE etc. Although the wireless handheld devices are capable of 

effectively connecting with their native network they often fail to maintain robust connectivity in 

unfamiliar networks. Therefore the need for collaborative and complementary usage has to be 

explored. With the range of approaches that are used to validate the mobile devices in 

heterogeneous wireless networks, the need for a user friendly, flexible and reliable method to 

interconnect and utilize the different classes of wireless networks is becoming inevitable. Wireless 

network users prefer to access different types of networks either independently or cooperatively. In 

either case, adequate security provision is critical to the successful operation of the networks. 

Moreover, emerging technologies should provide seamless migration between the varied networks. 

Hence the ability to use a single but unique set of credentials to authenticate the wireless devices 

in heterogeneous wireless networks would make the post-PC era more effective. In this paper we 

present details of the formal analysis carried out on our proposed coordinated robust 

authentication (CRA) protocol. 

Keywords; Wireless Networks, Authentication, Access Control, Heterogeneous Networks, 

Behavior tree, Formal Verification, Symbolic Analysis Laboratory, Linear Temporal Logic  

1. Introduction 

Today we are moving into a “post-PC” world! Not many people sit in front of custom built 

PCs to do their businesses any more. Handheld devices such as iPod Touch, iPhone, Galaxy 

S3, iPad, Galaxy Tab, Airbook, Notepad etc. are bringing in a new paradigm as to how people 
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use and communicate information. These devices can be thought as a theoretical “black-box”. 

It is for people who want to use it without wanting to know how it works. When a new 

application is installed, the user sees the icon and starts using it. All this is happening and 

adopted rapidly because people are able to do a number of things without being restricted to 

one place. They can download apps, watch movies, listen to news, browse the web etc. while 

on the move. 

However, the mobility of these post-PC devices is restricted to some extent due to the 

limitations in wireless data connectivity. A wireless device at home should preferably get its 

data connectivity through the wireless router, while on the move from the 3G or 4G network 

and while at work from the office wireless network. Handheld device users may also want to 

connect to other wireless networks when there is no 3G or 4G connectivity. To facilitate 

seamless connectivity, wireless devices must first get securely associated with the different 

wireless networks. However, due to the inherent nature of the wireless communications, 

wireless networks encounter numerous security problems compared to its wired counterpart. 

The most significant of these is the first time association. Whether it is a WLAN [1], 

WiMAX [2] or a 4G LTE [3], all wireless networks will have this setback. The lack of physical 

connectivity (anchor-attachment) from the wireless device to the network makes the wireless 

network more vulnerable and hard to protect against authenticity, confidentiality, integrity and 

availability threats [4][5]. Hence, to overcome this first time association problem wireless 

devices adopt a range of different techniques. 

The Robust Security Network Association (RSNA) proposed in IEEE 802.11i [6] has 

emerged as the most popular method to counter the first time association problem. The RSNA 

technique is widely used in both WLANs and WiMAX. Although IEEE 802.11i security 

architecture offers sufficient protection to the wireless environment, it is up to the implementer 

to guarantee that all issues are addressed and the appropriate security measures are 

implemented for secure operation. A single incorrectly configured station could lead the way 

for a cowardly attack and expose the entire organizational network [7][8].  

Notwithstanding the configuration issues, RSNA is the most preferred first time 

association method for wireless networks. The use of IEEE 802.1x port based access 

control [9] makes it more flexible for mutual authentication and key distribution. However, 

RSNA does not support seamless connectivity in heterogeneous networks. This forces the 
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wireless devices to disconnect from one network and connect to the other network using 

different credentials. Hence, a wireless device will have to repeatedly authenticate itself as it 

roams from one network to another operators’ network, be it the same type of network or 

different. Therefore, a Coordinated Robust Authentication (CRA) Mechanism with the ability 

to use a single set of credentials with any network, wireless or wired would be of immense 

significance to both network users and administrators. 

In this paper we first examine the various authentication mechanisms proposed by 

other researchers for similar applications and then illustrate our proposed mechanism. We then 

present details of the formal analysis carried out on the proposed protocol.  

2. Survey of Authentication Protocols 

Iyer et al. [10] assert that WLAN and WiMAX are particularly interesting in their ability 

towards mobile data oriented networking. They confirm that a scheme enabling mobility 

across these two would provide several advantages to end-users, wireless operators as well as 

wireless internet service Providers (WISP). Further, they propose a technique with a common 

WLAN/WiMAX mobility service agent for use across WLAN and WiMAX access. By 

incorporating an acceptable mapping mechanism between WLAN and WiMAX, they 

interface a WLAN Access Point with the WiMAX Access Service Network (ASN) gateway. 

The mapping function inside WLAN access point maps all 802.11 events to the R6 events. 

For example the event association request will be mapped to WIMAX pre-attachment request. 

In their architecture the problem of handling mobility across WLAN and WiMAX 

boils down to the problem of handling mobility across WiMAX base stations that already have 

concrete solutions. Also, the mapping function consumes 1.82 seconds for EAP-TLS 

authentication in comparison to few milliseconds as shown in section VI. Further, their 

proposed architecture enables the same IP address to be used across both the WLAN and the 

WiMAX network interfaces, and keeps it seamless from an application perspective.  

The EAP-FAMOS authentication method developed by Almus et at. [12] use the 

Kerberos based authentication in the existing EAP framework. OSNP is another EAP method 

based on Kerberos proposed by Huang et al. [13]. The protocol provides intra-domain and 

inter-domain authentication to a peer that already has its security association with the home 

network. The authors have proposed a hierarchal design for KDC servers with the Root KDC 
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responsible for providing directory service to other KDC servers. In case of a request to a 

particular network other than the peer’s Home network, the authentication server in the new 

network will obtain the authenticity of the peer from the home KDC. Although the authors 

suggest a quick password based authentication and roaming mechanism, they fail to provide 

details of the hierarchical design of KDC servers and the agreement between them. Moreover, 

all servers share a group key and in case of a key compromise, access points can masquerade 

as legitimate authenticators. 

Apart from the high administrative costs in Kerberos based methods; their solution is 

mainly targeted at specific wireless networks and authentication mechanisms. Wireless 

service providers use different authentication schemes on their diverse types of wireless 

networks. For example, a WiMAX service provider may use the EAP-TLS authentication 

scheme on their custom AAA servers, whereas corporate entities may want to use EAP-TTLS 

authentication mechanism facilitating the use of their existing authentication databases such 

as Active Directory, LDAP, and SQL. Hence, for convergence of wireless networks it is 

significant to develop an authentication mechanism that is versatile and simple so that it can 

be effectively used in any type of wireless network.  

Narayanan et al. [14] propose ERP, an extension to the EAP framework and an EAP 

key hierarchy to support re-authentication. As specified in RSNA, MSK is generated on 

successful completion of the authentication phase (phase 2 of RSNA). Subsequently MSK is 

passed to the authenticator to generate the TSK (phase 3 of RSNA). The TSK is then used for 

data encryption between the supplicant and the authenticator. However, the EAP framework 

proposed by Narayanan et al. suggests two additional keys to be derived by all EAP methods: 

the Master Session Key (MSK) and the Extended MSK (EMSK) which forms the EAP key 

hierarchy. They make use of the EMSK for re-authentication and successive key derivations. 

ERP defines two new EAP messages EAP-Initiate and EAP-Finish to facilitate re-

authentication in two round trip messages. At the time of the initial EAP exchange, the peer 

and the server derive an EMSK along with the MSK. EMSK is used to derive a re-

authentication Root Key (rRK). The rRK can also be derived from Domain-Specific Root Key 

(DSRK), which itself is derived from the EMSK. Further, a re-authentication Integrity Key 

(rIK) is derived from the rRK; the supplicant and the authentication server use the rIK to 

provide proof of possession while performing an ERP exchange. After verifying proof of 
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possession and successful authentication, re-authentication MSK (rMSK) from the rRK is 

derived. rMSk is treated similar to MSK obtained during normal EAP authentication i.e. to 

generate TSK [15]. 

Apart from the few modifications to the EAP protocol due to the introduction of two 

new EAP codes, ERP integrates with the existing EAP framework very well. To demonstrate 

the possession, supplicant uses rIK to compute the integrity checksum over the EAP-Initiate 

message. The algorithm used to compute integrity checksum is selected by the peer and in 

case of server's policy does not allow the use of cipher suite selected by the peer; the server 

sends a list of acceptable cipher suites in the EAP-Finish / Re-auth message. In this case the 

peer has to re-start the ERP process by sending the EAP-Initiate message and the integrity 

checksum using the acceptable cipher suites. Furthermore ERP also recommends use of IPsec 

or TLS to protect the keying materials in transit. However, EAP-ERP requires a full EAP 

authentication at first when a user enters a foreign network. Further, if one supplicant for any 

reason has not been able to extract domain name of the foreign network then it should solicit 

it from its Home server, this can result in long authentication delays. 

Although a number of solutions have been proposed for providing seamless 

connectivity for wireless devices, our proposed method leverages the advantages of both 

RSNA and Public Key Infrastructure. In the following section we describe our proposed 

method. 

3. Enhanced CRA Protocol  

The principal notion behind the CRA mechanism is that every wireless device will primarily 

be associated with one wireless network, which can be referred as the HOME network. The 

credentials used by a wireless device to associate with its HOME network are assumed to be 

robust and specific to that network. Therefore, a wireless device must be able to use its 

authority in the HOME network to reliably associate with any other FOREIGN network. In 

this context, the AAA server that authorizes the wireless device in its home network is called 

as the HOME AAA Server (HAS) and the AAA server in a foreign network is called as 

FOREIGN AAA Server (FAS). Hence, our authentication mechanism will require only one 

set of credentials that it uses in the home network to access all foreign networks. We are 

considering both different types of networks and different authentication mechanisms that 
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may be specific and effective to a particular type of network. Further details of our CRA 

protocol can be found in [16]. 

The Enhanced CRA protocol provides authentication in two modes; Full 

Authentication and re-authentication. With regard to mutual authentication CRA uses 

RADIUS servers as suggested in IEEE 802.1x [17]. RADIUS protocol exhibits better 

performance compared to other mutual authentication protocols [18]. CRA suggests direct 

communication between radius servers by pre-arranged agreement or the servers could find 

each other dynamically. In case the RADIUS servers do not have a pre-arranged agreement 

they can use their CA-signed PKI certificates to ascertain trust between servers. 

All AAA servers that participate in the CRA must possess a CA-signed PKI certificate 

and be capable of obtaining the CA-signed PKI certificates of other participating AAA 

servers. Assuming that all AAA Servers that participate in the CRA are in possession of their 

CA-signed PKI certificates, the CRA protocol can communicate between the FOREIGN and 

the HOME AAA servers securely. 

3.1. .Full EAP-CRA authentication 

Initial assumption of the CRA protocol is that each mobile device is primarily associated 

with a network, which in this context is referred to as the Home network. The security of the 

Home network and the authentication mechanism used must be robust. We anticipate that an 

EAP method such as EAP-TLS, EAP-PEAP or EAP-TTLS is used in the Home network. 

Therefore the values for MSKName, MSK, EMSK and the Time to Live (TTL) for these 

keys are available for the Peer. Since some of the EAP methods utilize CA-signed PKI 

certificates to authenticate and secure the communication, CRA extends it to add more 

flexibility to certificate based authentication. In this paper WLAN has been chosen as the 

medium to illustrate the components and messaging of EAP-CRA. Firstly, both the peer and 

the Foreign Access Point (FAP) discover their capabilities and decide on a suitable protocol 

to authenticate each other. If both parties are capable of EAP-CRA then the FAP will 

compose an EAP request message to solicit the identity of the peer. It should be mentioned 

that the key for hashing function is generated from the EMSK. 
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Figure 1. Coordinated Robust Authentication (CRA) Full Authentication Protocol. 

In an unknown network, the peer will first check if the TTL of MSK is still valid. 

Expired MSK will lead to a failed authentication and will prompt a full authentication. The 

peer will be responsible to do a full authentication with its Home network to obtain a fresh 

MSK. On the other hand, if the MSK is valid, the peer generates a random sequence number 

and encrypts the MSKname of home network and the sequence number by the public key of 

HAS. The composed EAP-Response message will be sent to the FAP, which contains the 

encrypted message, Message Authentication Code, the realm of the home network and the 

random identity of the peer (message 2 in Figure 1). 

FAP will encapsulate this EAP-Response message inside a RADIUS Packet and 

forward it to the foreign authentication server. The FAS will also utilize RADIUS for server-

to-server communication. However before sending the received message, the FAP will add 

its domain name and encrypt the MSKname with its Private Key (message 3 in Figure 1). 

This enables the HAS to authenticate the FAS. 

Upon receiving the message from a foreign network, HAS is able to check if the FAS 

is authorized based on the domain name of the FAS. The HAS can authenticate the FAS by 

verifying the contents of the signed message. Peer authentication will be managed by 

matching the MSKname with MSK, EMSK, Validation of key timer and the number of re-

authentication of the peer. If the MSK is valid the HAS can combine the foreign domain 

name, sequence number and the previous EMSK to generate new CRA-MSK and CRA-

EMSK. 
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After updating the timer and counter values of the MSKname the HAS creates a 

RADIUS message which holds Access Accept, encrypted values of CRA-MSK and CRA-

EMSK with FAS’s Public Key, MAC and privately signed message of domain name, 

MSKname (message 4 in Figure 1). 

FAS first checks the signed MSKname to validate the HAS, and then stores the 

MSKname and CRA keys. In addition to these it calculates a new timer, counter and random 

re-authentication ID for local re-authentication in case the peer stays for longer time in the 

foreign network. These values are CRA_timer, CRA_counter, and CRA_RND. The value of 

the CRA_timer must be less than the validity time of the initial MSK. Next, the FAS sends 

CRA_counter, re_id, EMSKname signed with HAS’s private key, Foreign realm and CRA-

MSK inside a RADIUS packet to FAP (message 5 in Figure 1). The CRA-MSK will be 

utilized for future communication to provide privacy. The rest of the message is sent to the 

peer (message 6 in Figure 1). The peer will be able to authenticate its home server by 

verifying the signature and generate CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK. It then creates an EAP-

Response as an acknowledgment with MSKname. The FAS can then compose an EAP-

Success message and send it back to the peer. 

On receiving the EAP success message, the peer generates rMSK independently 

leading to the key distribution phase. The key distribution phase will be similar to that of the 

RSNA where the supplicant and the authenticator will use the MSK to derive the Temporal 

Session Key (TSK). Once the TSKs are derived normal data communication can commence.  

3.2. . EAP-CRA re-authentication 

In the previous section we described a roaming-enabled authentication mechanism for users 

who wish to get connected to a new network, using the security credentials that they use in 

their home network. Although we anticipate relatively faster CRA authentication, in 

situations where the user continues to work on a foreign network the need for re-

authentication is anticipated. 
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Figure 2. EAP-CRA re-authentication. 

This section will explain the re-authentication process that can occur due to handover 

within the same network, i.e. when a user moves from one access point to another. The 

Enhanced CRA full authentication generates CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK for a secure 

communication. Possession of these keys by the supplicant and the FAS can quicken the 

process of re-authentication. The FAS, after the successful authentication of a supplicant 

distributes the re-authentication identity and the CRA_Counter to the peer. The counter 

determines the number of re-authentications which can be acceptable. 

The process of re-authentication will be initiated by the authenticator with EAP-

Request for supplicant ID. In response the supplicant will check the time since last logon to 

verify the validity of CRA-MSK. In case the key is expired then a valid peer will fall back to 

request a full EAP-CRA authentication. On the other hand the supplicant sends its re-

authentication ID and realm inside Kname-NAI, a random sequence number with a hashed 

value of the message. The key for the hash can be generated from the CRA-EMSK and 

sequence number. Here, the need for the sequence number arises to provide immunity against 

replay attacks. The authenticator will then forward the EAP-Response encapsulated as a 

RADIUS packet to the FAS (message 3 Figure 2). 

Upon receiving the message the FAS checks the Kname-NAI with its stored 

authentication information. If there is a match, the server generates the hash value to verify 

the validity of the message and update the CRA_counter and CRA_timer values. The FAS 

will then send MSK, MAC, SEQ number to the authenticator. The authenticator retains the 

MSK and sends the rest to the peer. In the final step, the peer sends an EAP-Response as an 

acknowledgment. At this point the client is able to calculate the keying material, however to 
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start secure communication the peer waits until it received the EAP-success from the 

authenticator. 

Two sequence numbers, one with HAS and other with FAS are maintained for replay 

protection of EAP-CRA messages. The sequence number maintained by the supplicant and 

HAS is initialized to zero on generation of EMSK. The server sets the expected sequence 

number to the received sequence number plus one on every successful re-authentication 

request, i.e. on generation of DSRK. Similarly, the supplicant and the FAS maintain a 

sequence number with the generation of rMSK while the supplicant is in the FAS’s domain. 

In the following section we present details of the formal verification carried out on our 

proposed protocol. We carried out the formal verification with the aid of Behavior Trees and 

the SAL environment. In the early stages of designing a protocol it is very difficult to verify 

its functionality, because on the one hand all aspect of the protocol are not determined and 

any implementation may be subject to significant changes. On the other hand simulations 

cannot be reliable unless the protocol is fully developed in the simulation environment. 

Therefore, we leveraged on the advantages of Behavior Trees (BT) that translates the 

requirements of a system to formal notations [19]. Formal verification of the proposed 

protocol is carried out using the SAL [20] environment with theorems derived using Linear 

Temporal Logic (LTL). 

4.  Formal Verificaion 

In this study we have used BTs to project the functionality of the proposed CRA protocol in 

a graphical form and to derive the SAL code for formal verification. We used Integrare [21] 

to draw the BTs and to generate the formal notation that is required for formal verification. 

First we translated requirements written in plain English in the form of BT representation 

with the aid of Integrare. Then all of the BTs were integrated to arrive at the integrated 

behavior tree. Formal representation of our proposed CRA protocol was then derived from 

the integrated behavior tree in the form of SAL code. Next, we developed a number of 

theorems in LTL and executed them on the formal representation (SAL codes) of our 

proposed CRA protocol. The theorems were tested against the SAL code using a Linux based 

program called SAL which can be accessed form http://sal.csl.sri.com [22]. 

4.1. Behavior Trees 

http://sal.csl.sri.com/
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Geoff Dromey [23] expresses behavior as a way that an entity functions. It can also be related 

to the way how two entities interact. This method provides traceable and clear association 

between requirements in ordinary language and their technical specifications. The behavior 

can entail specifications in the form of actions, result, events of even relations. For our 

purpose we just need three main states a condition ?Condition?, a static state [state] and data 

flow. To show data flow on the sender end the semantic is <msg> and on the receiving end 

is >Msg<. 

FAP
[Disassociated]

R1

STA
[Disassociated]

R1

FAP
>Msg1{EAP-Request}<

R1

STA
<Msg1{EAP-Request}>

R1

FAP
[Open Association]

R1

STA
[Open Association]

R1

FAP
<Msg1{EAP-Request}>

R1

STA
>Msg1{EAP-Request}<

R1

 
Figure 3: Graphical representation R1. 

The first step in designing behavior trees is to translate the requirements to functional 

requirements. The next step is to integrate the individual requirements to derive at the overall 

behavior tree. This step is the transition from requirements BTs to Design BT that will cover 

all behavior of the system. For example, consider requirement 1 (R1) that says “FAP sends 

an EAP-Request message to the supplicant”. Requirement 2 (R2) says “the supplicant 

receives the message and verifies the capabilities of FAP for CRA authentication”.  

Figure 3 illustrates R1 the FAP sends an “EAP-Request” to initiate the EAP 

authentication process. Figure 4 illustrates R2 upon receiving Msg1 from the FAP, if the 

Supplicant is not capable of CRA it will disassociate otherwise it will continue to perform 

the authentication by validating the TTL value for the EMSK obtained from previous EAP 

authentication. If the TTL value is not expired the STA will compose a Message including 

its ID and domain name and send it to the FAP. 
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Figure 4. Graphical representation of R2. 

Next major step is the integration of requirements to generate the overall BT that 

incorporates all of the requirements. The integration between two requirements becomes 

possible if the post conditions of one requirement matches the pre-conditions of another 

requirement. Considering R1 and R2, it is obvious that the post condition of R1 (STA 

receives the EAP-Request message) matches the pre-condition of R2 (STA must receive the 

EAP-Request message). Figure 5 shows the integrated behavior of requirements R1 and R2. 

During the integration process the absence of an integration point reveals that there is either 

an ambiguity in the requirements or a requirement is missing altogether. Further, it may be 

that the requirement has not been translated correctly. 

4.2. SAL environment 

SAL stands for Symbolic Analysis Laboratory and is a static analysis tool for model checking 

and theorem proving. It uses a descriptive language to show the state transitions of entities. 

A detailed version of the translation of BT to SAL specification can be explored in [20]. 
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Figure 5. Integrated behavior of R1 and R2. 

SAL environment that was originally developed by David Dill of Stanford University 

and Thomas Henzinger of the University of California at Berkeley [20] has several tools such 

as SALsim, SALenv etc. It provides an environment to verify, simulate and check the 

functionality of a program. We used sal-ssmc to verify our temporal linear theorems against 

the SAL code generated from our BTs. The following LTL notations are used to compose 

our theorems: 

 G(a): a is globally true, in other meaning it is always true. 

 F(a) : states p will be eventually true. 

 X(a): means next a happens 

Partial listing of the SAL code for the integrated BT (R1 and R2) is given below: 

 
BEGIN 

LOCAL 
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fAP: FAP, 

sTA: STA, 

intInMsg_sTA_msg1:BOOLEAN, 

intInMsg_STA_Msg1:BOOLEAN, 

intInMsg_fAP_msg2:BOOLEAN, 

intInMsg_FAP_Msg2:BOOLEAN, 

pc1: [0..4], 

pc2: [0..3], 

pc3: [0..4], 

pc4: [0..3], 

pc5: [0..3] 

INITIALIZATION 

fAP=fAP_disassociated; 

intInMsg_sTA_msg1=false; 

intInMsg_STA_Msg1=false; 

intInMsg_fAP_msg2=false; 

intInMsg_FAP_Msg2=false; 

pc1=1; 

pc2=0; 

pc3=0; 

pc4=0; 

pc5=0; 

TRANSITION 

[ 

A1:pc1=1--> 

 sTA'=sTA_Disassociated; 

 pc1'=2; 

[] 

A2:pc1=2--> 

 intInMsg_sTA_msg1'=true; 

 pc1'=3; 

[] 

A3:pc1=3 AND intInMsg_STA_Msg1=true--> 

 intInMsg_STA_Msg1'=false; 

 pc1'=4; 

 pc2'=1; 

 pc5'=1; 

[] 

………… 

A15:pc3=1 AND NOT (sTA=sTA_TTLValid)--> 

 pc2'=0; 

[] 

A16:pc4=1 AND NOT (sTA=sTA_NotTTLValid)--> 

 pc2'=0; 

[] 

A17: ELSE -->  

] 

END; % of MODULE 

END 
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Once the system has been formally specified in SAL code, a number of analyses can 

be performed on the system specification. The sal-sim tool is a SAL simulator which is used 

to show different execution paths. The evaluation of different execution paths is usually a 

desirable first step to assess the correctness of the specification. The SAL specification can 

also be checked for deadlocks using dead-lock-checker tool. The useful properties of the 

system can be specified using linear temporal logic (LTL) or computation tree logic (CTL). 

These properties can then be model checked using sal-smc and sal-bmc tools. 

5. Analysis 

In this section we discuss the results from the formal verification carried out on our proposed 

protocol. We analyze the important theorems that cover the main functionality of the 

protocol.  

The first LTL formula has been defined to verify the normal behavior of the system. 

In other words a successful authentication must be the award for a legitimate user with valid 

credentials. As the theorem states if all conditions are true then finally the Supplicant will be 

authenticated. 

 
th1: theorem behavior |- 

G((fAS=fAS_CRA) 

AND(fAS=fAS_CRAFull) 

AND(fAS=fAS_HASTrusted) 

AND(fAS=fAS_SignVerified) 

AND(fAS=fAS_MACValid) 

AND(hAS=hAS_FASTrusted) AND(hAS=hAS_MACValid) 

AND(hAS=hAS_NotKeyNameValid) 

AND(hAS=hAS_TTLVlaid) 

AND(hAS=hAS_SignValid)  

AND(sTA=sTA_CRAFull) 

AND(sTA=sTA_TTLValid) 

AND(sTA=sTA_MACValid))  

=> F(sTA=sTA_Authenticated); 

 

The above theorem was executed on our proposed protocol in the SAL environment. 

The theorem was proved without any counter example confirming that our protocol satisfies 

all of the conditions for normal operation. Once the model was verified for Normal behavior, 

we then verified the consistency of the security concerns. For this purpose we have 

considered the secure manner by which each component operates separately. To begin with 

we have three conditions which in all of them the system and the STA should act as expected. 
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Theorem number two relates to the situation when the supplicant checks to see if the Key 

material from last EAP authentication is still valid or not. Logically if they are stale then the 

STA should disassociate.  

 
th2: theorem behavior |-  

G(sTA = sTA_NotTTLValid)  

=> F(sTA = sTA_Disassociated); 

 

The next two LTL theorems are executed to confirm the behavior of the STA when 

the authentication protocol is not CRA while the initial request was for Full CRA and when 

the MAC value received in response to the first EAP-response to the authentication in not 

valid. In both scenarios the supplicant should move to the disassociated state. 

 
th3: theorem behavior |-  

G(sTA = sTA_NotCRAFull)  

=> F(sTA = sTA_Disassociated); 

 

th4: theorem behavior |-  

G (sTA = sTA_NotMACValid)  

=> F ((sTA =sTA_Discard) AND  

(sTA= sTA_Disassociated)); 

 

Theorem two, three and four were proved confirming that the STA will disassociate 

if the STA possesses expired key material, is not capable of EAP-CRA and has received a 

message with an invalid MAC. Next we derived at theorems 5 and 6 verifying the response 

of the system when either the HAS is not listed in the initial acceptable servers’ list of the 

FAS or there is a false attempt by a counterfeit HAS. In both cases the FAS should Disregard 

the request and send failure message to the supplicant. In other words the Supplicant should 

be disconnected. 

 
th5: theorem behavior |-  

G (fAS = fAS_HASTrusted)  

=> X((sTA =sTA_Disassociated)); 

 

th6: theorem behavior |-  

G (fAS = fAS_NotSignVerified)  

=> F ((fAS =fAS_Discard)  

AND(sTA = sTA_Disassociated)); 

 

Again theorems five and six were proved without any counter examples confirming 

that the Supplicant will be disconnected if the HAS is not trusted. Next, when the supplicant 
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receives a second response from the FAP it means the STA has proved its identity and hence 

should be able to generate the key material. When the supplicant responds to the FAP, for 

security reasons it should be able to add a Message Authentication Code to the response 

message. Theorem 7 relates to this aspect if the MAC is not valid then the STA will be sent 

a failure message and the will be disassociated. 

th7: theorem behavior |-  

G (fAS = fAS_NotMACValid) 

=> X((sTA=sTA_Disassociated)); 

 

The above seven theorems were model checked on the proposed protocol and proved 

to be true without counter examples. These are the minimum set of theorems that the protocol 

should satisfy for normal operation. As discussed above, in case there is a mismatch between 

the TTL timing values or the MSK name is not authentic in the home network or the MAC 

value is not valid at any point of time during the authentication process the system terminates 

the authentication request and forces the supplicant and the associated access point to a 

disassociated state. 

The formal verification carried out on the proposed protocol in the SAL environment 

confirms the integrity, consistency and completeness of our proposal. In this process, we first 

validated all our assumptions using LTL theorems and thereafter derived theorems to prove 

the integrity of all state transitions. To further validate our proposed protocol we will be 

analyzing it against possible security threats in our future work. 

6. Conclusions 

The need for a wireless handheld device to be constantly connected to the Internet is 

inevitable in this “post-PC” era. The handheld devices, as they roam from one wireless 

network to the other should be capable of both legitimately associating and uninterruptedly 

connecting with the new network. In this paper we have detailed an improved version of the 

CRA protocol that can facilitate the association of handheld devices in a foreign wireless 

network and have formally verified its overall functionality by model checking it in the SAL 

environment. 

At its conceptual level the proposed protocol appears to be promising and rational. 

As the next step we intend to carry out a detailed security analysis of the protocol by 
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identifying possible attack scenario and verifying the system response to such known security 

threats [24]. The success of the security analysis will guide us through to implementation. 
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Abstract—Wireless communications have made today’s busy world even busier. The use of 

handheld devices such as iPads, tablets, notebooks etc. is increasing exponentially. The wireless 

nature of these devices makes them flexible and opportune. However, wireless devices 

encounter numerous security problems compared to their wired counterpart. The lack of 

physical connectivity (anchor-attachment) from the wireless device to the wired network makes 

the wireless devices more vulnerable and hard to protect against security threats. In this view, 

we have proposed EAP-CRA protocol to counter the security threats during the security 

association between a wireless device and the wired network. Our protocol leverages the 

advantages of Public Key Infrastructure to provide a secure connectivity to the network in a 

multi agent environment. As with many security protocols, in the early stages, formal 

verification plays a vital role, particularly when the process of implementing the protocol is 

time consuming. We have used Symbolic Analysis Laboratory tools to formally verify the 

functionality of the EAP-CRA protocol. In this paper we present a number of Linear Temporal 

Logic formulas that we have established to prove the integrity of our proposal. By examining 

all possible execution traces of the proposed protocol we have proved that our protocol is 

complete and consistent. 
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Keywords—Behavior Trees,Propsitional Logic,SAL,LTL theorems, completeness 

and soundness. 

1. Introduction 

Current prediction by CISCO is that mobile-connected devices will number more than 

11.5 billion by 2019 [1]. In an effort to meet this predicted capacity demands, a number 

of solutions such as Femtocells [2] and Wi-Fi hotspot by Telstra known as Telstra Air [3] 

have been put forward. Regardless of the often incompatible technologies used to achieve 

this throughput, secure authentication remains a priority for all.  

Wireless devices are embedded with different concurrent technologies such as 

WiFi [4], WiMAX [5] and 4G LTE [6] that in turn enable a user to roam in between 

different providers and different network technologies. One of the major advantages of 

integrating small cell units is the possibility of seamless connectivity a heavily researched 

topic. However, there are two major concerns. Firstly most users are associated with a 

network using a particular wireless technology that often differs when the user roams to 

a new network. Secondly, during vertical handover different authentication mechanisms 

are used in each network. 

To illustrate this point, consider a user leaving his home Wi-Fi network that 

authenticates users with EAP-MD5 [7] protocol and roaming to a WiMAX network that 

provides EAP-TLS [8] authentication, thus moving from one network technology to 

another with different and incompatible authentication methods. Additionally, users do 

not favour the hassle of having to obtain new network credentials in order to maintain 

secure connections on different networks. Maintaining an acceptable level of security and 

flexibility is an enduring challenge for researchers. In response to these needs we have 

proposed an EAP method which provides flexible and secure authentication to users in 

foreign (multiple) networks[9, 10]. 

The main contribution from our research is the design and development of an 

authentication protocol based on the EAP framework. This is a pioneering proposal to 

respond to the needs of coordinated authentication in wireless networks. For a detailed 

description of our proposed Coordinated Robust Authentication (CRA) mechanism 

please refer to [10] [11]. CRA is a flexible vertical handover mechanism for 

authenticating handheld devices in the foreign network in circumstances where the 

authentication mechanism and the wireless technology are different from that of the home 

network. Additionally, this study applies a combined approach to overcome the intricacy 

of generating SAL code for a complicated system by incorporating Behavior Trees and 
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Integrare[12]. We were able to generate the SAL code and also visually verify the 

completeness of the requirements of the proposed protocol. 

Our proposed pprotocol is expected to deliver a faster and more secure 

authentication compared to alternatives such as EAP-ERP [13]. The total number of 

messages and the size of messages are comparatively lower than EAP-AKA [14, 15], 

Eduroam [16] and EAP-ERP [13]. Consequently the process of authenticating a device 

can be managed in the shortest time possible[11]. From the security perspective this 

solution provides mutual authentication for all components of the system. The use of a 

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) in deploying server to server to communication is a novel 

approach that not only authenticates the servers but also ensures privacy during the 

communication. The proposal suggests direct communication between authentication 

servers by pre-arranged agreement or finding each other dynamically. In case the servers 

do not have a pre-arranged agreement they can use their CA-signed PKI certificates to 

ascertain trust between servers. 

The functionality and the level of security claimed by CRA have not been tested 

in a real implementation. Therefore, to strengthen our proposal, firstly we decided to 

confirm its functionality. Modelling and analysis of protocols and software programs 

using Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) [17] have been proven effective in formal 

verification, however generating SAL code is very error-prone. In this study, we first used 

the Behavior Tree (BT) [18] to generate BT models of EAP-CRA and to generate SAL. 

Thereafter, we have used the Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) environment to 

formally verify our protocol. In this process we have developed a number Linear 

Temporal Logic (LTL) theorems to verify the integrity of our protocol. The results assure 

that the protocol satisfies all of the requirements for full authentication and re-

authentication. 

In Section II we describe the process of vertical handover and Section III presents 

the process of re-authentication in EAP-CRA. Section IV gives an overview of BT 

concepts and briefly explains the process of modelling EAP-CRA using BT. Details of 

model verification and requirement refinement is presented in section V. Section VI 

presents the discussion and summary of the results. 

2. Vertical handover of EAP-CRA 

Initial assumption of the CRA protocol is that each mobile Node is primarily associated 

with a Network, which in this context is referred to as the Home network. The security of 
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the Home network and the authentication mechanism used must be robust. We anticipate 

that an EAP method such as EAP-TLS, EAP-PEAP [19]or EAP-TTLS [20] is used in the 

Home network. Therefore the values for MSKName, MSK, EMSK and the Time To Live 

(TTL) for these keys are available for the Peer. Since some of the EAP methods utilize 

CA-signed PKI certificates to authenticate and secure the communication CRA extends 

it to add more flexibility to certificate based authentication. Firstly, both the peer and the 

Foreign Access Point (FAP) discover their capabilities and decide on a suitable protocol 

to authenticate each other. If both parties are capable of EAP-CRA then the FAP will 

compose an EAP request message to solicit the identity of the Peer. It should be noted 

that the key for the hashing function is generated from the EMSK. For further details, 

please refer [10,11]. 

 
Figure 1:.Coordinated Robust Authentication (CRA) Full Authentication Protocol. 

In an unknown network, the peer will first check if the TTL of master session key 

“MSK” is still valid. Expired MSK will lead the peer to negotiate the authentication 

mechanisms in the foreign network. On the other hand, if the MSK is valid, the peer 

generates a random sequence number and encrypts the MSKname of the home network 

and the sequence number by the public key of the HAS. The composed EAP-Response 

message will be sent to the FAP, which contains the encrypted message, Message 

Authentication Code, the realm of the home network and the random identity of the peer 

(message 2 in Figure 1). 

FAP will encapsulate this EAP-Response message inside a RADIUS packet and 

forward it to the foreign authentication server. The FAS will also utilize RADIUS for 
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server-to-server communication. However before sending the received message, the FAP 

will add its domain name and encrypt the MSKname with its private key (message 3 in 

Figure 1). This enables the HAS to authenticate the FAS. 

Upon receiving the message from a foreign network, HAS is able to check if the 

FAS is authorized based on the domain name of the FAS. The HAS can authenticate the 

FAS by verifying the contents of the signed message. Peer authentication will be managed 

by matching the MSKname with MSK, EMSK, validation of key timer and the number 

of re-authentication of the peer. If the MSK is valid the HAS can combine the foreign 

domain name, sequence number and the previous EMSK to generate new CRA-MSK and 

CRA-EMSK. 

After updating the timer and counter values of the MSKname the HAS creates a 

RADIUS message which holds aaccess aaccept, encrypted values of CRA-MSK and 

CRA-EMSK with FAS’s Public Key, MAC and privately signed message of domain 

name MSKname (message 4 in Figure 1). 

FAS first checks the signed MSKname to validate the HAS, then stores the 

MSKname and CRA keys. In addition to these it calculates a new timer, counter and 

random re-authentication ID for local re-authentication in case the peer stays for a longer 

time in the foreign network. These values are CRA_timer, CRA_counter, and 

CRA_RND. The value of the CRA_timer must be less than the validity time of the initial 

MSK. Next, the FAS sends CRA_counter, re_id, EMSKname signed with HAS’s private 

key, Foreign realm and CRA-MSK inside a RADIUS packet to FAP (message 5 in Figure 

1). The CRA-MSK will be utilized for future communication to provide privacy. The rest 

of the message is sent to the peer (message 6 in Figure 1). The peer will be able to 

authenticate its home server by verifying the signature and can generate CRA-MSK and 

CRA-EMSK. It then creates an EAP-Response as an acknowledgment with MSKname. 

The FAS can then compose an EAP-Success message and send it back to the peer. 

On receiving the EAP success message, the peer generates rMSK independently 

leading to the key distribution phase. The key distribution phase will be similar to that of 

the RSNA where the supplicant and the authenticator will use the MSK to derive the 

Temporal Session Key (TSK). Once the TSKs are derived normal data communication 

can commence. 

3. Horizontal handover in EAP-CRA 
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In the previous section we described a roaming-enabled authentication mechanism for 

users who wish to get connected to a new network, using the security credentials that they 

use in their home network. Although we anticipate relatively faster CRA authentication, 

in situations where the user continues to work on a foreign network the need for re-

authentication is anticipated. 

This section will explain briefly the re-authentication process that can occur due 

to handover within the same network, i.e. when a user moves from one access point to 

another. For a detailed explanation please refer [10, 11]. The Enhanced CRA full 

authentication generates CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK for a secure communication. 

Possession of these keys by the supplicant and the FAS can quicken the process of re-

authentication. The FAS, after the successful authentication of a supplicant distributes the 

re-authentication identity and the CRA_Counter to the peer. The counter determines the 

number of re-authentications that is acceptable. 

 
Figure 2:. EAP-CRA re-authentication. 

The process of re-authentication will be initiated by the authenticator with EAP-

Request for supplicant ID. In response the supplicant will check the time since the last 

logon to verify the validity of CRA-MSK. In case the key is expired then a valid peer will 

fall back to request a full EAP-CRA authentication. On the other hand the supplicant 

sends its re-authentication ID and realm inside Kname-NAI, a random sequence number 

with a hashed value of the message. The key for the hash can be generated from the CRA-

EMSK and sequence number. Here, the need for the sequence number arises to provide 

immunity against replay attacks. The authenticator will then forward the EAP-Response 

encapsulated as a RADIUS packet to the FAS (message 3 Figure 2). 
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Upon receiving the message the FAS checks the Kname-NAI with its stored 

authentication information. If there is a match, the server generates the hash value to 

verify the validity of the message and update the CRA_counter and CRA_timer values. 

The FAS will then send MSK, MAC, SEQ number to the authenticator. The authenticator 

retains the MSK and sends the rest to the peer. In the final step, the peer sends an EAP-

Response as an acknowledgment. At this point the client is able to calculate the keying 

material, however to start secure communication the peer waits until it received the EAP-

success from the authenticator. 

Two sequence numbers, one with HAS and other with FAS are maintained for 

replay protection of EAP-CRA messages. The sequence number maintained by the 

supplicant and HAS is initialized to zero on the generation of EMSK. The server sets the 

expected sequence number to the received sequence number plus one on every successful 

re-authentication request, i.e. on the generation of DSRK. Similarly, the supplicant and 

the FAS maintain a sequence number with the generation of rMSK while the supplicant 

is in the FAS’s domain. 

4. Methodology 

Verification of software systems such as an authentication protocol is to investigate that 

the protocol under analysis is capable of delivering what is expected according to the 

design [21]. Formal verification relies on two pivots, soundness and completeness. 

Soundness is the property where wrong assertions cannot be proved true. On the other 

hand, Completeness is the property where correct assertions are proved true. 

Soundness: φ1, . . . , φn ` ψ implies that φ1, . . . , φn |= ψ.  

Completeness: φ1, . . . , φn |= ψ implies that φ1, . . . , φn ` ψ.  

As such, we have used Behavior Engineering to express our system as a Behavior 

Tree (BT) and used the SAL environment [17] to verify the LTL theorems that confirm 

the soundness and completeness of our system. This combination has been used in a 

number of projects and is becoming popular not only in system engineering, but in other 

fields such as manufacturing, health care etc. Sithirasenan et al. [22] have used this 

method to verify the correctness of 802.11 protocol. 

Geoff Dromey [23] introduced the concept of Behavior Engineering and 

expressed behavior as a manner in which an entity functions. It can also be related to the 

way how two entities interact. This method provides a traceable and clear association 

between requirements in ordinary language and their technical specifications. The 
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behavior can entail specifications in the form of actions, results, events or even relations. 

For this purpose three main states are considered - a condition ?Condition?, a static state 

[state] and data flow. To show data flow on the sender end the semantic is <msg> and 

on the receiving end is >Msg< [24]. 

FAP
[Disassociated]

R1

STA
[Disassociated]

R1

FAP
>Msg1{EAP-Request}<

R1

STA
<Msg1{EAP-Request}>

R1

FAP
[Disassociated]

R1

STA
[Disassociated]

R1

FAP
<Msg1{EAP-Request}>

R1

STA
>Msg1{EAP-Request}<

R1

 

Figure 3: Behavior Tree for requirement R1. 

Figure 3 illustrates the requirement R1 that states foreign access point (FAP) and 

the supplicant (STA) are both initially at the disassociated state. Thereafter, when FAP 

send an EAP-Request message STA receives it. Every requirement in the system is 

modelled into a BT in a similar manner. The process of formal verification using Behavior 

Engineering is illustrated below. Please refer [9] that describes the initial work carried 

out in modelling the proposed authentication mechanism. 

Design Individual 

BTs from the 

Requirements  

Integration of 

individual BTs

Identify 

misteaches 

&refine BTs

Verify the LTL 

theorems against 

The SAL code in 

SALenv

Generate SAL 

code and modify 

the notation

 

Figure 4: Formal Verification using BT. 
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As shown in Figure 4, formal verification using BTs consists of a number of steps. 

The first step is deriving the BTs from requirements. During this process, functional 

requirements of the system are represented by BTs. When all of the BTs representing the 

system are derived, we integrate the BTs into a single Integrated Behavior Tree (IBT). 

During the integration process any inconsistencies and / or missing requirements are 

identified and revised. Once we have the complete IBT for the system we use Integrare 

[12] to generate the system model in SAL code. Next, we refine the SAL code since the 

SAL environment that we used does not identify some of the notations. The next major 

step in formal verification is to verify the system against the expected specifications in 

the form of LTL theorems. If all theorems prove to be valid without showing counter 

examples we can conclude that the protocol is functionally consistent. 

4.1. Modelling the CRA protocol 

To illustrate the process of deriving the BTs and integrating them into a single IBT, we 

consider two requirements R1 and R2 associated with the proposed protocol. R1 states 

that “FAP sends an EAP-Request message to the supplicant” and R2 states “the STA 

receives the message and verifies the capabilities of the FAP for CRA authentication”.  
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R1
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?CRAFull?

R2 STA
?Not CRAFull?

R2
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?CRAFull?
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?CRAFull?
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?CRAFull? STA
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R2
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<Msg1{EAP-Request}>

R2
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?CRAFull?

R2 STA
?Not CRAFull?

R2
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?CRAFull?
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?CRAFull?

R2
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?Authenticating? STA
[Disassociated]
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[Disassociated]

R1
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[Disassociated]
R2
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?CRAFull?

R2
STA

?CRAFull?
STA

?CRAFull?
R2

STA
?NotTTLValid?

R2R2
STA

?TTLValid?

STA
?CRAFull?

R2
STA

?CRAFull?
STA

?CRAFull?
R2

STA
<Msg2{EMSKName,Seq#,M

AC,HostName}>

STA
?CRAFull?

R2
STA

?CRAFull?
STA

?CRAFull?
R2

FAP
>Msg2{EMSKName,Seq#,M

AC,HostName}<  

Figure 5: Behavior Tree for requirement R2. 

Figure  shows that upon receiving Msg1, if the supplicant is not capable of CRA 

it will be disassociated; otherwise it will continue with the authentication process by 

validating the TTL value for the EMSK that it obtained from the previous EAP 
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authentication. If the TTL has not expired, the STA will compose a message including its 

identify (ID) and domain name and send it to the FAP. 

Next, we demonstrate how requirements R1 and R2 can be integrated. Integration 

between two requirements becomes possible if the post condition of one requirement 

matches the pre-conditions of the other. Considering R1 and R2, it is obvious that the post 

condition of R1 matches the pre-condition of R2. Figure 6 shows the integrated behavior 

of R1 and R2. The absence of an integration point may reveal that there is either a defect 

in the requirements or the translation of the requirements is inaccurate. 
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FAP
>Msg2{EMSKName,Seq#,M

AC,HostName}<  
Figure 6: Integrated Behavior Tree for R1 and R2 

As described above, every requirement in the CRA protocol specification is 

integrated to derive at the IBT. The IBT is then used to create the SAL specification of 

the protocol. Section of the SAL specification for the IBT in Figure 6 is given below: 

TRANSITION 

[ 

A1:pc1=1--> 

 sTA'=sTA_Disassociated; 

 pc1'=2; 

[] 

A2:pc1=2--> 

 intInMsg_sTA_msg1'=true; 

 pc1'=3; 
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[] 

A3:pc1=3 AND intInMsg_STA_Msg1=true--> 

 intInMsg_STA_Msg1'=false; 

 pc1'=4; 

 pc2'=1; 

 pc5'=1; 

[] 

A4:pc2=1 AND sTA=sTA_CRAFull--> 

 pc2'=2; 

[] 

………… 

 

A15:pc3=1 AND NOT (sTA=sTA_TTLValid)--> 

 pc2'=0; 

[] 

A16:pc4=1 AND NOT (sTA=sTA_NotTTLValid)--> 

 pc2'=0; 

[] 

A17: ELSE --> 

] 

END; % of MODULE 

END 

 

Once the system has been formally specified using the SAL code, a number of 

analyses can be performed on the protocol specification. The sal-sim tool is a SAL 

simulator which is used to show different execution paths. The evaluation of different 

execution paths is usually a desirable first step to assess the correctness of the 

specification. The SAL specification can also be checked for deadlocks using the dead-

lock-checker tool. Thereafter, the useful properties of the system can be specified using 

LTL or Computational Tree Logic (CTL). These properties can be model checked using 

sal-smc and sal-bmc tools. The next section describes the formal analysis of the protocol 

and presents some of the initial results. 

The SAL Environment applies the LTL theorem to the system in a way that the 

statements inside the first part of the theorem are initial values for the variables in the 

SAL code. The result is considered proven when based on the input set there is no counter 

path indicating there is alternate that does not result in the expected output. Using sal-smc 

tool we confirmed the code associated with the proposal holds no loop. 

5. Formal verification 

As mentioned earlier, to derive the IBT for the CRA protocol we translated the individual 

requirements into corresponding BT. We identified nine requirements for the full 

authentication process and seven for re-authentication. The main aim of this exercise is 

to refine the requirements; finding missing or ambiguous requirements. 
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Table 1: Requirements Analysis. 

Table 1 lists the ambiguities found in the requirements of our proposed protocol. 

These ambiguities were corrected to make the integration of requirements possible. Once 

the integration was complete we commenced with the formal analysis of the protocol.  

Formal verification relies on two basic properties; soundness and completeness. 

In the process of verifying our proposed protocol, firstly, we designed LTL theorems to 

confirm the soundness of our protocol. In other words we used the SAL model to prove 

that the LTL theorems are valid. To assess the completeness of the protocol we derived 

LTL theorems that are counterproductive. Such LTL theorems produced counter 

examples highlighting the defects in the model.  

In the following section we have verified 28 LTL theorems against the SAL code 

generated by Integrare. Fourteen of such assertions are associated with soundness 

properties and the remaining fourteen theorems are related to the completeness property. 

5.1. Verification of Full CRA 

Type Requirem

ents 

Detail 

Full Authentication 

Missing ALL The integration point must be “state realization” which in initial design was 

missing. 

Missing R1 FAP cannot go from “disassociate state” directly to associate state, in 

between we needed to consider the Initialization state. 

Missing R2 After checking the type of request by STA it should move to a state 

“Authenticating”. It was checking multiple conditions without considering 

state changes. 

Missing System components were checking multiple conditions without considering state changes. 

BT should clearly show the state change after checking a condition. Therefore the 

following states were added to the system. 

Missing R4 FAS should switch to HAS verification state after verifying the request for 

CRA Full from the STA. 

Missing R5 HAS will move to FAS verification state when it receives a request from the 

FAS. 

Missing R5 After verifying the FAS credibility then it should move to the state of User 

verification. 

Missing R5 The HAS should disregard a request from not trusty FAS. Before it was 

simply HAS was sending a EAP-Fail. 

Missing R6 FAS will move to HAS verification state when it receives a request from the 

HAS. 

Missing R6 The HAS should disregard a request from not trusty HAS. Before it was 

simply HAS was sending a EAP-Fail to the supplicant. 

re-authentication 

Missing R1 FAP cannot go from “disassociate state” directly to associate state, in 

between we needed to consider the Initialization state. 

Missing R2 New Components, as system should be added, when the Counter values are 

stale then the system must switch to Full EAP-CRA 

Missing ALL The integration point must be “state realization” which in initial design was 

missing. 
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Table 2 lists the first 14 theorems in the form of propositional logic in order to examine 

the completeness of the proposal. In other words the system should authenticate a valid 

supplicant and should deny any request from an untrusted Supplicant. 

The First LTL formula verifies the normal behavior of the system. That is a 

legitimate user providing valid credentials must be successfully authenticated. As 

theorem th1 below states, if the Home server is trusted, the signature of the HAS and FAS 

are legit, MAC for all the messages are valid, KeyName and TTLs are valid, then finally 

the supplicant will be authenticated. 

th1: theorem behavior |- G((STA_cRAFull) AND (STA_tTLValid) AND (FAS_cRA) 

AND ( FAS_cRAFull) AND (FAS_hASTrusted) AND (HAS_fASTrusted) AND 

(HAS_mACValid) AND (HAS_keyNameValid) AND (HAS_tTLValid) AND 

(HAS_signValid) AND (FAS_signVerified) AND (STA_mACValid) AND 

(FAS_mACValid)) => F(sTA = sTA_authenticated); 

The above theorem was executed against the SAL model of our proposed protocol 

in the SAL environment. The theorem was proved without any counter examples 

confirming that our protocol satisfies all of the conditions for normal operation. 

Theorem number two (th2) relates to the situation where the supplicant checks to 

see if the Key material from last EAP authentication is still valid. Logically if they are 

stale the STA should revert back to the disassociate state. The result of the verification is 

shown in Figure 7. 

th2: theorem behavior |- G(NOT (STA_tTLValid)) => F(sTA = sTA_disAssociated); 

 

Figure 7: Output of SAL-SMC for CRA full authentication. 

As shown in Figure 7 the SAL environment proves theorem th2 on the condition 

that there are no deadlock states. More specifically it must be checked that transition 

relation is complete. In other words every state should have at least one successor. The 

totality of the SAL code can be checked by sal-deadlock-checker. In the case of Full 

Authentication the SAL-env revealed that there are no dead locks. Table 2 lists all of the 

theorems associated in relation to the completeness property of Full Authentication. 
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Table 2: LTL theorems for completeness property of CRA vertical handover 

 To verify the soundness property of the proposed protocol the next set of LTL 

theorems listed in Table 3 were examined. These theorems relate to the conditions that 

the authentication system validates an invalid request. Logically the system should deny 

 

 

LTL theorem description 

1  G((STA_tTLValid) ^(FAS_hASTrusted) ^ 

(HAS_fASTrusted) ^ (HAS_mACValid) ^ 

(HAS_keyNameValid) ^ (HAS_tTLValid) ^ 

(HAS_signValid) ^ (FAS_signVerified) ^ 

(STA_mACValid) ^ (FAS_mACValid)) => 

F(sTA = sTA_authenticated);  

If all conditions are true then the supplicant 

should be authenticated. 

2  G(NOT (STA_CRAFull)) => F(sTA = 

sTA_Disassociated);  

For the first time if the supplicant is 

requesting authentication then if the request is 

not for CRA Full, then both Supplicant and 

supplicant should revert back to disassociated 

state  

3  (FAS_signVerified) AND NOT 

(STA_mACValid))=> F(sTA = 

sTA_disAssociated);  

MAC value received in response from the 

FAP does not contain a valid MAC value. In 

this case, the supplicant should move to the 

disassociated state.  

4  G( (FAS_signVerified) ^ NOT 

(STA_mACValid))=> F(sTA = 

sTA_disAssociated);  

If Message Authentication Code is not valid 

then the supplicant should be disassociated.  

5  G((STA_cRAFull) AND (STA_tTLValid) AND 

NOT (FAS_cRA)) => F(fAS = 

fAS_foreignMethod);  

In case the FAS is not supporting CRA then it 

should redirect to native method in Froing 

Network.  

6  ((STA_cRAFull) AND (STA_tTLValid) AND 

(FAS_cRA) AND NOT (FAS_cRAFull)) => 

F(sTA = sTA_disAssociated);  

In case that the authentication request is 
not for Full CRA the supplicant must revert 

back to disassociated state 
 

7  G ((STA_cRAFull) AND (STA_tTLValid) 

AND (FAS_cRA) AND (FAS_cRAFull) AND 

NOT (FAS_hASTrusted) ) => F(sTA 

=sTA_disAssociated);  

If the HAS does not provide a trusted 

certificate the supplicant and the Foreign 

server should switch to dis associated state. 

8  G( (HAS_signValid) AND NOT 

(FAS_signVerified))=> F(sTA 

=sTA_disAssociated);  

If FAS signature is not valid then Supplicant 

should switch to disassociated state. 

9  G((FAS_signVerified) ^ (STA_mACValid) ^ 

NOT (FAS_mACValid)) => F(sTA = 

sTA_disAssociated);  

If the value of hash produced by home server 

is not valid then the mobile node will be 

disassociated.  

10  G ( (FAS_hASTrusted) ^ 

NOT(HAS_fASTrusted)) => F(hAS = 

hAS_discard);  

If Foreign server’s certificate is not valid then 

the home server should discard the request. 

11  G(HAS_fASTrusted ^ NOT (HAS_mACValid)) 

=> F(sTA = sTA_disAssociated);  

If the value of hash produced by foreign server 

is not valid then the mobile node will be 

disassociated. 

12  G( (HAS_mACValid) ^ NOT 

(HAS_keyNameValid))=> F(sTA 

=sTA_disAssociated);  

If the key name submitted by supplicant is not 

valid then mobile node will be disassociated. 

13  G( (HAS_keyNameValid) ^ 

NOT(HAS_tTLValid))=>F(sTA = 

sTA_disAssociated);  

If the time to live value is expired, the keying 

material is stale, then supplicant will be 

disassociated. 

14  G((HAS_keyNameValid) ^ (HAS_tTLValid) ^ 

NOT(HAS_signValid))=> F(sTA = 

sTA_disAssociated);  

If the signature provided by the home server is 

not verifiable then supplicant will be switched 

to disassociated state. 
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such requests, but the soundness property refers that such false statements must be proved 

false. The SAL-env produced at least one counter example for the fourteen theorems 

listed in Table 3 confirming the soundness property of CRA Full Authentication. 

Table 3: LTL theorems for soundness property of CRA vertical handover. 

 LTL theorem description 

1  G(NOT (STA_tTLValid)) => F(sTA = 

sTA_authenticated);  
A supplicant with an expired TTL 

finally gets authenticated 

2  G(STA_cRAFull AND STA_tTLValid AND 

FAS_cRA=false) => F(sTA = 

sTA_authenticated);  

A request for something else than CRA 

can get authenticated through CRA 

process. 

3  G((STA_cRAFull) AND (STA_tTLValid) 

AND ( FAS_cRA) AND NOT 

(STA_cRAFull)) => F(sTA = 

sTA_authenticated);  

if the request is not for CRA full then 

Finally the supplicant must be 

authenticated 

4  G((FAS_cRA) ^ NOT FAS_cRAFull)) => 

F(sTA = sTA_authenticated);  
Even If the FAS is not capable of CRA, 

a supplicant can get authenticated as 

CRA client. 

5  G (( FAS_cRAFull) ^ NOT ( 

FAS_hASTrusted)) => F(sTA 

=sTA_authenticated);  

A supplicant gets authenticated to a 

home server with not valid signature 

6  G ((FAS_hASTrusted) ^ 

NOT(HAS_fASTrusted)) => F(sTA = 

sTA_authenticated);  

A supplicant gets authenticated to a 

foreign server with invalid signature,  

7  G((HAS_mACValid) ^ 

NOT(HAS_keyNameValid) ^ 

NOT(HAS_tTLValid)) => 

F(sTA=sTA_authenticated);  

A supplicant with invalid Key and stale 

key name can be authenticated 

successfully. 

8  G(NOT(HAS_mACValid) ^ (STA_tTLValid) 

^ (FAS_cRA)^ (FAS_hASTrusted) ^ 

(HAS_fASTrusted)) => 

F(sTA=sTA_authenticated);  

A request from the supplicant with 

invalid MAC gets approved by 

authentication server. 

9  G((HAS_mACValid) ^ NOT 

HAS_keyNameValid))=> F(sTA 

(sTA_authenticated);  

A supplicant with an invalid keyName 

gets authenticated successfully 

10  G((HAS_keyNameValid) 

^NOT(HAS_tTLValid))=> F(sTA = 

sTA_authenticated);  

The authentication server authentication 

accepts a request with expired 

keyName. 

11  G (HAS_keyNameValid) ^(HAS_tTLValid) ^ 

NOT (HAS_signValid))=> F(sTA = 

sTA_authenticated);  

The supplicant will trust a rough server 

with untrusted Certificate. 

12  G((HAS_signValid) ^ NOT 

(FAS_signVerified))=> F(sTA 

=sTA_authenticated);  

The supplicant and home server will 

trust a rouge Foreign authentication 

server. 

13  G((HAS_signValid) ^ (FAS_signVerified) ^ 

NOT (STA_mACValid))=> F(sTA 

=sTA_authenticated);  

The supplicant successfully gets 

authenticated to the server even if the 

received message from the server has 

invalid MAC. 

14  G((FAS_signVerified) ^ (STA_mACValid) ^ 

NOT (FAS_mACValid))=> F(sTA = 

sTA_authenticated);  

Foreign server can trust a supplicant 

with invalid MAC and the supplicant 

can be authenticated. 
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Next, we discuss how the soundness property is verified using theorem th3 from 

Table 3. According to this theorem, it must be globally true that if the TTL values are not 

valid then finally the supplicant must be authenticated; which is a wrong assertion. Hence, 

the theorem must generate a counter example confirming that the LTL theorem is not 

true. The generated counter example is listed below: 

Counterexample: 

======================== 

Path 

======================== 

Step 0: 

--- Input Variables (assignments) --- 

STA_cRAFull = true 

STA_tTLValid = true 

STA_mACValid = true 

HAS_fASTrusted = false 

HAS_mACValid = true 

HAS_keyNameValid = false 

HAS_tTLValid = false 

HAS_signValid = false 

FAS_signVerified = true 

FAS_cRA = false 

FAS_cRAFull = false 

FAS_hASTrusted = true 

FAS_mACValid = false 

--- System Variables (assignments) --- 

ba-pc!1 = 0 

extOutMsg_FAP_msg1 = false 

extOutMsg_STA_msg2 = true 

extOutMsg_FAP_msg3 = false 

extOutMsg_FAS_msg4 = false 

extOutMsg_HAS_msg5 = false 

extOutMsg_FAS_msg6 = false 

extOutMsg_FAP_msg7 = false 

extOutMsg_STA_msg8 = true 

extOutMsg_FAS_eAPSucess = true 

hAS = hAS_idel 

fAS = fAS_discard 

fAP = fAP_iNIT 

sTA = sTA_generateKeys 

pc1 = 1 

------------------------ 

Transition Information: 

(module instance at [Context: FullSingleModified18042013, 

line(362), column(14)] 

 (label A1 

    transition at [Context: FullSingleModified18042013, 

line(25), column(3)])) 

------------------------ 

Step 1 to 18 has not been provided here  

------------------------ 

Step 19: 

--- Input Variables (assignments) --- 
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STA_cRAFull = true 

STA_tTLValid = true 

STA_mACValid = false 

HAS_fASTrusted = true 

HAS_mACValid = true 

HAS_keyNameValid = false 

HAS_tTLValid = true 

HAS_signValid = false 

FAS_signVerified = false 

FAS_cRA = false 

FAS_cRAFull = false 

FAS_hASTrusted = false 

FAS_mACValid = true 

--- System Variables (assignments) --- 

ba-pc!1 = 0 

extOutMsg_FAP_msg1 = true 

extOutMsg_STA_msg2 = true. 

extOutMsg_FAP_msg3 = true 

extOutMsg_FAS_msg4 = false 

extOutMsg_HAS_msg5 = false 

extOutMsg_FAS_msg6 = false 

extOutMsg_FAP_msg7 = false 

extOutMsg_STA_msg8 = true 

extOutMsg_FAS_eAPSucess = true 

hAS = hAS_idel 

fAS = fAS_foreignMethod 

fAP = fAP_authenticating 

sTA = sTA_authenticating 

pc1 = 51 

In this counter example, Step 0 populates the initial system and input variables. 

The program traces the associated SAL code according to these values until it meets the 

condition NOT (STA_cRAFull). At this point, the FAS triggers the system to switch to 

the foreign authentication method (step 19). 

5.2. Verification of CRA re-authentication:  

In this section, we present the results for re-authentication process. We have 

analysed twelve theorems in total out of which six are used to verify the 

completeness property. Table 4 lists all six theorems together with a brief 

description of each property. 
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Table 4: LTL theorems covering completeness property of CRA horizontal handover. 

 LTL theorem description 

1  G((STA_ValidCounters)^FAS_ValidCount

er)^(STA_MACValid)^(AP_MACValid))=

>F(sTA=sTA_Authenticated);  

If all conditions are true then the supplicant gets 

authenticated 

2  G((STA_ValidCounters) ^ NOT 

(FAS_CRA ))=> 

F(system=system_ForeignEAPMethod);  

If the request is not  CRA request then the system 

should force supplicant to use the native 

authentication mechanism in the foreign network 

3  G(NOT (STA_ValidCounters)) => 

F((sTA=sTA_Disassociated) ^ 

(system=system_CRAFull));  

if the request from the supplicant is not for CRA re-

authentication then finally the supplicant will be dis-

authenticated 

4  G(FAS_MACValid)^NOT 

STA_MACValid))=>F(sTA=sTA_Disassoc

iated);  

If the STA receives a message from the server that 

the MAC value is invalid then the supplicant 

switches to dis-associated mode. 

5  G(NOT (FAS_ValidCounter) ^ 

NOT(FAS_MACValid)) =>F 

(sTA=sTA_Disassociated);  

If MAC value in a message received by the foreign 

server the then supplicant should be disassociated 

6  G((STA_MACValid)^NOT(AP_MACVali

d)) 

=>F((aP=aP_Disregard)^(sTA=sTA_Disass

ociated));  

The supplicant switches to disassociated mode when 

the foreign access point receives a message with an 

invalid MAC 

The six theorems in Table 5 confirm the soundness property of our proposed 

protocol. These theorems are designed to prove that the protocol does not authorize 

malicious requests. This is substantiated by the counter examples generated by the SAL-

env. The counter examples are not listed here due to space constraints.  

Table 5: LTL theorems covering soundness property of CRA horizontal handover. 

 LTL theorem  description  

1.  G(NOT(STA_ValidCounters))=>F(sTA=sT

A_Authenticated);  

if the request from the supplicant is not for CRA 

then finally the supplicant will be authenticated. 

2.  G((STA_ValidCounters) ^ NOT (FAS_CRA 

))=> F(sTA=sTA_Authenticated);  

if the request from the supplicant is not for CRA 

then finally the supplicant will be authenticated. 

3.  G((STA_ValidCounters) ^ (FAS_CRA ) ^ 

NOT (FAS_CRAReAuth ))=> 

F(sTA=sTA_Authenticated);  

if the request from the supplicant is not for CRA 

re-authentication then finally the supplicant will 

be authenticated. 

4.  G((FAS_CRAReAuth ) ^ NOT 

(FAS_ValidCounter) ^ 

NOT(FAS_MACValid)) 

=>F(sTA=sTA_Authenticated);  

if the request from the supplicant does not hold a 

valid MAC or TTL value then finally the 

supplicant will be authenticated. 

5.  G((FAS_ValidCounter) ^ (FAS_MACValid) 

^ NOT 

(STA_MACValid))=>F(sTA=sTA_Authenti

cated);  

if the MAC value inside the message form FAS 

is not valid then finally the supplicant will be 

authenticated. 

6.  G((STA_MACValid) ^ 

NOT(AP_MACValid)) => 

F(sTA=sTA_Authenticated);  

if the MAC value inside the message form the 

supplicant is not valid then finally the supplicant 

will be authenticated. 

6. Discussion 

The development of the integrated behavior tree from BTs confirms the consistency of 

our proposed protocol. The formal verification carried out using the SAL-env confirms 

its completeness and soundness. In this process, we first validated all our assumptions 
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using LTL theorems and thereafter derived theorems to prove the integrity of all state 

transitions. 

Results from the previous section reveal that the protocol implementation holds 

no loops confirming that there are no deadlocks in any section of the code. As shown in 

Table 6 we examined forty assertions in total satisfying both critical aspects of formal 

verification completeness and soundness. In the case of full authentication, we 

investigated twenty-eight theorems and for re-authentication, we analysed twelve 

assertions. Fifty percent of the assertions relate to the soundness property and the 

remaining fifty percent are associated with the completeness property, confirming that 

our protocol is sound and complete.  

Table 6: Summary of the assertions checked against CRA. 
 Soundness Completeness  Total 

full authentication 14 14 28 

re-authentication  6 6 12 

7. Future Work  

In this paper, we have analysed our proposed protocol primarily in terms of its 

functionality. First, we used behavior trees to model individual requirements and then 

integrated them to derive at the integrated behavior tree. During this process, a number 

of inconsistencies and ambiguities were identified and amended to create a consistent 

protocol model. Thereafter, the integrated behavior tree was used to derive at the SAL 

model for the protocol. Next, a number of LTL theorems were designed to verify the 

completeness and soundness properties of our proposed protocol. These theorems were 

then analysed against the SAL model in the SAL-env asserting both properties. 

Although this study validates the functionality of our proposed protocol, it is 

lacking from formal security analysis. Therefore in future work we intend to scrutinize 

the security properties of the protocol using formal security analysis tools such as Casper 

or SPV. As such, we can perform a vulnerability assessment on the protocol to address 

the security holes in the protocol. We also intend to compare our protocol with other 

similar protocols in terms of the security features. 
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4.6 Conclusion  

In this chapter we provided the results of formal verification of the soundness and 

completeness properties of the proposed protocol. The functionality analysis of EAP-

CRA was carried out using Behavior Tree (BT) and Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) 

environment. Behavior Trees were used to identify the individual requirements and to 

generate the SAL model for CRA. Several LTL theorems were composed and examined 

on the SAL model in the SAL environment to confirm the functionality of the proposed 

protocol. Paper 3 included in this chapter focused on vertical handover, while the journal 

paper 4 presented a detailed functionality analysis including vertical and horizontal 

handover. 

Despite the comprehensive functional analysis of the protocol from a software 

engineering perspective, security remains the main concern. Thus far, we have not 

considered a detailed security analysis of the proposed protocol and have not compared 

it with other similar protocols. .Our proposed protocol offers a secure vertical handover 

in a wireless environment. In this view, in the next chapter, we carry out an extensive 

scrutiny analysis of the protocol addressing all security flaws that may become apparent. 

Thereafter, we compare our protocol with EAP-ERP which is one of our main contestants. 
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  Chapter 5 

5 Security Verification 

Since the main feature expected from EAP-CRA is the security of the keying material, 

and mutual authentication between the participating agents, in relation to the third 

objective of this research, this chapter focuses on the security analysis of EAP-CRA using 

Casper/FDR and compares the results with a similar protocol EAP-ERP. It also highlights 

the shortcomings and possible solutions to enhance the security of EAP-CRA. 

In view of this analysis, first, EAP-ERP was scrutinised by embracing a full 

authentication process according to the mechanism used in the home network. Therefore, 

modelling and analysis of EAP-ERP would not be authentic without considering the 

secure authentication mechanism in the home network. Such methods must address 

security concerns so as not to reveal any additional security vulnerabilities in regards to 

EAP-ERP vertical handover. Therefore, the fifth paper is devoted to the analysis of EAP-

TLS as one of the most trusted authentication mechanisms. 

Due to the size of security verification results for EAP-CRA and EAP-ERP, the 

sixth paper is entirely about the security verification of EAP-ERP in two modes: vertical 

and horizontal handover. The analysis was conducted with Casper/FDR in order to 

scrutinize all the security features and vulnerabilities. This study covers the following: a 

formal analysis of the security features of EAP-ERP during full and re-authentication. 
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Further, to ensure a comprehensive review of the protocol, the impact of the home 

authentication mechanism such as EAP-TLS during the full authentication process was 

investigated. All attack scenarios and security vulnerabilities discovered in each scenario 

are described and discussed in detail. 

The seventh paper presents the result of modelling and analysis or EAP-CRA 

using Casper/FDR. Further, it provides a detailed comparison of the results with those of 

EAP-ERP. It contains the analysis of both full authentication and re-authentication 

process. A concise review of the related work in the field of vertical handover is also 

provided. The main focus of this work, however, is a comprehensive formal security 

verification of coordinated robust authentication (CRA) in three scenarios: excluding 

RADIUS as the underlying security channel, proposing modified EAP-CRA and 

maintaining consistency by including RADIUS in the modelling in order to check the 

result with EAP-ERP. All attack scenarios and the identified security vulnerabilities are 

discussed in detail. Finally, the results are compared with the results from EAP-ERP 

analysis in [124]. The shortcomings identified from the analysis are also addressed. 
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Abstract—Handheld devices such as iPod Touch, iPhone, Galaxy S3, iPad, Galaxy Tab, 

Airbook, Notepad etc. are bringing in a new paradigm as to how people use and communicate 

information. In this view, security protocols are an imperative prerequisite enabling secure 

operation of handheld devices on both wireless and mobile networks. These networks together 

with robust security protocols such as EAP-TLS and the like enable people to access the 

Internet from anywhere at any time. If not for such robust security protocols the use of wireless 

handheld devices would be limited. However, regardless of the strengths in such security 

protocols there is always an invariable concern about their weaknesses. In this regards, 

researchers continuously scrutinize these security protocols so that vulnerabilities could be 

addressed before it could be exploited. Therefore, the more analysis carried out on wireless 

security protocols ensures effective and reliable use of wireless handheld devices. In this study 

we have used Casper-FDR to investigate the strengths and weaknesses of EAP-TLS. 

Keywords-Formal Verification, Security Protocols, EAP-TLS, Casper/FDR. 

1. Introduction 

Since the early age of introducing primitive security solutions for wireless networks, 

mainly adapted from wired network [1], security of concurrent wireless technologies such 

as Wi-Fi [2], WiMAX [3], LTE [4] etc. has seen major advances in meeting the desired 
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security requirements. Among wide ranging authentication mechanisms EAP-TLS is 

known as one the most reliable solutions in the wireless environment. Application and 

deployment of this method is ranging from simple wireless technologies such as RSN to 

more complicated proposals that makes vertical handover possible as in EAP-ERP [5] 

and EAP-CRA [6]. 

Incorporation of Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [7] with Transport 

Layer Security (TLS) [8] offers integrity-protected negotiation, mutual authentication, 

and key exchange between two endpoints. Nevertheless, given the wide ranging 

applications of EAP-TLS, a formal analysis on the security requirements of EAP-TLS 

has been limited. Security proof using communication sequential process (CSP) [9], 

failure divergence refinement (FDR) [10] and Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) [11] 

in discovering attacks in protocols have been analysed in [12, 13]. However, the 

modelling of protocols and associated properties in CSP or SAL is highly error-prone and 

complicated. In response to this, a new compiler known as Casper was introduced by 

Gavin Lowe [14] for CSP. It accepts an abstract description of the protocol and translates 

it into CSP. Casper in combination with FDR aids effective analysis of the security 

requirements in protocols.  

This study offers the following contributions; 1. Casper/FDR is used in a three 

agent security analysis scenario, 2. Strengths and weaknesses of EAP-TLS analysed, 3. 

The process used in this analysis can be adopted by other researchers for analysing similar 

protocols. 4. Generally Casper output is not easily intelligible; therefore we have refined 

all of the Casper direct output and illustrated them with the aid of diagrams. Furthermore 

all assertions that have been proved true by Casper are discussed and the causes explained. 

In this way we not only have identified the strengths but also have analysed them. 

The rest of this paper is organized in four sections. Section II provides an overview 

of Casper and EAP-TLS. In Section III we present the Casper model for EAP-TLS 

highlighting the key components and notations used in the modelling process. Section IV 

presents the details of analysis carried out on the Casper model for EAP-TLS against 

important security features. Finally, Section V concludes the paper. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Verifying Security Protocols using Casper 
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Analysis of security protocols is carried out in two steps. The goal of the first step is to 

generate a theoretical model of the protocol in CSP [9] and / or SAL [11]. The next step 

involves verifying the security assertions of the protocol by model checkers such as 

Failure-divergence refinement (FDR) [10]. However, generating CSP description of a 

system or a protocol can be fallible and difficult; to overcome this issue we have used 

Casper. It generates a CSP file from a user-friendly input notation. The CSP file can then 

be processed by FDR2 or FDR3. In case of security vulnerabilities Casper generates the 

associated attack scenarios as counter examples. The model (input file) in Casper notation 

consists of eight headers as in Table 1. 

Each agent participating in a protocol is considered as a CSP process, this 

conception is true for an intruder as well. The resulting system is tested against some 

desired specification of the protocol obtained from RFC4017 [15]. This method has been 

applied to a number of protocols such as EAP-AKA [16, 17]. The Casper model derived 

for EAP-TLS is revealed in the Appendix A. 

Table 1: The headers of Casper‘s input. 

Modelling and security verification of security protocols using automated 

software tools such as SPV [18], SPIN [19], AVISPA [20] and Casper/FDR have been 

used widely. However, Casper is the most well-known tool for security protocol 

verification, and it has been successfully applied to many protocols due to its ability to 

have an extensive array of features such as secure channel and cryptographic modelling 

with symmetric and / or asymmetric keys [21-24].The main drawback in using Casper 

toolset is the issue of handling large protocols, because a large amount of memory is 

required to execute the refinement check algorithm [14, 21].  

2.2. EAP-TLS 

Free variables Defines the agents, Variables and functions in 

the protocol 

Free Variables Variables used in the EAP-TLS model 

Processes  Represents each agent as a process 

System Participating agents in the actual system with the 

instantiated parameters  

Protocol 

Description  

Shows all the messages exchanged between the 

agents  

Specification  Specifies the security properties to be analyzed  

Actual variables Defines the real variables, in the actual system to 

be analyzed  

Functions Defines the functions of the model 

Intruder 

information 

Represents the initial knowledge of the intruder  
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The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [7] is a standard framework enabling 

multiple authentication methods to be utilized as upper layer mechanism. There have been 

a number of methods such as Smartcards [25], Kerberos [26], Public key and hashed 

values implemented on top of EAP framework. As EAP is a flexible framework it has 

been implemented in different layers of OSI model as well as technologies such as IEEE 

802.1X on wired networks [27], and on wireless technologies such as IEEE 802.11 [28] 

and IEEE 802.16 [29]. 

Due to the open nature of wireless communication, security features such as 

confidentiality, mutual authentication and integrity protection are essential properties for 

all parties. EAP-TLS has gained significant attention as it provides such security features. 

The EAP-TLS uses Transport layer security that was developed for secure web 

authentication and communication [30]. The robust security network (RSN) makes use 

of the authentication mechanism of TLS, and not all of the TLS services such as 

encryption and compression [30, 31]. TLS is implemented in two layers; the TLS record 

protocol and TLS handshake protocol. The TLS record protocol is responsible for 

delivering data between two ends of a link, according to the parameters agreed upon 

within the handshake protocol. The record protocol uses the default configuration, which 

it names the connection state, to send the information. By default, there is no encryption 

or compression parameter applied to the data transmitted during the initial phase of 

communication. As the communication continues, security parameters are agreed upon 

between two nodes by handshake protocol and the current state is replaced by the pending 

state [30]. 

2.2.1. Handshake process in TLS 

The TLS handshake process begins as the client sends its hello message containing a list 

of supported cipher suit, compression methods and nonce “clientHello.random” to the 

server. The server then sends the server hello message, which contains the cipher suit, 

compression method, nonce “serverHello.random” and session ID. Subsequent to this, 

the server sends the certificate which is signed by a trusted CA. In response, the client 

sends its certificate. If the server accepts the client’s certificate, the server sends a server 

hello done message. The client sends the key exchange, which is a 48 byte dynamic 

random number, to the server. One way to create the dynamic value is for the client to 

combine the random numbers, and then create a 48 byte pre-master key encrypted by the 

server public key, and to then send it to the server. Both server and client thereafter 
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combine the three random values that were previously exchanged, to create a master key. 

The master key will be used by RSN or Wireless Protected Access (WPA) to create 

transient keys for use in their encryption methods. 

The clients hash all messages, encrypting them using the client certificate, and 

then send them to the server. Upon receipt, the server checks both methods to ensure the 

validity of the client. The process of TLS handshake is described in Figure 1. From 

message 5 the supplicant should be able to generate the “msk” value and hash key. 

Consequently message 6 contains an encrypted portion “{TLSfinish}{msk}” and a 

hashed value “h(k,CipherSuit,TLS finish)” for message authentication. On the other side 

of the communication server also encrypts the TLS finish in message 7 by “msk” and 

generates a hash for the whole message. 

ServerSupplicant

Client Cert

Client key Exchange

Cert Verification

Chang Cipher

Finished

Server Hello

TLS cert

ClientCert Request

Server Done

Change Cipher

Finished

 

Figure1: The EAP-TLS handshake process. 

2.2.2. EAP desired requirements 

As it was mentioned earlier the base for analysing the security features of EAP-TLS is 

coming from RFC4017. As outlined in this document the list of mandatory and optional 

security features that security protocols designed for wireless environments should 

comply with are as follows: 
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Channel Binding: Poor implementation of EAP authenticator can lead to compromised 

communication between the authenticator and the authentication server. This can enable 

an authenticator to impersonate another or communicate incorrect information via out-of-

band mechanisms. 

Mutual authentication: All communicating parties must mutually authenticate each 

other, i.e. an authenticator should legitimately identify itself to the authenticating server 

and vice versa.  

Protection against man-in-the-middle attack: The protocol must prevent rouge 

authenticator impersonating as legitimate authenticator. 

Privacy of keying material: Guaranteed privacy for keying material is also one the main 

properties that an EAP method should deliver. 

3. Modelling of EAP-TLS  

In this section we have presented the input file for EAP-TLS in Casper. Total number of 

eight assertions was examined to cover secrecy, aliveness and authentication properties 

of the protocol. It should be noted that we have not considered any secure channel 

between the peer and the server. This by itself enables us to purely examine the security 

of EAP-TLS. The complete Casper model describing the EAP-TLS system is given in 

Appendix A. In the preceding section we have discussed the main headings such as the 

#Processes, #Protocol Description, #Intruder Information and # Specification. Table 2 

lists the variables used in the EAP-TLS model. Both server and client hold a private key 

labelled as “sk”, “csk” respectively and associated with them are two public keys. 

Table 2: Notations for EAP-TLS in Casper. 

Notation Description 

a The mobile agent 

c The authentication server 

TLSreq Transport Layer security request 

ReqID Request Identity 

EAPsucess EAP Success Message 

SessionID Session Nonce 

TLS Finish TLS finish message 

na Agent nonce , clientHellowRandom 

nc Server nonce, serverHello.Random 

pms Pre master session key 

msk Master session key 

h Hashing function 

k Hashing key 

pk,cpk Server public key, client public key 

respectively 

sk,csk Server private key, client private key 

respectively 
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The #Process section of the model indicates there are two main agents involved 

in the process. The access point is not considered here. The server is corresponding to the 

Initiator process of CSP. The Supplicant is playing the role of Responder on other hand. 

In order to satisfy the aliveness property of the protocol it is assumed that both agents 

generate a nonce for each session of the protocol. For each process, the parameters in the 

brackets define the agents’ initial knowledge before running the protocol. In this case for 

instance, the server knows its identity, request ID, server nonce and more importantly the 

value of the “msk” that will be generated by the server at some point during the 

communication. 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(c,ReqID,nc,EAPsuccess,TLSreq,SessionID,TLSfinish,k,msk) knows cpk,sk(c) generates 

nc,msk 

RESPONDER(a,na,TLSreq,CipherSuit,pms,k,msk) knows pk,csk(a) generates pms,na,msk 

 

The #Protocol description heading defines the actual messages exchanged 

between two agents. It is assumed that initially the identity of the supplicant “a” is given 

to server “c” as shown in Message 0, otherwise the process of authentication would not 

commence. As the model below highlights there are eight messages exchanged between 

the supplicant and the server. Message 6 is split into two to avoid state space explosion. 

Both server and the supplicant are able to hash the messages after receiving message 5 

because at this point both are in the position to generate the “msk” from the combination 

of “pms” and nonce values. 

Listing 1: Protocol description of EAP-TLS in Casper. 

#Protocol description 

0.->c:a 

1.c->a:ReqID 

2.a->c:a 

3.c->a:TLSreq 

4.a->c:CipherSuit,na 

5.c-

>a:nc,SessionID,TLSfinish,{c}{cpk(a)} 

6a.a->c:TLSfinish,{pms}{pk(c)}, 

h(k,CipherSuit,TLSfinish) 

6b.a->c:{TLSfinish}{msk} 

7.c-

>a:{TLSfinish}{msk},h(k,TLSfinish) 

8.c->a:EAPsuccess 

The lines under #Intruder Information explains the initial knowledge of the 

intruder. In this case the intruders know both agents’ identities and the public key. 

#Intruder Information 
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Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,AS,pk,cpk} 

4. Formal Analysis 

The security requirements of the system are defined under the #Specification 

heading. The lines starting with the keyword “StrongSecret” define the secrecy properties 

of the protocol. The “StrongSecret(a, msk, [c])” specifies that the MSK is kept secret 

between a and c. Such assertions can verify the privacy of the keying materials as first 

two assertions listed in Table 3 are related to maintaining “msk” secret between the 

supplicant and the server. The lines starting with Agreement define the protocol’s 

authenticity properties; for instance Agreement (a, c, [na]) specifies that agent “a” is 

correctly authenticated to “c” using the random number “na”.  

Agreement assertions can verify the mutual authentication and resistance against 

impersonation attacks. Since there are two agents, Table 3 lists two agreement assertions 

to check mutual authentication of the supplicant and server and vice versa. The Aliveness 

assertion checks the presence of the participants, e.g., the first Aliveness assertion 

“Aliveness (a, c)” states that when agent “a” completes a run of the protocol with “c”, 

then c has previously been running the same protocol. Note that “a” may have thought it 

was running the protocol with someone other than “c”. Such assertions can verify the 

channel binding and impersonation threats. 

Table lists the approved assertions associated with desired properties specified in 

RFC4017 [15] for EAP methods in wireless environments.  

Table 3: list of approved assertions. 

For the six assertions in Table 3, Casper did not generate any counter examples 

confirming that EAP-TLS satisfies the expected security requirements for the critical 

security assets such as “msk”. Casper however generated the following output for the 

secrecy of “na” and “nc” between the supplicant and the server. This attack scenario is 

illustrated in  

Specification Desired property  

StrongSecret(a, msk, [c]) Privacy 

StrongSecret(c, msk, [a]) Privacy 

Agreement(a,c,[]) Mutual authentication, man-in-the-middle attack. 

Agreement(c,a,[]) Mutual authentication  

Aliveness(a,c) Channel Binding, man-in-the-middle attack 

Aliveness(c,a) Channel Binding, man-in-the-middle attack 
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Figure 2. 

Listing 2: Direct output from Casper. 

The attack, shown in  

Figure 2, is against Secret(c, nc, [a]) and Secret(c, na, [a]) assertions, where the 

intruder initiates a reply attack and eventually succeeds in obtaining the server and client 

nonce in message 5. This outcome is expected as in the definition of EAP-TLS, it is 

assumed that nonce “na” and “nc” are exchanged in plain text. 

Since the communication is not protected, the attacker can intercept all the 

messages up to message 5. Therefore, the contents of message 4 which includes the client 

nonce “na” is exposed to the intruder. Similarly the intruder can access the server nonce 

in intercepted message 5. The messages that were initiated by the intruder are highlighted 

in red. These messages have one-to-one correspondence with those messages highlighted 

in blue initiated by the legitimate agents. 

Casper>  0.       ->  AS   : STA 

 1.  AS   -> I_STA : reqID 

 2. I_STA ->  AS   : STA 

 1. I_AS  ->  STA  : reqID 

 2.  STA  -> I_AS  : STA 

 3.  AS   -> I_STA : tLSreq 

 3. I_AS  ->  STA  : tLSreq 

 4.  STA  -> I_AS  : cipherSuit, Na 

 4. I_STA ->  AS   : cipherSuit, Na 

 5.  AS   -> I_STA : Nc, sessionID, tLSfinish, {AS}{cpk(STA)} 

 5. I_AS  ->  STA  : Nc, sessionID, tLSfinish, {AS}{cpk(STA)} 

 6a.  STA  -> I_AS  : tLSfinish, {PMS}{pk(AS)}, h(K, 

cipherSuit, tLSfinish) 

 6a. I_STA ->  AS   : tLSfinish, {PMS}{pk(AS)}, h(K, 

cipherSuit, tLSfinish) 

 6b.  STA  -> I_AS  : {tLSfinish}{MSK} 

 6b. I_STA ->  AS   : {tLSfinish}{MSK} 

 7.  AS   -> I_STA : {tLSfinish}{MSK}, h(K, tLSfinish) 

 8.  AS   -> I_STA : eAPsuccess 

  The intruder knows Nc 
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I_AS

A
S

I_STA

STA

1.reqID

1.reqID

2.STA

2.STA

3.tLSreq

3.tLSreq

4.cipherSuit, Na

4.cipherSuit, Na

5.Nc,sessionID,

tLSfinish,{AS}{cpk(STA)}

5.Nc,sessionID,
tLSfinish,{AS}{cpk(STA)}

6a.tLSfinish,{PMS}{pk(AS)},
h(K,cipherSuit,tLSfinish)

6a.tLSfinish,{PMS}{pk(AS)},

h(K,cipherSuit,tLSfinish)

6b.{tLSfinish}{MSK}

6b.{tLSfinish}{MSK}

7.{tLSfinish}{MSK},h(K,tLSfinish)

 

Figure 2: Attack scenario associated with Secret(c,na,[na]) assertion 

Use of public encryption in the case of EAP-TLS protects master session key 

“msk” from being compromised, as it can be seen in listing 2. In message 6 the supplicant 

encrypts the pre-master session key “pms” using the server’s public key pk(AS). Since 

only the holder of the private key is able to decrypt the message, “pms” will be safe from 

exposure. Consequently the supplicant and the server are able to generate the “msk”. In 

terms of agent authentication use of public encryption and encrypting message 6 and 7 

using “msk” assures both parties to trust each other ensuring mutual authentication. 

5.  Conclusion  

EAP-TLS is the most generally used protocol in wireless networks. It provides protection 

against channel binding and man-in-the-middle attacks, mutual authentication and 

privacy for keying material. The robustness of this protocol is the key to success of 

wireless handheld devices in many spheres. In this context, we have once again proved 

that this protocol is robust and reliable. The six assertions analysed against the EAP-TLS 

model confirms that the protocol satisfies all of its security requirements. The only 

counter example generated is for a replay attack that is likely to happen, but benign.  

The successful application of this analysis technique has encouraged us to employ 

it on other similar security protocols. In this respect, we have investigated EAP-ERP and 

presently investigating our own security protocol EAP-CRA that we have developed for 

coordinated authentication of wireless devices in a heterogeneous wireless network. 
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Following is the complete Casper input file for EAP-TLS that we have developed for the 

purpose of analysing the security requirements of the protocol. It has eight sections as 
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detailed in Table 1. The notations used here are explained in Table 2. The model was 

verified against the six assertions listed in Table 3. 

#Free variables 

a: Agent 

c:Server 

na : Nonce 

nc :ServerNonce 

TLSreq:TLSRequest 

ReqID,CipherSuit:Message 

SessionID:SessionNonce 

TLSfinish:TLSFinishMessage 

EAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

 

kbc,pms,msk : SessionKey 

h:HashFunction 

k:HashKey 

InverseKeys= (kbc,kbc),(pk,sk),(pms,pms),(cpk,csk),(msk,msk) 

pk : Server -> PublicKey 

sk : Server -> SecretKey 

cpk : Agent -> PublicKey 

csk : Agent -> SecretKey 

 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(c,ReqID,nc,EAPsuccess,TLSreq,SessionID,TLSfinish,k,m

sk) knows cpk,sk(c) generates nc,msk 

RESPONDER(a,na,TLSreq,CipherSuit,pms,k,msk) knows pk,csk(a) 

generates pms,na,msk 

 

#System 

INITIATOR(AS,reqID,Nc,eAPsuccess,tLSreq,sessionID,tLSfinish,K,

MSK) 

RESPONDER(STA,Na,tLSreq,cipherSuit,PMS,K,MSK) 

 

#Protocol description 

0.->c:a 

1.c->a:ReqID 

2.a->c:a 

3.c->a:TLSreq 

4.a->c:CipherSuit,na 

5.c->a:nc,SessionID,TLSfinish,{c}{cpk(a)} 

6a.a->c:TLSfinish,{pms}{pk(c)},h(k,CipherSuit,TLSfinish) 

6b.a->c:{TLSfinish}{msk} 

7.c->a:{TLSfinish}{msk},h(k,TLSfinish) 

8.c->a:EAPsuccess 

 

#Specification 

StrongSecret(a, msk, [c]) 

StrongSecret(c, msk, [a]) 

Agreement(a,c,[]) 

Agreement(c,a,[]) 

Aliveness(a,c) 

Aliveness(c,a) 

Secret(c, na, [a]) 

Secret(c, nc, [a]) 
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#Actual variables 

STA, Kevin : Agent 

AS:Server 

Na : Nonce 

Nc :ServerNonce 

Kbc,PMS,MSK: SessionKey 

K:HashKey 

InverseKeys= (Kbc,Kbc),(PMS,PMS),(MSK,MSK) 

tLSreq:TLSRequest 

reqID,cipherSuit:Message 

sessionID:SessionNonce 

tLSfinish:TLSFinishMessage 

eAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

 

#Functions 

symbolic pk, sk,cpk,csk 

 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,AS,pk,cpk} 
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Abstract: Future wireless networks will exploit a variety of wireless technologies to provide 

ubiquities connectivity to mobile devices in the form of cellular, WLAN and Femtocells. 

Inevitably, future wireless networks will be diverse in nature, employing a number of different 

techniques to associate the handheld devices that are deemed to use the network. Furthermore, 

mobile users seek for seamless connectivity while roaming in the midst of different networks. 

This requires the mobile device and the wireless networks be capable of performing a vertical 

handover when the mobile nodes find themselves in the vicinity of a foreign network. 

Regardless of the technological challenges in terms of security, data integrity and mutual 

authentication between participating agents remain a significant concern in heterogeneous 

networks. This study explores these concerns by examining a number of solutions proposed for 

vertical handover, and identifies EAP-ERP as a technology independent flexible mechanism 

for vertical handover. EAP-ERP satisfies the mobility requirements of future handheld devices 

while promising the desired security futures. In view of thoroughly exploring EAP-ERP, 

Casper/FDR has been used in this study to analyze its security properties under various 

conditions. The results indicate that despite the initial perception, EAP-ERP lacks mutual 

authentication between agents while the integrity of keying material is adequately protected. 

 

Index Terms—Heterogeneous networks, vertical Handover, formal verification, security 

verification, Casper. 

1. Introduction 

Future networks should satisfy the ever growing need for wireless throughput possibly at 

gigabit rates. The presence of wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi[1], LTE [2] and 

HSDPA[3] on ordinary handheld devices empowers users to maintain simultaneous multi 
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gateway connectivity to the backbone network. It enables aggregation of connections to 

reach the desired throughput. 

From the network service providers perspective, to reach the higher wireless data 

rates, a number of proposals have been put forward such as femtocell [4], Wi-Fi hotspot 

[5] and the like. As shown in Figure1 users carrying handheld devices that support 

multiple wireless technologies are privileged to be connected to multiple networks 

concurrently. 

Inevitably, the future wireless networks by nature will be heterogeneous with 

appealing network characteristics. Such openings have convinced many enterprises to 

move towards Internet of Things (IoT) [6]. Regardless of the technological solutions, the 

common attribute of all solutions suggests that such mobile devices must be equipped 

with technologies that are capable of vertical handover in heterogeneous networks to 

facilitate roaming. 

In heterogeneous networks, when mobile nodes move from a network locality by 

changing the point of attachment from one technology to another or from one network 

administration domain to another is called vertical handover. In this paper the native 

network that a mobile node is associated with is referred to as the home network, while 

the visiting network is referred to as the foreign network. If the mobile node gets 

disconnected for any reason and requests a re-authentication to a previously connected 

network, then it is called a horizontal handover. Throughout this paper we have used the 

words re-authentication and horizontal handover reciprocally. 

Satellite

Celular(LTE,3g,4G)

Mobile 

Node

WiMax

Femto

Femto

Core Network

Wi-Fi

Mobile 

Node

Mobile 

Node

Mobile Node

Wi-Fi

 
Figure 1: Future heterogeneous wireless network. 
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Notwithstanding the technical challenges for vertical handover, security is a major 

concern in terms of privacy and authenticity. One option for vertical handover is a 

centralized approach supported by the service providers because they own significantly 

large WAN fabric and the associated user credentials. Therefore some implementations 

such as Telstra Air [5] are rolled out enabling users to freely move from one location to 

another while maintaining network connectivity. However, having a centralized approach 

for authenticating users may not be viable because when it comes to corporation and 

collaboration, leading service providers are reluctant to share information.  

On the other hand, in decentralized solutions regardless of the technological 

limitations, there can be compatibility issues in the security mechanisms used between 

the different networks. For instance consider a home network that uses EAP-TLS as the 

authentication mechanism, with a foreign network that uses EAP-PEAP. In such 

situations the foreign network will not be able to interpret the protocol used by the home 

network and hence coordinated authentication becomes a setback. 

Usually, large wireless networks belong to enterprise level service providers. 

These networks incorporate high speed wired backbone networks and wireless 

technologies such as LTE, Femtocell and Wi-Fi. Moving away from such a core fabric 

may implicate a variety of network technologies. This may require a handover mechanism 

that may involve different technologies and providers. Some proposals like AKA [7] for 

3GPP-WLAN [8] and 3GPP-WiMax internetworking [9] deal with such interoperability 

depending on the fact Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) is the core 

network. AKA, as one of the protocols that provide vertical handover has been 

extensively analyzed using Casper/FDR in [10]. The outcome of this study revealed some 

security concerns regarding an authentication attack. Also, the protocol failed to meet 

some desired security properties which could be attributed to the lack of security in the 

core network. Therefore, the authors introduced a new AKA protocol. 

However, due to the open nature of future networks, such proposals will be 

ineffective and not fulfill the aspirations of the end users. Yet, there are some studies such 

as the application of EAP-ERP by HOKEY WG [10, 11] addressing these issues. EAP-

ERP and EAP-CRA [12] offer a flexible and secure solution for seamless connectivity 

regardless of the underlying technology and hence are capable of supporting future 

networks. Therefore, in this study we consider vertical and horizontal handover offered 

by EAP-ERP protocol as a model to investigate the security threats in the open 
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architecture. Formal security verification of the protocol using Casper is discussed in this 

paper. The results suggest that there are some security issues in the EAP-ERP proposal. 

Modeling and security verification of security protocols using automated software 

tools such as SPV [13], SPIN [14], AVISPA [15] and Casper/FDR have been used widely. 

However, Casper is the most well-known tool for security protocol verification, and it has 

been successfully applied to many protocols due to its ability to have an extensive array 

of features such as secure channel and cryptographic modeling with symmetric and / or 

asymmetric keys [10, 16-18]. 

The main drawback in using Casper toolset is the issue of handling large 

protocols, because a large amount of memory is required to execute the refinement check 

algorithm [16, 19]. To overcome this issue during modeling EAP-ERP, particularly 

including EAP-TLS as the home authentication mechanism and the fact that there are four 

agents in the system, we had to optimize the Casper input file in a way to facilitate a 

quicker compile time. We achieved this by splitting large messages into two. 

Security verification of protocols using communication sequential process (CSP) 

[20], failure divergence refinement (FDR) [21] and Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) 

[22] in discovering attacks have been applied in some studies such as [23, 24]. However, 

the modeling of protocols and associated properties in CSP or SAL is very error-prone 

and complicated. To respond to this concern, a new compiler known as Casper was 

introduced by Gavin Lowe [19] for CSP. This compiler accepts an abstract description of 

the protocol and translates it into CSP.  

This study offers the following contributions; use of Casper in a four agent 

security analysis (most analysis is done with two or three agents). The strengths and 

weaknesses of EAP-ERP are analyzed under four different scenarios for vertical and 

horizontal handover. The process that we have used can be adopted by other researchers. 

In terms of vertical handover we have analyzed EAP-ERP first in the absence of an 

underlying authentication mechanism required for the bootstrap process. Next, the impact 

of a home authentication mechanism like EAP-TLS has been analyzed. Further, in terms 

of horizontal handover we have analyzed EAP-ERP first with a compromised RADIUS 

key and thereafter without RADIUS key being compromised. Generally Casper output is 

not easily intelligible; therefore we have refined all of the Casper direct output and 

illustrated them with the aid of diagrams. Furthermore all assertions proved true by 

Casper have been discussed and the causes explained. In this way we not only have 

identified the strengths but also have analyzed it. 
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 The rest of this paper is organized in five sections. Section II gives an overview 

of some of the wireless authentication proposals for roaming enabled network protocols 

categorized as technology dependent and independent. A brief description of the Casper 

environment is also provided at the end of this section. Section III gives an overview of 

EAP-ERP full authentication process and describes the process of modeling in Casper. 

The results of the security analysis are also provided in this section. Section IV includes 

the modeling and security analysis of EAP-ERP, with EAP-TLS as the home 

authentication mechanism. EAP-ERP horizontal handover is analyzed in section V. In 

Section VI we discuss the results and sum up modeling and analysis. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Technology specific solutions 

Iyer et al. [25] propose a technique with a common Wi-Fi/WiMAX mobility service agent 

for use across Wi-Fi and WiMAX systems. By incorporating a mapping mechanism 

between Wi-Fi and WiMAX, they interface a Wi-Fi Access Point with the WiMAX 

Access Service Network (ASN) gateway. Thus, in their architecture the problem of 

handling mobility across Wi-Fi and WiMAX is reduced to the problem of handling 

mobility across WiMAX base stations that already have concrete solutions. Further, their 

proposed architecture enables the same IP address to be used across both the Wi-Fi and 

the WiMAX network interfaces, and keeps it seamless from an application perspective. 

Authors use the Access Service Network (ASN) gateway that provides mobility 

for WiMAX to interact with normal Wi-Fi access point as WiMAX Base Station (BS). 

This task can be handled by a mapping function inside the access point mapping all 

802.11 events as R6 events. For example, the event association request will be mapped 

to WiMAX pre-attachment request. This idea puts the authentication load on a remote 

and far AAA server of WiMAX network. Logically it creates problems for local users in 

connecting to the network, when the WiMAX connectivity is down and they do not 

propose any backup mechanism. 

One applied mechanism in Wi-Fi environment is Eduroam that has been designed 

and implemented by European educational institutes [26-28]. This service provides users 

with secure Internet access when they roam between participating academic institutions. 

To authenticate a user, education roaming uses a series of hierarchical authentication 

servers. Each institution has a RADIUS server as its authentication server, which is 

connected to the federation level RADIUS server. The Federation level authentication 
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servers are also connected to the global RADIUS server. When a user comes to a foreign 

network, the user credentials are checked by the RADIUS server of the visited network. 

If the user does not belong to the network, it requests the federation level RADIUS server. 

This server is a directory of all RADIUS servers under its control and has connections to 

the ROOT RADIUS server. If the federation server cannot find the Home RADIUS server 

for the supplicant it will then forward the authentication request to the Root RADIUS 

server. The root server will then find the exact federation level RADIUS server. 

Consequently, the authentication request will be redirected to the Home Authentication 

server. The route for response to the supplicant is the exact reverse of the direction from 

Foreign to Home network [27]. 

GSM is the 2G mobile standard that uses EAP-SIM [29], but it is not suited for 

3G network which demands more secure procedures for authentication. To respond to 

such a need Arkko et al.[7, 30] used a combination of 3G authentication with key 

agreement mechanism specified in UMTS. In their work which is called EAP-

Authentication and Key Agreement (EAP-AKA) they use longer keys than EAP-SIM. 

AKA is a challenge-response method and applies symmetric cryptography. In this method 

both identity module and Home server have an agreement on a secret key. Home server, 

which is a 3G authentication server hosted by the telecommunication provider creates an 

authentication vector based on the secret key and a sequence number. Components of the 

vector are RAND, AUTN, XRES, 128-bit IK and one encryption key CK. The server 

passes the RAND and AUTM to the identity module of the supplicant. Identity module 

verifies AUTN and then sends RES the result of authentication, to the server, then the 

server is able to check the user identity, provided that RES is valid, then the user will be 

authenticated successfully. If everything goes well then both end uses IK and CK to 

secure the communication. 

2.2. Flexible and technology independent solutions for vertical handover: 

The methods discussed earlier are designed for a limited combination of a particular 

network architecture such as Edu-roaming is for Wi-Fi , AKA[7] for UMTS. However 

EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA [31] claim a technology independent authentication in a foreign 

network. 

The principal notion behind the EAP-CRA authentication mechanism is that every 

wireless device will primarily be associated with one wireless network, which can be 

referred to as its HOME network. The credentials used by a wireless device to associate 
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with its HOME network are assumed to be robust and specific to that network. Therefore, 

a wireless device must be able to use its authority in the HOME network to reliably 

associate with any other FOREIGN network. In this context, the AAA server that 

authorizes the wireless device in its home network is called as the HOME AAA Server 

(HAS) and the AAA server in a foreign network is called the FOREIGN AAA Server 

(FAS). Hence, this authentication mechanism requires only one set of credentials that it 

uses in the home network, to access any foreign networks. EAP-CRA considers both 

different types networks and authentication mechanisms that may be specific and 

effective to that type of network. Further details of the EAP-CRA protocol can be found 

in [16]. 

The Enhanced CRA protocol provides authentication in two modes; Full 

Authentication and re-authentication. With regard to mutual authentication CRA uses 

RADIUS servers as suggested in IEEE 802.1x [17]. RADIUS protocol exhibits better 

performance compared to other mutual authentication protocols [18]. CRA suggests 

direct communication between radius servers by pre-arranged agreement or the servers 

could find each other dynamically. In case the RADIUS servers do not have a pre-

arranged agreement they can use their CA-signed PKI certificates to ascertain trust 

between servers. 

All AAA servers that participate in the CRA must possess a CA-signed PKI 

certificate and be capable of obtaining the CA-signed PKI certificates of other 

participating AAA servers. Assuming that all AAA Servers that participate in the CRA 

are in possession of their CA-signed PKI certificates, the CRA protocol can communicate 

between the FOREIGN and the HOME AAA servers securely. 

Narayanan et al. [11] proposed an extension to EAP method to support re-

authentication process known as EAP-ERP. The proposal introduces two new messages 

to the EAP-Messages - EAP-Initiate and EAP-Finish; both these messages are used in the 

process of re-authentication. EAP-ERP is presented in RFC 5296, however a more recent 

version is discussed in RFC 6696 [32]. In this paper we have modelled this latest version 

published by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). 

Based on the location of EAP Authentication server there are two scenarios which 

shape the protocol to address these situations. The first scenario is when a peer is 

performing a re-authentication or horizontal handover in its home domain. In addition, 

the second scenario comes to play when a peer is trying to get authenticated in the Foreign 

Network. 
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When a supplicant moves to a new network, it first performs a full authentication 

with its associated home server through the Foreign Network. This process is also called 

bootstrap; in these circumstances the visited network almost plays a role of an 

intermediate medium to redirect all the requests to the home network. 

3. Verifying Security Protocols using Casper 

Analysis of security protocols is carried out in two parts. The goal of the first step is to 

generate a theoretical model of the protocol in CSP [20] and / or SAL [33]. The next step 

involves verifying the security assertions of the protocol by model checkers such as 

Failure-divergence refinement (FDR) [21]. However, generating CSP description of a 

system or a protocol can be fallible and difficult, to overcome this issue Casper was 

developed by Gavin Lowe [19]. Casper generates a CSP file from a user-friendly input 

notation. The CSP file can then be processed by FDR2 or FDR3. In the case of security 

gaps Casper generates the associated attack scenarios. The input file in Casper notation 

consists of eight headers as shown in Table 1. 

Each agent participating in a protocol is considered as a CSP process, this 

conception is true for an intruder as well. This method has been applied to a number of 

protocols such as EAP-AKA [34, 35]. A sample of Casper input file for EAP-ERP 

including EAP-TLS as the home authentication mechanism is provided in the Appendix1. 

Table 1:The headers of Casper‘s input. 

Free variables Defines the agents, Variables and functions in the 

protocol 

Processes Represents each agent as a process 

Protocol Description Shows all the messages exchanged between the agents 

Specification Specifies the security properties to be analyzed 

Actual variables  Defines the real variables, in the actual system to be 

checked 

Free variables Variables used in the model 

Functions Defines the functions in the model  

System Participating agents in actual system with the instantiated 

parameters  

Intruder information Represents the initial knowledge of the intruder  

4. Modeling and Analysis of EAP-ERP full authentication 

In this section, we first model the EAP-ERP protocol in Casper and then analyze it to 

investigate its strengths and weaknesses in terms of the security features during vertical 

handover. 
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4.1. Full authentication process of EAP-ERP 

The full authentication process begins with the Access Point (FAP) issuing EAP-

Request/identity. In response the supplicant sends the EAP-Response including its 

identity together with the identity of the home domain. These two messages are shown as 

M1 and M2 in Figure 2. The access point forwards the response from the supplicant to 

the EAP Server as message M3. Upon receiving M3 the EAP server forwards the EAP-

Response together with its realm and Domain Specified Root Key (DSRK) request as 

message M4 to the Home Authentication Server (HAS). The identity value inside the 

response message M3 identifies the home network to the Foreign Authentication Server 

(FAS). At this stage the supplicant and HAS perform a Full EAP authentication based on 

home authentication policy to generate fresh key materials and more importantly Master 

Session Key (MSK) and Extended Master Session Key (EMSK). Upon successful 

authentication, HAS composes message M5 which contains MSK, DSRK, EMSKName 

and EAP-Success. This message is sent to the FAS in the foreign network. The FAS stores 

the DSRK and MSKName and sends EAP-Success and MSK to the FAP. Accordingly, 

FAP stores the MSK to provide privacy for rest of the communication. The initial 

authentication is completed when the supplicant receives the EAP-Success. 

During the full authentication process, EAP-ERP method employs an additional 

authentication method to obtain the master session key from the home network. As a 

result, before proceeding to compose Casper notations for EAP-ERP, the impact of the 

underlying authentication method should be taken into consideration. For credible 

analysis we examined the protocol, first by neglecting the underlying protocol, and then 

including the underlying authentication protocol. Evidently, the embedded authentication 

mechanism must be a secure solution not to convey any weaknesses to EAP-ERP. Thus, 

prior to our experiment, EAP-TLS was selected since it has been extensively analyzed 

using SPIN [36, 37] and Casper [38]. All analysis confirm that EAP-TLS delivers the 

required security requirements listed in RFC 4017 [39]. 
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Supplicant FAP FAS

EAP-Response/Identity (M2)

AAA[MSK,DSRK, EMSKName, 

EAP-Success](M5)

EAP-Request/Identity (M1)

EAP-Finish/re-auth[Bootsrap](M7)

Store MSK, forward EAP-Success to 
the supplicant

AAA[EAP-Response/Identity] (M3)

HAS

AAA[EAP-Res/ID,DSRK-Req,

F-Realm](M4)

Full EAP Authentication According Home Authentication Policy 
to generate Fresh Keys

AAA[MSK, EAP-Success](M6)

 
Figure 2: The process of Vertical handover EAP-ERP the process of 

initial authentication 

In the following sections we analyze EAP-ERP full authentication and re-

authentication. 

4.1.1. Exclusive analysis of EAP-ERP vertical handover 

When a mobile node roams in a network other than its native network, the foreign network 

facilitates vertical handover for the mobile node enabling it to undergo a full 

authentication process with the Home server. The Home server authenticates the 

requesting mobile node, and provides the foreign server with DSRK - keying material for 

the privacy of the concurrent session. In this case, the foreign network simply acts as a 

forwarder. 

Listing 1 shows the Casper model for EAP-ERP protocol. Under #Free variables 

heading “kbc” and “kcd” represent the RADIUS pre-shared keys and “msk” stands for 

Master Session Key. Under the #Processes heading the access point (“b”) in foreign 

network plays the role of an initiator while the supplicant takes the role of the responder 

with the ability to generate both MSK and DSRK - this key will be used for re-

authentication process in future. The ability of the home server to generate the “msk” and 

“DSRK” indicates that the home server and the supplicant are the only agents capable of 

generating these tokens. From the intruder’s point of view, the identity of all four 

participants is visible and the RADIUS key is vulnerable as listed under the #Intruder 

Information section. 
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The #Process section of the model indicates that there are four agents involved in 

the process of authenticating a supplicant to an ERP server. The foreign access point “b” 

is corresponding to the Initiator process of CSP. The supplicant “a” is playing the role of 

Responder, while c and d are representing Foreign Server and Home Server role. #Process 

heading also reflects the initial knowledge of agents. The values inside the parentheses 

are initial knowledge of an agent before commencing the authentication process. For 

example “RESPONDER(a,d,msk,DSRK) generates msk, DSRK” means that the 

supplicant knows its identity ”a” and that of the home server “d”. The values of “msk” 

and “DSRK” are not known to the supplicant initially; however as the keyword 

“generates” indicate, the supplicant will know these values at some point during the 

communication by creating them. 

The #Protocol description heading defines the actual messages exchanged 

between two agents. Initially, it is assumed that the identity of the supplicant (“a”) is 

given to foreign access point (“b”) as shown in Message 0, otherwise the process of 

authentication would not commence. As listed in the model there are eight messages 

exchanged between the supplicant and the server.  

The #Intruder Information section specifies the initial knowledge of the intruder. 

In this case the intruders know the identity of all agents participating in EAP-ERP. 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge= 

Crackable= SessionKey 

 

The security requirements of the system are defined under the #Specification 

heading. Because of space limitations the assertions are listed in Table 2. The lines 

starting with the keyword Secret define the secrecy properties of the protocol. The Secret 

(d,msk, [c]) specifies that “msk’ is kept secret between d and c. Such assertions can verify 

the privacy of the keying material. The first thirteen assertions listed in Table are related 

to keeping “msk” and “DSRK” secret between agents. The lines starting with Agreement 

define the protocol’s authenticity properties; for instance Agreement (a, c, []) specifies 

that agent “a” is correctly authenticated to c using the token inside the bracket. 

For comprehensive security analysis of the protocol, in total twenty three 

assertions were examined against the model. Casper generated counter examples for six 

assertions discussed as three attack scenarios below. 
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Table lists seventeen verified specifications of which thirteen are related to the 

secrecy properties of EAP-ERP, the remaining four specifications verify the mutual 

agreement between agents. As a result of RADIUS adopting symmetric key encryption, 

Casper fails to generate any counter examples for the first thirteen entries that highlight 

the privacy of “msk’ and “DSRK” key. 

Listing1: Casper input file for EAP-ERP vertical handover. 

#Free variables 

a: Supplicant 

b:ForeignAP 

c,d:Server 

NA, NC sequence numbers 

na,nc:Nonce 

kbc,kcd: SessionKey 

msk:MasterKey 

Frealm:ForeignRealm 

EAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

EMSKname:EMSKeyName 

ReqID,ReID,DSRKreq:Message 

DSRK:DomainSpecifiedRootKey 

InverseKeys= (kbc,kbc),(kcd,kcd),(msk,msk) 

 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(b,kbc,c,ReqID,EAPsuccess) 

RESPONDER(a,d,msk,DSRK) generates msk,DSRK 

ForeignServer(c,d,kbc,kcd, Frealm, ReID,DSRKreq) 

HomeServer(d,msk,kcd,EMSKname,DSRK,EAPsuccess)generates 

msk,DSRK 

 

#System 

INITIATOR(FAP,Kbc,FAS,reqID,eAPsuccess) 

RESPONDER(STA,HAS,mSK,dSRK) 

ForeignServer(FAS,HAS,Kbc,Kcd,frealm,reID,dSRKreq) 

HomeServer(HAS,mSK,Kcd,eMSKname,dSRK,eAPsuccess) 

 

#Protocol description 

0. -> b : a 

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 

2. a -> b : a 

3. b -> c : b,{a}{kbc} 

4. c -> d : {a,Frealm}{kcd} 

5. d -> c : {msk,DSRK,EAPsuccess}{kcd} 

6. c -> b : {msk,EAPsuccess,Frealm}{kbc} 

7. b -> a : Frealm,EAPsuccess 

 

#Actual variables 

STA, Kevin : Supplicant 

FAP:ForeignAP 

FAS, HAS : Server 

Kbc,Kcd : SessionKey 

mSK:MasterKey 

InverseKeys= (Kbc,Kbc),(Kcd,Kcd),(mSK,mSK) 
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For the same reason, the access point and foreign server can trust each other 

relying on the fact that possession of “kbc” is a necessary condition for a trustworthy 

agent to participate in the communication. These properties are confirmed using the 

Agreement assertions listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: list of assertions that Casper did not generate any counter examples for them. 
 Assertion  Description 

1.  Secret(d,msk, [c]) “msk” is  kept secret between d and c 

2.  Secret(a,msk,[b]) “msk” is kept secret between STA and FAP 

3.  Secret(a,msk,[d]) “msk” is kept secret between STA and HAS 

4.  Secret(d,msk,[a]) “msk” is kept secret between HAS and STA 

5.  Secret(a,msk,[c]) “msk” is kept secret between STA and FAS 

6.  Secret(c,msk,[a]) “msk” is kept secret between FAS and STA 

7.  Secret(b,msk,[c]) “msk” is kept secret between FAP and FAS 

8.  Secret(c,msk,[b]) “msk” is kept secret between FAS and FAP 

9.  Secret(a,DSRK,[d]) “DSRG” is kept secret between STA and HAS 

10.  Secret(a,DSRK,[c]) “DSRK” is kept secret between STA and FAS 

11.  Secret(c,DSRK,[d]) “DSRK” is kept secret between FAS and HAS 

12.  Secret(c,msk, [d]) “msk” is kept secret between FAS and HAS 

13.  Secret(b,msk, [a]) “msk” is kept secret between FAP and STA 

14.  Agreement(b,c,[]) FAP is correctly authenticated to FAS 

15.  Agreement(c,b,[]) FAS is correctly authenticated to FAP 

16.  Agreement(d,a,[]) HAS is correctly authenticated to STA 

17.  Agreement (b,a) FAP is correctly authenticated to STA 

4.1.1.1. First Attack scenario  

Although EAP-ERP protects the keying material with the aid of RADIUS protocol, there 

are some concerns in regards to the mutual authentication. Table lists two agreement 

specifications associated with the first attack scenario. The corresponding counter 

example generated by Casper is shown in Listing 2 and is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Table 3: Assertions associated with attack scenario 1. 

frealm:ForeignRealm 

eAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

eMSKname:EMSKeyName 

dSRK:DomainSpecifiedRootKey 

reqID,reID,dSRKreq:Message 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,FAS,HAS} 

Crackable= SessionKey 

 Assertion Description 

1.  Agreement(a,d,[]) 

 

HAS believes (s)he has completed a run of the protocol, 

taking role of the Home Server, with STA, using data items  

 

2.  Agreement(c,d,[]) 

 

FAS believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking role 

Foreign Server, with HAS, using data items  
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As shown in Listing 2, the intruder can intercept the identity request (message 1) 

and masquerade as a supplicant with the Access Point (FAP). Furthermore, messages 3 

and 4 can also be intercepted. The attack will be deemed complete when the intruder 

deceives the HAS by forwarding the intercepted messages obtained from the FAS. The 

HAS is made to believe that it is getting the request from a legitimate supplicant 

forwarded by a trusted foreign authentication server. Consequently, the home server 

generates message 5 that includes “mSK” and “dSRK” as shown in the listing. This 

asserts that the Home Server has trusted both intruder-supplicant and the intruder-foreign 

authentication server. This attack is analogous to a replay attack. 

Listing 2: First attack generated by Casper. 
Casper> 0.       ->  FAP  : STA 

1.  FAP  -> I_STA : reqID, FAP, FAS 

2. I_STA ->  FAP  : STA 

3.  FAP  -> I_FAS : FAP, {STA}{Kbc} 

3. I_FAP ->  FAS  : FAP, {STA}{Kbc} 

4.  FAS  -> I_HAS : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

4. I_HAS ->  HAS  : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

5.  HAS  -> I_HAS : {mSK,dSRK,eAPsuccess}{Kcd} 
Figure 3 illustrates the above attack where the intruder agents are highlighted in 

red color and the legitimate communications between trusted parties highlighted in solid 

blue line. The message numbers used in the figure correspond to the message numbers in 

the Casper Listing 2.  

HAS believes (s)he has completed a run of the protocol, 

taking role Home Server, with HAS, using data items  
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Figure 3: First attack scenario for EAP-ERP. 

4.1.1.2. Second Attack scenario  

The next attack scenario produced by Casper is against agreement assertions listed in 

Table 4. The first assertion reveals that the foreign authentication server fails to prove its 

legitimacy to the supplicant. The second assertion corresponds to the authenticity between 

the supplicant and the access point. The corresponding counter example generated by 

Casper is shown in Listing 3 and is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Table 4: Assertions associated with attack scenario 2. 

Listing 3 is a more detailed version of the counter example showing the complete 

run of the protocol. With message 5, that includes “mSK” and “dSRK”, the intruder-

home-authentication server is in possession of “mSK” and “dSRK”. Consequently, the 

intruder-foreign-authentication server and the access point will be in possession of the 

“mSK”.  

 

 

 Assertion Description 

1.  Agreement(c,a,[]) 

 

FAS believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking role 

Foreign Server, with STA, using data items. 

STA believes (s)he has completed a run of the protocol, 

taking role RESPONDER, with HAS, using data items. 

2.  Agreement(a,b,[]) FAP believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking role 

Foreign Server, with STA, using data items. 
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Listing 3: Second attack generated by Casper. 
Casper> 0.       ->  FAP  : STA 

1.  FAP  -> I_STA : reqID, FAP, FAS 

1. I_FAP ->  STA  : reqID, FAP, HAS 

2.  STA  -> I_FAP : STA 

2. I_STA ->  FAP  : STA 

3.  FAP  -> I_FAS : FAP, {STA}{Kbc} 

3. I_FAP ->  FAS  : FAP, {STA}{Kbc} 

4.  FAS  -> I_HAS : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

4. I_HAS ->  HAS  : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

5.  HAS  -> I_HAS : {mSK, dSRK, 

eAPsuccess}{Kcd} 

5. I_HAS ->  FAS  : {mSK, dSRK, 

eAPsuccess}{Kcd} 

6.  FAS  -> I_FAP : {mSK, eAPsuccess, 

frealm}{Kbc} 

6. I_FAS ->  FAP  : {mSK, eAPsuccess, 

frealm}{Kbc} 

7.  FAP  -> I_STA : frealm, eAPsuccess 

7. I_FAP ->  STA  : frealm, eAPsuccess 

Figure 4 shows the graphical representation of the attack. The counter example 

from Casper suggests that this is a type of replay attack carried out by an intruder to 

deceive the supplicant. In Figure 4 for each legitimate message (blue line) initiated by a 

trusted source there is a duplicate message (red line) from the intruder agents. In this case 

the legitimate supplicant regards the intruder FAP and FAS as valid foreign agents. 
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Figure 4: The second attack scenario on EAP-ERP 
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4.1.1.3. Third Attack scenario 

Casper generated a third attack scenario for the two assertions shown in Table 5. The first 

specification relates to the mutual authentication between the supplicant and the foreign 

authentication server. The next specification is connected to authenticating the home 

authentication server with the foreign authentication server. 

Table 5: Assertions associated with the third attack. 

Listing 4 shows the counter example generated by Casper for this attack scenario. 

Accordingly, the intruder home authentication server acquires the “mSK” and “dSRK”. 

The attack scenario is further illustrated in Figure 5. 

Listing 4: The original output from Casper which highlights the attack. 
Casper> 0.       ->  FAP  : STA 

1.  FAP  -> I_STA : reqID, FAP, FAS 

2. I_STA ->  FAP  : STA 

3.  FAP  -> I_FAS : FAP, {STA}{Kbc} 

3. I_FAP ->  FAS  : FAP, {STA}{Kbc} 

4.  FAS  -> I_HAS : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

4. I_HAS ->  HAS  : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

5.  HAS  -> I_HAS : {mSK, dSRK, 

eAPsuccess}{Kcd} 

5. I_HAS ->  FAS  : {mSK, dSRK, 

eAPsuccess}{Kcd} 

6.  FAS  -> I_FAP : {mSK, eAPsuccess, 

frealm}{Kbc} 

As shown in Figure 5, the intruding agent (I_STA) introduces itself as a valid 

supplicant by replaying message 2 to the FAP. The FAP dispatches message 3 for the 

FAS. However, this message is intercepted by the intruder impersonating as the foreign 

authentication server (I_FAS). The intruder replays message 3 pretending to be the access 

point (I_FAP). At this point, the FAS decrypts message 3 received from the intruder and 

encrypts message 4 using the pre-shard key between the foreign and the home server. 

Message 4 is then intercepted by the intruding agent (I_HAS), and forwarded to 

the HAS. The HAS positively authenticates the supplicant since it sees the request as 

 Assertion Description 

1.  Agreement(a,c,[]) 

 

FAS believes (s)he has completed a run of 

the protocol, taking role Foreign Server, with 

STA, using data items  

 

2.  Agreement(d,c,[]) 

 

HAS believes (s)he is running the protocol, 

taking role Home Server, with HAS, using 

data items  

FAS believes (s)he has completed a run of 

the protocol, taking role Foreign Server, with 

HAS, using data items  
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legitimate. Next, Message 5 is composed for the FAS by HAS. This message is also 

intercepted by the intruder (I_HAS), and then forwarded to the FAS. 

In this instance, both assertions are proven false. The FAS believes that the STA 

is legitimate, because it is authenticated by the HAS. The FAS also believes it is 

communicating with a trusted HAS, assuming that the received message has been 

encrypted by a legitimate HAS using “kcd”. 
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Figure 5: Third attack scenario on EAP-ERP 

Thus far the analysis of EAP-ERP is done without considering the underlying 

home authentication mechanism. In the following section we consider Casper model for 

EAP-ERP with EAP-TLS as the underlying home authentication scheme. 

4.1.2. EAP-ERP vertical handover incorporating EAP-TLS 

In this section, we present the results of the security analysis of EAP-ERP incorporating 

a home authentication mechanism - EAP-TLS. Since the input and output listings from 

Casper are significantly large, the figures outlining the attack scenario are not provided 

here. 

Listing 5: Casper input file for EAP-ERP full authentication considering EAP-TLS as 

HOME authentication method 
#Protocol description 

0. -> b : a 

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 
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2. a -> b : a 

3. b -> c : b,{a}{kbc} 

4. c -> d : {a,Frealm}{kcd} 

5. d -> c:{(TLSreq) % v}{kcd} 

6. c-> b :{v % ((TLSreq) % v)}{kbc} 

7. b->a: v % TLSreq 

8.a->b:(CipherSuit,na) % w 

9.b->c:{w% ((CipherSuit,na)%w)}{kbc} 

10.c->d:{w%(CipherSuit,na)}{kcd} 

11.d->c:{(nd,SessionID,TLSfinish,{c}{cpk(a)}) % z}{kcd} 

12.c->b:{z % ((nd,SessionID,TLSfinish,{c}{cpk(a)})%z)}{kbc} 

13.b->a:z % (nd,SessionID,TLSfinish,{c}{cpk(a)}) 

14a.a->b:(TLSfinish,{pms}{pk(d)},h(k,CipherSuit,TLSfinish))%y 

14b.a->b:{TLSfinish}{msk}%r 

15a.b-

>c:{y%((TLSfinish,{pms}{pk(d)},h(k,CipherSuit,TLSfinish))%y)}{

kbc} 

15b.b->c:{r%(({TLSfinish}{msk})%r)}{kbc} 

16a.c-

>d:{y%(TLSfinish,{pms}{pk(d)},h(k,CipherSuit,TLSfinish))}{kcd} 

16b.c->d:{r%({TLSfinish}{msk})}{kcd} 

17.d->c:{({TLSfinish}{msk},h(k,TLSfinish))%o}{kcd} 

18.c->b:{o%(({TLSfinish}{msk},h(k,TLSfinish))%o)}{kbc} 

19.b->a:o%({TLSfinish}{msk},h(k,TLSfinish)) 

20. c -> d : {a,Frealm}{kcd} 

21. d -> c : {msk,DSRK,EAPsuccess}{kcd} 

22. c -> b : {msk,EAPsuccess,Frealm}{kbc} 

23. b -> a : Frealm,EAPsuccess 

As seen in Listing 5, the protocol description is defined in twenty three messages. 

Messages 14, 15, 16 and 17 are split into two portions to avert state space explosion, 

otherwise compile time will increase exponentially [40]. The “%” notation in the protocol 

description means that the receiver doesn’t decrypt the message, but simply forwards it 

to the next agent. The intruder is assumed to know all the agents and “kbc” is vulnerable. 

Table 6: Associated assertions with first attack scenario on EAP-ERP deploying EAP-

TLS. 

Assertion Description 

Agreement(d,c,[]) 

 

HAS believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking role Home Server, 

with HAS, using data items. 

Agreement(c,d,[]) 

 

FAS believes (s)he has completed a run of the protocol, taking role 

Foreign Server, with HAS, using data items 

Agreement(a,c,[]) 

 

STA believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking role 

RESPONDER, with HAS, using data items. 

Agreement(c,a,[]) 

 

FAS believes (s)he has completed a run of the protocol, taking role 

Foreign Server, with STA, using data items 

Table 6 lists four agreements, for which Casper generated a counter example. Our 

analysis on Casper output confirms that EAP-ERP incorporating EAP-TLS is also subject 

to similar security issues as revealed in the previous section. However, the Casper output 
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highlights a slight security enhancement since Agreement (a,b) and Agreement(a,d,[]) 

will no longer be a security concern. This improvement is due to the use of EAP-TLS 

during bootstrap or the full authentication process in EAP-ERP. Therefore the supplicant 

can trust the Home server since only the home server is able to authenticate the supplicant. 

Listing 6 shows the attack generated by Casper. This is a replay attack carried out 

by the intruder. As seen in the listing, the intruder replays each valid message originated 

from a trusted agent.  

Listing 6: The direct output from Casper for EAP-ERP including TLS. 
0.    -> FAP : STA 

 1. FAP -> I_STA : reqID, FAP, FAS 

 2. I_STA -> FAP : STA 

 3. FAP -> I_FAS : FAP, {STA}{Kbc} 

 3. I_FAP -> FAS : FAP, {STA}{Kbc} 

 4. FAS -> I_HAS : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

 4. I_HAS -> HAS : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

 5. HAS -> I_HAS : {tLSreq}{Kcd} 

 5. I_HAS -> FAS : {tLSreq}{Kcd} 

 1. I_FAP -> STA : reqID, FAP, HAS 

 6. FAS -> I_FAP : {tLSreq}{Kbc} 

 2. STA -> I_FAP : STA 

 6. I_FAS -> FAP : {tLSreq}{Kbc}  

 7. FAP -> I_STA : tLSreq 

 7. I_FAP -> STA : tLSreq 

 8. STA -> I_FAP : cipherSuit, Na 

 8. I_STA -> FAP : cipherSuit, Na 

 9. FAP -> I_FAS : {cipherSuit, Na}{Kbc} 

 9. I_FAP -> FAS : {cipherSuit, Na}{Kbc} 

 10. FAS -> I_HAS : {cipherSuit, Na}{Kcd} 

 10. I_HAS -> HAS : {cipherSuit, Na}{Kcd} 

 11. HAS -> I_HAS : {Nd, sessionID, tLSfinish, 

{HAS}{cpk(STA)}}{Kcd} 

 11. I_HAS -> FAS : {Nd, sessionID, tLSfinish, 

{HAS}{cpk(STA)}}{Kcd} 

 12. FAS -> I_FAP : {Nd, sessionID, tLSfinish, 

{HAS}{cpk(STA)}}{Kbc} 

 12. I_FAS -> FAP : {Nd, sessionID, tLSfinish, 

{HAS}{cpk(STA)}}{Kbc} 

 13. FAP -> I_STA : Nd, sessionID, tLSfinish, [41]{cpk(STA)} 

 13. I_FAP -> STA : Nd, sessionID, tLSfinish, [41]{cpk(STA)} 

14a. STA -> I_FAP : tLSfinish, {PMS}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

cipherSuit, tLSfinish) 

14b. STA -> I_FAP : {tLSfinish}{mSK} 

14a. I_STA -> FAP : tLSfinish, {PMS}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

cipherSuit, tLSfinish) 

14b. I_STA -> FAP : {tLSfinish}{mSK} 

15a. FAP -> I_FAS : {tLSfinish, {PMS}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

cipherSuit, tLSfinish)}{Kbc} 

15a. I_FAP -> FAS : {tLSfinish, {PMS}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

cipherSuit, tLSfinish)}{Kbc} 

15b. FAP -> I_FAS : {{tLSfinish}{mSK}}{Kbc} 
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15b. I_FAP -> FAS : {{tLSfinish}{mSK}}{Kbc} 

16a. FAS -> I_HAS : {tLSfinish, {PMS}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

cipherSuit, tLSfinish)}{Kcd} 

16a. I_HAS -> HAS : {tLSfinish, {PMS}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

cipherSuit, tLSfinish)}{Kcd} 

16b. FAS -> I_HAS : {{tLSfinish}{mSK}}{Kcd} 

16b. I_HAS -> HAS : {{tLSfinish}{mSK}}{Kcd} 

 17. HAS -> I_HAS : {{tLSfinish}{mSK}, h(K, tLSfinish)}{Kcd} 

 17. I_HAS -> FAS : {{tLSfinish}{mSK}, h(K, tLSfinish)}{Kcd} 

 18. FAS -> I_FAP : {{tLSfinish}{mSK}, h(K, tLSfinish)}{Kbc} 

 20. FAS -> I_HAS : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

 20. I_HAS -> HAS : {STA, frealm}{Kcd} 

 21. HAS -> I_HAS : {mSK, dSRK, eAPsuccess}{Kcd} 

 21. I_HAS -> FAS : {mSK, dSRK, eAPsuccess}{Kcd} 

 18. I_FAS -> FAP : {{tLSfinish}{mSK}, h(K, tLSfinish)}{Kbc} 

 22. FAS -> I_FAP : {mSK, eAPsuccess, frealm}{Kbc} 

 19. FAP -> I_STA : {tLSfinish}{mSK}, h(K, tLSfinish) 

 22. I_FAS -> FAP : {mSK, eAPsuccess, frealm}{Kbc} 

 23. FAP -> I_STA : frealm, eAPsuccess 

 19. I_FAP -> STA : {tLSfinish}{mSK}, h(K, tLSfinish) 

 23. I_FAP -> STA : frealm, eAPsuccess 

4.2. Modeling and analysis of EAP-ERP re-authentication 

Security analysis for horizontal handover in EAP-ERP is described in this section. EAP-

ERP does not require the home server in this process, therefore only three agents are 

involved in the re-authentication process and the foreign server will validate the identity 

of the supplicant. 

After initial authentication the supplicant and the EAP server are able to generate 

the keying materials for re-authentication process. Possessing “DSRK” and “realm” 

enables the EAP server to generate re-authentication root (rRK) key from which re-

authentication integrity key (rIK) will be derived. The supplicant is able to generate rRK 

and rIK from EMSK as well. Table 7 below demonstrates the definition of keying 

materials used in this protocol. 

Table 7: Definition of Keys in EAP-ERP. 

Key Description 

rRK  re-authentication Root Key, derived from the EMSK or DSRK. 

rIK  re-authentication Integrity Key, derived from the rRK. 

rMSK  re-authentication MSK. This is a per-Authenticator key, derived from the rRK. 

 

The re-authentication process is shown in Figure 6. When the supplicant requests 

to be re-authenticated after being full authenticated, the server in the foreign network is 

capable of generating new keying material without referring to the home network. 
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Supplicant FAP FAS

EAP-Initiate /re-auth start (M1)

EAP-Initiate/re-auth [Bootstrap](M2)

AAA[rMSK,EAP-Finish/re-

auth[Bootsrap]](M4)

EAP-Request/identity 

AAA[EAP-Initiate/re-auth [Bootstrap]](M3)

EAP-Finish/re-auth[Bootsrap](M5)

Store rMSK, forward EAP-Finish to the 
supplicant

Verifies User ID

  
Figure 6: The process of re-authentication EAP-ERP. 

After receiving EAP initiate/re-authentication (M1) from an access point in the 

foreign network the supplicant composes an EAP-Initiate/re-auth identity containing 

KeyName-NAI, a sequence number and message authentication check by the use of rIK. 

This message (M2) will be simply encapsulated in RADIUS packet by the AP and 

forwarded as a new message (M4) to the EA server. The server verifies the MAC, and the 

user identity. Also the server generates rMSK by using the sequence number obtained 

from the message. The EAP-Finish Message along with rMSK, Sequence number+1 and 

MAC (M4) will be sent to the associated AP. After storing the rMSK value the AP will 

send rest of the message to the Supplicant. The Supplicant will generate the keying 

material in the same way by using the sequence number as the input to the key generation 

process. The authentication is successful when the supplicant verifies the MAC value of 

the received message. In this way the supplicant also authenticates the server. 

Listing 7 shows the Casper model for EAP-ERP re authentication. It is assumed 

that session keys “MSK” and “kbc” (RADIUS key) both can be compromised. 

Listing 7: Partial model of EAP-ERP re-authentication in Casepr. 
#Protocol description 

0. -> b : a 

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 

2. a -> b : 

KeyName,SEQ,h(k,(SEQ,KeyName))  

3. b -> c : 

{b,a,KeyName,SEQ,h(k,(SEQ,KeyName))}{kbc} 

4. c -> b : {MSK,EAPsuccess,SEQ1,c}{kbc} 

5. b -> a : EAPsuccess,c 
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#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,C} 

Crackable = SessionKey 

Twelve assertions were verified against the above model and Casper did not 

generate any attack scenarios for the four assertions listed in Table 8. The attack scenarios 

generated by Casper are discussed in the following sections.  

Table 8: Approved assertions for EAP-ERP re-authentication. 

 Association Description 

1.  Agreement(b,c,[]) FAP is successfully authenticate itself to the FAS 

2.  Agreement(c,b,[]) FAS is successfully authenticate itself to the FAP 

3.  Agreement(a,c,[]) STA is successfully authenticate itself to the FAS 

4.  Agreement(a,b,[]) STA is successfully authenticate itself to the FAP 

4.2.1. Attack scenario for EAP-ERP re-authentication 

As shown in Figure 7 the intruder carries out a man-in-the-middle attack by impersonating 

as FAP, STA and FAS. The intruder positions itself between the FAP and STA and 

forwards the intercepted message 1 to the supplicant. Similarly, the intruder intercepts 

and forwards all other messages between the legitimate agents. 

Intercepted message 3 is forwarded to the FAS by the intruder convincing the 

server that the request originated from a legitimate STA. Consequently, the server 

generates message 4 containing “MSK” and “EAP success” and forwards it to the FAP. 

Assuming that the RADIUS key (kbc) could be compromised the attacker can exploit the 

“MSK” and “EAP-Success” from message 4. Eventually message 5 is generated and 

forwarded to the supplicant by the intruder misleading the supplicant. This leads to the 

situation whereby the supplicant believes that it has been authenticated to a legitimate 

access point. 
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Figure 7: Attack scenario one for ERP re-authentication. 

For the EAP-ERP model shown in Listing 7, Casper generated a counter example 

for the eight assertions in Table 9.  

Table 9: Assertions associated with attack scenario for EAP-ERP re-authentication. 
 Assertion  Description 

1.  Secret(c,MSK,[b]) FAS believes MSK is a secret shared with FAP,The intruder knows MSK 

2.  Secret(b,MSK,[c]) FAP believes MSK is a secret shared with FAS,The intruder knows MSK 

3.  Secret(a,MSK,[c] STA believes MSK is a secret shared with FAS,The intruder knows MSK 

4.  Secret(c,MSK,[a] FAS believes MSK is a secret shared with STA,The intruder knows MSK 

5.  Secret(a,MSK,[b]) STA believes MSK is a secret shared with FAP,The intruder knows MSK 

6.  Secret(b,MSK,[a]) FAP believes MSK is a secret shared with STA,The intruder knows MSK 

7.  Agreement(b,a,[]) FAP believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking role Foreign access point, 

with STA, using data items  

8.  Agreement(c,a,[]) FAS believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking role Supplicant, with STA, 

using data items  

 

We have included RADIUS as the carrier of EAP-ERP messages between the 

access point and the foreign authentication server. The attack scenario shown in Listing 

8 covers all of the security flaws in EAP-ERP re-authentication process. 

Listing 8: Direct attach scenario form caper of EAP-ERP horizontal handover. 
Casper> 0.    -> FAP : STA 

1. FAP -> I_STA : reqID, FAP, C 

1. I_FAP -> STA : reqID, FAP, C 

2. STA -> I_FAP : keyName, sEQ, h(K, sEQ, keyName) 
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2. I_STA -> FAP : keyName, sEQ, h(K, sEQ, keyName) 

3. FAP -> I_C : {FAP, STA, keyName, sEQ, h(K, sEQ, 

keyName)}{Kbc} 

3. I_FAP ->  C  : {FAP, STA, keyName, sEQ, h(K, sEQ, 

keyName)}{Kbc} 

4.  C  -> I_FAP : {mSK, eAPsuccess, sEQ1, C}{Kbc} 

4. I_C -> FAP : {mSK, eAPsuccess, sEQ1, C}{Kbc} 

5. FAP -> I_STA : eAPsuccess, C 

5. I_FAP -> STA : eAPsuccess, C 

 

FAP withdraws from this run as INITIATOR_rol 

STA withdraws from this run as RESPONDER_rol 

C withdraws from this run as ForeignServer_rol 

Kbc has been compromised 

The intruder knows mSK 

 

For further analysis we did remodel the re-authentication process under the 

assumption that RADIUS key “kab” is not “crackable” so it would not be compromised. 

Our experiment revealed that all six assertions related to the secrecy properties listed in 

Table proved to be true. 

5. Discussion 

Table 10 presents the summary of results from two different scenarios of vertical 

handover for EAP-ERP. Twenty three assertions were formulated to comprehensively 

scrutinize the security features under two assumptions; first, EAP-ERP with EAP-TLS as 

the underlying home authentication protocol, and second EAP-ERP without using any 

home authentication mechanism. EAP-ERP with no underlying authentication 

mechanism shows no security vulnerabilities on the secrecy of keying material. This is 

confirmed by establishing the thirteen assertions composed to verify the secrecy 

properties as true. On the other hand, in terms of agreement assertions only four assertions 

proved true and the remaining six produced counter examples. Interestingly, the inclusion 

of a home authentication mechanism such as EAP-TLS, slightly improved the security. 

The only improvement compared to EAP-ERP with no TLS is the number of proved 

agreements. From our analysis it is evident that Agreement (a,b) and Agreement(a,d,[]) 

will no longer be a security concern because of the inclusion of EAP-TLS in the modeling 

equation.  
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Table 10: The result of security assertions for vertical handover. 
 Agreement Secrecy Total 

Failed Passed Failed Passe

d 

No TLS 6 4 0 13 23 

Including 

TLS 
4 6 0 13 23 

 

Table11, presents the results of experiments for two scenarios of horizontal 

handover for EAP-ERP. Twelve assertions were formulated to comprehensively 

scrutinize the security features of EAP-ERP under two assumptions; 1. RADIUS key is 

compromised and 2. RADIUS key is not compromised. If the RADUIS key in re-

authentication process is compromised all six assertions associated with the secrecy of 

the keying material was proved false. EAP-ERP shows no security vulnerabilities on the 

keying material when the RADIUS key is not compromised. On the other hand in terms 

of agreement assertions only four assertions proved true and remaining two produced 

counter examples. Interestingly for the mutual authentication of agents the state of 

RADIUS key being compromised makes no difference.  

Table 11: Result of security assertions for horizontal handover. 
 Agreement Secrecy Total 

Fail Pas

s 

Fail Pas

s 

RADIUS key is 

compromised 
2 4 6 0 12 

RADIUS key is  

not compromised 
2 4 0 6 12 

Considering the fact that EAP-ERP enhances the functionality of EAP framework 

by enabling users to perform re-authentication, it should also be noted that this extension 

introduces some drawbacks as well. First of all, it entails modification to the original EAP 

messaging format. The second issue is the bootstrap process. When the peer for any 

reason has not been able to obtain the realm of the foreign network, then it has to perform 

the full authentication to obtain the MSK. The third problem is related to the full 

authentication process where the MSK inside message 5 is only encapsulated inside the 

RADIUS packet. Since this key is the primary basis of identity for rest of the 

communication, it demands a more secure approach to deliver it. Finally, the full 

authentication process introduces additional overheads depending on the home 

authentication method used. For instance, in cases where the home network’s native 

authentication method is EAP-TLS, a considerable number of messages have to be 

exchanged to acquire the keying material. 
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6. Conclusion 

Heterogeneous networks inevitably demand coordinated authentication to facilitate 

vertical handover. EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA are two proposals that offer technology 

independent vertical handover. In view of comparing the security properties of the two 

protocols, in this study we have investigated the strengths and weaknesses EAP-ERP 

using Casper/FDR. For vertical handover, we have analyzed the protocol with and 

without EAP-TLS as the underlying home authentication protocol. In both cases the 

secrecy property was confirmed robust with thirteen assertions proved. In the case of 

mutual authentication, the presence of EAP-TLS as the underlying home authentication 

method marginally enhanced the security as opposed to not having EAP-TLS. 

We also investigated the security of EAP-ERP during horizontal handover. It was 

revealed that the secrecy property is feeble if the RADIUS key is compromised exposing 

the keying material. On the other hand, secrecy of the keying material is fully protected 

with uncompromised RADIUD key. Next, mutual authentication between agents proved 

to be weak in both cases with foreign authentication server unable to form a trust 

relationship with the supplicant. 

Having completed the security analysis of EAP-ERP, next we intend to analyze 

EAP-CRA. This technology independent vertical handover mechanism leverages the 

advantages of public key infrastructure to establish a trust relationship between the 

foreign authentication server and the supplicant.  
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8. Appendix 

Casper Input file for EAP-ERP incorporating EAP-TLS as the home authentication 

mechanism. 

#Free variables 

a: Supplicant 

b:ForeignAP 

c,d:Server 

 

kbc,kcd,pms: SessionKey 

msk:MasterKey 
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Frealm:ForeignRealm 

EAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

EMSKname:EMSKeyName 

ReqID,ReID,DSRKreq,CipherSuit:Message 

DSRK:DomainSpecifiedRootKey 

Frealm,EAPsuccess,EMSKname,DSRK,DSRKreq, ReqID,ReID : Message 

InverseKeys= 

(kbc,kbc),(kcd,kcd),(msk,msk),(pk,sk),(cpk,csk),(pms,pms),(DSRK

,DSRK) 

 

na : Nonce 

nd :ServerNonce 

TLSreq:TLSRequest 

SessionID:SessionNonce 

TLSfinish:TLSFinishMessage 

h:HashFunction 

 

k:HashKey 

pk : Server ->PublicKey 

sk : Server ->SecretKey 

cpk : Supplicant ->PublicKey 

csk : Supplicant ->SecretKey 

 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(b,kbc,c,ReqID,EAPsuccess) 

RESPONDER(a,d,msk,pms,na,TLSreq,CipherSuit,k,DSRK) knows 

pk,csk(a) generates na,pms,msk,DSRK 

ForeignServer(c,d,kbc,kcd, Frealm, ReID,DSRKreq) 

HomeServer(d,nd,msk,kcd,EMSKname,DSRK,EAPsuccess,ReqID,TLSreq,S

essionID,TLSfinish,k,CipherSuit) knows cpk,sk(d) generates 

nd,msk,DSRK 

 

#System 

INITIATOR(FAP,Kbc,FAS,reqID,eAPsuccess) 

RESPONDER(STA,HAS,mSK,PMS,Na,tLSreq,cipherSuit,K,dSRK) 

ForeignServer(FAS,HAS,Kbc,Kcd,frealm,reID,dSRKreq) 

HomeServer(HAS,Nd,mSK,Kcd,eMSKname,dSRK,eAPsuccess,reqID,tLSreq

,sessionID,tLSfinish,K,cipherSuit) 

 

#Protocol description 

0. ->b : a 

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 

2. a -> b : a 

3. b -> c : b,{a}{kbc} 

4. c -> d : {a,Frealm}{kcd} 

5. d ->c:{(TLSreq) % v}{kcd} 

 

6. c-> b :{v % ((TLSreq) % v)}{kbc} 

7. b->a: v % TLSreq 

8.a->b:(CipherSuit,na) % w 

9.b->c:{w% ((CipherSuit,na)%w)}{kbc} 

10.c->d:{w%(CipherSuit,na)}{kcd} 

11.d->c:{(nd,SessionID,TLSfinish,{c}{cpk(a)}) % z}{kcd} 

12.c->b:{z % ((nd,SessionID,TLSfinish,{c}{cpk(a)})%z)}{kbc} 

13.b->a:z % (nd,SessionID,TLSfinish,{c}{cpk(a)}) 

14a.a->b:(TLSfinish,{pms}{pk(d)},h(k,CipherSuit,TLSfinish))%y 
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14b.a->b:{TLSfinish}{msk}%r 

15a.b-

>c:{y%((TLSfinish,{pms}{pk(d)},h(k,CipherSuit,TLSfinish))%y)}{k

bc} 

15b.b->c:{r%(({TLSfinish}{msk})%r)}{kbc} 

16a.c-

>d:{y%(TLSfinish,{pms}{pk(d)},h(k,CipherSuit,TLSfinish))}{kcd} 

16b.c->d:{r%({TLSfinish}{msk})}{kcd} 

17.d->c:{({TLSfinish}{msk},h(k,TLSfinish))%o}{kcd} 

18.c->b:{o%(({TLSfinish}{msk},h(k,TLSfinish))%o)}{kbc} 

19.b->a:o%({TLSfinish}{msk},h(k,TLSfinish)) 

20. c -> d : {a,Frealm}{kcd} 

21. d -> c : {msk,DSRK,EAPsuccess}{kcd} 

22. c -> b : {msk,EAPsuccess,Frealm}{kbc} 

23. b -> a : Frealm,EAPsuccess 

 

#Specification 

 

#Actual variables 

STA, Kevin : Supplicant 

FAP:ForeignAP 

FAS, HAS : Server 

Kbc,Kcd,PMS : SessionKey 

mSK:MasterKey 

InverseKeys= 

(Kbc,Kbc),(Kcd,Kcd),(mSK,mSK),(PMS,PMS),(dSRK,dSRK) 

 

frealm:ForeignRealm 

eAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

eMSKname:EMSKeyName 

dSRK:DomainSpecifiedRootKey 

reqID,reID,dSRKreq,cipherSuit:Message 

 

Na : Nonce 

Nd :ServerNonce 

tLSreq:TLSRequest 

sessionID:SessionNonce 

tLSfinish:TLSFinishMessage 

K:HashKey 

#Functions 

symbolicpk, sk,cpk,csk 

 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge={STA,FAP,FAS,HAS} 

Crackable= SessionKey 
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Abstract—Future wireless networks will utilize a variety of wireless technologies to provide 

ubiquitous connectivity to mobile devices in the form of Cellular, WLAN and Femtocell. 

Inevitably, future wireless networks will be diverse in nature, and may use a number of different 

techniques to associate the wireless handheld devices authorized to use the network. 

Furthermore, mobile users desire seamless connectivity while roaming in the midst of different 

networks. This entails those mobile devices and wireless networks capable of accomplishing a 

vertical handover when the mobile devices find themselves in the vicinity of a foreign network. 

Regardless of technology challenges in terms of security and data integrity, mutual 

authentication between participating agents remains a significant problem in heterogeneous 

networks. This study explores these issues by examining a number of different solutions 

proposed for vertical handover, and identifies EAP-CRA as a technology independent flexible 

mechanism. EAP-CRA satisfies the mobility requirements of future handheld devices while 

promising the desired security properties. In view of systematically scrutinizing EAP-CRA, 

Casper/FDR has been used to analyze its security properties under various conditions for both 

vertical and horizontal handover. The results indicate that despite the initial perception, EAP-

CRA lacks mutual authentication between agents, as well as the integrity protection of the 

keying material. These identified issues in the original design have been rectified and the 

modified protocol has been tested and compared with EAP-ERP. 

 

Index Terms—Heterogeneous networks, vertical handover, formal verification, security 

verification, Casper, IoT. 
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1. Introduction 

Future wireless networks should satisfy the ever increasing need for wireless throughput 

possibly at gigabit rates. The presence of wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi[1], LTE [2] 

and HSDPA[3] on ordinary handheld devices empowers users to maintain simultaneous 

multi- gateway connectivity to the backbone network. It enables aggregation of 

connections to reach the desired throughput. From the network service providers’ 

perspective, to reach the higher wireless data rates, a number of proposals such as 

Femtocell [4], Wi-Fi hotspot [5] and the like have been put forward. As shown in Figure 

1, users carrying handheld devices that support multiple wireless technologies are 

privileged to be connected to multiple networks concurrently. Inevitably, future wireless 

networks will be heterogeneous by nature with appealing network characteristics. Such 

advancements have convinced many enterprises to move towards Internet of Things (IoT) 

[6]. Regardless of the technological solutions, the common attribute of all solutions 

suggests that such mobile devices must be equipped with vertical handover technologies 

to facilitate roaming in heterogeneous networks.  

In ubiquitous networks, mobile nodes moving from one network administration 

domain or from one network locality to another by changing the point of attachment from 

one technology to another is called vertical handover. In this paper, the native network 

that a mobile node is associated with is referred to as the home network, while the visiting 

network is referred to as the foreign network. If the mobile node gets disconnected for 

any reason and requests a re-authentication to a previously connected network, it is called 

a horizontal handover. Throughout this paper, the words, re-authentication and horizontal 

handover, are used reciprocally. 
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Figure 1: Future heterogeneous wireless network. 

Notwithstanding the technical challenges in vertical handover, security is a major 

concern in terms of privacy and authenticity. One option for vertical handover is a 

centralized approach supported by the service providers within their own significantly 

large WAN fabric and the associated user base. Some implementations, such as Telstra 

Air [5], have been rolled out enabling users to move freely from one location to another 

while maintaining network connectivity. However, having a centralized approach for 

authenticating users may not be viable because, when it comes to co-operation and 

collaboration, principal service providers are reluctant to share information.  

On the other hand, in a decentralized solution regardless of the technological 

limitations, there can be compatibility issues in the security mechanisms used between 

the different networks. For instance, as Figure 1 shows, consider a home network with 

4G technology that uses EAP-AKA as the authentication mechanism, with a foreign 

Femtocell network that uses EAP-TLS. In such situations, the foreign network will not 

be able to interpret the protocol used by the home network and hence, coordinated 

authentication becomes a challenge. 

Usually, large wireless networks belong to enterprise level service providers. 

These networks incorporate high speed wired backbone networks and a combination of 

wireless technologies such as LTE, Femtocell and Wi-Fi. Moving away from such a core 

fabric may implicate a variety of network technologies. It could require a handover 
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mechanism that may involve different technologies and providers. Some proposals like 

AKA [7] for 3GPP-WLAN [8] and 3GPP-WiMax internetworking [9] deal with such 

interoperability depending on the fact that Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 

(UMTS) is the core network. However, due to the open nature of future networks, such 

proposals will be ineffective and not fulfill the aspirations of the end users. Nonetheless, 

some studies such as the application of EAP-ERP by HOKEY WG [10] address these 

issues. EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA [11] offer a flexible and secure solution for seamless 

connectivity regardless of the underlying technology and hence are capable of supporting 

future networks. This study has explored security weaknesses and strengths of EAP-ERP 

[12]. Therefore, vertical and horizontal handover offered by EAP-CRA protocol as a 

model to investigate the security threats in the open architecture has been considered. 

Formal security verification of the protocol using Casper is discussed in this paper. The 

results suggest that there are some security issues in the EAP-CRA original proposal. 

Such issues have been addressed and analyzed again using Casper. 

Modeling and security verification of security protocols using automated software 

tools such as SPV [13], SPIN [14], AVISPA [15] and Casper/FDR have been carried out 

widely. However, Casper is the most well-known tool for security protocol verification, 

and it has been successfully applied to many protocols due to its ability to have an 

extensive array of features such as secure channel and cryptographic modeling with 

symmetric and / or asymmetric keys [16-19]. 

The main drawback in using Casper toolset is the issue of handling large protocols, 

because a large amount of memory is required to execute the refinement check algorithm 

[16, 20]. To overcome this issue during modeling, the Casper input file had to be 

optimized in a way to facilitate a quicker compile time. This was achieved by splitting 

large messages into two. 

Verification of Security protocols using communication sequential process (CSP) 

[21], failure divergence refinement (FDR) [22] and Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) 

[23] to discover vulnerabilities have been applied in some studies such as [24, 25]. 

However, the modeling of protocols and associated properties in CSP or SAL is very error 

-prone and complicated. In response to this concern, a new compiler known as Casper 

was introduced by Gavin Lowe [20] for CSP. This compiler accepts an abstract 

description of the protocol and translates it into CSP.  

In this paper, a brief review of the related work in the field of roaming vertical 

handover mechanisms and a comprehensive formal security analysis of coordinated 
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robust authentication (CRA) protocol is presented. Verification of EAP-CRA is carried 

out in three stages: exclude RADUIS as the underlying security channel; modify EAP-

CRA to address the identified vulnerabilities; include RADIUS as the underlying security 

channel (to be able to compare results with EAP-ERP). Generally, Casper output is not 

easily intelligible; therefore, all of the Casper direct output was refined and illustrated 

with the aid of diagrams. Furthermore, all assertions proved as true by Casper have been 

discussed and the causes explained. In this way, not only have the strengths been 

identified but they have also been analyzed. Finally, these results have been compared 

with the results from EAP-ERP analysis published in [12]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of some 

wireless authentication proposals for roaming enabled network protocols categorized as 

technology dependent and technology independent. A brief description of the Casper 

environment is also provided at the end of this section. Section 3 gives an overview of 

the EAP-CRA full authentication process and describes the process and elements of the 

Casper model for EAP-CRA. The results of the security verification using Casper are 

presented as a list of assertions. The analysis illustrates the attack scenarios generated by 

Casper with the aid of appropriate diagrams. Section 4 includes the security modeling and 

analysis of the modified version of EAP-CRA. For a fair comparison between EAP-CRA 

and EAP-ERP, EAP-CRA was analyzed with RADIUS. This section concludes with a 

comparison of vertical handover offered by EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA. In a similar way, 

the study initially modeled and verified EAP-CRA re-authentication without considering 

RADIUS. A modified version resulting from the analysis of the original model followed 

and in the last stage, RADIUS was included in the modeling. Finally, the study discusses 

and compares the results with EAP-ERP re-authentication. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Technology specific solutions 

Iyer et al. [26] propose a technique with a common Wi-Fi/WiMAX mobility service agent 

for use across Wi-Fi and WiMAX systems. By incorporating a mapping mechanism 

between Wi-Fi and WiMAX, they interface a Wi-Fi Access Point with the WiMAX 

Access Service Network (ASN) gateway. Thus, in their architecture, the problem of 

handling mobility across Wi-Fi and WiMAX is reduced to the problem of handling 

mobility across WiMAX base stations that already have concrete solutions. Further, their 
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proposed architecture enables the same IP address to be used across both the Wi-Fi and 

the WiMAX network interfaces, and keeps it seamless from an application perspective. 

Authors use the Access Service Network (ASN) gateway that provides mobility 

for WiMAX to interact with the normal Wi-Fi access point as WiMAX Base Station (BS). 

This task can be handled by a mapping function inside the access point mapping all 

802.11 events as R6 events. For example, the event association request will be mapped 

to WiMAX pre-attachment request. This idea puts the authentication load on a remote 

and far AAA server of WiMAX network. Logically, it creates problems for local users in 

connecting to the network, when the WiMAX connectivity is down and they do not 

propose any backup mechanism. 

One applied mechanism in Wi-Fi environment is Eduroam, which has been 

designed and implemented by European educational institutes. This service provides 

users with secure Internet access when they roam between participating academic 

institutions. To authenticate a user, education roaming uses a series of hierarchical 

authentication servers. Each institution has a RADIUS server as its authentication server. 

This is connected to the federation level RADIUS server. The Federation level 

authentication servers are also connected to the global RADIUS server. When a user 

comes to a foreign network, the user credentials are checked by the RADIUS server of 

the visited network. If the user does not belong to the network, it requests the federation 

level RADIUS server. This server is a directory of all RADIUS servers under its control 

and has connections to the ROOT RADIUS server. If the federation server cannot find 

the home RADIUS server for the supplicant, it will then forward the authentication 

request to the Root RADIUS server. The root server will then find the exact federation 

level RADIUS server. Consequently, the authentication request will be redirected to the 

home Authentication server. The route for response to the supplicant is the exact reverse 

of the direction from foreign to home network [27]. 

Figure 2 shows the architecture of Eduroam and the message exchange between 

authentication servers in different layers. Since Eduroam is proprietary, there are not 

enough references or information to investigate the details of the authentication process. 
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Figure 2: Eduroam architecture. 

GSM is the 2G mobile standard that uses EAP-SIM [28], but it is not suited for 

3G network, which demands more secure procedures for authentication. To respond to 

such a need, Arkko et al.[7, 29] used a combination of 3G authentication with the key 

agreement mechanism specified in UMTS. In their work, which is called EAP-

Authentication and Key Agreement (EAP-AKA), they use longer keys than EAP-SIM. 

AKA is a challenge-response method and applies symmetric cryptography. In this 

method, both identity module and home server have an agreement on a secret key. Home 

server, which is a 3G authentication server hosted by the telecommunication provider, 

creates an authentication vector based on the secret key and a sequence number. 

Components of the vector are RAND, AUTN, XRES, 128-bit IK and one encryption key, 

CK. The server passes the RAND and AUTM to the identity module of the supplicant. 

Identity module verifies AUTN and then sends RES, the result of authentication, to the 

server, which is then able to check the user identity. Provided that RES is valid, the user 

will be successfully authenticated. If everything goes well, both ends use IK and CK to 

secure the communication. 

2.2. Flexible and technology independent solutions for vertical handover 

The methods discussed earlier are designed for a limited combination of network 

architecture; just as Edu-roaming is for Wi-Fi , AKA[7] is for UMTS. However, EAP-

ERP and EAP-CRA [30] are technology independent authentication mechanisms. 

Narayanan et al. [10] proposed an extension to EAP method to support Re-

Authentication process known as EAP-ERP. This proposal introduces two new messages 

to the EAP-Messages - EAP-Initiate and EAP-Finish. Both messages are used in the 

process of Re-Authentication. Based on the location of the EAP Authentication server, 

two scenarios shape the protocol to support Re-Authentication. The first is when a peer 

is performing a Re-Authentication or horizontal handover in its home domain. The second 
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scenario comes in to play when a peer is trying to get authenticated in the foreign 

Network. When a supplicant moves to a new network, it first performs a full 

authentication with its associated home server through the foreign Network. This process 

is also called bootstrap. In these circumstances, the visited network almost plays the role 

of an intermediate medium to redirect all the requests to the home network. 

Supplicant AP EA server

EAP-Response/Identity (M2)

AAA[MSK,DSRK, EMSKName, 

EAP-Success](M5)

EAP-Request/Identity (M1)

EAP-Finish/re-auth[Bootsrap](M7)

Store MSK, forward EAP-Success to 

the supplicant

AAA[EAP-Response/Identity] (M3)

HAAA

AAA[EAP-Res/ID,DSRK-Req,

F-Realm](M4)

Full EAP Authentication According Home Authentication Policy 

to generate Fresh Keys

AAA[MSK, EAP-Success](M6)

 

Figure 3: The process of Vertical handover EAP-ERP the process of initial 

authentication. 

Like other EAP methods, the authentication process begins with EAP-

Request/identity. In response, the Supplicant sends an EAP-Response including its 

identity and that of the home domain. These two messages are shown as M1 and M2 in 

Figure 3. Message M2 is then forwarded to the EA Server as message M3. Upon receiving 

message M3, the EA server forwards the EAP-Response besides its realm and Domain 

Specified Root Key (DSRK) request, which is basically a request for the root key for 

future Re-Authentication (M4). The identity value inside the response (M3) shows the 

EA server where the destination home Network is located. At this stage, to generate fresh 

key materials and, more importantly, the Master Session Key (MSK) and the Extended 

Master Session Key (EMSK), the supplicant and home Authentication server perform a 

Full EAP authentication based on home authentication policy. Upon successful 

authentication, home server (HAAA) composes M5 which contains MSK, DSRK, 

EMSKName and EAP-Success. This message will be sent to The EA Server in the foreign 

Network. The server stores the DSRK and MSKName and sends EAP-Success and MSK 

to the Access Point (AP). Accordingly, AP stores the MSK to provide privacy for the rest 
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of the communication. When the supplicant receives the EAP-Success message, the initial 

authentication is deemed complete. 

During the full authentication process, the EAP-ERP method embraces an 

additional authentication method to obtain the master session key from the home network. 

As a result, before proceeding to model EAP-ERP in Casper, the impact of the underlying 

authentication method should be taken into consideration. For credible analysis, EAP-

ERP was examined; first by neglecting the underlying protocol, and then by including the 

underlying authentication protocol. Evidently, so as not to convey any weaknesses to 

EAP-ERP, the embedded authentication protocol must be a secure mechanism. Thus, 

prior to this experiment, EAP-TLS was selected and verified using Casper.  

EAP-CRA [11, 31] like EAP-ERP claims to be a flexible platform for wireless 

networks capable of supporting vertical handover. However, the process requires fewer 

messages to authenticate a roaming device. The principal notion behind the CRA 

authentication mechanism is that every wireless device will primarily be associated with 

one wireless network, which can be referred to as its HOME network. The credentials 

used by a wireless device to associate with its HOME network are assumed to be robust 

and specific to that network. Therefore, a wireless device must be able to use its authority 

in the HOME network to reliably associate with any other FOREIGN network. In this 

context, the AAA server that authorizes the wireless device in its home network is called 

as the HOME AAA Server (HAS) and the AAA server in a foreign network is called the 

FOREIGN AAA Server (FAS). Hence, this study’s authentication mechanism will 

require only one set of credentials that it uses in the home network to access any foreign 

networks. Both types of networks and different authentication mechanisms that may be 

specific and effective to that type of network have been considered. Further details of this 

study’s CRA protocol can be found in [16]. 

The Enhanced CRA protocol provides authentication in two modes: Full 

Authentication and Re-Authentication. With regard to mutual authentication, CRA uses 

RADIUS servers as suggested in IEEE 802.1x [17]. RADIUS protocol exhibits better 

performance compared to other mutual authentication protocols [18]. CRA suggests 

direct communication between radius servers by pre-arranged agreement or the servers 

could find each other dynamically. In case the RADIUS servers do not have a pre-

arranged agreement, they can use their CA-signed PKI certificates to ascertain trust 

between servers. 
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All AAA servers that participate in the CRA must possess a CA-signed PKI 

certificate and be capable of obtaining the CA-signed PKI certificates of other 

participating AAA servers. Assuming that all AAA Servers that participate in the CRA 

are in possession of their CA-signed PKI certificates, the CRA protocol can communicate 

between the FOREIGN and the HOME AAA servers securely. 

2.2.1. Full EAP-CRA authentication 

Initial assumption of the CRA protocol is that each mobile Node is primarily associated 

with a Network, which, in this context, is referred to as the home network. The security 

of the home network and the authentication mechanism used must be robust. We assume 

that an EAP method such as EAP-TLS, EAP-PEAP or EAP-TTLS is used in the home 

network. Therefore, the values for MSKName, MSK, EMSK and the Time-To-Live 

(TTL) for these keys are available for the peer and the server. Since some of the EAP 

methods utilize CA-signed PKI certificates to authenticate and secure the communication, 

CRA extends it to add more flexibility to certificate based authentication. In this research, 

WLAN has been chosen as the medium to illustrate the components and messaging of 

EAP-CRA. Firstly, both the peer and the foreign Access Point (FAP) discover their 

capabilities and decide on a suitable protocol to authenticate each other. If both parties 

are capable of EAP-CRA, the FAP will then compose an EAP request message to solicit 

the identity of the Peer. It should be mentioned that the key for hashing function is 

generated from the EMSK. 

1. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: {𝐼𝐷 𝑟𝑒𝑞} 

2. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 {𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 , PKℎ(EMSK𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 , Seq#), MAC} 

3. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: {𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 , PKℎ(EMSK𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 , Seq#), MAC} 

4. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝐻𝐴𝑆: {𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚, 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐹(𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒), PK𝐹(EMSK𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 , Seq#), 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

5. 𝐻𝐴𝑆 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: {𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻(𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒), PK𝐹(𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑀𝑆𝐾, 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝐸𝑀𝑆𝐾), EAP𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠, Seq#} 

6. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: {𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑀𝑆𝐾, 𝐸𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑞, 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚, 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

7. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: {𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑚, 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

8. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 {𝐴𝐶𝐾, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, MAC} 

9. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃 − 𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 

Figure 4: CRA Full Authentication Protocol. 

In an unknown network, the peer will first check if the TTL of MSK is still valid. 

Expired MSK will lead to a failed authentication and the peer will be responsible for 
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doing a full authentication with its home Network to obtain a fresh MSK. If the MSK is 

valid, the peer generates a random sequence number and by the public Key of its 

associated HAS encrypts the MSKname of the home network and the sequence number. 

As the last item, the supplicant generates a hash value of the message with a hash key 

generated from the EMSK. The composed EAP-Response message that contains the 

encrypted message, Message Authentication Code, the realm of the home network and 

the random identity of the peer will be sent to the FAP (message 3 in  Figure 4 ). The FAP 

will encapsulate this EAP-Response message inside a RADIUS packet and forward it to 

the foreign authentication server (FAS). The FAS is able to identify the home Network 

by checking the realm of the supplicant found in the received message. The FAS will also 

utilize RADIUS for server-to-server communication. However, before sending the 

received message, the FAS will add its domain name and encrypt the MSKname with its 

Private Key (message 3 in Figure 4). This enables the HAS to authenticate the FAS. 

Upon receiving the message from a foreign network, HAS is able to check if the 

FAS is authorized based on the domain name of the FAS. The HAS can authenticate the 

FAS by verifying the contents of the signed message. Peer authentication will be managed 

by matching the MSKname with MSK, EMSK, validation of the key timer and the 

number of Re-Authentication of the peer. If the MSK is valid, HAS will verify the MAC 

value inside the message by MAC value of the entire message generated by the HAS. 

Provided that the MAC value is verified, the HAS can combine the foreign domain name, 

sequence number and the previous EMSK to generate new CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK. 

After updating the timer and counter values of the MSKname, the HAS creates a RADIUS 

packet, which holds Access Accept, encrypted values of CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK 

with FAS’s Public Key, MAC and privately signed message of domain name – MSKname 

(message 5 in Figure 4). 

FAS first checks the signed MSKname to validate the HAS, and then stores the 

MSKname and CRA keys. In addition to these, it calculates a new timer, counter and 

random Re-Authentication ID for local Re-Authentication in case the peer stays for a 

longer time in the foreign network. These values are CRA_timer, CRA_counter, and 

CRA_RND. The value of the CRA_timer must be less than the validity time of the initial 

MSK. Next, the FAS sends CRA_counter, re_id, EMSKname signed with HAS’s private 

key, foreign realm and CRA-MSK inside a RADIUS packet to FAP (message 6 in Figure 

4). The CRA-MSK will be utilized for future communication to provide privacy. The rest 

of the message is sent to the peer (message 7 in Figure 4). The peer will be able to 
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authenticate its home server by verifying the signature and can generate CRA-MSK and 

CRA-EMSK. It then creates an EAP-Response as an acknowledgement with MSKname. 

The FAS can then compose an EAP-Success message and send it back to the peer. 

3. Verifying Security Protocols using Casper 

Analysis of security protocols is carried out in two steps. The goal of the first step is to 

generate a theoretical model of the protocol in CSP [21] and / or SAL [32]. The next step 

involves verifying the security assertions of the protocol by model checkers such as 

Failure-divergence refinement (FDR) [22]. However, generating the CSP model of a 

system or a protocol can be fallible and difficult. To overcome this, Casper was developed 

by Gavin Lowe [20]. Casper generates a CSP file from a user-friendly input notation. The 

CSP file can then be processed by FDR2 or FDR3. In the case of security gaps, Casper 

generates the associated attack scenarios. The input file in Casper notation consists of 

eight headers as shown in Table 1. 

Each agent participating in a protocol is considered a CSP process; this conception 

is true for an intruder as well. This method has been applied to a number of protocols 

such as EAP-AKA [33, 34]. 

Table 1: The headers of Casper‘s input. 

Free variables Defines the agents, Variables and functions in the protocol 

Processes Represents each agent as a process 

Protocol Description Shows all the messages exchanged between the agents 

Specification Specifies the security properties to be analysed 

Actual variables  Defines the real variables, in the actual system to be checked 

Free variables Variables used in the model 

Functions Defines the functions in the model  

System Participating agents in actual system with the instantiated 

parameters  

Intruder information Represents the initial knowledge of the intruder  

4. Modelling and formal analysis of CRA 

The main goal of this section is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of EAP-CRA in 

terms of security features. This analysis also seeks a comparison between EAP-CRA and 

EAP-ERP, which also provides vertical handover in wireless heterogeneous networks. 

Finally, in the event of any vulnerabilities identified by Casper, the study endeavored to 
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address appropriate mitigation. However, there were some cases that had no room for 

improvement. 

The assumption for both protocols is that RADIUS is used as the underlying 

carrier for EAP messages between servers and authenticator to server communication. 

Therefore, in our model, the outcome of the security analysis partially depends on the 

inclusion of RADIUS. However, in view of making a fair comparison and scrutinizing 

the proposed protocol EAP-CRA was analyzed, both with and without the RADIUS 

protocol. In contrast, EAP-ERP [12] was modelled with RADIUS only.  

Considering the fact that both CRA and ERP perform vertical and horizontal handover, 

the results are presented separately for EAP-CRA full authentication and Re-

authentication. 

4.1. Modelling and Analyzing of CRA Vertical handover 

EAP framework recommends using RADIUS or DIAMETER protocols for carrying EAP 

messages between the authenticator and the authentication server. In modeling CRA, the 

inclusion of an extra layer of security offered by RADIUS hinders the analysis of the 

protocol. On the other hand, incorporating RADIUS in modeling CRA provides a 

comprehensive analysis by considering all possibilities. Therefore, this section is 

organized into three parts: firstly, CRA is considered according to the original design 

without incorporating RADIUS. This analysis reveals that the protocol could be enhanced 

by encrypting some of the messages. Consequently, in the second section the proposed 

model is modified and analyzed. Thirdly, the proposed protocol is modeled incorporating 

RADIUS.  

4.1.1. Analysis of EAP-CRA without RADIUS 

Listing 1 shows the EAP-CRA protocol modeled in Casper. Here, it is assumed that the 

intruder is aware of the identities of the agents and the public keys of both servers. Under 

Free variables, the Casper function ‘pk’ accepts the server name and generates the public 

key. Similarly, the function ‘sk’ accepts the sever name and generates the private key. 

The ‘InverseKeys’ function associates the public key (pk) with the private key (sk), 

whereas ‘CraEMSK and ‘CraEMSK’ are symmetric session keys known as CMSK and 

EMSK . Under #Protocol description, the “%” notation inside messages 3, 4 and 5 relates 

to the condition where part of the message after this mark is forwarded without being 

decrypted by the intermediate agents. For instance, in message 2, the STA includes 
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h(k,(EMSKname,na))) in variable “v”, which the FAP will simply forward to the FAS. 

Similarly, the foreign server will also forward it to the HAS (messages 3 & 4). Under 

#Process heading generate key word highlight the fact that only the supplicant “a” and 

the home server are able to generate the CRA master session key “CMSK” (CraMSK), 

and “Emsk” (CraEMSK) and their associated nonce values. In the last heading #Intruder 

information, “Kevin” is named as an intruder who knows the identity of all agents 

including the identity of all four agents and the associated public keys. 

Listing 1: EAP-CRA’s Casper input. 
#Free variables 

a:Supplicant 

b:foreignAP 

c,d:Server 

na:SupplicantNonce 

nd :homeServerNonce 

nc: foreignNonce 

CraMSK:CRAmasterKey 

CraEMSK:CRAExtendedKey 

pk : Server -> PublicKey 

sk : Server -> SecretKey 

Frealm:ForeinRealm 

ReqID,ReID:Message 

ACK:Acknowledgement 

EAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

EMSKname:EMSKNAME 

k,k':HashKey 

h:HashFunction 

 

InverseKeys= (pk,sk),(CraMSK,CraMSK),(CraEMSK,CraEMSK) 

 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(b,c,ReqID,EAPsuccess,k') knows pk 

RESPONDER(a,na,ACK,d,CraMSK,CraEMSK,k,k',EMSKname) knows 

pk generates  CraMSK,CraEMSK,na 

ForeingServer(c,d,CraMSK, Frealm, ReID) knows pk,sk(c) 

homeServer(d,nd,CraMSK,CraEMSK,k,EMSKname) knows pk,sk(d) 

generates CraMSK,CraEMSK,nd 

 

#System 

INITIATOR(FAP,FAS,reqID,eAPsuccess,K') 

RESPONDER(STA,Na,aCK,HAS,craMSK,craEMSK,K,K',eMSKname) 

ForeingServer(FAS,HAS,craMSK,frealm,reID) 

homeServer(HAS,Nd,craMSK,craEMSK,K,eMSKname)  

 

#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b 

2. a -> b : a, ({EMSKname,na}{pk(d)},h(k,(EMSKname,na)))% 

v 

3. b -> c : a, v % 

(({EMSKname,na}{pk(d)},h(k,(EMSKname,na)))% v) 
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When the above model is input to Casper, it generates a CSP file against which 

envisioned assertions can be checked by FDR. Table shows ten assertions for which 

Casper did not generate any counter examples. This can be attributed to the use of public 

and private keys for agreement assertions. The specifications highlighting the secrecy of 

“CraEMSK” (EMSK) proved to be true because this key is not exchanged throughout the 

communications. Only the supplicant and home server are able to generate the key 

(CraEMSK). In regards to Agreement(a,d,[]), possessing EmskName and using the public 

key of HAS by the STA convinces the HAS that the STA is legitimate and can be trusted. 

On the other hand, Agreement(d,a,[]) is proved to be true because of private key signature 

“{a,nd}{sk(d)}” issued by the HAS. For the two agreement assertions related to mutual 

authentication between FAS and HAS, because of the private key signature included in 

server to server communication, both HAS and FAS are able to trust each other. 

Consequently, Agreement(c,d,[]) and Agreement(d,c,[]) are proved true. 

 

4. c -> d : a,Frealm,{a}{sk(c)},v % 

({EMSKname,na}{pk(d)},h(k,(EMSKname,na))) 

5. d -> c : {a,nd}{sk(d)} % w , {CraMSK,CraEMSK}{pk(c)} 

6. c -> b : {CraMSK, c,Frealm, ReID}{sk(c)},w % 

({a,nd}{sk(d)} % V) 

7. b -> a : Frealm,c, ReID,V % {a,nd}{sk(d)} 

8. a -> b : ACK 

9. b -> a : EAPsuccess 

 

 #Actual variables 

STA,Kevin:Supplicant 

FAP:foreignAP 

FAS,HAS:Server 

Na:SupplicantNonce 

Nd :homeServerNonce 

CraMSK:CRAmasterKey 

CraEMSK:CRAExtendedKey 

frealm:ForeinRealm 

reqID,reID:Message 

aCK:Acknowledgement 

eAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

Nc: foreignNonce  

K,K':HashKey 

InverseKeys=(craMSK,craMSK),(craEMSK,craEMSK) 

eMSKname:EMSKNAME 

#Functions 

symbolic pk, sk 

 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,FAS,HAS,pk} 
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Table 2: List of approved assertions for EAP-CRA. 

Besides the above assertions being proved true, Casper, however, generated three attack 

scenarios associated with the thirteen assertions discussed below. 

4.1.1.1.  First attack Scenario 

After using Casper to produce the CSP description for the proposed protocol, FDR was 

implemented to verify the CSP code against some security assertions. As a result, Casper 

produced three attack scenarios. The first attack covers six secrecy assertions as shown 

in Table 3. 

Table 3: Assertions that proved to be false with attack scenario 1. 

Listing 2 is the direct output from Casper for the assertions shown in Table 3. 

Details of the attack corresponding to these assertions are discussed below. The prefix 

“I_” indicates the intruder pretending to be a legitimate agent.  

 Assertions Description 

1.  Agreement(a,d,[]) STA successfully authenticated itself to HAS 

2.  Agreement(d,a,[]) HAS successfully authenticated itself to STA 

3.  Agreement(c,b,[]) FAS successfully authenticated itself to FAP 

4.  Agreement(c,d,[]) FAS successfully authenticated itself to HAS 

5.  Agreement(d,c,[]) HAS successfully authenticated itself to FAS 

6.  Secret(a,CraEMSK,[d]) “craEMSK” is kept secret between STA and HAS 

7.  Secret(c,CraEMSK,[d]) “craEMSK” is kept secret between FAS and HAS 

8.  Secret(a,CraEMSK,[c]) “craEMSK” is kept secret between STA and FAS 

9.  Agreement(b,a,[]) FAP successfully authenticated itself to STA 

10.  Agreement(a,b,[]) STA successfully authenticated itself to FAP 

 Assertion Description 

1.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[d]) STA believes craMSK is a secret shared with HAS, the 

intruder knows craMSK 

2.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) FAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with STA, the 

intruder knows craMSK 

3.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) STA believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAS, the 

intruder knows craMSK 

4.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) STA believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAP, the 

intruder knows craMSK 

5.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) FAP believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAS, the 

intruder knows craMSK 
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Listing 2: First attach scenario generated by Casper for EAP-CRA without RADIUS. 
Casper> 0.      ->  FAP  : STA 

1.  FAP  -> I_STA : reqID, FAP 

1. I_FAP ->  STA  : reqID, FAP 

2.  STA  -> I_FAP : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

2. I_STA ->  FAP  : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

3. I_FAP ->  FAS  : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

4.  FAS  -> I_HAS : STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, 

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

4. I_FAS ->  HAS  : STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, 

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

5.  HAS  -> I_FAS : {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, {craMSK, 

craEMSK}pk(FAS)} 

5. I_HAS ->  FAS  : {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, {craMSK, 

craEMSK}{pk(FAS)} 

6.  FAS  -> I_FAP : {craMSK, FAS, frealm, 

reID}{sk(FAS)}, {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)} 

3.  FAP  -> I_FAS : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

6. I_FAS ->  FAP  : {craMSK, FAS, frealm, 

reID}{sk(FAS)}, Garbage 

7.  FAP  -> I_STA : frealm, FAS, reID, Garbage 

7. I_FAP ->  STA  : frealm, HAS, reID, {STA, 

Nd}{sk(HAS)} 

8.  STA  -> I_FAP : aCK 

8. I_STA ->  FAP  : aCK 

9.  FAP  -> I_STA : eAPsuccess 

9. I_FAP ->  STA  : eAPsuccess 

  The intruder knows craMSK 

As shown in Figure 5, the revealed scenario is a type of Man in the Middle (MitM) 

attack carried out by the intruder, where the intruding agent places itself between each 

pair of the participating agents. The details of this attack can be explained in three stages 

as outlined below with reference to the messages in Listing 2 and Figure 5. 

Initially, the intruding agent intercepts the communication between the FAP and 

the STA. After receiving message 1, the intruder forwards it to the FAP. To the FAPs, it 

appears the message has come from a genuine STA. The signatures generated by the HAS 

and FAS are the two necessary elements required by the attacker to carry out this attack 

successfully. Subsequently, the attacker intercepts message 3 and forwards it to the FAS. 

The FAS then composes a message including its signature (Message 4), which is 

intercepted by the attacker (I_HAS) impersonating as the HAS. The intruder then 

impersonates as the FAS and forwards the received message to the legitimate HAS (Stage 

1). The HAS will not doubt the integrity of the message because of the FAS signature. 
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Therefore, it replies with message 5, which contains the “CraMSK” value and the HAS 

signature. 

In stage 2, since the FAP started the session with message 1, it will expect to 

receive a reply from FAS. The intruder generates message 6, which contains “garbage” 

and sends it to the FAP. The FAP believes it has come from the FAS, so it forwards this 

message to the intruding agent, which is now impersonating as the STA (message 7). 

Next, in stage 3, the attacker sends message 7, which contains all the required elements 

to the STA. With this, one run of the protocol is completed and the STA believes that it 

has authenticated itself to a valid FAS, while the critical secrets, (CraMSK and 

CraEMSK), are exposed to the attacker. For space limitation, messages 1, 8 and 9 are not 

included in Figure 5. 

FAP

H
A

S

I_FAS

I_FAP

I_HAS

FA
S

3.STA, 

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)} 

4.: STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, 

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}

5.{STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)},

 {craMSK,craEMSK}{pk(FAS)

6.{craMSK, frealm, 

reID}{sk(FAS)},

{STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}

6.{craMSK, frealm, 

reID}{sk(FAS)},

 Garbage

4.: STA, frealm,

 {STA}{sk(FAS)}

, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}

5.{STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)},

 {craMSK,craEMSK}{pk(FAS)

I_STA

7.frealm, FAS, reID, Garbage

7.frealm, HAS, reID, 

{STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}

STA

3.STA,

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

 

Figure 5: First attack on EAP-CRA. 

Stages one and two cover assertions 2 to 5 from Table and show how the Master 

Session Key (CraMSK) is exposed to the attacker. At the end of stage 3, the intruder is in 

possession of the CMSK (CraMSK) and EMSK (CraEMSK). This is made possible 

because the keys are not protected as shown in message 5 in Listing 1. 

4.1.1.2. Second attack scenario 

The second attack scenario generated by Casper is a derivative of the first attack. This 

attack corresponds to the five secrecy assertions listed in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Assertions that proved to be false with attack scenario 2. 
 Assertions Description 

1.  Secret(d,CraMSK,[a]) HAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with STA, the 

intruder knows craMSK 

2.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) FAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAP, the 

intruder knows craMSK 

3.  Secret(d,CraMSK,[c]) FAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAS, the 

intruder knows craMSK 

4.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) FAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with STA, the 

intruder knows craMSK 

5.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[d]) FAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAS, the 

intruder knows craMSK 

Listing 3 is the direct output from Casper/FDR presenting the second counter example 

corresponding to the five secrecy properties listed in Table 4. Casper produces only 6 

messages for the counter example because the compromise of MSK known as “craMSK” 

in listing 3 takes place when FAS relies only on the private key signature to protect 

“craMSK” inside message 6. As stated in the model, the intruder is assumed to be in 

possession of FAS public key; therefore, the intruder can decrypt {craMSK, FAS, frealm, 

reID}{sk(FAS)}. 

Listing 3: Second attack scenario generated by Casper for EAP-CRA without RADIUS. 

As shown in Figure 6 the intruder impersonates as the FAP, FAS and HAS to seize the 

necessary secret keys. This attack is similar to the first one whereby the intruder can 

obtain all the necessary elements such as foreign server’s signature and home server’s 

Casper> 0.       ->  FAP  : STA 

1.  FAP  -> I_STA : reqID, FAP 

1. I_FAP ->  STA  : reqID, FAP 

2.  STA  -> I_FAP : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

eMSKname, Na) 

3. I_FAP ->  FAS  : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

eMSKname, Na) 

4.  FAS  -> I_HAS : STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, {eMSKname, 

Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

4. I_FAS ->  HAS  : STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, {eMSKname, 

Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

5.  HAS  -> I_FAS : {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, {craMSK, 

craEMSK}{pk(FAS)} 

5. I_HAS ->  FAS  : {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, {craMSK, 

craEMSK}{pk(FAS)} 

6.  FAS  -> I_FAP : {craMSK, FAS, frealm, reID}{sk(FAS)}, 

{STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)} 

  The intruder knows craMSK 
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signature. Consequently, the attacker is in possession of the session key “CraMSK” as 

shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Second attack scenario on EAP-CRA. 

4.1.1.3. The third attack scenario 

The third counter example generated by Casper covers three agreement assertions listed 

in Table 5. These assertions relate to the Agreement property between the STA and FAS 

and between the FAP and FAS. 

Table 5: list of assertions associated with third attack scenario. 

The last counter example generated by Casper shows how both FAS and STA fail 

to authenticate each other. Listing 4 shows a full run of protocol that contradicts mutual 

authentication of FAS to the supplicant and FAP. As is evident, the attacker uses the 

“garbage” twice; first for obtaining the signature of the home server and second to bypass 

the FAP. The process of attack is illustrated in Figure 7. 

 Assertion Description 

1.  Agreement(b,c,[]) FAS believes (s)he has completed a run of the protocol, taking the 

role of foreign Server, with FAP, using data items. 

2.  Agreement(a,c,[]) FAS believes (s)he has completed a run of the protocol, taking the 

role of foreign Server, with STA, using data items. 

3.  Agreement(c,a) STA believes (s)he has completed a run of the protocol, taking the 

role of foreign Server, with FAS, using data items. 
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Listing 4: Third counter attacked produced by Casper. 

This attack is slightly different from the first one because, to disapprove an 

agreement assertion, the intruder needs to perform a full run of the protocol. In other 

words, an attack against an agreement assertion is not complete unless all of the 

participating agents can complete a run of the protocol. As shown in Figure 7, the output 

from Casper can be outlined in three stages. The first step is the process of replaying 

messages between the legitimate agents. Messages 1, 2, 3 and 4 enable the attacker to 

conduct the first stage of a man-in-the-middle attack, whereby in message 4, the attacker 

possesses the signature of the foreign server. During the second stage, the intruder 

captures message 5 that contains the message {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)} signed by the home 

server. However, instead of replaying this message, the intruder composes a new message 

5, including “garbage”, to be sent to the FAS instead of the signature of HAS. In doing 

so, the intruder keeps the FAS in the loop of full authentication. Dispatching message 6 

by the FAS confirms that the FAS has trusted the originator of message 5. The intruder 

forwards message 6 to the FAP. Now in stage 3, the intruder modifies message 7 received 

Casper> 0.       ->  FAP  : STA 

1.  FAP  -> I_STA : reqID, FAP 

1. I_FAP ->  STA  : reqID, FAP 

2.  STA  -> I_FAP : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

3. I_FAP ->  FAS  : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

4.  FAS  -> I_HAS : STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, 

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

4. I_FAS ->  HAS  : STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, 

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

5.  HAS  -> I_FAS : {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, { 

craMSK,craEMSK }{pk(FAS)} 

5. I_HAS ->  FAS  : Garbage, 

{craMSK,craEMSK}{pk(FAS)} 

2. I_STA ->  FAP  : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

6.  FAS  -> I_FAP : {craMSK, FAS, frealm, 

reID}{sk(FAS)}, Garbage 

3.  FAP  -> I_FAS : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

6. I_FAS ->  FAP  : {craMSK, FAS, frealm, 

reID}{sk(FAS)}, Garbage 

7.  FAP  -> I_STA : frealm, FAS, reID, Garbage 

7. I_FAP ->  STA  : frealm, HAS, reID, {STA, 

Nd}{sk(HAS)} 

8.  STA  -> I_FAP : aCK 

8. I_STA ->  FAP  : aCK 

9.  FAP  -> I_STA : eAPsuccess 

9. I_FAP ->  STA  : eAPsuccess 
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from the FAP by replacing “garbage” with HAS signature obtained from stage 2. In this 

manner, STA believes this message is coming from a valid source and continues with the 

communication by sending an ACK and receiving a final EAP-Success from the FAP. At 

the end of stage 3, both FAS and STA believe they have completed a run of protocol with 

the legitimate agents whereas, in fact, they have been misled by the intruder. Hence, 

Agreement (c, a) and Agreement (a, c) are proved false by Casper. 

In relation to Agreement (b,c) in Table 5, by dispatching message 7 to the intruder 

(I_STA), the FAP trusts the origin of message 6, which is the intruder (I_FAS). Therefore, 

Casper generates a counter example. 

FAP

H
A

S

I_FAS

I_FAP

I_HAS

FA
S

3.STA, 

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)} 

4.: STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, 

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}

5.Garbage, {craMSK,craEMSK'}{pk(FAS)}

6.{Kab, FAS, frealm, reID}{sk(FAS)}

, Garbage

6.{craMSK, frealm, 

reID}{sk(FAS)},

 Garbage

4.: STA, frealm,

 {STA}{sk(FAS)}

, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}

5.{STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)},

 {craMSK,craEMSK}{pk(FAS)

I_STA

7.frealm, FAS, reID, Garbage

7.frealm, HAS, reID, 

{STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}

STA

3.STA,

{eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, 

 

Figure 7: Third attack scenario on EAP-CRA. 

The results from Casper indicate that the CRA vertical handover fails to maintain 

privacy for the keying material “craMSK”. According to the structure of these messages, 

there is no room for improving this property other than relying on a secure channel 

between the access point and authentication severs.  

However, there are three agreement assertions revealing the inability of CRA to 

provide mutual authentication between FAS & STA and FAS & FAP. To provide mutual 

authentication between the agents, the last two messages (8 and 9) should be encrypted 

with the new master session key “craMSK”. Nevertheless, with message 7, the FAS 

receives the master session key, whereas the STA can generate the master session key, 
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which can then be used for hashing messages as well as encrypting message 8 and 9. In 

the following section, the modified model, together with the associated analysis, is 

presented. Such modifications have been applied to the original proposal and tested 

against the same set of 23 assertions as in the previous section. 

4.2.  Modified Full EAP-CRA 

The revised form of EAP-CRA differs from the original proposal in the last two messages. 

These two messages are now encrypted and hashed, whereas initially they were in plain 

text. As shown in  to enable STA to empower it to authenticate the FAS. A full description 

of the Casper model is provided in Appendix I. 

Listing 5, Messages 8 and 9 are now considered encrypted with master session key 

“CraMSK” and the entire message is hashed using “k1”. 

Another point highlighted by Casper is the issue of authenticating FAS to STA. 

In the modified version, FAS includes a new signature {c,Frealm, ReID}.{sk(c)} in 

message 6 to enable STA to empower it to authenticate the FAS. A full description of the 

Casper model is provided in Appendix I. 

Listing 5: Notation of modified EAP-CRA full authentication. 
#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b 

2. a -> b : a, 

({EMSKname,na}{pk(d)},h(k,(EMSKname,na)))% v 

3. b -> c : a, v % 

(({EMSKname,na}{pk(d)},h(k,(EMSKname,na)))% v) 

4. c -> d : a,Frealm,{a}{sk(c)},v % 

({EMSKname,na}{pk(d)},h(k,(EMSKname,na))) 

5. d -> c : ({a,nd}{sk(d)},h(k,(a,nd))) % w , 

{CraMSK,CraEMSK,CraEMSK}{pk(c)} 

6. c -> b : {CraMSK, c,Frealm, 

ReID}{sk(c)},{c,Frealm, ReID}{sk(c)} % z,w % 

(({a,nd}{sk(d)},h(k,(a,nd))) % w) 

7. b -> a : c,z % {c,Frealm, ReID}{sk(c)},w % 

({a,nd}{sk(d)},h(k,(a,nd))) 

8. a -> b : [35]{CraMSK},h(k',[35]{CraMSK}) 

9. b -> a : 

{EAPsuccess}{CraMSK},h(k',{EAPsuccess}{CraMSK}) 

As shown in the Listing 5, in the modified CRA it is assumed that the HAS and 

the STA calculate the MSK from the combination of frealm, na, nd and EMSk. The HAS 

generates CraMSk when message 4 is delivered. In message 5, HAS sends CraMSK to 

the FAS in addition to {c,Frealm, ReID}{sk(c)}. The last token is for authenticating FAS 
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and is also used by the supplicant (STA) to generate CraMSK. Intuitively, messages 8 

and 9 can be protected because of availability of the craMSK to the STA and FAP. 

As expected, the modified version of CRA also fails to prove assertions related to 

the secrecy of “MSK”. However, according to Casper, the modified version of the 

protocol boosts the security of CRA in terms of mutual authentication between the FAS 

and STA. Nevertheless, authentication of FAP to the FAS remains a concern, but that is 

beyond the scope of this study. Table contains 12 verified theorems including 

Agreement(c,a,[]) and Agreement(a,c,[]) for which Casper generated counter example in 

the original model. The use of the private signature of FAS in message 6 sent to the 

supplicant enables the STA to trust the FAS since only FAS holds the private key. 

Table 6: Approved assertions by Casper for modified EAP-CRA. 
 Assertions Description 

1.  Agreement(a,d,[]) STA successfully authenticated itself to HAS 

2.  Agreement(d,a,[]) HAS successfully authenticated itself to STA 

3.  Agreement(c,b,[]) FAS successfully authenticated itself to FAP 

4.  Agreement(c,d,[]) FAS successfully authenticated itself to HAS 

5.  Agreement(d,c,[]) HAS successfully authenticated itself to FAS 

6.  Secret(a,CraEMSK,[d]) “craEMSK ” is kept secret between STA and HAS 

7.  Secret(c,CraEMSK,[d]) “craEMSK ” is kept secret between FAS and HAS 

8.  Secret(a,CraEMSK,[c]) “craEMSK ” is kept secret between STA and FAS 

9.  Agreement(b,a,[]) FAP successfully authenticated itself to STA 

10.  Agreement(a,b,[]) STA successfully authenticated itself to FAP 

11.  Agreement(c,a,[]) STA successfully authenticates itself to the FAS 

12.  Agreement(a,c,[]) FAS successfully authenticates itself to the STA 

4.2.1. Attack scenario for modified CRA 

Casper generated one counter example covering nine secrecy assertions and one 

agreement assertion as presented in Table 7. The reason behind disapproval of the secrecy 

properties for “CraMSK” by Casper is that the modified version does not consider any 

new encryption to enhance the privacy of communication. 
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Table 7: Assertions associated with attack scenario 1. 

 As shown in the direct output from Casper in Listing 6 , the intruder replays the 

messages between the participating agents. However, in message 6, the intruder extracts 

the keying material sent by the FAS to the FAP. However, for Agreement (b,c,[]), the 

intruder must continue the process till the last message. Merely relying on the home 

server’s private key encryption and the accessibility of the associated public key by the 

intruder makes the protocol vulnerable to protect the keying material. 

Listing 6: Counter attack generated by Casper for modified CRA vertical handover. 

 Assertion Description 

1.  Secret(d,CraMSK,[a]) STA believes craMSK is a secret shared with HAS, the intruder 

knows craMSK 

2.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) STA believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAP, the intruder 

knows craMSK 

3.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) FAP believes craMSK is a secret shared with STA, the intruder 

knows craMSK 

4.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) FAP believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAS, the intruder 

knows craMSK 

5.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[d]) STA believes craMSK is a secret shared with HAS, the intruder 

knows craMSK 

6.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) FAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAP, the intruder 

knows craMSK 

7.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[d]) FAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with HAS, the intruder 

knows craMSK 

8.  Secret(d,CraMSK,[c]) HAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with FAS, the intruder 

knows craMSK 

9.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) FAS believes craMSK is a secret shared with STA, the intruder 

knows craMSK 

10.  Agreement(b,c,[]) FAP believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking the role of home 

Server, with FAS, using data items  

System level: 

Casper> 0.       ->  FAP  : STA 

1.  FAP  -> I_STA : reqID, FAP 

1. I_FAP ->  STA  : reqID, FAP 

2.  STA  -> I_FAP : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

eMSKname, Na) 

2. I_STA ->  FAP  : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

eMSKname, Na) 

3.  FAP  -> I_FAS : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

eMSKname, Na) 

3. I_FAP ->  FAS  : STA, {eMSKname, Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, 

eMSKname, Na) 
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Figure 8 illustrates how the intruder convinces the FAP that the intruder FAS is 

trustworthy in three stages. First, up to message 5, the intruder replays the messages, but 

during message 6, the intruder intercepts the message exchanged between the FAS and 

the FAP and replaces the value {FAS, frealm, reID}{sk(FAS)} with “garbage”. The 

intruder then creates a new message 6 using the “garbage”. Upon receiving message 6, 

the FAP will forward the portion intended for STA as well as the “garbage” and this will 

be immediately intercepted by the attacker impersonating STA (I_STA). Meanwhile, the 

intruder, pretending to be a legitimate FAP, forwards message 7 to the supplicant. The 

supplicant will then respond to the preceding messages. At the end of this process, the 

FAP will assume that the process was valid and that it was communicating with a valid 

FAS.  

4.  FAS  -> I_HAS : STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, {eMSKname, 

Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

4. I_FAS ->  HAS  : STA, frealm, {STA}{sk(FAS)}, {eMSKname, 

Na}{pk(HAS)}, h(K, eMSKname, Na) 

5.  HAS  -> I_FAS : {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, h(K, STA, Nd), 

{craMSK, craEMSK}{pk(FAS)} 

5. I_HAS ->  FAS  : {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, h(K, STA, Nd), 

{craMSK, craEMSK}{pk(FAS)} 

6.  FAS  -> I_FAP : {craMSK, FAS, frealm, reID}{sk(FAS)}, 

{FAS, frealm, reID}{sk(FAS)}, {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, h(K, STA, 

Nd) 

6. I_FAS ->  FAP  : {craMSK, FAS, frealm, reID}{sk(FAS)}, 

Garbage, {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, h(K, STA, Nd) 

7.  FAP  -> I_STA : FAS, Garbage, {STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, h(K, 

STA, Nd) 

7. I_FAP ->  STA  : FAS, {FAS, frealm, reID}{sk(FAS)}, 

{STA, Nd}{sk(HAS)}, h(K, STA, Nd) 

8.  STA  -> I_FAP : [35, 36], h(K', [35, 36]) 

8. I_STA ->  FAP  : [35, 36], h(K', [35, 36]) 

9.  FAP  -> I_STA : {eAPsuccess}[36], h(K', {eAPsuccess} 

9. I_FAP ->  STA  : {eAPsuccess}[36], h(K', {eAPsuccess} 

  The intruder knows craMSK 
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Figure 8: First attack scenario generated by Casper for modified CRA. 

4.3. EAP-CRA using RADIUS 

Thus far, CRA was scrutinized in its original form and with modifications that were 

introduced. Considering RADIUS in modelling CRA enables a comparison between the 

security performance of the proposal with previously analysed EAP-ERP [12]. In this 

study, RADIUS is considered the secure channel between the authenticator and the 

authentication servers. Therefore, the inclusion of RADUIS in modelling CRA gives a 

more accurate comparison with EAP-ERP.  

RADIUS supplementary secure channels enhance EAP-CRA in a way that no 

counter examples were generated in the Casper output. Table displays all of the twenty-

three verified theorems. 
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Table 8: Assertions approved for EAP-CRA incorporated with RADIUS. 
 Assertions 

1.  Agreement(a,d,[]) 

2.  Agreement(d,a,[]) 

3.  Agreement(c,b,[]) 

4.  Agreement(c,d,[]) 

5.  Agreement(d,c,[]) 

6.  Secret(a,CraEMSK,[d]) 

7.  Secret(c,CraEMSK,[d]) 

8.  Secret(a,CraEMSK,[c]) 

9.  Agreement(b,a,[]) 

10.  Agreement(a,b,[]) 

11.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[d]) 

12.  Secret(d,CraMSK,[a]) 

13.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) 

14.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) 

15.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[d]) 

16.  Secret(d,CraMSK,[c]) 

17.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) 

18.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) 

19.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) 

20.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) 

21.  Agreement(a,c,[]) 

22.  Agreement(c,a,[]) 

23.  Agreement(b,c,[]) 

Listing 7 shows the Casper model for EAP-CRA incorporating RADIUS. The 

only difference in this model compared to the original model is the use of RADIUS keys 

“Kbc” and “Kcd” in encrypting messages 3, 4, 5 and 6. A full description of the Casper 

model is provided in Appendix II. 

Listing 7: Casper input for modified CRA vertical handover. 
0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b 

2. a -> b : a, {a,na}{pk(d)} % v 

3. b -> c : {a, v % ({a,na}{pk(d)}% v)}{kbc} 

4. c -> d : {a,Frealm,{a}{sk(c)},v % {a,na}{pk(d)}}{kcd} 

5. d -> c : {{a,nd}{sk(d)} % w , 

{raMSK,CraEMSK}{pk(c)}}{kcd} 

6. c -> b : {{CraMSK, Frealm,c, ReID}{sk(c)},w % 

({a,nd}{sk(d)} % V)}{kbc} 

7. b -> a : Frealm,c, ReID,V % {a,nd}{sk(d)} 

8. a -> b : [35]{CraMSK} 

9. b -> a : {EAPsuccess}{CraMSK} 
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#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,FAS,HAS,pk} 

4.4. Comparison of full authentication process between EAP-ERP and EAP-

CRA 

The summary of results for five different configurations of vertical handover for EAP-

ERP and EAP-CRA are presented in Table 9. Twenty-three assertions were formulated 

to comprehensively scrutinize the security features of EAP-ERP under two assumptions; 

EAP-ERP with and without EAP-TLS. In an earlier experiment [12], EAP-ERP with no 

underlying authentication mechanism showed no security vulnerabilities on the keying 

material by proving true all thirteen assertions composed to verify the secrecy properties. 

On the other hand, in terms of the agreement assertions, only three assertions were proved 

true and, for the remaining five, Casper produced some attack scenarios. Interestingly, 

the inclusion of a home authentication solution such as EAP-TLS did not significantly 

enhance the security. As shown in Table, the only improvement between EAP-ERP with 

and without TLS is that the number of true agreement assertions improved by two.  

In regards to EAP-CRA, the experiment revealed that the proposed protocol fails 

to show an acceptable level of security when it comes to protecting the keying materials 

such as craMSK. Out of thirteen assertions, only three proved true, while for the majority 

of them, Casper generated counter examples. This is mainly because RADIUS was 

excluded in modelling EAP-CRA in the first two scenarios. In contrast, after RADIUS 

was added as the secure channel in EAP-ERP model, all thirteen secrecy assertions were 

proved true. However, the proposed method shows better performance in relation to 

mutual authentication of the agents, since seven agreement assertions were proved to be 

true and only three failed. This outcome was further improved when the original CRA 

protocol was modified by encrypting the last two messages and adding Message 

Authentication Codes (MAC). 

In view of a fair comparison of both protocols, when RADIUS was included in the CRA 

modelling, the results show no security issues, meaning Casper did not generate any 

counter examples. 
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Table 9: Summary of assertions verified by Casper for EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA 

vertical handover. 
  Agreement Secrecy Total 

  Failed Passed Failed Passed  

EAP-ERP No TLS 6 4 0 13 23 

Including TLS 4 6 0 13 23 

EAP-CRA No RADIUS 3 7 10 3 23 

Modified CRA 1 9 10 3 23 

With RADIUS 0 10 0 13 23 

5. Security analysis of Horizontal handover 

Security analysis of horizontal handover for EAP_CRA is described and compared with 

EAP-ERP in forthcoming sub-sections. Both EAP-ERP and CRA do not require the home 

server in this process. Therefore, only three agents are involved in the re-authentication 

process and the foreign server will validate the identity of the supplicant. 

5.1.  EAP-CRA Re-Authentication: 

In the previous section, the full authentication process for users who wish to be connected 

to a new network using the credentials they use in their home network was described and 

analysed. The authentication process can be managed relatively faster when the 

supplicant requests re-authentication. 

The Enhanced CRA full authentication generates keys CRA-MSK and CRA-EMSK for 

a secure communication. Possession of these keys by the supplicant and the FAS can 

quicken the process of Re-Authentication. The FAS, after the successful authentication 

of a supplicant, distributes the Re-Authentication identity and the CRA_Counter to the 

peer. The counter determines the number of Re-Authentications that can be accepted. 

1. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: {𝐼𝐷 𝑟𝑒𝑞} 

2. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 {𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 − 𝑁𝐴𝐼, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

3. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: {𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 − 𝑁𝐴𝐼, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

4. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝐹𝐴𝑃: {𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑀𝑆𝐾, 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝐷, 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

5. 𝐹𝐴𝑃 → 𝑀𝑁: {𝑅𝑒𝐼𝐷, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

6. 𝑀𝑁 → 𝐹𝐴𝑆: {𝐴𝐶𝐾, 𝑆𝑒𝑞#, 𝑀𝐴𝐶} 

7. 𝐹𝐴𝑆 → 𝑀𝑁: 𝐸𝐴𝑃 − 𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 

Figure 9: EAP-CRA Re-Authentication. 
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The process of Re-Authentication will be initiated by the authenticator with EAP-

Request for supplicant ID. In response, the supplicant will check the time since the last 

logon to verify the validity of CRA-MSK. If the key has expired, a valid peer will fall 

back to request a full EAP-CRA authentication. On the other hand, the supplicant sends 

its Re-Authentication ID and realm inside Kname-NAI, a random sequence number with 

a hashed value of the message. The key for the hash can be generated from the CRA-

EMSK and sequence number. Here, the need for the sequence number arises to provide 

immunity against replay attacks. The authenticator will then forward the EAP-Response 

encapsulated as a RADIUS packet to the FAS (message 3 in Figure 9). 

Upon receiving the message, the FAS checks the Kname-NAI with its stored 

authentication information. If there is a match, the server generates the hash value to 

verify the validity of the message and updates the CRA_counter and CRA_timer values. 

The FAS will then send MSK, MAC, SEQ numbers to the authenticator. The 

authenticator retains the MSK and sends the rest to the peer. In the final step, the peer 

sends an EAP-Response as an acknowledgement. At this point, the client is able to 

calculate the keying material; however, to start secure communication, the peer waits until 

it has received the EAP-success from the authenticator. The server sets the expected 

sequence number to the received sequence number plus one on every successful Re-

Authentication request; that is, on the generation of DSRK. Similarly, the supplicant and 

the FAS maintain a sequence number with the generation of rMSK while the supplicant 

is in the FAS’s domain 

5.2. Modelling EAP-CRA Re-authentication 

This section is organised in three main subsections. First, to scrutinise security features 

of CRA, RADIUS is kept out of the equation .This analysis shows that the protocol could 

be improved. Consequently, the protocol is modified and analysed in the second sub-

section. In the third subsection, the proposed solution is modelled assuming that RADIUS 

establishes a secure channel between the authenticator and the foreign server.  

5.2.1. EAP-CRA horizontal handover without RADIUS 

Listing 8 shows the model for CRA re-authentication protocol including three agents and 

seven messages. The “%” notation in message 2 reflects the fact that FAP is playing the 

role of “b” and is not going to decrypt the message but simply forward it to the FAS 

playing the role of “c”. Therefore, “a” stores the portion of the message after “%” inside 
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variable “v” and in message 3 “b” forwards variable “v” to agent “c”. Similarly, FAS also 

stores h(k1,(ReID,nc)) in “W” and FAP forwards it to STA. Most of the messages include 

a hash value generated by hash function “h”. As the model reflects, no symmetric 

encryption such as RADIUS is considered. For this experiment, it is assumed that the 

intruder knows the identities of the participating agents. A full description of the model 

is provided in Appendix III. 

Listing 8: Partial Casper input for EAP-CRA horizontal handover. 

On an encouraging note, four assertions listed in Table 10 were satisfactory in 

terms of mutual authentication. This is due to the use of hashing functions during the 

communication enabling the supplicant and the FAP to trust each other. For the same 

reason, the foreign Server can successfully authenticate itself to the supplicant. 

Table 10: Approved assertions for CRA re-authentication. 

Casper, however, generates two counter examples for eight assertions described 

in the following section. 

5.2.1.1. Attack scenario one for EAP-CRA re-authentication 

Four assertions presented in Table 11 share the same counter example produced by 

Casper. Only the first two assertions are related to the Agreement properties while the 

rest of the assertions are related to the secrecy property of CraMSK between the agents. 

Table 11: Assertions associated with first attack scenario, CRA Re-authentication. 

#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 

2. a -> b :(a,KeyName,na,h(k1,(a,KeyName,na)))%v 

3. b -> c : v%(a,KeyName,na,h(k1,(a,KeyName,na))) 

4. c -> b : CraMSK, ReID,EAPsuccess,nc,h(k1,( ReID,nc))%w 

5. b -> a : ReID,nc,w% h(k1,(ReID,nc)) 

6. a -> b : ACK,h(k2,ACK) 

7. b -> a : EAPsuccess,h(k2,EAPsuccess) 

 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,FAS} 

 Assertion Description 

1.  Agreement(a,b,[]) STA successfully authenticates itself to the FAP 

2.  Agreement(a,c,[]) STA successfully authenticates itself to the FAS 

3.  Agreement(c,a,[]) FAS successfully authenticates itself to the STA 

4.  Agreement(c,b,[]) FAP successfully authenticates itself to the FAS 
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Listing 9 is the direct output from Casper and suggests that the attack is conducted in 

three stages. The first stage is replaying messages to obtain the keying material; the 

second stage is when the intruder deceives the FAP and STA by pretending to be a 

legitimate agent in messages 4, 5 and 6; and, stage three includes messages 6 and 7, which 

are intended to complete a full run of the protocol.  

Listing 9: First counter attack generated by Casper for EAP-CRA horizontal handover 
Casper> 0.         ->   FAP   : Kevin 

1.   FAP   -> I_Kevin : reqID, FAP, FAS 

1.  I_FAP  ->   STA   : reqID, FAP, FAS 

2.   STA   ->  I_FAP  : STA, keyName, Na, h(K1, STA, keyName, Na) 

2. I_Kevin ->   FAP   : STA, keyName, Na, h(K1, STA, keyName, Na) 

3.  I_FAP  ->   FAS   : STA, keyName, Na, h(K1, STA, keyName, Na) 

4.   FAS   ->  I_FAP  : craMSK, reID, eAPsuccess, Nc, h(K1, reID, 

Nc) 

5.  I_FAP  ->   STA   : reID, Nc, h(K1, reID, Nc) 

3.   FAP   ->  I_FAS  : STA, keyName, Na, h(K1, STA, keyName, Na) 

6.   STA   ->  I_FAP  : aCK, h(K2, aCK) 

4.  I_FAS  ->   FAP   : craMSK, reID, eAPsuccess, Nc, Garbage 

5.   FAP   -> I_Kevin : reID, Nc, Garbage 

6. I_Kevin ->   FAP   : aCK, h(K2, aCK) 

7.   FAP   -> I_Kevin : eAPsuccess, h(K2, eAPsuccess) 

7.  I_FAP  ->   STA   : eAPsuccess, h(K2, eAPsuccess) 

As shown in Figure 10, initially the intruder replays messages 1, 2, 3 and 4 

between the participating agents. The intruder intercepts message 4 that is destined for 

the FAP generated by FAS. The intruder pretends to the FAS that (s)he is the FAP, but 

when it replays message 4, it masquerades as the FAS to the FAP and the message 

includes “garbage” instead of h(K1, reID, Nc). By intercepting message 4, the intruder is 

in a positon to exploit CraMSK as it is not protected by using a key. For this reason, 

Casper generates a counter example for the assertions Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) and 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]). Secondly, the Agreement(b,c,[]) assertion is proved to be false 

when the FAP accepts message 4 that was composed by the intruder. The FAP believes 

 Assertions Description 

1.  Agreement(b,c,[]) FAP believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking the role of foreign 

access point, with FAS, using data items. 

2.  Agreement(b,a,[]) FAP believes (s)he is running the protocol, taking the role of foreign 

access point, with STA, using data items. 

3.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) FAS believes CraMSK is a secret shared with STA, the intruder knows 

CraMSK. 

4.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) FAS believes CraMSK is a secret shared with FAP, the intruder knows 

CraMSK. 
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that this message came from a legitimate FAS while it has, in fact, been deceived by the 

intruder. 

Finally, the intruder sends message 5 to the legitimate supplicant and continues 

the process of authentication by replying messages 6 and 7. As a result, the supplicant 

trusts the intruder assuming it has successfully finished a run of the re-authentication 

process with a legitimate FAP. Consequently, for the assertion Agreement(b,a,[]), Casper 

generates the following counter example. 
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Figure 10: First attack scenario on EAP-CRA re-authentication. 

5.2.1.2. Second attack scenario for EAP-CRA re-authentication 

Second attack scenario covers four secrecy related assertions given in Table 12. 

Table 12: Assertions associated with second attack scenario on EAP CRA Re-

Authentication. 
 Analysis Description 

1.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) STA believes CraMSK is a secret shared with FAS, the intruder knows 

CraMSK. 

2.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) FAP believes CraMSK is a secret shared with STA, the intruder knows 

CraMSK. 

3.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) STA believes CraMSK is a secret shared with FAP, the intruder knows 

CraMSK. 

4.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) FAP believes CraMSK is a secret shared with FAS, the intruder knows 

CraMSK. 
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Casper produces the code shown in Listing 10 in relation to the secrecy assertions 

mentioned above. Lack of encryption to protect messages enables the intruder to extract 

the CraMSK from the intercepted message 4. This justifies the reason behind generating 

counter examples for “Secret” assertions. This attack is a replay attack that enables the 

intruder to exploit the keying material. 

Listing 10: Second counter example generated by Casper for CRA horizontal handover. 

Lack of privacy for the channel between FAP and FAS highlighted in message 4, 

lack of message authentication code MAC, and encryption of messages 6 and 7 

encouraged the modification of the original protocol for re-authentication by utilizing the 

existing tokens more efficiently. Public/private keys of the FAS can be used for the 

privacy between FAP and FAS. Moreover, both FAP and STA possess craMSK by 

message 5; therefore, the key can be used to provide symmetric encryption and a new 

hashing key “k2” can be generated. The new model is present in the following section. 

5.2.2. Modified CRA horizontal handover 

Based on the Casper output in the previous section, it is acceptable to deduce the 

limitations of CRA re-authentication in providing privacy between FAP and FAS in the 

absence of RADIUS encryption. Based on the same principle discussed for the full 

authentication process, there is an opportunity to enhance the security of the re-

authentication process in view of eliminating assertions Agreement (b,a,[]) and 

Agreement(b,c,[]) from the list of disapproved assertions by Casper. 

With message 5, both the supplicant and the foreign server can calculate the Master 

session key and the FAP will have the master session key sent by the server. Therefore, 

messages 6 and 7 can be encrypted using this session key. This targets the assertion 

Casper> 0.       ->  FAP  : STA 

1.  FAP  -> I_STA : reqID, FAP, FAS 

1. I_FAP ->  STA  : reqID, FAP, FAS 

2.  STA  -> I_FAP : STA, keyName, Na, h(K1, STA, keyName, Na) 

2. I_STA ->  FAP  : STA, keyName, Na, h(K1, STA, keyName, Na) 

3.  FAP  -> I_FAS : STA, keyName, Na, h(K1, STA, keyName, Na) 

3. I_FAP ->  FAS  : STA, keyName, Na, h(K1, STA, keyName, Na) 

4.  FAS  -> I_FAP : craMSK, reID, eAPsuccess, Nc, h(K1, reID, 

Nc) 

4. I_FAS ->  FAP  : craMSK, reID, eAPsuccess, Nc, h(K1, reID, 

Nc) 

5. I_FAP ->  STA  : reID, Nc, h(K1, reID, Nc) 

6.  STA  -> I_FAP : aCK, h(K2, aCK) 

5.  FAP  -> I_STA : reID, Nc, h(K1, reID, Nc) 

6. I_STA ->  FAP  : aCK, h(K2, aCK) 

7.  FAP  -> I_STA : eAPsuccess, h(K2, eAPsuccess) 
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Agreement (b,a,[]), based on the assumption that both STA and FAP possess the master 

session key. 

On the other hand, by using the foreign Server’s public key, the supplicant is able 

to encrypt messages destined for the FAS. Therefore, in the new model presented in 

Listing 11, in addition to encrypting the last two messages, the model also includes the 

encrypted message 2 using the public key of FAS and message 4 that contains the 

signature of the foreign Server ({ReID,nc}{sk(c)}). Full description of the Casper model 

is provided in Appendix IV 

Listing 11: Modified EAP-CRA horizontal handover. 
#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 

2. a -> b 

:a,({KeyName,na}{pk(c)},h(k1,a,{KeyName,na}{pk(c)}))%v 

3. b -> c : 

a,v%({KeyName,na}{pk(c)},h(k1,a,{KeyName,na}{pk(c)})) 

4. c -> b : 

{CraMSK,EAPsuccess}{sk(c)},({ReID,nc}{sk(c)},h(k1,( 

ReID,nc)))%w 

5. b -> a : w% ({ReID,nc}{sk(c)},h(k1,( ReID,nc))) 

6. a -> b : [35]{CraMSK},h(k2,[35]{CraMSK}) 

7. b -> a : {EAPsuccess}{CraMSK},h(k2,{EAPsuccess}{CraMSK}) 

 

The outcome of the analysis indicates that Agreement(b,a,[]) is no longer in the list of 

failed assertions listed in Table shown in the previous section, highlighting slight 

improvement by the proposed modification to EAP-CRA re-authentication. The reason 

behind this enhancement is the use of “CraMSK” to encrypt the last two messages. It is 

evident that possession of “CraMSK” convinces the supplicant that the FAP is legitimate. 

Casper, however, still generates an attack scenario for Agreement(b,c,[]) and the 

secrecy assertions listed in Table 12. As shown in Listing 12, the absence of a secure 

channel between FAP and FAS deprives FAP’s opportunity to authenticate itself to the 

FAS. 

Casper’s generated counter example indicates a replay attack carried out by an intruder. 

The intruder can obtain “craMsk” by decrypting the privately signed message 4 using the 

public key of FAS.  

Listing 12: Counter example generated by Casper for Modified EAP-CRA horizontal 

handover. 
Casper> 0.       ->  FAP  : STA 

1.  FAP  -> I_STA : reqID, FAP, FAS 
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Figure 11 presents the attack in a graphical form. As is evident, this is a reply 

attack and the intruder positions itself in the middle of the communication between 

legitimate agents highlighted in red. 
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Figure 11: Attack Scenario associated with EAP-CRA modified version. 

 

5.2.3. EAP-CRA horizontal handover with RADIUS 

Earlier in this section, CRA re-authentication was scrutinized without the use of 

RADIUS. In view of maintaining the same level of consistency in comparing EAP-CRA 

1. I_FAP ->  STA  : reqID, FAP, FAS 

2.  STA  -> I_FAP : STA, {keyName, Na}{pk(FAS)}, h(K1, 

STA, {keyName, Na}{pk(FAS)}) 

2. I_STA ->  FAP  : STA, {keyName, Na}{pk(FAS)}, h(K1, 

STA, {keyName, Na}{pk(FAS)}) 

3.  FAP  -> I_FAS : STA, {keyName, Na}{pk(FAS)}, h(K1, 

STA, {keyName, Na}{pk(FAS)}) 

3. I_FAP ->  FAS  : STA, {keyName, Na}{pk(FAS)}, h(K1, 

STA, {keyName, Na}{pk(FAS)}) 

4.  FAS  -> I_FAP : {craMSK, eAPsuccess}{sk(FAS)}, {reID, 

Nc}{sk(FAS)}, h(K1, reID, Nc) 

4. I_FAS ->  FAP  : {craMSK, eAPsuccess}{sk(FAS)}, {reID, 

Nc}{sk(FAS)}, h(K1, reID, Nc) 

5.  FAP  -> I_STA : {reID, Nc}{sk(FAS)}, h(K1, reID, Nc) 

5. I_FAP ->  STA  : {reID, Nc}{sk(FAS)}, h(K1, reID, Nc) 

6.  STA  -> I_FAP : [35]{craMSK}, h(K2, [35]{craMSK}) 

6. I_STA ->  FAP  : [35]{craMSK}, h(K2, [35]{craMSK}) 

7.  FAP  -> I_STA : {eAPsuccess}{craMSK}, h(K2, 

{eAPsuccess}{craMSK}) 

  The intruder knows craMSK 
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with EAP-ERP, the re-authentication process of EAP-CRA was modelled using 

RADIUS. As evident in the notations given in Listing 13 below, the communication 

between the FAP playing the role of “b” and FAS playing the role of “c” are protected by 

encryption using the RADIUS key “kbc”. Full description of the Casper model is 

provided in Appendix V. 

Listing 13: Casper input for EAP-CRA horizontal handover including RADIUS. 

The inclusion of the RADUIS secure channel enhanced the results significantly; 

the result shows twelve assertions, which are listed in Table 12, are true. Casper, however, 

did not confirm the Agreement (b,a,[]) to be true . 

Table 13: list of approved assertion CRA Re-authentication including RADIUS. 

5.3. Comparison of re-authentication process 

Table 14 presents the summary of results for the five scenarios of the horizontal 

handover for EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA. Twelve assertions were formulated to 

#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 

2. a -> b :a,{KeyName,na}{pk(c)}%v, 

h(k1,a,{KeyName,na}{pk(c)}) %z 

3. b -> c : {a,v%({KeyName,na}{pk(c)})}{kbc},z% 

h(k1,a,{KeyName,na}{pk(c)}) 

4. c -> b : 

{{CraMSK,EAPsuccess}{sk(c)},({ReID,nc}{sk(c)},h(k1,( 

ReID,nc)))%w}{kbc} 

5. b -> a : w% ({ReID,nc}{sk(c)},h(k1,( ReID,nc))) 

6. a -> b : [35]{CraMSK},h(k2,[35]{CraMSK}) 

7. b -> a : {EAPsuccess}{CraMSK},h(k2,{EAPsuccess}{CraMSK} 

  Analysis Description 

1.  Agreement(a,b,[])  STA successfully authenticates itself to the FAP 

2.  Agreement(b,a,[]) FAP successfully authenticates itself to the STA 

3.  Agreement(a,c,[]) STA successfully authenticates itself to the FAS 

4.  Agreement(c,a,[]) FAS successfully authenticates itself to the STA 

5.  Agreement(c,b,[]) FAS successfully authenticates itself to the FAP 

6.  Agreement(b,c,[]) FAP successfully authenticates itself to the FAS 

7.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) CraMSK is kept secret between FAS and STA 

8.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) CraMSK is kept secret between STA and FAS 

9.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) CraMSK is kept secret between FAP and FAS 

10.  Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) CraMSK is kept secret between FAS and FAP 

11.  Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) CraMSK is kept secret between STA and FAP 

12.  Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) CraMSK is kept secret between FAP and STA 
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comprehensively examine the security features of EAP-ERP under two assumptions; that 

the RADIUS key is compromised and otherwise. If the RADUIS key in the re-

authentication process is compromised, then all six assertions associated with the secrecy 

of the keying material are proved false. EAP-ERP shows no security vulnerabilities on 

keying material when the RADIUS key is not compromised. On the other hand, in terms 

of agreement assertions, only four assertions are passed and, for the two remaining 

assertions, Casper produced attack scenarios. Interestingly, for the mutual authentication 

of agents, the state of RADIUS key being compromised makes no difference.  

In regards to EAP-CRA, the results reveal that in the absence of RADIUS, the 

proposed protocol fails to show an acceptable level of security when it comes to 

protecting the keying materials. Consequently, Casper generates counter example for the 

six assertions related to the secrecy property. This mainly results from excluding 

RADIUS in modelling the EAP-CRA protocol in the first scenario. In contrast, after 

RADIUS was included as a secure channel in the EAP-CRA model, all six assertions 

relating to the secrecy property were proved true. However, surprisingly, even when 

RADIUS is not included, the proposed method shows the same level of performance 

compared to the EAP-ERP horizontal handover in relation to mutual authentication of the 

agents In this case, four agreement assertions were proved to be true while only three 

failed.  

For a fair basis to compare both competing protocols including RADIUS in the CRA 

modelling shows a noticeable improvement in results - Casper generated a counter 

example for only one agreement assertion. 

Table 14: Summary of the assertions check for EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA horizontal 

handover. 
  Agreement  Secrecy  Total 

  Failed Passed Failed Passed  

EAP-

ERP 

RADIUS key is 

compromised 

2 4 6 0 12 

 RADIUS key is not 

compromised 

2 4 0 6 12 

EAP-

CRA 

No RADIUS 2 4 6 0 12 

 Modified with RADIUS 2 4 6 0 12 

 With RADIUS 1 5 0 6 12 
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6. Discussion 

After presenting and comparing the results of security analysis for EAP-ERP and EAP-

CRA for the process of vertical and horizontal handover, the following conclusion is 

made: 

As shown in Table 15, for full authentication in the original proposal, in the 

absence of RADIUS, symmetric encryption EAP-CRA provides no protection against 

craMSK and craEMSK. This outcome is due to the fact there is no secure channel between 

the access point and the authentication server. However, in the original proposal, CRA 

demonstrates slightly better security than EAP-ERP incorporating RADIUS, in relation 

to agreement assertions during vertical handover. According to the Agreement (a,c,[]) 

and Agreement(c,a,[]) assertions both supplicant and the foreign Server fail to 

authenticate mutually. Moreover, considering Agreement (b,c,[]) the foreign access point 

is not able to prove its identity to the foreign Server based on the given scenario. 

Notwithstanding all assertions relating to the secrecy properties, EAP-CRA shows 

relatively better security in terms of mutual authentication between the agents compared 

to the six failed agreement assertions in the case of EAP-ERP. Further, EAP-ERP showed 

six failed agreement assertions when no home authentication mechanism was used and 

four when EAP-TLS was included. It is recalled that this initial analysis did not include 

RADIUS in the case of EAP-CRA. 

Conducting the experiment without a secure channel such as RADIUS in the 

above scenario helped to isolate the issue of mutual authentication between the FAP and 

FAS and STA and FAS. Therefore, the modified CRA was re-modelled in Casper 

reflecting the encrypted messages 8 and 9 using the freshly generated CraMSK. The result 

confirmed an enhancement in mutual authentication between the agents. However, this 

modification did not improve the security of the keying material due to the fact that there 

was no secure channel between the access point and the authenticator. 

Accordingly, the third scenario introduces RADIUS in the modelling of EAP-CRA and 

reveals no sign of security flaws. This further justifies a fair and consistent comparison 

with EAP-ERP. 
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Table 15: Failed assertions for vertical handover. 

In case of re-authentication, similar to the results for full authentication, EAP-

ERP shows no sign of weakness for the six assertions associated with secrecy properties 

when RADIUS key is not compromised, while EAP-CRA fails to protect craMSK in all 

six assertions as listed in Table 16. 

In contrast, for both protocols, Casper generates counter examples for the two 

agreement assertions. This indicates that even without RADUIS key encryption, the 

original EAP-CRA proposal shows the same level of security as EAP-ERP in terms of 

mutual authentication between the agents. 

Table 16: Failed assertions for horizontal handover. 

Both EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA in the original proposal have two failed agreement 

assertions as listed in Table 16. Casper falsified the Agreement(b,c,[]) and 

 EAP-CRA EAP-ERP 

 Original Proposal Modified version With 

RADIUS 

Without TLS With TLS 

Failed 

Agreement  

Agreement(b,c,[]) 

Agreement(a,c,[]) 

Agreement(c,a,[]) 

 

Agreement(b,c,[]) 

 

 Agreement(c,a,[]) 

Agreement(a,c,[]) 

Agreement(c,d,[]) 

Agreement(d,c,[]) 

Agreement(a,b,[]) 

Agreement(a,d,[]) 

Agreement(d,c,[]) 

Agreement(c,a,[]) 

Agreement(a,c,[]) 

Agreement(c,d,[]) 

 

Failed Secrecy  Secret(a,CraMSK,[d]) 

Secret(d,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[d]) 

Secret(d,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[d]) 

Secret(d,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[d]) 

Secret(d,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) 

   

 EAP-CRA EAP-ERP 

 Original Proposal Modified version With RADIUS RADIUS 

compromised 

RADIUS not 

compromised 

Failed 

Agreeme

nt  

Agreement(b,a,[]) 

Agreement(b,c,[]) 

Agreement(b,c,[]) Agreement(b,a,[]) Agreement(b,a,[]) 

Agreement(c,a,[]) 

Agreement(b,a,[]) 

Agreement(c,a,[]) 

Failed 

Secrecy  

Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) 

- Secret(c,MSK,[b]) 

Secret(b,MSK,[c]) 

Secret(a,MSK,[c]) 

Secret(c,MSK,[a]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) 

- 
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Agreement(b,a,[]) indicating the incapability of EAP-CRA to authenticate FAS to the 

FAP and authenticating STA to the FAP. The possibility of using craMSK encouraged 

the modification and remodelling of the protocol by encrypting the last two messages. 

The results, however, did not show the expected improvement for these agreements. 

Finally, in order to establish a fair comparison, RADIUS was included in modelling EAP-

CRA for horizontal handover. The results indicated that by introducing the RADIUS key, 

EAP-CRA demonstrated slightly better performance with one failed agreement assertion 

compared to two failed assertions in the case of EAP-ERP. Overall, it can be concluded 

that compared to EAP-ERP, the modified version of EAP-CRA demonstrates better 

security during both vertical and horizontal handover. 

7. Conclusion 

Heterogeneous networks inevitably demand coordinated authentication to facilitate 

vertical handover. EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA are two proposals that offer technology 

independent vertical handover. In comparing the security properties of the two protocols, 

this study has investigated the strengths and weaknesses of EAP-ERP and EAP-CRA 

using Casper/FDR. For vertical handover, the original EAP-CRA was analysed without 

including RADIUS. The outcome revealed that some failed assertions related to the 

secrecy properties and some related to agreement assertions. To address the identified 

security vulnerability on mutual authentication of the agents, the proposal was modified 

by using craMSK to encrypt the last two messages. This helped the protocol to overcome 

the majority of the issues. In comparison, EAP-CRA showed better security in terms of 

mutual authentication between the participating agents. Since EAP-ERP was modeled 

with RADIUS, the third model in this study used EAP-CRA with RADIUS and all 

assertions proved to be true. 

In regards to EAP-CRA re-authentication, this experiment, initially modeled 

EAP-CRA horizontal handover in its original form. However, modifying it and including 

RADIUS showed that the proposal is slightly superior in terms of security for the re-

authentication process. 
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10. Appendices 

10.1. Appendix I: Casper input for vertical handover of EAP-CRA modified 

version 

#Free variables 

a:Supplicant 

b:ForeignAP 

c,d:Server 

na:SupplicantNonce 

nd :HomeServerNonce 

nc: ForeignNonce 

kab :CMSK 

kab': EMSK 

pk : Server -> PublicKey 

sk : Server -> SecretKey 

Frealm:ForeinRealm 

ReqID,ReID:Message 

ACK:Acknowledgement 

EAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

EMSKname:EMSKNAME 

k,k':HashKey 

h:HashFunction 

InverseKeys= (pk,sk),(kab,kab),(kab',kab') 

 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(b,c,ReqID,EAPsuccess,k') knows pk 

RESPONDER(a,c,na,ACK,d,kab,kab',k,k',EMSKname) knows pk 

generates  kab,kab',na 

ForeingServer(c,d,kab, Frealm, ReID) knows pk,sk(c) 

HomeServer(d,nd,kab,kab',k,EMSKname) knows pk,sk(d) generates 

kab,kab',nd 

 

#System 

INITIATOR(FAP,FAS,reqID,eAPsuccess,K') 

RESPONDER(STA,FAS,Na,aCK,HAS,Kab,Kab',K,K',eMSKname) 

ForeingServer(FAS,HAS,Kab,frealm,reID) 

HomeServer(HAS,Nd,Kab,Kab',K,eMSKname)  

 

#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b 

2. a -> b : a, ({EMSKname,na}{pk(d)},h(k,(EMSKname,na)))% v 

3. b -> c : a, v % (({EMSKname,na}{pk(d)},h(k,(EMSKname,na)))% 

v) 

4. c -> d : a,Frealm,{a}{sk(c)},v % 

({EMSKname,na}{pk(d)},h(k,(EMSKname,na))) 

5. d -> c : ({a,nd}{sk(d)},h(k,(a,nd))) % w , 

{kab,kab'}{pk(c)} 

6. c -> b : {kab, c,Frealm, ReID}{sk(c)},{c,Frealm, 

ReID}{sk(c)} % z,w % (({a,nd}{sk(d)},h(k,(a,nd))) % w) 

7. b -> a : c,z % {c,Frealm, ReID}{sk(c)},w % 

({a,nd}{sk(d)},h(k,(a,nd))) 

8. a -> b : [35, 36],h(k',[35, 36]) 
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9. b -> a : {EAPsuccess}[36],h(k',{EAPsuccess}[36]) 

 

#Specification 

--Pass 

--Secret(a, na, [d]) 

--Secret(d, na, [a]) 

--Agreement(a,d,[]) 

--Agreement(d,a,[]) 

--Agreement(c,b,[]) 

--Agreement(c,d,[]) 

--Agreement(d,c,[]) 

--Secret(a,kab',[d]) 

--Secret(c,kab',[d]) 

--Secret(a,kab',[c]) 

--Agreement(b,a,[]) 

--Agreement(a,b,[]) 

--Agreement(c,a,[]) 

--Agreement(a,c,[]) 

--Fail 

--Secret(a,kab,[d]) 

--Secret(d,kab,[a]) 

--Secret(b,kab,[c]) 

--Secret(c,kab,[b]) 

--Secret(c,kab,[d]) 

--Secret(d,kab,[c]) 

--Secret(a,kab,[c]) 

--Secret(c,kab,[a]) 

--Secret(a,kab,[b]) 

--Secret(b,kab,[a]) 

--Agreement(b,c,[]) 

 

#Actual variables 

STA,Kevin:Supplicant 

FAP:ForeignAP 

FAS,HAS:Server 

Na:SupplicantNonce 

Nd :HomeServerNonce 

Kab :CMSK 

Kab': EMSK 

frealm:ForeinRealm 

reqID,reID:Message 

aCK:Acknowledgement 

eAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

Nc: ForeignNonce  

K,K':HashKey 

InverseKeys=(Kab,Kab),(Kab',Kab') 

eMSKname:EMSKNAME 

#Functions 

symbolic pk, sk 

 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,FAS,HAS,pk} 
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10.2. Appendix II: Casper input for vertical handover of EAP-CRA 

modified version including RADIUS 

#Free variables 

a:Supplicant 

b:ForeignAP 

c,d:Server 

na,nd : Nonce 

kab :CMSK 

kab': EMSK 

kbc,kcd:RADIUSKey 

pk : Server -> PublicKey 

sk : Server -> SecretKey 

Frealm:ForeinRealm 

ReqID,ReID:Message 

ACK:Acknowledgement 

EAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

InverseKeys= (pk,sk),(kab,kab),(kab',kab'),(kcd,kcd),(kbc,kbc) 

 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(b,c,ReqID,EAPsuccess,kbc) knows pk 

RESPONDER(a,na,ACK,d,kab,kab') knows pk generates  kab,kab',na 

ForeingServer(c,d,kab, Frealm, ReID,kbc,kcd) knows pk, sk(c) 

HomeServer(d,nd,kab,kab',kcd) knows sk(d), pk generates 

kab,kab',nd 

 

#System 

INITIATOR(FAP,FAS,reqID,eAPsuccess,Kbc) 

RESPONDER(STA,Na,aCK,HAS,Kab,Kab') 

ForeingServer(FAS,HAS,Kab,frealm,reID,Kbc,Kcd) 

HomeServer(HAS,Nd,Kab,Kab',Kcd)  

 

#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b 

2. a -> b : a, {a,na}{pk(d)} % v 

3. b -> c : {a, v % ({a,na}{pk(d)}% v)}{kbc} 

4. c -> d : {a,Frealm,{a}{sk(c)},v % {a,na}{pk(d)}}{kcd} 

5. d -> c : {{a,nd}{sk(d)} % w , {kab,kab'}{pk(c)}}{kcd} 

6. c -> b : {{kab, Frealm,c, ReID}{sk(c)},w % ({a,nd}{sk(d)} % 

V)}{kbc} 

7. b -> a : Frealm,c, ReID,V % {a,nd}{sk(d)} 

8. a -> b : [35, 36] 

9. b -> a : {EAPsuccess}[36] 

 

#Specification 

--Pass 

Secret(a, na, [d]) 

Secret(d, na, [a]) 

Agreement(a,d,[kab]) 

Agreement(a,d,[]) 

Agreement(a,d,[na]) 

Agreement(d,a,[nd]) 

Agreement(c,b,[]) 
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Agreement(c,d,[]) 

Agreement(d,c,[]) 

Secret(a,kab',[d]) 

Secret(c,kab',[d]) 

Secret(a,kab',[c]) 

Fail 

Secret(a,kab,[d]) 

Secret(b,kab,[c]) 

Secret(d,kab,[c]) 

Secret(a,nd,[d]) 

Secret(a,nd,[d]) 

Agreement(b,c,[]) 

 

Secret(a,kab,[d]) 

Secret(b,kab,[c]) 

Secret(d,kab,[c]) 

Secret(a,nd,[d]) 

Secret(a,nd,[d]) 

Agreement(b,c,[]) 

Secret(a,kab,[d]) 

Secret(d,kab,[a]) 

Secret(b,kab,[c]) 

Secret(c,kab,[b]) 

Secret(c,kab,[d]) 

Secret(d,kab,[c]) 

Secret(a,kab,[c]) 

Secret(c,kab,[a]) 

Secret(a,kab,[b]) 

Secret(b,kab,[a]) 

Agreement(a,c,[]) 

Agreement(c,a,[]) 

 

#Actual variables 

STA,Kevin:Supplicant 

FAP:ForeignAP 

FAS,HAS:Server 

Na, Nd : Nonce 

Kbc,Kcd:RADIUSKey 

frealm:ForeinRealm 

reqID,reID:Message 

aCK:Acknowledgement 

eAPsuccess:EAPMESSAGE 

Kab :CMSK 

Kab': EMSK 

InverseKeys=(Kab,Kab),(Kab',Kab'),(Kcd,Kcd),(Kbc,Kbc) 

#Functions 

symbolic pk, sk 

 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,FAS,HAS,pk} 
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10.3. Appendix III: Casper input for horizontal handover of EAP-CRA 

original version 

#Free variables 
a:Supplicant 

b:ForeignAP 

c:Server 

na, nc : Nonce 

ReID,EAPsuccess, ReqID,ACK,KeyName : Message 

CraMSK:CRAmasterKey 

kbc : SessionKey 

k1:HashKey1 

k2:HashKey2 

h:HashFunction 

pk : Server -> PublicKey 

sk : Server -> SecretKey 

InverseKeys= (kbc,kbc),(pk,sk),(CraMSK,CraMSK) 

 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(b,c,ReqID,KeyName,EAPsuccess,k2) 

RESPONDER(a,na,KeyName,ACK,k1,k2,CraMSK) generates na 

HomeServer(c,CraMSK,EAPsuccess,nc, ReID,k1)  

 

#System 

INITIATOR(FAP,FAS,reqID,keyName,eAPsuccess,K2) 

RESPONDER(STA,Na,keyName,aCK,K1,K2,craMSK) 

HomeServer(FAS,craMSK,eAPsuccess,Nc,reID,K1) 

 

#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 

2. a -> b :(a,KeyName,na,h(k1,(a,KeyName,na)))%v 

3. b -> c : v%(a,KeyName,na,h(k1,(a,KeyName,na))) 

4. c -> b : CraMSK, ReID,EAPsuccess,nc,h(k1,( ReID,nc))%w 

5. b -> a : ReID,nc,w% h(k1,(ReID,nc)) 

6. a -> b : ACK,h(k2,ACK) 

7. b -> a : EAPsuccess,h(k2,EAPsuccess) 

 

#Specification 

Pass 

Agreement(a,b,[]) 

Agreement(a,c,[]) 

Agreement(c,a,[]) 

Agreement(c,b,[]) 

Fail 

Agreement(b,a,[]) 

Agreement(b,c,[]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) 
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#Actual variables 

STA,Kevin:Supplicant 

FAP:ForeignAP 

FAS : Server 

Na, Nc : Nonce 

Kbc : SessionKey 

InverseKeys= (Kbc,Kbc),(craMSK,craMSK) 

craMSK:CRAmasterKey 

reID,eAPsuccess, reqID,aCK,keyName: Message 

K1:HashKey1 

K2:HashKey2 

#Functions 

symbolic pk, sk 

 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,FAS} 

 

10.4. Appendix IV: Casper input for horizontal handover of EAP-CRA 

modified version 

#Free variables 
a:Supplicant 

b:ForeignAP 

c:Server 

na: Nonce 

nc : ServerNonce 

ReID:ReAuthenticationID 

EAPsuccess:EAPMessage  

ReqID:RequestID 

ACK:Acknowledgement 

KeyName:EAPKeyName 

CraMSK:CRAmasterKey 

kbc : SessionKey 

k1:HashKey1 

k2:HashKey2 

h:HashFunction 

pk : Server -> PublicKey 

sk : Server -> SecretKey 

InverseKeys= (kbc,kbc),(pk,sk),(CraMSK,CraMSK) 

 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(b,c,ReqID,KeyName,EAPsuccess,k2) knows pk 

RESPONDER(a,na,KeyName,ACK,k1,k2,CraMSK) knows pk generates na 

ForeignServer(c,CraMSK,EAPsuccess,nc, ReID,k1) knows pk,sk 

generates nc 

 

#System 

INITIATOR(FAP,FAS,reqID,keyName,eAPsuccess,K2) 

RESPONDER(STA,Na,keyName,aCK,K1,K2,craMSK) 

ForeignServer(FAS,craMSK,eAPsuccess,Nc,reID,K1) 
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#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 

2. a -> b :(a,KeyName,na,h(k1,(a,KeyName,na)))%v 

3. b -> c : v%(a,KeyName,na,h(k1,(a,KeyName,na))) 

4. c -> b : CraMSK, ReID,EAPsuccess,nc,{ReID,nc}{sk(c)} %z 

,h(k1,( ReID,nc))%w 

5. b -> a : z%{ReID,nc}{sk(c)},w% h(k1,(ReID,nc)) 

6. a -> b : [35]{CraMSK},h(k2,[35]{CraMSK}) 

7. b -> a : {EAPsuccess}{CraMSK},h(k2,{EAPsuccess}{CraMSK}) 

 

#Specification 

--Pass 

--Agreement(a,b,[]) 

--Agreement(a,c,[]) 

--Agreement(c,a,[]) 

--Agreement(c,b,[]) 

--Agreement(a,c,[CraMSK]) 

--Agreement(c,a,[CraMSK]) 

--Agreement(c,a,[]) 

--Fail 

--Agreement(b,a,[]) 

--Agreement(b,c,[]) 

--Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) 

--Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) 

--Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) 

--Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) 

--Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) 

--Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) 

--Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) 

 

#Actual variables 

STA,Kevin:Supplicant 

FAP:ForeignAP 

FAS : Server 

Na: Nonce 

Nc : ServerNonce 

Kbc : SessionKey 

InverseKeys= (Kbc,Kbc),(craMSK,craMSK) 

craMSK:CRAmasterKey 

reID:ReAuthenticationID 

eAPsuccess:EAPMessage  

reqID:RequestID 

aCK:Acknowledgement 

keyName:EAPKeyName 

K1:HashKey1 

K2:HashKey2 

#Functions 

symbolic pk, sk 

 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,FAS} 
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10.5. Appendix V: Casper input for horizontal handover of EAP-CRA 

modified version including RADIUS 

#Free variables 

a:Supplicant 

b:ForeignAP 

c:Server 

na: Nonce 

nc : ServerNonce 

ReID:ReAuthenticationID 

EAPsuccess:EAPMessage  

ReqID:RequestID 

ACK:Acknowledgement 

KeyName:EAPKeyName 

CraMSK:CRAmasterKey 

kbc : SessionKey 

h:HashFunction 

pk : Server -> PublicKey 

sk : Server -> SecretKey 

InverseKeys= (kbc,kbc),(pk,sk),(CraMSK,CraMSK) 

k1:HashKey1 

k2:HashKey2 

 

#Processes 

INITIATOR(b,c,ReqID,KeyName,EAPsuccess,k2,kbc) knows pk 

RESPONDER(a,na,KeyName,ACK,k1,k2,CraMSK) knows pk generates na 

ForeignServer(c,CraMSK,EAPsuccess,nc, ReID,k1,kbc) knows sk,pk 

 

#System 

INITIATOR(FAP,FAS,reqID,keyName,eAPsuccess,K2,Kbc) 

RESPONDER(STA,Na,keyName,aCK,K1,K2,craMSK) 

ForeignServer(FAS,craMSK,eAPsuccess,Nc,reID,K1,Kbc) 

 

 

#Protocol description 

0. -> b :a  

1. b -> a : ReqID,b,c 

2. a -> b :a,{KeyName,na}{pk(c)}%v, 

h(k1,a,{KeyName,na}{pk(c)}) %z 

3. b -> c : {a,v%({KeyName,na}{pk(c)})}{kbc},z% 

h(k1,a,{KeyName,na}{pk(c)}) 

4. c -> b : 

{{CraMSK,EAPsuccess}{sk(c)},({ReID,nc}{sk(c)},h(k1,( 

ReID,nc)))%w}{kbc} 

5. b -> a : w% ({ReID,nc}{sk(c)},h(k1,( ReID,nc))) 

6. a -> b : [35]{CraMSK},h(k2,[35]{CraMSK}) 

7. b -> a : {EAPsuccess}{CraMSK},h(k2,{EAPsuccess}{CraMSK}) 

 

#Specification 

Pass 

Agreement(a,b,[]) 

Agreement(b,a,[]) 

Agreement(a,c,[]) 

Agreement(c,a,[]) 
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Agreement(c,b,[]) 

Agreement(b,c,[]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[a]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[c]) 

Secret(c,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(a,CraMSK,[b]) 

Secret(b,CraMSK,[a]) 

 

#Actual variables 

STA,Kevin:Supplicant 

FAP:ForeignAP 

FAS : Server 

Na: Nonce 

Nc : ServerNonce 

Kbc : SessionKey 

InverseKeys= (Kbc,Kbc),(craMSK,craMSK) 

K1:HashKey1 

K2:HashKey2 

craMSK:CRAmasterKey 

reID:ReAuthenticationID 

eAPsuccess:EAPMessage  

reqID:RequestID 

aCK:Acknowledgement 

keyName:EAPKeyName 

 

#Functions 

symbolic pk, sk 

 

#Intruder Information 

Intruder = Kevin 

IntruderKnowledge ={STA,FAP,FAS,pk} 
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Chapter 6 

6 Conclusion and future work 

This chapter summarises the results of this study, discusses limitations and finally 

introduces possible future directions. 

6.1 Summary 

Considering the problem statement and the literature review, the main contribution of this 

study is the proposal of a coordinated robust authentication mechanism that is capable of 

performing vertical handover independent of not only the wireless technology but also of 

the authentication mechanism used in the foreign network. Papers one and two reflect the 

structure of the protocol, message content, agents and mechanics of the protocol. These 

papers cover the first objective of this study by introducing CRA and provide an overall 

comparison in regards to security, flexibility and performance with some similar 

authentication methods such as EAP-ERP and Eduroam. 

The second objective of this research was to verify the functionality features of 

the proposal including completeness and soundness. Therefore, the second contribution 

of this study is mainly the functionality analysis of the protocol. Using Behavior Trees, 

the requirements were modelled as individual BTs and then integrated to form the 

Integrated Behavior Tree. This enabled early identification of ambiguities and 

inconsistencies in the proposal and facilitated their refinement. Modelling of BT’s was 

possible using Integrare, which is capable of generating the SAL model for the proposed 
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protocol. The refined SAL model of the proposed protocol was fed into the SAL 

environment and scrutinized against carefully constructed LTL theorems. The outcome 

of this experiment was published, confirming the soundness and correctness properties of 

Coordinated Robust Authentication. 

The third objective of this research is the security analysis and comparison of CRA 

with other similar methods. To achieve this goal, Casper/FDR was used as the main 

security analysis tool. Most researchers have used Casper/FDR extensively as one of the 

reliable security analysis tools. Chapter 5 includes three papers: EAP-TLS, EAP-ERP and 

EAP-CRA analysis. Among all the authentication mechanisms, EAP-ERP is the most 

comparable technology independent solution to EAP-CRA. However, EAP-ERP relies 

on the home authentication mechanism of the mobile node. Therefore, in order to have a 

detailed analysis, EAP-ERP was first analysed without the home authentication 

mechanism and EAP-TLS was then included as the secure home authentication 

mechanism. During the experiment, we had to verify that EAP-TLS was secure. The 

experiment indicated security vulnerabilities in EAP-ERP mainly with mutual 

authentication between the agents. Finally, the original EAP-CRA was exhaustively 

investigated, the identified security flaws were addressed and all scenarios were 

compared to EAP-ERP. 

6.2 Achievements and Significance 

A number of contributions have been made in the field of secure vertical handover 

in this research. The details of contribution are listed below: 

1. Proposal of a coordinated authentication mechanism to fill in the gaps identified 

in the literature review and satisfy the vertical handover for future heterogeneous 

wireless networks. The model also facilitates a fast re-authentication for users who 

have already performed a full authentication in the foreign network. 

2. Use of Casper/FDR in a four-agent scenario to formally analyse the security 

features of: 

a.  EAP-ERP during full and re-authentication. EAP-ERP was chosen as a 

competing protocol, because it provides flexible vertical handover like 

EAP-CRA.  

b. Further, to ensure a systematic review of the EAP-ERP protocol, the 

impact of the home authentication mechanism such as EAP-TLS during 

the full authentication process was investigated.  
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c. EAP-CRA, during vertical and horizontal handover. This analysis enabled 

the identification of the security vulnerabilities in the original proposal. 

Which the outcome lead to modify the EAP-CRA.  

6.3 Future work 

This research aimed to introduce and elaborate a Coordinated Robust 

Authentication mechanism for future heterogeneous wireless networks. Further, 

the proposed method was analysed using tools such as BT and the SAL 

environment to confirm the soundness and completeness properties. The security 

features and vulnerabilities of the protocol were analysed using CASPER/FDR. 

However, the following identified limitations can be addressed in future work: 

1. The proposed method has been assumed to be operating in a Wi-Fi 

environment during the analysis and modelling even though it is claimed to 

be technology independent. Therefore, further studies can be carried out to 

model and analyse the proposed protocol in different platforms such as 

WiMAX and 4G. 

2. Introducing the CraMSK key and using it extensively for encryption, 

generating the EMSK and the hashing keys demand that the key hierarchy 

be carefully scrutinized and structured. 

3. The proposed protocol can be implemented and further analysis could be 

carried out to complement the security and functionality analysis 

conducted thus far.
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7 Acronyms  

Acronyms Description 

WEP  Wired Equivalent Privacy 

EAP Extensible Authentication Protocol 

RSN Robust Security Network 

LAN Local Area Network 

AAA Authentication, Authorization and Accounting 

4G Fourth Generation 

LTE Long-Term Evolution 

WIFI Wireless Fidelity 

WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

EAP-TLS Extensible Authentication Protocol -Transport Layer Security 

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 

CRA Coordinated Robust Authentication 

RFC Request For Proposal 

RADIUS Remote Access Dial In User Service 

EAP-TTLS Extensible Authentication Protocol -Tunnelled Transport Layer Security 

PEAP Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol 

WLAN Wireless LAN 

OSI Open Systems Interconnection 

ACK Acknowledgement 

LCP Link Control Protocol 

MAC Message Authentication Check 

MAC Manufacturer Address Code  

EAPOL EAP over LAN 

MD5 Message Digest 5 

WPA Wi-Fi Protected Access 

SSL Secure shell Layer 

CHAP Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol 

MS-CHAP Microsoft Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol 

VN Visiting Network 

TKT Ticket 

MS Mobile Station  

FAP Foreign Access Point 

FAS Foreign Authentication Server 

STA Station 

IP V4 Internet Protocol Version Four 
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KDC Key Distribution Centre 

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project 

GSM Global System for Mobile 

UTSM Universal Mobile Telecommunications System  

SIM Subscriber Identity Module 

2G Second Generation  

NAI Network Address Identity 

EAP-AKA EAP -Authentication and Key Agreement 

IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity 

MCC Mobile Country Code 

MNC Mobile Network Code  

HAAA Home AAA 

AP Access Point 

AV Authentication Vector 

MSK Master Session Key 

EMSK Extended Master Session key 

rMSK re-authentication Master Session Key 

DS-MSK Domain Specified MSK 

CCMP Counter Cipher Mode with Block Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol 

EA EAP Server 

TTL Time To Live 

SAL Symbolic Analysis Laboratory 

BT Behavior Tree 

LTL Linear Temporal Logic 

CTL Computing Temporal Logic 

DTB Design BT 

RBT Requirement BT 

DNS Domain Name Service 

PKI Public Key Infrastructure 

CA Certificate Authority  

MitM Man in the Middle  

HAS Home Authentication Server 

IPsec  Internet Protocol Security 
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